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ABSTRACT 

 

The definitive ceasefire between ETA and the Spanish government in 2011 

opened up new possibilities for an analysis of the Basque conflict. In what 

ways can historians “look back” from 2011 to seek to explain this long-

drawn-out armed conflict? ETA has habitually been portrayed by journalists 

and political scientists as a terrorist group which, after the Spanish transition 

to democracy (1975-1982), could no longer justify its tactics to the 

surrounding society. However, such long-standing armed conflicts between 

modern states and insurgent armed groups are generally characterised by 

complexity, thus the bi-dimensional/binary frameworks of analysis that 

predominate in political science (legitimate/illegitimate violence, 

perpetrators/victims, …etc.) risk producing oversimplified explanations 

which are oversimplifications that cannot account for the complicated 

dynamics they seek to explain. From a historical perspective, using 

historical sources, can we analyse ETA using different categories, in order 

to render a broader understanding of the Basque conflict? Using the work of 

anthropologists and oral historians as reference, my enquiry builds on the 

life stories of ETA activists from the beginning of the Spanish transition in 

the 1970s until the ceasefire declared in 2011. In total, this thesis analyses 

seven life stories of ETA activists to provide insights into the long Basque 

armed conflict by analysing their lives three-dimensionally. Using the tools 

of social history to analyse the historical evolution of the Basque Radical 

Community (ETA’s social base), my research explores the psychological 

landscapes of these activists, including how their lives model a “cultural 

ethos” that had originally emerged from the Basque Radical Community. 

However, this relationship started to break down during the post-Franco 

transitional process of the late 1970s, after which a significant part of 

Basque society began to oppose ETA’s use of violence. The activists 

became increasingly socially isolated, although still active. As a result, to 

explain the subsequent history of ETA we need to include the life stories of 

the activists themselves. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The end of the Basque armed conflict 

 
“Many publications on ETA set out deliberately to attempt to 

“explain” the phenomenon of radical nationalism and its use of 

political violence in order to find a ‘solution’ to it”. 

Carrie Hamilton, “The Gender Politics of ETA 

and Radical Basque Nationalism 1959-1982”. 

 

 

The birth of the Basque insurgent group ETA (Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna—

Freedom for the Basque Country) in 1959 coincided with the beginning of 

an industrialisation process that modernised Spanish society during the 

1960s. At that time, in the mid 1960s, ETA already believed that the 

independence of the Basque people would only be achieved through the 

workers” struggle. This notion was not only held by the organisation. In 

1968, when ETA assassinated its first victim, Melitón Manzanas, a police 

officer and the head of the Political-Social Brigade of the Basque province 

of Guipúzcoa, many Basque people understood the necessity of the armed 

struggle against the Franco regime. In 1973, when ETA murdered Admiral 

Carrero Blanco, who had been appointed president of the government by 

Franco, the Basque nationalist society and much of the anti-Francoist 

Spanish movement also began to sympathise with ETA and its armed 

struggle. However, by 2011 when ETA declared a unilateral ceasefire, the 

organisation had become completely isolated from both Spanish society and 

the Basque people. What had happened in the sixty years in between these 

events to cause ETA to move from being the vanguard of the struggle 

against the Franco regime to the twenty-first century when the majority of 

the Basque population wanted the organisation to abandon the armed 

struggle? Rather than focusing on what “mistakes” ETA has committed, my 

work reveals the necessity of understanding how this organisation reflects 

changes in both Basque and Spanish society. Therefore, my intention in this 

thesis is to understand the Basque conflict not as an isolated armed struggle 
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between ETA and the Spanish security forces but as a part of recent Spanish 

contemporary history.  

 

   How has the historiography of ETA—as the most controversial and 

prominent political actor of the Basque conflict, due to the nature of its 

insurgency against the state—changed since its definitive cease-fire? In 

theory, the end of the armed conflict should have led to broader perspectives 

within the studies of ETA. Over the last decades, ETA studies have largely 

focused on security because the organisation posed a physical threat to 

many citizens. However, once ETA declared a definitive ceasefire in 2011, 

it was thought that new analytical approaches would start to emerge.1 

Paradoxically, in the great majority of examples, this has not been the case. 

Although the issue of security has moved from ETA to the threat of Islamic 

terrorism, new studies of ETA have not moved beyond the classic dialectic 

of studies on terrorism that consist of treating the issue as a binomial 

interaction between a democratic state and a terrorist organisation. 

 

   Following this approach, Luis M. Sordo, in his recent work about the 

negotiations between ETA and the governments of Spain, portrays ETA 

through a history of threats, extortion, kidnappings and murders to further 

his arguments. Sordo concludes that the negotiation processes were 

successful strategies implemented by the different Spanish governments that 

also took into account that ETA never achieved its goal, namely 

independence for the Basque Country.2 Sordo, therefore, appears more 

interested in demonstrating what has already been said: that the history of 

ETA can be summarised as being a decaying organisation that was not even 
																																																								
1 Much has been written on ETA from a security perspective. One of the most well-known 
books is: Florencio Domínguez Iribarren, De la negociación a la tregua. ¿El final de ETA? 
Madrid: Taurus, 1998. For works that adopt a more historicist approach, see Diego Muro, 
Ethnicity and Violence: The Case of Radical Basque Nationalism. New York: Routledge, 
2008 and José Manuel Mata López, El nacionalismo vasco radical: discurso, organización 
y expresiones. Bilbao: Universidad del País Vasco, 1993. For a more journalistic 
perspective on the subject, see Lorenzo Silva, Manuel Sanchez and Gonzalo Araluce, 
Sangre, sudor y paz. Madrid: Ediciones Peninsula, 2017. Also: John Bew, Martyn 
Frampton and Iñigo Gurruchaga, Talking to Terrorists. Making Peace in Northern Ireland 
and the Basque Country. London: Columbia University Press, 2009. 
2 Luis Miguel Sordo Estella, Promesas y mentiras. Las negociaciones entre ETA y los 
gobiernos de España (1976-2006. Madrid: Tecnos, 2017, 63. 
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supported within its own Basque Radical Community.3 

 

   How can ETA be analysed with a beginning and an end without 

attempting to “settle scores” in the sense of portraying the organisation 

simply through its terrorist actions? Basque anthropologists such as Joseba 

Zulaika and Begoña Aretxaga have examined the Basque conflict from the 

ancestral roots of Basque culture. For example, they examine how it is 

related to the Basque language Euskera, which is the oldest language in 

Europe or how this culture has its own particularities, including a whole 

series of matriarchal myths. For these anthropologists, the modern Basque 

conflict cannot be understood without analysing this cultural substratum, 

since it provides the raw material out of which enduring (if also evolving) 

forms of nationalist popular imaginary have resulted.4 However, there is an 

element missing within this social science literature on the Basque conflict 

which neither of these anthropologists include in their works: an analysis of 

ETA as it related directly to the daily lives of Spaniards. My personal 

contribution is to analyse the national imaginary of the Spaniards from my 

own personal insights as a Spanish citizen.  

 

   In this terrain of emotions, it seems that there is a strong imbalance in the 

literature on the Basque conflict, which can be divided into two sorts. On 

the one hand, studies of terrorism (based exclusively on security issues) 

conducted by experts, and sometimes by journalists, try to produce a 

“technical” analysis of ETA, for instance, by focusing on the logistical 

details of their armed actions (e.g. what types of weapons were often used 

or how many members formed a terrorist cell). Florencio Domínguez 

Iribarren, a Spanish journalist probably best known for his books about 

ETA, concluded that “hatred of the police constitutes the lowest common 

denominator of Basque nationalist ethnicity in the post-war period”. 5 

																																																								
3 By Basque Radical Community, we understand organisations such as political parties, 
unions and other spontaneous social movements that had been ideologically closed to ETA 
during the long existence of the Basque armed conflict. 
4 Joseba Zulaika, Basque Violence. Metaphor and Sacrament. Reno: University of Nevada 
Press, 1988; Begoña Aretxaga, State of Terror. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. 
5 Florencio Domínguez Iribarren, De la negociacion a la tregua, 11. 
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However, is not “hatred of the police” a common denominator for young 

rebels in any country with a police force? Therefore, a concept like hatred of 

the police serves little to explain ETA’s social base. On the one hand, there 

appears to be an excessive imbalance between the more local analyses 

(mainly by Basque anthropologists) and the more generalist analyses, which 

lack enough specificity to draw concrete conclusions.6 On the other hand, 

the more local/anthropological studies did not connect ETA with the daily 

life of Spanish citizens.  

 

   If the influence of ETA on life in Spain has been so strong that Spanish 

identity cannot be understood without considering the existence of this 

armed organisation, why then are ETA studies constantly linked to Basque 

nationalism and not Spanish identity?7 Tim Ederson points out that, in 

cultural studies, little has been done to explain how the nation can be 

portrayed by analysing the daily life of its citizens.8 This author uses the 

Marxist theory in order to analyse the daily life of ordinary people. Ederson 

uses daily life analyses to delve into a whole series of practices that 

reproduce, respond to or reaffirm capitalism.9 In other words, understanding 

how people make specific personal decisions can be analysed using a 

materialist approach. Along these lines, my approach is to analyse the 

history of ETA and the modern Basque conflict by trying to understand the 

social imaginary of the modern Spanish national community from the life 

																																																								
6 There are many references that can be considered “generalist analyses”. Most books 
without an anthropological or historical approach unfortunately fall into that category. 
Multidisciplinary approaches, highly invoked by scholars in the twenty-first century, have 
not in my opinion served to actually combine different disciplines within the social 
sciences with the aim of broadening the analysis. Instead, the more positivist and 
“scientific” analyses, coming mainly from the discipline of political science, have been 
more successful than humanity disciplines like history and anthropology. For examples of 
books with a “generalist analysis”, see: Florencio Domínguez Iribarren, ETA: Estrategia 
organizativa y actuaciones. 1978-1992. Bilbao: Universidad del País Vasco, 1998 and 
Pedro José Francés, Una solución al conflicto vasco. Madrid: Editorial Ciudadano, 2000. 
7 Most research on ETA is linked with Basque nationalism, assuming that these two are 
inseparable. In other words, we cannot understand ETA without considering the origins of 
Basque nationalism. Nevertheless, why should important elements that had also been part 
of the Basque conflict, such as Spanish nationalism, not be a focus of study for those 
analysing ETA? 
8 Tim Edensor, National Identity, Popular Culture and Everyday Life. Oxford: Berg, 2002, 
1. 
9 Edensor, National Identity, Popular Culture and Everyday Life, 20. 
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stories of ETA activists. The temporal period covered in this thesis is broad 

given the long history of ETA and the changes in the governments that 

Spain and Spaniards (as an imagined community) have experienced over the 

last decades. The time span extends from the 1960s, with the establishment 

of Spain as an industrial state, to the 2008 economic crisis, known as the 

Great Recession, and the crisis of neo-liberalism as an economic and social 

system. 

 
   The main line of enquiry of this thesis and its raison d”etre is to analyse 

both the individual and the society by understanding the lives of ETA 

activists as a part of the Basque conflict’s long history. Through the life 

stories of ETA activists, and their interactions with my own narratives (as a 

Spaniard) of the Basque conflict, my work will dig into the subjectivities 

that have been carried along the long extent of the conflict’s history. The 

historiography of ETA, apart from analysing its origins in Basque 

nationalism and the great events most closely associated with the 

organisation (e.g. the Burgos trial and execution of Carrero Blanco), has not 

given much importance to the subjectivities of these activists. However, 

focusing on these subjectivities serves the great purpose of understanding 

ETA not merely as an organisation but as the product of individuals, as 

compiled through several life stories in which each has the potential to 

represent a particular line of enquiry. One of the aims of this doctoral thesis 

is to take the emotions of ETA activists in their own historical context as an 

important aspect for understanding the organisation’s history as a whole. In 

this sense, the history of the Basque conflict is represented by the history 

and emotions of the ETA activists interviewed for this thesis.  

 

    This thesis consists of an introduction, five chapters, a conclusion and an 

epilogue. The first chapter reviews the historiography of the Basque 

conflict, particularly focusing the general agreement that the civil war 

constituted the first major consolidation of the social base of Basque 

nationalism. The Spanish Civil War provided the prelude to the increasing 

tensions among European powers, which would later lead to the Second 
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World War. This chapter analyses the consensus among historians about 

how post-war Basque nationalism then became a “Basque nationalism of the 

masses” and as such symbolised the anti-Franco struggle. This Basque 

nationalism emerged as opposition to Spanish nationalism, which, for most 

Basques and from the end of the civil war, was connected to the Franco 

dictatorship. The first chapter tries also to open debate about how the 

Spanish society has assimilated the legacy of the defeat of the republicans in 

1939 and the cultural legacy of the Francoist dictatorship through the last 

quarter of the twentieth century and the first decade of the twenty-first 

century. 

 

    If chapter one covers the historiography on ETA from 1930s to 1970s, 

chapter two looks more at the social experience of the Basque Radical 

Community in the 1960s and 1970s. The second chapter explores the end of 

the historiographical consensus with the emergence of ETA during the 

1960s and 70s as an armed vanguard in the anti-Franco struggle.10 The 

difficulties of interpreting the new Basque nationalism that emerged with 

ETA stem, in part, to the fact that most of the prominent historians rejected 

analysing ETA as a Basque social movement, choosing to focus only in its 

armed actions. The Basque Radical Community underpinning ETA was 

born out of the labour movement during the industrialisation process of the 

1960s. The second chapter presents the life story of ETA activist Fernando 

Etxegarai to provide insights into how a particular emotion, disenchantment, 

can depict the contradictions of a Spanish society, which, at that moment, 

was moving from a dictatorial regime to a democracy. This life story is also 

useful for exploring the deficiencies of a Basque conflict historiography that 

seems unable to open new lines of enquiry into the role of the Basque 

Radical Community during the Spanish transition.11 

																																																								
10 This historiography is constituted by some representative works such as: Jose Antonio 
Pérez Pérez, “Foralidad y autonomía bajo el franquismo (1935-1975)”, in Luis Castells and 
Arturo Cajal (eds.), La autonomía vasca en la España contemporánea (1808-2008). 
Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2009, 317-285; Daniel Conversi, The Basques, the Catalans and 
Spain. London: Hurts and Company, 1997; Antonio Elorza, Jose María Garmendia, Gurutz 
Jaúregui and Florencio Domínguez, La historia de ETA. Madrid: Colección Historia, 2000. 
11 The historiography of the Basque conflict during the years of the transition (1970s and 
80s) has not paid too much attention to the Basque Radical Community. An exception is 
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   The third chapter examines the Spanish paramilitary group GAL (Grupos 

anti-terroristas de liberación nacional – Anti-terrorist liberation group) and 

its actions against Basque activists through the life story of ETA activist 

Josu Amante Arnaíz. The GAL has been previously analysed from the 

perspective of its victims. There are extensive journalistic accounts of the 

judicial processes in which several high-ranking Spanish government 

officials were declared guilty of collaborating with this terrorist 

organisation.12 These analyses explain the GAL through its connection with 

the Spanish state system. This chapter uses anthropological tools to analyse 

the physical and psychological suffering of Amantes. My objective is to 

depict his story as a way of understanding the massive mobilisation of the 

Basque Radical Community as a social movement in the 1980s.  

 

   Chapter four explores how the Basque Radical Community begun to 

shrink in size during the 1990s due to both international factors, such as the 

breakup of the Soviet Union and its revolutionary ideological propaganda, 

and local factors, such as the emergence of the first Basque social 

movements fighting for peace. This fourth chapter presents the life story of 

Gorka García Sertucha and his attempt to assassinate King Juan Carlos I. 

His story provides a certain level of depth on the subject of the armed 

struggle, which is an aspect of ETA that generates much controversy within 

analyses of the organisation. This chapter analyses Spain during the 1990s: 

it had already become part of the European common market and the 

“Regime of 78” that was born from the transition to democracy had created 

a middle class attracted to consumer society. In this context, Sertucha’s 

attempted assassination of the king appointed by the dictator Francisco 

																																																																																																																																													
Joseph W. Foweraker’s work, “The Role of Labor Organizations in the Transition to 
Democracy in Spain”, in Robert P. Clark and Michael H. Haltzel (eds.), Spain in the 1980s. 
The Democratic Transition and a New International Role. Cambridge, Mass.: Ballinger 
Publishing Company, 1987, 97-122. Through the lens of the Basque Radical Community: 
Francisco Letamendia Belunze, Historia del nacionalismo vasco y de ETA. Volumen II. 
Historia de la transición (1976-2002). San Sebastian: R&B Ediciones, 1994. 
12 One of the most well-known journalistic books about the GAL is Paddy Woodworth, 
Dirty War, Clean Hands; ETA, the GAL and Spanish Democracy. Yale: Nota Bene, 2002. 
From “inside” the GAL, see José Amedo, Cal viva. Un relato estremecedor. La verdad 
definitiva desde las entrañas de los GAL. Madrid: La esfera de los libros, 2013. 
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Franco symbolises the last (failed) attempt of ETA to mobilise the Basque 

nationalist masses around their armed struggle. 

 

   The fifth and final chapter analyses the part of the Basque Radical 

Community that had been more loyal to ETA and its last refuge (in terms of 

support) during the twenty-first century, the Basque political prisoners. The 

prison experiences related by four ETA activists make it plausible for the 

reader to envision the existence of a “war front” between the Spanish state 

and the Basque political prisoners. During the Basque conflict, prison 

represented a war machine used by the Spanish state to wrest from the 

activists their political subjectivity and, therefore, “depersonalising” them 

into common criminals. This last chapter covers the twenty-first century and 

also explores the Basque conflict from the life story of the only female 

activist who participated in this research. Starting from the 2000s and going 

until ETA declared a ceasefire in 2011, this activist’s story highlights a 

Basque Radical Community that had become isolated and resistant to 

change. The fact that this ETA activist was female meant something that 

was underscored by her reluctance to be interviewed for my thesis. The 

humility (a human quality historically linked more to feminine rather than 

masculine behaviour) displayed by this female ETA activist during the 

interview was striking compared with male interviewees. It should be taken 

into account that this interview took place in a context in which the armed 

organisation no longer had the support of the masses to legitimise their 

armed actions. By understanding the prison experiences, particularly the 

physical torture of Basque political prisoners, it becomes possible to derive 

some conclusions about how these experiences produced a very particular 

worldview of the Basque conflict for these activists. In other words, for 

these Basque political prisoners, the mere fact that they survived the “war 

experience” in prison, which in many cases lasted more than two decades, 

has led them to live the conflict from a single dimension, that of the open 

war against the Spanish state. 
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   The rest of this introduction is divided into three parts. The first part 

discusses the highly loaded and historically complicated concepts of nation 

and nationalism. During the twentieth century, complex debates focused on 

what constituted a nation and how nationalisms were formed; in the twenty-

first century, the more recent studies on nationalism have focused on 

explaining how individuals integrate a particular national feeling within 

themselves. Therefore, this first part of the introduction depicts the people 

who culturally encouraged and financially supported Basque nationalism. 

After understanding nationalism from the people initiating it—that is, those 

who not only adhere to it as part of a mass but more so as individuals the 

second section provides an analysis of political violence through the 

perspective of bio-politics. Studies of political violence have traditionally 

focused on the modern state; however, in the twenty-first century, the focus 

has shifted to individuals and the concept of bio-politics as developed by 

Michel Foucault in the 1960s.13 Indeed, a modern state approach alone 

cannot explain the political violence that has developed in Europe since the 

First World War up to the emergence of the European terrorist groups of the 

1960s and 1970s. The third and last section explains the research 

methodology used in the thesis, which is based on oral history. The use and 

purpose of this methodology allows me to achieve the primary objective of 

this research: to understand the Basque armed conflict from its beginnings 

in the 1960s to its end in 2011 from the life stories of ETA activists. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
																																																								
13 Rachel Adams, “Michel Foucault: Biopolitics and Power”, Critical Legal Thinking. Law 
and Political, May 10, 2017. Accessed 6 September 2018 at: 
http://criticallegalthinking.com/2017/05/10/michel-foucault-biopolitics-biopower 
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SECTION 1 

 

Theories of Nationalism and the people behind the Basque Nationalist 

Movement 

 

What is the relationship between ETA and Basque nationalism? Ernest 

Gellner traces a relationship between the existence of nationalisms and the 

arrival of modernity.14 Industrial society makes the values of growth and 

progress its main standards. For Gellner, nationalism is a political principle 

that emerges with the division of labour and the state claiming for itself a 

monopoly on education with the intention of preserving a particular social 

order.15 In short, Gellner rejects the notion that nationalism has anything to 

do with the psychology of people or with human nature. In the same line of 

thought, John Breuilly stresses that nationalism is based on power, and this 

is exercised with the idea of how to control the state by the establishment.16 

For Breuilly, nationalism has to do with abstract thinking as it is an idea that 

concerns the whole community, with nationalism being “the politics of 

intellectuals”. 17  Essentially, these two thinkers reduce the concept of 

nationalism to the political sphere and therefore to the struggle for power. 

 

   The line of enquiry that connects the emergence of nationalism with the 

arrival of modernity is useful to explain the roots of post-war Basque 

nationalism and the people behind it. The Basque nationalist rebel group 

ETA (Euzkadi Ta Askatasuna—Freedom for the Basque Country) emerged 

in 1959, absorbing a Basque nationalist tradition formulated at the end of 

the nineteenth century by the spiritual and political leader who defined 

modern Basque identity, Sabino Arana (1865-1903). In the absence of any 

																																																								
14 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism. Oxford: Blackwell, 1983. For the relevance of 
Gellner in the analysis of nationalism, see Daniel Conversi, “Homogenisation, Nationalism 
and War: should we still read Ernest Gellner?”, Nations and Nationalism, 13 (2007): 371-
394. For a more recent debate on nationalism, see Montserrat Guibernau, The Identity of 
Nations. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2007. 
15 Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, 4. 
16 John Breuilly, Nationalism and the State. 2nd edition. Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1993. 
17 Breuilly, Nationalism and the State, 49. 
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other writers or politicians of his stature and influence, Arana’s views 

became the founding texts of Basque nationalism. Following Gellner’s 

theory on nationalism, there is an agreement among scholars on how the 

breakdown of the Spanish Empire and the industrialisation of the Basque 

territories created the conditions necessary for Arana to formulate his 

doctrine.18 However, this doctrine was based on Arana’s racist views of the 

immigrant labourers who came to work in the new Basque factories and on 

the glorification of the ancient era known as the Basque Golden Age. More 

than a hundred years after his theories were first known, they are still 

controversial in academic debates.19 The fact that ETA included in its name 

(and initials) a word that Arana literally invented (Euzkadi) proves his 

contemporary relevance within the Basque nationalist community.  

 

   The political tradition of Arana (a rejection of Spanish identity and a 

glorification of the Basque Golden Age) is part of all the life stories of the 

narrators included in this research. In one way (the political background of 

their parents) or another (their own assumption of Basque identity as unique 

and separate of a Spanish one), I detected the Aranist political tradition 

within their narratives. It is precisely this ethnic Aranist tradition of being 

Basque that most separated the narrators and me. Under what material 

conditions did Sabino Arana’s discourse retain its power/relevance to 

successive generations in the Basque Country over the years?	  It is thus 

Arana who shaped the Weltanschauung (world view) of Basque identity and 

who made it difficult for all of us (imagined audience of non-Basque 

people) to empathise with this sentiment of “the Basques” as a separate 

reality from the rest of the Spaniards.  

 
   From this subjective terrain (emotions and sentiment), Hugh Seton-

Watson contends that the existence of nationalisms predate the semantic 
																																																								
18 The reader can find these academic debates in: Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: 
ETA, 1952-1980. Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1984. See also Daniel Conversi, 
“Modernism and Nationalism”, Journal of Political Ideologies, 17 (2012): 13-34, and Juan 
Pablo Fusi, El Pais Vasco: Pluralismo y Nacionalidad. Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 1984. 
19 See for example Antonio Elorza, Jose María Garmendia, Gurutz Jaúregui and Florencio 
Domínguez, La historia de ETA. Madrid: Colección Historia, 2000 and Paddy Woodworth, 
The Basque Country, A Cultural History. Oxford: Signal Books, 2007. 
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formulation of the term during the modern age.20 Rejecting the scientific 

character of the concept of nation, he concludes that it exists when “a 

significant number of people in a community consider themselves to form a 

nation, or behave as if they formed one”.21 In line with this analysis, 

Anthony D. Smith shares with Seton-Watson the understanding that politics 

and power relations are not enough to understand the phenomenon of nation 

or nationalism. For Smith, a nation is also a cultural phenomenon in which 

feelings, symbolism or language spoken by a community plays a major role 

and is, thus, multidimensional and full of subjectivity.22 If nations are 

reflected in their own myths, Benedict Anderson specifies how then 

“communities are to be distinguished not by their falsity/genuineness, but 

by the style in which they are imagined”. 23  Imagination, as a new 

anthropological tool to analyse nationalisms, allows one to focus on the 

phenomenon of the nation in two ways. First, one can examine the 

community relationships that exist among the people that make up that 

nation, and second, one can make an abstract analysis of these relationships 

to better understand the fears and fantasies through which that nation has 

been imagined. 

 
   My research, in part based on Anderson’s concept of imagined 

communities, also analyses the phenomenon of nationalism through the 

approach of the historian Eric Hobsbawm. His approach to nationalism 

starts by recognising Gellner’s formulation of the political nation as a 

primary unit. Hobsbawm, however, understands the concept of nation as 

multidimensional and therefore argues that it would be a mistake to analyse 

it only through the lens of politics, economics or culture.24 Why is it 

multidimensional? Hobsbawm understands the political root of the idea of a 

nation in terms of the theoretical sense of power but also in the “people” 
																																																								
20 Hugh Seton-Watson, Nations and States. An Enquiry into the Origin of Nations and the 
Politics of Nationalism. Boulder: Westview Press, 1977. 
21 Seton-Watson, Nations and States. An Enquiry into the Origin of Nations and the Politics 
of Nationalism, 5. 
22 Anthony D. Smith, National Identity. London: Penguin Books, 1991.  
23 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origins and Spread of 
Nationalism. Revised edition. London: Verso, 2006, 6. 
24 Eric J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780. Programme, Myth, Reality. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012. 
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that formed political communities in the heat of uprisings, such as during 

the fight for independence in the United States or during the French 

Revolution. 25  Following Gellner, Hobsbawm connects the nation’s 

existence with modernity noting that popular memory began to be shaped 

through state and public education. 26  Likewise, advances in media 

technologies, such as the press, allowed newspapers to reach the masses, 

expanding the popular memory. According to Hobsbawm, through these 

mechanisms, the working classes began to identify with the nation, 

consequently making the nation and the state solidify into a single political 

unit. In this sense, the elements of imagery, symbolism and tradition are 

those used by an intellectual elite to build the modern nation.27 The final 

elements Hobsbawm consider essential for creating the modern nation were 

the emergence of the middle classes and the concept of “secular 

nationalism”. This “new religion” linked communities within a state. 

 

   Even after his death in 1903, Arana’s powerful theoretical framework 

continued to be represented in the Basque struggle, and it can be 

successfully (in terms of the political movement that developed in the 

following decades) explained by the willpower of a small population 

surrounded by big countries trying to survive. This was, in Hobsbawm’s 

terms, the secular religion from which Basque nationalism was subsequently 

built on. In this sense, the Basque nationalist movement that developed in 

relation to the modernisation of Spain supports Hobsbawm’s theory that 

nationalisms are born in the heat of the modernisation process.28  

 

   Nevertheless, this Basque nationalism movement born as a by-product of 

the Spanish modernisation process cannot be explained without pre-modern 
																																																								
25 Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780. Programme, Myth. Reality. 
26 For a broader debate about the uses of memory, see Wulf Kansteiner, “Finding Meaning 
in Memory: A Methodological Critique of Collective Memory Studies”, History and 
Theory, 41, no.2 (2002): 179-97. 
27 Eric Hobsbawm, “Introduction: Inventing Traditions”, in Eric Hobsbawm and Terence 
Ranger (eds.), The Invention of Tradition. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983, 
1-15. 
28  Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition. For a broader 
discussion on modernisation and nationalism, see Daniel Conversi, “Modernism and 
Nationalism”. 
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elements such as the importance of religion. According to the 

historiography on Basque nationalism, the Catholic Church, and the religion 

in which Arana identified the Basques as “the chosen people”, started to 

lose its hegemonic power in Spain during the period of rapid urbanisation 

and industrialisation. 29  In the Basque Country and in other European 

countries, the peasants who went to work in the factories became part of the 

modern national state and, as a result, turned into “people” that became part 

of what historians term “popular culture”.30 However, from the core myth of 

Basque nationalists this overture to the modern world provoked a cataclysm. 

The souls of the Basques and the language (euskera) were considered part 

of the rural world, whereas the Hispanicised urban world was more practical 

for business or administration.31 The Basque financial oligarchy connected 

economically with its homogenous counterparts in Madrid, and the 

immigrant labour force from southern Spain that arrived to work in the new 

Basque factories frightened the Basque middle and lower classes, which did 

not benefit from the modernisation process. According to Basque social 

history, it was the shopkeepers, shop workers, office workers and other 

liberal professions who were attracted to the nationalist ideas of 

euskalerriakos, a Basque movement led by the industrialist Ramón de la 

Sota (1857-1936), who, following an agreement with Arana, became the 

main sponsor of the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV). 

 

   As we can observe, the complexity in analysing Basque nationalism is not 

relate to its theoretical premises but rather by the objective of portraying the 

people behind it. The beginnings of Basque nationalism as a social and 

political movement are connected with the strategies that a certain group of 

intellectuals took to initiate that movement. In this sense, Basque 

nationalism does not differ from Spanish nationalism or any other forms of 

																																																								
29 For a broader social history of Spain, see Adrian Shubert, A Social History of Modern 
Spain. London: Unwin Hyman, 1990, 2. 
30 Helen Graham, “Introduction. Culture and Modernity. The Case of Spain”, in Helen 
Graham and Joe Labanyi (eds.), Spanish Cultural Studies: An Introduction: The Struggle 
for Modernity. New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, 6. 
31 For anthropological study on this topic, see Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque 
Nation. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989, 11. 
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nationalism. Regardless of strategies, the concept to understand is why the 

social masses adhere to a particular nationalist project. The Basques who 

began to be attracted to the ideas of the PNV cannot simply be considered as 

people who underwent an “indoctrination process”. This analysis would 

insufficiently explain Basque nationalism as a mass movement in this 

decade, particularly given the successful political strategy of the PNV of 

adopting Christian democratic principles during the 1930s. Seton-Watson, 

who doubted whether nationalism should be considered simply as an 

ideology, defines nation as the will of a community to adopt the modern 

principle of popular sovereignty and qualifies the rest of the nationalist 

ideological corpus as mere rhetoric.32 However, my research into Basque 

nationalism does not simply focus on a community that has decided to 

become something else. In my analysis, the political strategy of the PNV 

can only partially explain the Basque nationalist movement. The reason why 

peasants and urban middle class Basques adhered to the Basque nationalist 

project during the first half of the twentieth century cannot be simply 

understood as an “ideological brain wash”. In contrast, they understood this 

project as the best fit for their living conditions. Therefore, only by 

exploring their daily lives can we understand the formation of the first 

Basque nationalist community. 

    

   What implications did the formation of this Basque national community 

(comprised of the urban middle classes and peasants) have for the future 

Basque Radical Community (born in the 1960s with the industrialisation 

process and consolidated in the 1970s during the political upheaval of the 

Spanish transition) and, thus, for the narrators of this thesis? My research 

reveals that this small Basque national community has always felt the 

necessity of looking out for (and protecting) themselves. The Basque 

Radical Community took over this role in the 1970s, as a continuation of 

what the PNV had started at the beginning of the twentieth century. A sense 

of belonging to certain traditions in a world in which neoliberalism during 

																																																								
32 Hugh Seton-Watson, Nations and States. An Enquiry into the Origin of Nations and the 
Politics of Nationalism, 445. 
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the 1970s had started to “disintegrate” human relations into mere “economic 

transactions”, is another example of this continuity. Unfortunately, this 

historical link is often ignored in the historiography of the Basque conflict. 

Thus, the importance of allowing the ETA activists to reflect their cultural 

roots from this sentiment of self-protection in their testimonies is paramount 

in this work. Saying it in a more explicit form, the struggle of ETA for the 

independence of the Basque Country was based on a constant challenge to 

the current state of affairs of the European neo-liberal economic model of 

the last quarter of the twentieth century.  

 

   Although nationalism has negative connotations in today’s society (it is 

often considered by the liberal classes as chauvinistic and opposed to 

multiculturalism), my intention is not to endow this concept with a negative 

or positive connotation. Lauren Berlant criticises national sentimentality and 

considers it the main excuse for nationalist elites to keep themselves in 

power.33 Berlant emphasises that national sentimentality is rooted in a 

“massive emotional pain” concealed within the nucleus of the national 

collective.34 When the privileged classes feel the pain of the subaltern 

classes as their own is when structural changes in the nation begin to take 

place. My work on ETA explains precisely how this organisation was able 

(at least during the 1970s and 80s) to canalise the disaffection of a 

significant part of the Basque people in order to confront the neo-liberal 

Spanish regime born from the transition to democracy. Berlant theorises that 

if social pain were completely absent, nations would not exist, and the 

abstract concept of nation would be unnecessary. The way ETA connected 

social pain with the Basque nation is a good example of how this 

organisation, despite its working class struggle, had Basque nationalism as it 

main reason of existence. In terms of this thesis, the fact that Berlant 

considers the association of certain emotions with a concrete national 

imaginary as a negative aspect is irrelevant. What my work on ETA finds 

relevant about her theory is how the “transpersonal intimacies” that are 
																																																								
33 Lauren Berlant, El corazón de la nación. Ensayos sobre política y sentimentalismo. 
México D.F.: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2012. 
34 Berlant, El corazón de la nación. Ensayos sobre política y sentimentalism, 10. 
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present in a national community would have to be disguised to maintain the 

legitimacy and dominance of the elite class.35 In this sense, the “one 

dimensional” way of interpreting the Basque conflict by ETA activists 

benefited the elites of the Spanish state in charge of defeating the “threat of 

terrorism” and rejecting any political solution to the Basque conflict. Thus, 

my critique of Berlant’s concept of nation is a criticism of our present day 

liberal societies. In this context, how can we understand the violence 

produced by a Basque nationalist movement like ETA? An understanding of 

these transpersonal intimacies is precisely the main objective of my enquiry.  

																																																								
35 Berlant, El corazón de la nación. Ensayos sobre política y sentimentalismo, 11. 
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SECTION 2 

 

Post-World War II Europe. Ambiguous assumptions about political violence 

 

The Franco regime (1939-1975) projected an idea of the Spanish nation in 

which transpersonal intimacies were established through mercantilist 

relations. The historian Helen Graham argues that, although the Francoist 

regime continued to violently oppress anyone opposed to the dictatorship 

after World War II, it also understood that repression would not be enough 

to control society in the new international system.36 The new method of 

control involved “copying” the style of the new shining liberal democracies 

that survived the threat of fascism during World War II, which adopted a 

culture of mass consumerism akin to that of the United States, as part of 

their new identity. The consolidation of the European welfare state in the 

1960s through this hegemonic consumerist culture encouraged intellectuals 

like Jean Paul Sartre and the Martinican Frantz Fanon to embrace Marxism 

and its practical struggles against American imperialism (particularly in 

Cuba and Vietnam). In the European historiography, the 1960s opened a 

new period of rebellion and violence after the nearly twenty years of relative 

social peace that followed World War II.37 Nevertheless, for some historians 

of Spain, the birth of violent rebel groups in Spain, such as ETA in 1959, 

was not only related to a radical European anti-capitalist social movement 

but also to the particular changes occurring in Spanish society as a result of 

the rapid industrialisation process promoted by Franco.38 

 

    Was ETA a product of the new social movements born in the 1960s to 

fight against the social order imposed by American imperialism (e.g. the 
																																																								
36 Helen Graham, The War and its Shadow: Spain’s Civil War in Europe’s Long Twentieth 
Century. Brighton: Sussex Academic Press, 2012, 117. With a similar argument, see 
Carolyn P. Boyd, Historia Patria. Politics, History and National Identity in Spain, 1875-
1975. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997. 
37 See Pieter Spierenburg, “Violence: Reflections About a Word” in Sophie Body-Gendrot 
and Pieter Spierenburg (eds.), Violence in Europe. Historical and Contemporary 
Perspectives. Berlin: Springer, 2008. 
38 Examples of this historiography are Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-
1980 and John Sullivan, ETA and Basque Nationalism: The Fight for Euskadi 1890-1986. 
London: Routledge, 1988. 
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Vietnam War or de-colonisation) or was it just a new radical version of the 

Basque nationalist movement? In the historiography of the organisation, the 

more politically progressive studies chose the first option.39 Meanwhile, the 

more conservative works chose the second answer.40 A key point of my 

enquiry is to recognise how ETA connected its ideological struggle with the 

evolution of the Basque working class during the 1960s. However, by the 

1990s, after decades of armed struggle, this organisation became isolated 

within Basque society and by the twenty first century came to simply 

represent radical components of Basque nationalism, thus seemingly 

supporting the hypothesis of conservative historians. Nevertheless, the life 

stories of the ETA activists depicted in this thesis reveal that the “nature” of 

ETA cannot be understood as a mere by-product of the international 

context. By focusing on the subjectivities of ETA activists through their life 

stories, my research highlights the risks of making generalisations about the 

emergence and nature of ETA based solely on the systems of power 

operating during its history (i.e. the arrival of democracy to Spain or the 

collapse of the Soviet Union). In this sense, the different micro-cultures that 

ETA activists experienced, such as the strong working class mobilisations 

of the 1960s and 70s or the period of “cultural working class apathy” in the 

1990s, can only be analysed by considering the emotional lives of these 

activists as equally important as the social context. 

 

  In his analysis of “anti-western capitalism” of European insurgent groups 

in the 1970s, the historian Tony Judt, in his influential book Postwar: A 

History of Europe Since 1945, associated ETA, the Red Army Faction, the 

Red Brigades and the Provisional Irish Republican Army with the will to 

use terror to “expel” oppressive governments from power.41 The historian 

																																																								
39 For examples of this type of work, see Jokin Apalategui, Los vascos: De la nación al 
estado. Bayonne: Elkar, 1979, and Luigi Bruni, ETA: Historia política de una lucha 
armada. Tafalla: Txalaparta, 1993. 
40 For examples of a more conservative historiography of ETA, see Luis Castells and 
Arturo Cajal (eds.), La autonomía vasca en la España contemporánea (1808-2008). 
Madrid: Marcial Pons, 2009; Antonio Elorza, Jose María Garmendia, Gurutz Jaúregui and 
Florencio Domínguez. La historia de ETA; Eduardo González Calleja, El laboratorio del 
miedo. Una historia general del terrorismo. Barcelona: Crítica, 2012. 
41 Tony Judt, Postwar. A History of Europe Since 1945. London: Pimlico, 2007. 
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Dan Stone attempted to understand these groups and their violence in a 

broader historical post-war context. Stone asserts that their violence was a 

consequence of “the suppression of critical thought in the post-war period as 

old elites pushed with all their might for their rehabilitation at the expense 

of those with new ideas for antifascist grassroots politics”.42 

 

   These two historically based interpretations provide a framework to 

understand this phenomenon from a societal perspective of the time. In 

other words, these authors have tried to depict the perceptions of the 

European citizens who lived through these tumultuous years of street 

violence around the phenomenon of political unrest. Nevertheless, the 

protagonists of these violent attacks, the activists of these organisations, did 

not act due to an overwhelming sense of how their actions might change 

society as a whole. Mario Moretti, a leader of the Italian Red Brigades and 

the primary organiser of the group’s most infamous killing of the Italian 

politician Aldo Moro, stated how he chose the armed struggle in order to go 

beyond an ideological and defensive concept of violence, which was 

promoted by the traditional communist parties. Thus, the offensive concept 

of an armed struggle as proposed by Moretti was reduced to a simple 

premise: more was needed than just the workers’ struggle in the factories to 

attack “capital” (in its Marxist economic connotation).43 The Red Brigades, 

which were born out of the assembly line worker movements of factories 

owned by companies such as Pirelli or Alfa in Milan, was not ethically 

connected to Italian society as a homogenous block as Tony Judt suggests in 

his argument. Also, contrary to the argument of Dan Stone, these activists 

were not just threatening the old elites that emerged in a post-war 

consensus. Rather, their struggle was more connected to the real life daily 

struggles of the workers. The longevity of the Red Brigades reveals how 

they understood “improvisation” as being “in touch” with daily life (in a 

dynamic sense) of the Italian society. Indeed, subjectivities of Red Brigades 

																																																								
42 Dan Stone, Goodbye to all that? The Story of Europe Since 1945. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2014. 
43 Mario Moretti, Brigadas Rojas. Entrevista de Carla Mosca y Rossana Rossanda. Madrid: 
Akal, 2008. 
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or ETA activists cannot be analysed without understanding the 

“spontaneity” of their everyday lives. 

 

    This “spontaneity” (almost never considered by analytical framework of 

the historians of Europe) is key to understanding the violence practised by 

ETA before and during the Spanish transition. For example, the majority of 

the Spanish historiography suggests that the murder of Francoist president 

Carrero Blanco was a pre-meditated action carried out to change the power 

structures of the Franco regime. Nevertheless, this armed action was 

probably carried by ETA as an act of vengeance for the killings of some of 

their comrades.44 Coming back to the argument of “exercising power by 

other methods” above mentioned, the Spanish transition was successful 

because of the continuity of the national imaginary based on a middle-class 

consumer society, that had been planned by the Francoist elites. 

 

   The massive spontaneous street mobilisations in the years after the 

assassination of Carrero Blanco by ETA in 1973 were ignored by the 

official narrative of the transition. Indeed, it is important to underline the 

high level of political violence during the years of the transition: 1975-1982, 

with more than 700 deaths in Spain, second only to Italy in the highest 

number of deaths in Europe attributed to political violence in that period. 45 

However, the historiography of the Spanish transition does not seek to 

explain the motivations of the persons or groups that carried such violent 

actions, namely the paramilitary groups close to the state, ETA activists or 

any other groups that participated in such “battles”. Moreover, the narrative 

adopted by the Francoist elites, in agreement with the main Spanish left 

wing political parties, was the foundation of a “new nation” based on 

reconciliation. Only recently, after many decades of “academic consensus” 

about the consolidation of the “Regime of 78”, have historians started to 

																																																								
44 Eva Forest, Operación Ogro. Cómo y porqué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco. Bilbao: 
Gara, 2013.	
45 Figure taken from Gutmaro Gómez Bravo, Puig Antic: La transición inacabada. Madrid; 
Taurus Historia, 2014, 34.  
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analyse the turbulent transitional years in terms of the social mobilisation 

that occurred in the streets.46  

 

   My research on ETA is thus a similar analysis at the community level, 

which reveals a perpetual confrontation between two national projects. On 

the one hand, the national project of the Basque Radical Community is 

based on a hypothetical egalitarian Basque society, emancipated from big 

economic capital and from the Spanish and French states. On the other 

hand, the kind of Spanish identity projected by the elites who lead the 

Spanish transition in the 1970s was based on a hypothetical modern middle 

class European society in which conflicts between capital and labour forces 

could be resolved peacefully. The physical and psychological violence that 

the victims of ETA experienced and the violence that many ETA activists 

experienced at the hands of state security forces are the historical 

expressions of this clash of national identities.  
 

What does not bother me is to see who pays me for my suffering. Do you 

understand? No one should apologize to me... not even the person who was 

putting the plastic bag on my head and applying electrodes to me. Imagine he 

comes and tells me: “Hey Fernando, sorry that I have made you suffer”. But 

for what I”m worth... those pardons are worthless... they are a matter for 

priests... (...) I can forgive one person or another person… I remember 

someone who shot my most beloved friend, he put five shots into my friend in 

a restaurant in Madrid... what pisses me off more is to reach the age of 62, and 

the right of self-determination, which for me was fundamental... the 

possibility that my country was free, could decide his future... has been 

denied. 47 

 

This testimony of Fernando Etxegarai, ETA activist and protagonist of the 

second chapter, shows how the nationalistic struggle between Spanish and 

Basque national identities is reflected in my thesis with its more empirical 
																																																								
46 Two recent studies with this approach: Gutmaro Gómez Bravo, Puig Antic: La transición 
inacabada. Madrid: Taurus Historia, 2014, and Emmanuel Rodríguez López, Por qué 
fracasó la democracia en España. La Transición y el régimen del 78. Madrid: Traficantes 
de sueños, 2015. With an anarchist/libertarian perspective, see Francisco Quintana. Asalto a 
la fábrica. Luchas autónomas y reestructuración capitalista 1960-1990. Barcelona: 
Alikornio Ediciones, 2002. 
47 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
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element, violence. Thus, the violence that the Basque Radical Community 

experienced in the form of torture, shaped its popular imaginary over the 

last few decades, making the Spanish state its main antagonist. Therefore, 

the act of asking for forgiveness for tremendous acts of violence, as 

Etxegarai referred to, has been a constant theme within Spanish society 

since the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in the 1930s.  

 

   How can the subjectivities of ETA activists challenge the current 

historiography of the European insurgent groups active during the last 

quarter of the twentieth century incorporating their daily life experiences? 

The intense moments of the armed struggle lived by activists of insurgent 

groups like ETA should be analysed by focusing on the personal emotions 

and insights of activists. By analysing the historical process of how these 

emotions were produced, as in the example of the vendetta assassination of 

Carrero Blanco, we can understand more precisely the history of ETA. 

Interestingly, the only book that has taken the approach of analysing the 

daily life of the ETA activists who assassinated Carrero Blanco was written 

by Eva Forest, activist of the Basque Radical Community.48 Nevertheless, 

from my research experience, an ideological affinity to ETA is not a 

necessary prerequisite for exploring the human emotions of ETA activists. 

If social historians focus on the lives of ordinary people to understand 

societal transformations, then so should scholars of political violence. The 

western assumption after World War II that considered liberal democracies 

as vanguard political systems of the “free world” and the different forms of 

political violence that took place in these countries made insurgent groups 

(ETA, IRA, Red Brigades etc.) “mirror phenomena” of the contradictions 

within these European societies. If World War II had provoked horrendous 

forms of mass violence and the post-World War II European societies based 

on the welfare state had, in theory, overcome much of this violence, how 

would western society make sense of the new forms of political violence 

that took place during the 1960s and 70s? 
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   The fact that massive post-war violence did not occur in Europe (except in 

the Balkan case) and that any violence that did occur was not fully 

successful in its objectives may explain the lack of “academic 

understanding” of the “mirror phenomena” represented by insurgent groups. 

Nevertheless, this thesis attempts to analyse how the violence practised by 

armed European insurgent groups with more several decades of activity, 

reflects the contradictions of the European society in terms of its post-World 

War II welfare state and post-Cold War neo-liberal images. The political 

violence practised during the post-world War II period was constantly in the 

shadow of revolution. The historian Arno Mayer asserts that “indeed, to 

interpret the French and Russian Revolutions, particularly their Furies, un-

dialectically is to risk rendering them either as infamous chapters in the 

history of human madness and crime or as dreadful and fatal calamities, as 

inevitable real-life tragedies”.49 This thesis aims to provide a dialectical 

historical analysis of the interconnected violence practised both by ETA and 

the Spanish state. Only in these terms can the long historical development of 

ETA be fully explained. The next section presents the oral history-based 

methodology used in this research and discusses how it is the best tool for 

achieving this aim. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
49 Arno Mayer, The Furies. Violence and Terror in the French and Russian Revolutions. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000, 17.	
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SECTION 3 

 

Why use the oral life story format? 

The historiography of the Basque conflict has traditionally approached ETA 

as an excuse to explain big political events rather than try to explain the 

texture of the organisation and its membership in all their historical 

complexity. Here are two examples that show differing characterisations of 

ETA in the light of the assassination of Carrero Blanco. In the first case, the 

historian appears sympathetic to ETA and explains how the Spanish 

transition began due to ETA and its actions. In the second case, the historian 

is unsympathetic to ETA and explains how, following the assassination and 

during the transition, ETA started using violence as a “matter of existence” 

rather than as a tool.44 These two examples highlight the influence that the 

discipline of political science has had on the historiography of armed 

insurgent groups. In my opinion, due to this influence, the historiography of 

the Basque conflict (and other political conflicts) lacks a holistic perspective 

that is necessary to understand a phenomenon such as political violence 

from different angles. 

 

   Understanding politics as systems of power inherent to the human 

condition, my research does not avoid the political dimensions of the 

Basque conflict. Furthermore, my line of enquiry aims to analyse the 

connections between the power structures (politics) in which ETA activists 

developed their ideology and their “world of affects” from which we can 

understand their personal subjectivities.  

 

   In order to achieve this goal, the social history of the Basque conflict must 

also be analysed. By doing so, we can “leave aside” the great historical 

figures and focus on the daily lives of ordinary citizens. However, the social 

history surrounding the Basque conflict, the Basque Radical Community 

and ETA still largely needs to be written, since few studies on this subject 
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exist.50 As mentioned in the section discussing political violence, ETA, as a 

terrorist phenomenon, had been repeatedly analysed using a chronological 

approach or, at least, has been treated as an anomaly of the past that has to 

be morally corrected. Eric Hobsbawm, well-known for his studies on social 

history, states that “the destruction of the past, or rather of the social 

mechanisms that link one’s contemporary experience to that of earlier 

generations, is one of the most characteristic and eerie phenomena of the 

late twentieth century”.51 If the Spanish Civil War sparked a struggle for 

collective memories among the Spanish population, then ETA continues to 

be a part of this collective memory of the Basques and the Spaniards that 

has not yet died.  

 

   Some historians, moving away from the limiting perspective of “studies 

on terrorism”, have been able to analyse the Basque Radical Community in 

its historical dimension. Robert. P. Clark emphasises how ETA removed 

ethnicity from the Basque national identity making class (i.e. Basque 

working people) the main element of the community.52 John Sullivan, 

nevertheless, points out that ETA spent its first three years of existence 

without having held a single congress, proving the lack of an initial clear 

boundary between this organisation and the Basque ethnic community that 

centred around the PNV.53 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh contends that many 

academic studies of the Basque Radical Community unintentionally hide a 

Basque reality of struggle against social inequalities.54 Zirakzadeh, stressing 

the need to analyse the class struggle in the Basque Country in order to 

understand the political conflict, concludes that the origins of the workers” 

																																																								
50 Studies of both the social and the cultural histories of the Basque conflict are scarce. Of 
the works that exist, some of the most relevant include the following works: Sharryn 
Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragón. Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class Life in a 
Basque Town. New York: University of New York Press, 1996, and for a more classical 
social history approach, Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh. A Rebellious People: Basques, Protests 
and Politics. Reno and Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press, 1991. 
51 Eric Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes. The Short Twentieth Century 1914-1991. London: 
Abacus, 1995, 3. 
52 Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980, 32. 
53 John Sullivan, ETA and Basque Nationalism: The Fight for Euskadi 1890-1986, 37. 
54 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People. Basques, Protests and Politics, 17. 
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movement in the Basque Country date back to the mid-nineteenth century.55 

This historical tradition of the workers” movement in the Basque Country 

places the Basque Radical Community into a special category within the 

Spanish state in terms of the process of emancipation of the Basque working 

class.   

 

   Therefore, by examining the social history, the emphasis has shifted from 

exclusively focusing on the most prominent and charismatic figures in 

history to focus on the ordinary citizens forming the community. However, 

that rational analysis falls short if the purpose is to understand individual 

complexity. As the anthropologist Eric Wolf said, “anthropology brings a 

multidimensional understanding of what it meant to be human”.56 Sharryn 

Kasmir, in her studies of the origins of the Basque proletariat, not only 

focused on the material conditions but also on the processes through which 

this proletariat became aware of these conditions.57 In a similar vein, Roland 

Vazquez, in his study of the social and cultural life of the PNV, emphasised 

how “ideology is not exclusively a conscious and manipulative tool with a 

pejorative sense. An expanded notion of ideology is both circumscribed by 

and informs such cultural processes in providing political meaning.”58 Thus, 

anthropological concepts provide the opportunity to study ETA through its 

activists and their desires and fears.  

 

   Indeed, these aforementioned authors pose questions about the 

relationships between the individuals in the Basque nationalist community, 

which became the core of their work. Political scientists, understanding 

power as a “super-structure reality”, considered these individuals as mere 

tools to extract broader conclusions. In contrast, anthropologists, assuming 

that all explanations to understand the conflict can seemingly be attributed 

																																																								
55 Zirakzadeh. A rebellious people. Basques, protests and politics, 55. 
56 Eric R. Wolf, Sydel Silverman and Aram A. Yengoyan, Pathways of Power. Building 
and Anthropology of the Modern World. Berkeley; Los Angeles; London: University of 
California Press, 2001, 2. 
57 Sharryn Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragón. Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class 
Life in a Basque Town. 
58 Roland Vazquez, The PNV: The Social and Cultural Life of Basque Nationalist Party. 
New Brunswick: PhD thesis, Rutgers University, 1998, 3. 
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to the “Basque nationalist ideology”, have asked the question: what can we 

learn from the mental universe of a Basque activist from the PNV or ETA as 

it relates to their daily lives? Therefore, my thesis seeks to analyse the life 

stories of ETA activists focusing on their material reality (family and social 

class background) and, conversely, on their cultural reality (what it has 

meant to be Basque in the twenty-first century) to better understand their 

“world of affects” throughout the long history of the Basque conflict.  

 

   As the individual subjectivities of ETA activists was a main point of 

interest of my work, this could not be limited to using only secondary 

sources of social history and anthropology or even primary sources such as 

internal ETA journals. The oral history methodology is traditionally used by 

anthropologists, sociologists and journalists. By using oral history, they all 

“made history”, even though their works were not formally part of the 

historical discipline. Oral history is a sub-discipline which addresses 

subaltern/non-elite history. Likewise, the interaction between the narrator 

and the interviewer allows new narratives to emerge as the interviewer not 

only interprets or analyses what the narrator said during an interview but 

also what is not said. As expressed by the oral historian Paul Thompson, 

“most people hold some memories which, when recalled, release powerful 

feelings.”59 In my research, these feelings were not used only to describe a 

specific life stage of the narrator but, more importantly, to form new 

narratives (personal and political) of the Basque conflict. Psychoanalysis, in 

the sense of unearthing thoughts buried for a long time, is therefore a tool 

that the oral historian can use to undercover social imageries that were 

previously buried. Thus, the “world of affects” refers to emotions as a socio-

cultural construction rather than as individual experiences. ETA activists 

experienced a long violent conflict in which their political identities as 

“Basque rebels” are difficult to separate from other more personal aspects of 

their life stories (i.e. their character, family relations and interaction with the 

environment). One of the first questions that I needed to address at the start 

																																																								
59 Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past. Oral History. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1988, 181. 
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of my fieldwork was how to combine an empirical analysis based on the 

personal emotions of ETA activists with an analysis of their “world of 

affects” within a cultural framework.  

 

 

The interviews 

 

Although my aim has been to analyse the long historical journey of ETA 

through the life experiences of its activists, my work could not be based on 

the “truth” revealed by their testimonies. My readings of primary sources 

like Zutabe or Zuzen had proved to me how ETA had become increasingly 

isolated within Basque society over the last twenty years of its existence. 

ETA had enjoyed its last peak of popular support in 1989 during the 

“Algiers negotiations” when the socialist government of Felipe González 

started a series of conversations with the organisation.60 In a 2004 bulletin of 

Zutabe, ETA, far from opening political debates within the Basque radical 

community (as it did in earlier bulletins), limited the discussion to the 

importance of attacking tourist infrastructures as a means to “damage” the 

Spanish state.61 The shift of strictly focusing on military objectives in 

organisation bulletins demonstrates their lack of emotional power to appeal 

to the Basque people. Nevertheless, as commented on at the beginning of 

this introduction, the decline of ETA’s popular support during the 1990s 

culminating with its social isolation in the twenty-first century cannot solely 

explain the last stage of its history. How did ETA activists live with the 

emotional disenchantment of the Basque people towards the organisation? 

During my fieldwork in the Basque Country, my main objective was to 

interview activists to uncover their vital emotional perspectives about the 

end of ETA. By referring to a variety of complementary primary (Zuzen, 

Zutabe, Punto y Hora, Jarrai) and secondary (Basque conflict 

historiography) sources, this thesis aims to contextualise the emotions of 

ETA activists from the period encompassing late Francoist Spain in the 
																																																								
60 Zutabe. Número 83, Marzo 1999. 
61 Zutabe. Número 106. El arbol de la negación y de la division no dará nuevos frutos. 
Noviembre de 2004.�
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1960s to the final ceasefire in 2011. 

 

   At the time of my fieldwork in the Basque Country (2014), my major 

point reference was the oral historian Carrie Hamilton and her doctoral 

thesis on women in ETA.62 By the time that Hamilton completed her thesis, 

ETA no longer suffered from the state terrorism of the GAL. It had also 

suffered major setbacks, for instance, with the arrest of leader Santi 

Arrosipide Sarasola (aka Santi Potros) in 1987 or the “Bidart operation” in 

1992, which had dismantled much of its leadership. However, in spite of all 

this, in 1998, the Basque Radical Community had taken a “step forward” by 

being part of the “Estella Pact” together with other Basque nationalist forces 

with the veiled aim of trying to make the Spanish state recognise the right of 

self-determination for the Basques. In summary, the ETA that Hamilton 

found was already worn out by police persecution and had less and less 

social support, particularly with the recent emergence of peace organisations 

within Basque civil society. Nevertheless, in the 1990s, despite the wear and 

tear, ETA did not seem to be taking a “step back” as evidenced by the 

“Estella Pact”. 

 

   As above mentioned, Hamilton was working on her thesis at the beginning 

of the “end” of ETA, although no one necessarily knew it at the time. In 

contrast, my series of interviews took place between 2014 and 2015, three to 

four years after ETA declared a definitive ceasefire in 2011. Another factor 

that differs in my analyses compared with those of Hamilton is my Spanish 

nationality. As such, my Spanish identity connects me with the object of 

study in a different way than it did for Hamilton, allowing me to experience 

a series of national political narratives from a distinct perspective. For 

instance, during my time in the Basque city of Bilbao, my experience of 

being face to face with some of these people provoked unexpected personal 

emotions related to my life experience as a Spanish citizen.  

 

																																																								
62 Carrie Hamilton, “The Gender Politics of ETA and Radical Basque Nationalism 1959-
1982”. PhD thesis, Royal Holloway, University of London, 1999. 
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   Hamilton approached gender studies by making ETA and the Basque 

Radical Community a case study. My purpose is to understand the range of 

potentially different narratives arising from the oral interviews with ETA 

activists, particularly in terms of their long journey of with ETA within the 

history of the armed Basque conflict. If we consider that the Spanish 

transition gave rise to a new imagined community called the “Regime of 

78”, what liabilities did these new narratives pose to that regime? Ernest 

Renan famously stated that the nation is a “daily plebiscite”.63 An example 

that may reflect this is when the Spanish middle classes, for the first time, 

seriously questioned the “Regime of 78” because of the international 

financial crisis of 2008. In this sense, what do the ETA micro-stories tell us 

about this regime?  

 

   The “Regime of 78” is a reference to the Spanish constitution of 1978 

born from the transition (1975-1982). This new establishment, composed of 

the reformist Francoist elite and the democratic opposition, accepted a new 

neo-liberal model that emerged from the Moncloa Pacts in 1977 and became 

the hegemonic cultural power over the next decades.64 Thus, the “Regime of 

78” is a concept used by scholars to critique the cultural hegemony 

exercised by this establishment with the Spanish newspaper El País serving 

as the greatest cultural proponent of this political regime. 65  Given its 

proximity to the present day, the “Regime of 78” has been analysed mainly 

by political scientists. However, with the financial economic crisis of 2008, 

or the “Great Recession”, the “Regime of 78” was also questioned. As a 

result, the Spanish transition became a common political topic of discussion 
																																																								
63 Quotation from José Ortega y Gasset, La rebelión de las masas. La Guillotina: Ciudad de 
México, 2010, 25 (“un plébiscite de tous les jours”, in "Qu”est-ce qu”une nation?", lecture 
delivered in the Sorbonne, 11 March 1882. 
64 The Moncloa Pacts were signed between the Spanish government of Adolfo Suárez and 
different political parties and unions with the explicit objective of halting economic 
inflation. However, the implicit objective of these pacts was the desire of the new 
establishment born from the Spanish transition to make the revolutionary political forces 
(unions and political parties) with a left-wing ideology become moderate forces in order to 
be integrated in the new system. 
65 The newspaper El País was founded in 1976 at the initiative of the reformist Francoist 
elites to give Spain a modern European image. Over the following decades, the newspaper 
had taken a centre-left ideological approach and had the Spanish Socialist Party as its main 
proponent. For more information, see: Gregorio Morán, El cura y los mandarines. Historia 
no oficial del bosque de los letrados. Madrid: Akal, 2015.  
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among Spaniards who started to demand more knowledge about “what 

happened” during the transition; therefore, historians began to focus more 

on that period.66 

    

   Taking into account the lack of a systematic historiography on the Spanish 

transition, and, moreover, the lack of analyses focused on the different 

Spanish communities present during the transition (e.g. workers and 

nationalist groups), throughout my research, my enquiry had consisted of 

understanding the concept of the “Regime of 78” through the imagery of the 

Basque Radical Community. Using the Basque cultural magazine Punto y 

Hora de Euskal Herria, which was published during the transition, as a 

source, I first analysed what were the representations of the Spanish 

transition for the Basque Radical Community.67 Then, through the analyses 

of these representations, the reader can understand the “Regime of 78” from 

the empirical reality of the life stories and experiences of the ETA activists 

that participated in this research. 

 
At that time, I was persuaded... that among all, joining forces among all the 

democratic political forces of the Spanish state, we would change the regime, 

and also attend to what the Basques wanted. That is, the right to self-

determination. (...) In “75, in “76, we fought for democracy, or for 

withdrawing the Franco regime, we thought that, in turn, what we wanted 

would be taken care of, the right to self-determination....68 

 

The philosopher Paul Ricoeur expressed how “the person, understood as a 

character in a story, is not an entity distinct from his or her experiences”.69 

The emotional disenchantment of the former ETA activist Fernando 

Etxegarai with the Spanish transition and the regime born from it is an 

empirical account of a generation of Basques who lived through the 

																																																								
66 For a recent account of the Spanish transition focusing on the behaviour of the PSOE and 
the PCE during that time, see Juan Andrade, El PCE y el PSOE en (la) Transición: La 
evolución ideologica de la izquierda durante el proceso de cambio politico. 2nd edition. 
Madrid: Siglo XXI, 2015. 
67 Punto y hora de Euskal Herria. “La droga en Euskadi. Entre la complicidad y la 
impunidad”. Pamplona: Junio, 1987. 
68 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014).	
69	Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another. London: University of Chicago Press, 1992, 147.	
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transition. Their memories thus did not reveal “the truth” of what happened 

in an intense political process like the Spanish transition. My enquiry 

reveals how the concept of the “Regime of 78”, rather than representing a 

simple “anti-establishment ideological protest”, is based on a series of 

memories of political activists like Etxegarai who considers the democratic 

process as on-going even though the transition officially ended in 1982 with 

the victory of the PSOE in the general elections.  

 

   The interview with Etxegarai occurred in his house, a place where he felt 

most comfortable. Indeed, most narrators participating in an oral life story 

interview likely feel more comfortable being interviewed at home. His 

house in the old part of Bilbao had an attic, and as we were going up the 

stairs, Etxegarai told me that he came from a “good Basque family”. My 

learning process from that interview consisted in observing how easy it was 

for Etxegarai to talk about politics. As Hamilton states “in their interviews 

they tended to stress the political side of their lives at the expense of 

personal relationships, carefully contextualizing their stories in a broader 

political narrative, with the effect that the interview at times sounded like a 

political speech.70 However, what for her were political narratives not in a 

direct confrontation to her national identity, were for me, thought-provoking 

stories that made me question my own ways of perceiving my country and 

its history. My temptations to question his political narratives may have, at 

times, directed the story in a certain direction, which goes against one of the 

most elementary principles of the oral historian. The historical analysis of 

the interview, which will be discussed in the next section, is a combination 

of my intentions to relate Etxegarai’s empirical daily life experiences and to 

potentially generate a new account of the Spanish transition through his 

experiences. 

 

   What do counter-narratives of the Spanish transition tell us in reference to 

																																																								
70 Carrie Hamilton, “The Gender Politics of ETA and Radical Basque Nationalism 1959-
1982”, 8.	
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the established historiography on this topic?71 According to the official 

narrative of the transition, the wounds of the civil war were starting to heal 

for Spaniards; however, the terrorist group ETA represented the only 

obstacle for them to achieve reconciliation. This official narrative has been 

culturally disseminated within Spanish society and is related with two other 

limitations: The first one is the inability of the Spanish media to criticise the 

Francoist origins of the current Spanish monarchy considering that Franco 

as dictator named Juan Carlos I his successor and taking into account that 

Carrero Blanco (assassinated by ETA) was a very close person to the king. 

The second limitation is the difficulties that Spanish human rights 

organisations have in getting permission to open mass graves from the 

repressive Francoist period while ETA victims have received constant 

attention by all the political parties of the Spanish democratic system.72 

Conversely, through the analysis of primary sources related to political 

parties and unions within the Basque Radical Community, an account of 

ETA activist emotions provides a break with the “Regime of 78”, which 

most of the literature on the transition has contributed to create.73 

 

   If history is defined by how individuals and societies change over time, 

then it is clear how ETA and its violence have a beginning (1960s) and an 

end (2011). But, how do we understand the Basque conflict and its long 

journey through the emotions of ETA activists who had very different 

experiences of and emotions towards the different stages of the Spanish 

political “Regime of 78”? My interview with Josu Amantes, a former ETA 

activist who, like Etxegarai, was condemned to more than twenty years in 

prison, represents the continuation of my narrative thread, moving from the 

																																																								
71 For the best known historical work on the transition, see Raymond Carr and Juan Pablo 
Fusi, Spain: Dictatorship to Democracy. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1979.  
72 Notably, following the abdication of King Juan Carlos I in 2014, new journalistic 
accounts emerged that criticised the political roots and legacy of this king. In reference to 
the mass graves from the Francoist period, see the webpage of the “Asociación 
Republicana de la memoria histórica” (Republican Association of Historical Memory) at 
http://memoriahistorica.org.es/tag/republicanos-espanoles/. 
73 For examples of books contributing to that narrative, see	 Javier Tusell, La transición 
española a la democracia. Madrid: Alba Libros, 2006; Victoria Prego, Así se hizo la 
transición. Madrid: Plaza Janés, 1996; Santiago Carrillo, Memoria de la transición. 
Madrid: Grijalbo, 1983.	
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disenchantment of Etxegarai with the transition and this political regime in 

the 1970s to the physical personal pain suffered by Amantes through the 

actions of the GAL in the 1980s. During the process of transcribing 

Amantes’s interview, my instinct told me that the physical pain he 

experienced was enough to tell his story. As Thompson stated, “the 

strongest argument for a completely free-flowing interview is when its main 

purpose is less to seek information than to record a “narrative interview”, a 

“subjective” record of how one man or woman looks back on their life as a 

whole, or part of it.”74  Other than both being ETA activists, the life stories 

of Amantes and Etxegarai were completely different; thus, their 

subjectivities showed different representations of the imagined political 

“Regime of 78”. The GAL phenomenon seems to be an “island” within the 

“Regime of 78” where ETA activists (portrayed constantly as mere 

perpetrators by the Spanish media) were not directly related to this terrorist 

group sponsored by the Spanish state.  

 

   Given the extensive literature written about the GAL and the 

consequences of this Spanish state-sponsored terrorism, it is at least 

surprising that works reflecting the physical suffering of ETA activists at 

the hands of the GAL do not exist. Since the birth of the organisation in 

1959 until the ceasefire of armed actions in 2011, ETA activists have only 

been explained as terrorists who inflicted physical suffering on other people. 

Telling the story of an ETA activist like Josu Amantes who was attacked by 

the GAL means going against the imagery of ETA as a mere terrorist group 

that focused on creating fear within the Spanish population, as projected by 

the “Spanish Regime of 78”. Thus, the testimony of physical pain endured 

by an ETA activist directly threatens the (symbolic) existence of such a 

regime.  

 

   As a Spaniard born in 1985, there is no doubt that my life story too was 

exposed to the cultural representations of the “Regime of 78” (with ETA 

																																																								
74 Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past. Oral History. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1988, 227. 
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representing its main antagonist) and that exposure has influenced my 

process of interviewing, which matured as my own life experiences 

matured. In my case, my attitude in the interviews with Etxegarai and 

Amantes was based on a deep respect. On the one hand, my privilege of 

having first-hand access to such intense life stories. However, on the other 

hand, this sense of privilege preventing me from bringing up certain topics 

during the interview, such as the violence exerted by Etxegarai and Amantes 

on other people during their period of ETA activism. They were activists in 

the 1970s and 80s, at a time when ETA enjoyed considerable levels of 

social acceptance in the Basque Country, in part due to the various forms of 

state-sponsored terrorism. By the 1990s, Basque society became 

increasingly tired of its attacks, and ETA began to lose social support. My 

interview with Gorka García Sertucha who was accused of the attempted 

assassination of King Juan Carlos I in 1993 occurred at a time when my 

experience in interviewing had developed enough in order to openly ask a 

former ETA activist about his armed actions. Although Sertucha was a 

product of two previous generations of ETA activists (those of Etxegarai 

and Amantes) that had fought against the fascist elements (in the form of 

state-sponsored terrorism) that were still present in Spanish social life, a 

structural analysis of this aspect would not be enough to understand the 

cultural context of the Basque society during the 1990s. Sertucha showed 

during the interview that his will to assassinate the king outweighed any 

personal contradictions he had, such as the moral implications of taking the 

life of another human being. The ETA of the 1990s was defined by society 

and by the activists themselves who accepted their own roles for the damage 

done to others more than for the suffering that ETA activists or the Basque 

Radical Community experienced.  

 

   Although the existing literature on the ETA of the 1990s has focused on 

the decrease of social support, the testimony of an ETA activist who tried to 

kill the Spanish king does not adequately tell the story of Sertucha.75 What 

																																																								
75 For an example of this literature, see Eduardo González Calleja, El laboratorio del 
miedo. Una historia general del terrorismo. 
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drives a Basque political activist to try to assassinate the Spanish king in a 

Spanish (and European) twenty-first century context? As we have seen in 

the section of political violence, terrorism studies have tried to approach the 

terrorist phenomenon as a non-holistic one; however, there is no doubt 

about the political (and holistic) dimension of trying to assassinate a king. In 

this sense, the life story of Sertucha depicts the political motivations of an 

activist in a context like the 1990s of neo-liberal hegemony within all the 

spheres of human life (de-polarisation of the daily life in favour of the 

predominance of mercantilist relations). My enquiry thus reveals how, at the 

end of the twentieth century, societies like the Basque, after experiencing 

decades of repression with the Spanish security forces representing the main 

force of torture within the Basque Radical Community, still had individuals 

like Sertucha who were ready to undertake armed struggle for political 

purposes.  

 

   Therefore, my research has as an empirical purpose also to address the 

neo-liberal economic process that began with the oil crisis in 1973, 

precipitating the fall of the Franco regime, and initiated a point of “no 

return” with the beginning of the Great Recession in 2008, and its effects on 

the social composition of ETA and the Basque Radical Community. Neo-

liberalism encompasses not only a system of economic relationships 

between individuals but also the cultural and political mechanisms needed 

for its implementation in society. In this sense, the “Regime of 78” existed 

as a cultural and political expression of the neo-liberal economic system. 

Therefore, to better understand the “Regime of 78” through the 

subjectivities of ETA activists, my enquiry examines the material reality of 

both Spaniards and the Basque Radical Community in the final years of the 

Spanish transition to democracy.  

 

   Approaching the Basque Radical Community from its main iconic 

representations, the last chapter of this thesis deals with the Basque political 

prisoners who symbolically represent the principles valued most by this 

community, such as sacrifice and loyalty. Primary sources, such as the 
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documents of the Basque prisoners” organisation Etxerat, provide hundreds 

of testimonies documenting torture by police of Basque activists. These 

sources are evidence of how the Basque Radical Community has “torture” 

as its main source of pain, which emotionally connects this community with 

the Spanish state.76 The four narrators struggle against the state helps us 

understand their daily life in jail. The prison community is possibly the 

ultimate emotional and material bastion where ETA still has an important 

social base in the twenty-first century. The research presented in this final 

chapter had been a challenge for me as an oral historian. The life 

experiences of these activists, particularly being imprisoned for several 

years, are foreign to someone like me, a middle-class student living an 

average life. This distance between the testimony of the narrator and myself 

symbolically represents the distance between the Basque Radical 

Community, which is still comprised of hundreds of prisoners currently 

serving their sentences, and a range of more “mainstream” social realities 

elsewhere across Spain.  

 

   Indeed, the literature of the Basque conflict, by omitting the life stories of 

ETA activists in prison, reflects this distance. In fact, we can only approach 

the daily life experiences of these activists in prison from the statistics of 

prisoners” organisations such as Etxerat. 77  I would argue that the 

historiography of ETA has focused excessively on the ideological corpus 

(for or against) ETA and disregards the personal subjectivities of its 

activists, thus contributing to the lack of testimonies of ETA activists within 

the historiography of the Basque conflict.  

 

   Among the four narrators who in this final chapter tell us about their life 

in prison is Anitz Eskisabel, the only woman and the youngest person 

interviewed for my research. My account of the interviews begins in the 

1960s with Fernando Etxegarai´s story of political activism and ends in the 

twenty first century with Antiz´s life account. Anitz represents the last 

																																																								
76 The webpage of Etxerat: http://www.etxerat.eus/index.php/es/ 
77 Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu), Carta a un fantasma. Tafalla: Txalaparta, 1997. 
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generation of Basques ready to commit themselves (or are, at least, 

sympathetic) to the armed struggle. At the same time, her identity as a 

woman allows us to examine a gender aspect of this commitment to ETA. 

During the interview Anitz was very self-deprecating, and always talked 

about her role/participation as secondary. In fact, of all the narrators, she 

was the most difficult to convince to participate in this research. This is in 

striking contrast with the male narrators who refused to appear 

anonymously as they wanted their names to accompany their history. One of 

the reasons narrators involved in studies on terrorism are usually 

anonymous, as in the case of Carrie Hamilton’s study of women in ETA, is 

due to the fact that some of the terrorist organisations were still active at the 

time of the investigation. Although ETA declared a ceasefire in 2011, 

during the interview process the organisation continued to exist and as such 

remained a threat to the Spanish state. However, in the last few years, ETA 

has ceased to represent the present and has become part of the past as an 

armed organisation that does not practise violence any more. This new 

social reality meant that, in 2014 and 2015, the years in which my research 

took place, the narrators were not afraid of future reprisals for participating 

in this research. The seven interviews and their corresponding personal 

identities represent the historical journey of ETA. The next section will 

demonstrate how this route becomes history.  

 

 

Making history  

 

The proximity between a researcher and an object of study is one of the 

most controversial issues within studies on terrorism. As previously 

mentioned, being “too close” to a “terrorist” would give an appearance of 

sympathising with him or her and, therefore, of not being objective in the 

final analyses (aka Stockholm syndrome). In fact, if we consider the well-

known works of Eva Forest or Iker Casanova, who have both demonstrated 

being close to the lives of ETA activists, this hypothesis would seemingly 

be confirmed. As mentioned above, Eva Forest interviewed activists 
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involved in the assassination of Carrero Blanco, while Iker Casanova wrote 

a biography of the most charismatic ETA activist in the history of the 

organisation, Argala; both authors are considered political activists within 

the Basque Radical Community.78 The fact that their work appeals to the 

emotions of ETA activists is precisely the core (in my point of view) of the 

controversy. Can we analyse the daily lives of ETA activists without being 

influenced (by taking a political position on) by their political narratives? 

The outcome of my enquiry reveals a process of immersion within the 

political narratives of the ETA activists, contrasting them with my own 

narrative of the Basque conflict as a Spaniard. Thus, my input to the 

historiography of the Basque conflict is an understanding of the conflict in 

light of all the elements of social history (social class, culture, etc.) and an 

exploration of the emotional universe of seven ETA activists from the 

community level. 

   The world of ETA, like any other armed insurgent group, was a closed 

world accustomed to the lack of understanding from the outside world. The 

testimonies of the ETA activists had provided much content; however, 

given the closed world of the Basque Radical Community, my research had 

to seek out other primary sources, such as internal ETA document Zuzen or 

Zutabe, to get a better sense of the social context.79 The political ideology of 

ETA can be easily found in its speeches and its symbols. However, these 

internal documents not only showed their position on certain political 

issues, they also showed how ETA and the Basque Radical Community 

lived in the world and how the world treated them. My research recognised 

two recurring themes in nearly all of the Zuzen and Zutabe bulletins. The 

first theme, which appeared in a veiled way, was violence. Based on these 

documents, ETA viewed the world as a hostile terrain from the perspectives 

of Marxist ideology (class struggle) and Basque nationalism, which 

																																																								
78 Eva Forest, Operación Ogro. Cómo y porqué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco, Bilbao: 
Gara, 2013. See also Iker Casanova and Paul Asensio, Argala. Nafarroa: Txalaparta 1999. 
79 In order to remind the reader, Zuzen and Zutabe are two internal ETA bulletins published 
during the 1980s in which the organisation explained its ideological premises. Zutabe was 
more “exclusive” than Zuzen taking into account that only some activists within the Basque 
Radical Community had access to it.  
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emphasised that the Spanish state was something external to the Basques. 

Violence was only a consequence of the second theme that explicitly 

appeared in the bulletins, the “Regime of 78”. This concept has become 

popular among scholars and forms part of the Spanish political life, in part, 

due to the emergence of the political party Podemos in 2014. Today’s 

discussions centre around the idea that ETA’s struggle against the state was 

more than a struggle for the right of self-determination for the Basques, 

leading to many disputes about the late twentieth century political imaginary 

of the nation.  

   What this research tries to unite from beginning to end is the parallel 

journey in time of the “Regime of 78” and ETA. Not coincidentally, the 

economic crisis that began in 2008 also put the “Regime of 78” in crisis. 

The declaration of the definitive ceasefire by ETA came in 2011, barely 

three years after the beginning of the economic crisis. To further explore the 

parallels, my enquiry delves into the subjectivities of ETA activists and their 

representations of the “Regime of 78”. If we consider that the Basque 

Radical Community was marginalized (or self-marginalized) prior to 2011 

from the rest of Basque and Spanish society, then, from that year onwards, 

this community, without the tension provoked by ETA violence, began to 

look outward. It is likely that former ETA activists were also starting to look 

outward and wanted to start telling their stories. As Paul Thompson notes, 

“oral history gives history back to the people in their own words. And in 

giving a past, it also helps them towards a future of their own making”.80 If 

conflict resolution theories revolve around healing wounds and 

reconciliation processes, then my goal with this research is not so ambitious. 

Following Thompson, knowledge of the experience of ETA activists as 

provided in their own words allow Spaniards (including myself) to 

recognise and possibly understand more about the protagonists of the 

lengthy Basque conflict.  

																																																								
80 Paul Thompson, The Voice of the Past. Oral History. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1988, 308. 
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   Why have the life stories of ETA activists not yet been included within the 

historiography on the Basque conflict? Why have scholars from within the 

Basque Radical Community, to my knowledge, not undertaken such work? 

Although the oral history methodology and the discipline of political 

violence are “two faces of the same coin” in terms of the necessity within 

academia to understand the emotional universe of a phenomenon like 

political violence, the studies on terrorism have traditionally neglected such 

an approach. Instead, scholars have invoked rationalisations derived mainly 

from “high politics” to explain the Basque conflict. The historian Pippa 

Virdee asserts that “oral history has provided an opportunity to integrate 

women into historical scholarship, even contesting the reining definitions of 

social, economic and political importance that obscured women’s lives”.81 Is 

it considered too risky to substitute the word women for the word terrorists 

or armed insurgents? Based on my research, activists of an insurgent group 

like ETA have different ways of seeing the world or of living within it. The 

history of the Basque armed conflict analysed from the subjectivities of 

ETA activists show how “radical politics” has survived since neo-liberalism 

became the hegemonic system within the daily life of Spaniards until the 

crisis of this system in 2008. As previously mentioned, analyses of “radical 

politics” cannot only examine ideological speeches or the use of violence 

for political purposes as exercised by ETA. In this thesis, the radicalism of 

ETA activists is portrayed from their emotional and psychological insights 

fighting against neo-liberalism from their Basque local cultural roots.  

   This introduction aims to contextualise the Basque conflict in terms of 

nationalism, political violence and ETA. My work also describes the 

importance of using the methodology of oral life history to put names, faces 

and, most importantly, live experiences within the context of this conflict. 

Analytically, this offers the possibility of understanding the conflict from 

the most personal insights of these activists rather than from the theories of 

social scientists who try to “resolve” it. Nationalism, both Basque and 

Spanish, was not built only on the basis of myths. Nationalism that projects 
																																																								
81 Pippa Virdee, “Remembering Partition: Women, Oral Histories and the Partition of 
1947”, Oral History Society, 41, no. 2 (2013): 49-62 (51). 
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itself into an imaginary needs a tangible base or a physical reality on which 

to stand. If the economy and the material conditions of people are the basic 

substratum of nationalism, then violence, in its most physical sense, is also 

the realisation of the existence of a national imaginary. In this sense, the 

seven life stories depicted in this thesis experienced different forms of 

violence. ETA and its Basque nationalist imagery bring to light the violence 

that they have suffered. On the other hand, the violence they perpetrated is 

usually hidden or omitted in their own political narratives in an attempt to 

not appear “weak” in front of the enemy (the Spanish state). This is, in part, 

due to fear of the potential legal consequences of their testimony. However, 

there is also a narrative within ETA that portrays them as freedom fighters, 

which makes them deny the human suffering they have caused. In the 

following chapters, the life stories of the seven protagonists are explained 

through the different political stages of the Basque conflict, from the birth 

of ETA in 1959 to the end of ETA’s armed activity in 2011. As conveyed 

by the title of this thesis, the evolution of ETA explained through the 

emotions of its activists could be summarized from a moral pride at the 

beginning of the transition to the self-absorption of the Basque Radical 

Community in the twenty-first century.	

 

 

Biographies of the interviewees 

In constructing the “sample” of interviewees, I attempted to portray, through 

the emotions of ETA activists, the long path of the Basque armed conflict. 

The first chapter is the only one of the entire thesis that is not based on a life 

story. Rather, chapter one deals with the Franco dictatorship and the cultural 

heritage of fascism within the Spanish democracy, which introduces the 

subsequent life stories condensed in the next chapters capturing the 

testimonies of the interviewees and displaying a wide range of experiences.  

   The first life story relates to Fernando Etxegarai, the protagonist of 

chapter two. Born in 1952, Etxegarai tells the story of his disenchantment 
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with final outcome of the Spanish transition. His testimony, and indeed the 

rest of the testimonies of this thesis are the by-product of the memories of 

ETA activists with the current (at the time of writing) unresolved Basque 

Conflict. In 1967, at fifteen years old, Etxegarai saw his brother and a 

cousin (already members of one of the first ETA commandos) detained by 

the Francoist police. This episode in Etxegarai’s life, and the lives of other 

Basque activists who witnessed the dictatorship’s repression, evokes how 

the high costs that many anti-fascist Basque activists paid during the 

dictatorship and the high expectations that they had at the beginning of the 

transition. In other words, during the interview Etxegarai underlines the fact 

that the ETA activists who lived the intense political period of the transition 

and the arrival of democracy, ended up without obtaining the expected 

benefits: the self-determination for the Basques.  

   Etxegarai’s biography marks 1969 as the year when he starts studying law 

in Madrid, expanding his mental universe being outside the “spatial 

barriers” of the Basque Country. During the period known as “late 

francoism” (1959-1975), a new proletarian class emerged in the Basque 

Country —as in other Spanish regions like Catalonia—, provoking the 

beginning of the end of the dictatorship. In 1976, having obtained the law 

degree, Etxegarai witnessed an intense strike in the Basque city of Vitoria 

where two workers died during demonstrations against the regime. 

Etxegarai lived the Spanish transition (1975-1982) after having the 

opportunity to be in contact with law students from throughout Spain, while 

at the same time being part of the intense working class struggle that took 

place in Vitoria. By 1982, Etxegarai is already part of an ETA commando. 

This summary Etxegarai’s biography helps the reader to situate the life story 

of this ETA activist within the turbulent years of the Spanish transition, and 

to understand the disaffection of the Basque Radical Community with the 

emerging Spanish democracy.   

   Born in 1960, the ETA activist Josu Amantes  —who is eight years 

younger than Etxegarai— was a teenager during the transitional period. In 

1979, Amantes became an ETA member after being part of social 
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organisations within the Basque Radical Community that were highly active 

during those years. In 1983, at 23 years old, Amantes left for France upon 

knowing that the police would be after him. For the next three years, 

Amantes lived an ordinary life in France, giving that until 1986 Mitterrand`s 

government gave ETA activists a refugees status. While the relevance of 

Etxegarai’s “story” is contextualised during the years of the transition, 

Amantes life story starts with the aftermath of the transition, when he 

experienced the “dirty war” of the paramilitary anti-terrorist group GAL 

which was secretly supported by the Spanish state.  

   In 1984, Amante’s roommate —who was also an ETA activist— died in 

his arms from a GAL’s sniper bullet. A year later, Amantes experienced 

first-hand the violence of the GAL when a sicario shot him in a bar’s 

bathroom. These two episodes caused Amantes to understand the 

vulnerability of his own life, and of the rest of the Basque refugees within 

the context of the Basque conflict. As we can see, the lives of Etxegarai and 

Amantes are not representative in quantitative terms. On the contrary, 

Etxegarai’s disenchantment and the physical pain Amantes experienced 

represent, for the purposes of my quality assessment, the non-resolution of 

the modern Basque conflict in the current Spanish democracy of the time. 

 

“I am Gorka García Sertucha. I was born in Bilbao in 1968. I am from 

Algorta, Guecho and I am 47 years old. I have spent twenty years in 

prison”.82  

These words begin the interview transcript of the third life story in this 

thesis. Immediately, after Sertucha pronounced these words, I interrupted 

him arguing that we should start from the beginning, his childhood. My 

enquiry, in which oral history is one complementary source among several 

others, reveals —through a more conventional range of archival material 

sources of the Basque peace organisations, such Elkarri and Gesto por la 

Paz— how the Basque society has transformed its perception of the 

violence ETA provoked during the last quarter of the twentieth century. If 
																																																								
82 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
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the stories of Etxegarai and Amantes are related to the 1970s and 1980s 

where ETA sill had high levels of support within part of the Basque 

population, in the 1990s the organisation started to become isolated. How 

can Sertucha’s biography be understood from this historical evolution? 

   In 1995 Sertucha is imprisoned and accused of attempting to kill the 

Spanish King Juan Carlos I. Sertucha’s entire life will be marked by this 

date. Why was Sertucha willing to talk to me during the interview about a 

tense topic like the attempted killing a human being? During his period in 

prison in southern Spain, Sertucha remembers that a civil servant 

pronounced these words to him: “It’s a pity that you failed in killing the 

king”.83 This episode, despite being the opinion of just one civil servant, 

reveals a paradox: At the end of the twentieth century, when peace 

organisations had a strong popular support in their demands against ETA’s 

violence, the historical dimension of King Juan Carlos I was beyond the 

moral dimension of political violence. In other words, not only ETA 

activists, but other Spanish citizens would legitimize the use of political 

violence against the king.  

   Anitz Eskisabel’s story brings us to the twenty-first century. In the last 

chapter, Anitz and three other ETA activists explain their experience in 

prison. Born in 1977, Anitz is detained by the police in 2005. Anitz spent 

two years in jail waiting for trial, leaving prison in 2007. Sentenced to six 

years of prison after a process of appeal, she again goes to prison in in 2010. 

Although I met Anitz in 2014, a few months after leaving prison, I 

interviewed her in 2015, during my second trip to the Basque Country. 

Being tortured by the police in her first detention, Anitz forms part of the 

emotional community of Basque political prisoners. How can Anitz’s story 

be understood through a gender and age perspective, taking into account 

that she is the only woman and the youngest narrator in this research?  

   On the day ETA officially ceased to exist —May 3rd 2018— most Spanish 

newspapers portrayed ETA as a criminal organisation throughout its nearly 

																																																								
83	Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015).	
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sixty years in existence. 84 In contrast with this representation of a simple 

“criminal” organisation, when Anitz leaves prison in 2014, she stated the 

following: “it surprised me how many people were ready to welcome me 

home in the centre of the village.”85 In the twenty-first century, when ETA 

abandoned the armed struggle and disappeared as an organisation due to 

experiencing the lowest popular support in its history, ETA prisoners, like 

Anitz, still received a warm reception from part of the Basques when she 

returned from prison. Rather than reducing the support of ETA prisoners 

into the “brainwashing process” of part of the Basque population (as most of 

the Spanish media and Basque conflict literature has done), Anitz`s life as a 

woman and as a member of the Basque Radical Community tells us a 

different story.86 Her humble behaviour during the interview, repeatedly 

saying that her life story was not worth telling, and at the same time my own 

personal experience during the interview while walking with Anitz through 

her hometown and witnessing the people’s fondness of her, proved to me 

the importance of understanding ETA’s end during the twenty-first century 

from the micro narratives of its activists. 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
84 The Spanish newspaper “El Pais”, ideologically close to PSOE, stated: “ETA announces 
its end. (…). It leaves behind a bloody history with 854 murdered […] 79 kidnapped, 12 of 
them killed, and 6,389 wounded” (my translation). Last accessed on 7 September 2018 at: 
https://politica.elpais.com/politica/2018/05/03/actualidad/1525336524_523980.html  
The most read Spanish digital newspaper “El Confidencial” stated: “The Basque and 
Navarrese governments ditch ETA and reject its final performance (my translation). Last 
accessed on 7 September 2018 at: https://www.elconfidencial.com/espana/2018-05-03/eta-
barkos-urkullu-rechazan-escenificacion-final_1558841/ 
These two examples demonstrate how the Spanish media treated ETA’s end as an armed 
organisation. 
85	Interview with Anitz Eskisabel (Lazcano: 03/06/2015).	
86 One of the recent “best-sellers”, which portrays this “brainwashing phenomenon” of the 
Basque nationalist community, is: Fernando Aramburu, Patria. Barcelona: Tusquets, 2016. 
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1. CIVIL WAR AND FASCISM AS ROOTS OF THE EMERGENCE 

OF BASQUE NATIONALISM AS A MASS MOVEMENT 

 
“Naming as renaming can provide insight into what we call 

history, it’s making no less that it’s retelling, especially the 

history of the spirits of the dead as the mark of nation and state”.  

Michael Taussig, “The Magic of the State”. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The literature review just presented in the general introduction above 

explores how nationalism and political violence are two kinds of 

phenomena that cannot be analysed separately in the context of the 

twentieth-century Spain. This chapter will focus on the phenomenon of 

fascism within this context. It is impossible to disassociate fascism from 

Spanish and Basque nationalism, and the resulting violence associated with 

them both. The term “fascism” elicits much division and debate among 

specialists, concerning what it is, and what it is not. As the historian Ismael 

Saz suggests, at the end of the Spanish Civil War few, even among the 

insurgents, doubted the fascist character of the new regime born after the 

defeat of the Republican government.1 However, apart from the debates 

about the precise nature of the Franco regime, it seems that, even after the 

dictatorship ended, some cultural elements of Spanish fascism survived into 

the democratic period. 2  This chapter explores the influence of those 

enduring fascist traits on the post-war phase of the Basque conflict. 

																																																								
1 Ismael Saz, “Was There Francoism in Spain? Impertinent Reflections on the Historic 
Place of the Dictatorship”, Review (Fernand Braudel Center) 28, no.3 (2005): 218-98 
(281). 
2 Fascism is a political ideology which gives prominence to the concept of nation above 
everything else. The second article of the current Spanish constitution of 1978 speaks about 
the “indissoluble unity of the Spanish nation”. This article is unique, as it does not exist in 
other constitutions of other countries in the world that refer to their own nation in these 
terms. The current  political crisis (at the time of writing this thesis) between the Spanish 
state and the pro-independence political parties within the Spanish region of Catalonia is in 
part related to this particular interpretation of the concept of the Spanish nation. 
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   The first section of this chapter analyses the “Basque peculiarity” during 

the Spanish Civil War. The PNV (Basque Nationalist Party), as a pragmatic 

social conservative party, began to bring together the Basque social masses 

during the second Republic by placing itself in a moderate Catholic 

position, thus representing an imagery that avoids extremes in matters of 

social policy. The Basques were granted a statute of autonomy at the 

beginning of the war in 1936. This placed them in direct opposition to the 

rebel nationalists and fascist forces led by Franco. Thus, over the following 

decades, the PNV came to represent the political party of the Basques. 

However, by the end of the Second World War and the beginning of the 

Cold War, the PNV failed to develop a strong political strategy in its 

opposition to the dictatorship. It was in this context that ETA was born. 

Prior to that moment, the historiography of the Basque conflict shows a 

consensus among scholars to explain the birth and development of Basque 

nationalism as a mass political movement.  

   The evolution of ETA during the 1960s and 70s coincided with Spain’s 

transformation from an agrarian to industrial society. This economic 

modernisation, carried out successfully by Francoist ministers of Opus Dei, 

eventually caused the Franco regime to fall. The demands of the new 

working class, the crisis of capital accumulation of the oligarchies and the 

international fall of oil prices in 1973, all contributed to the beginning of the 

end of the dictatorship. In this new national and international context, ETA 

activists lived in a worker’s culture, inspired by the emergence of labour 

unions and the rebellions of the so-called “red priests” and neighbourhood 

associations that were created specifically to resolve particular problems in 

the new working-class slums. During the first half of the twentieth century, 

the PNV had based Basque nationalism on blood and religion, whereas, by 

the 1960s, ETA had made the Basque language and political activism its 

main standards. However, this change has been analysed in different ways 

in the literature of the Basque conflict. Significantly, in most analyses of the 

two most important political events involving ETA during the 1970s—the 

Burgos trial in 1970 and the murder of Carrero Blanco in 1973—social 

scientists have failed to connect these events in light of the new social 
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context (i.e. the emergence of a new working-class culture) in which ETA 

activists were living during those years. So we will seek to do two things: to 

identify potential explanations for why the historiography agrees on how 

Basque nationalism as a mass movement emerged under the leadership of 

the PNV between 1930 and 1950s, and second to assess the literature on 

post 1959 where there is no little consensus in understanding the new 

Basque political culture that was created (or, at least, led) by ETA.  

   Finally, given that, after the fall of dictatorship in 1975, fascism continued 

to be present in certain expressions of Spanish political culture, this chapter 

discusses this in the context of the daily lives of ETA activists. Taking into 

account their different age during the transitional period, ETA activists 

Peiro3 and Etxegarai experienced the later years of Franco’s dictatorship 

(e.g. 1960s and 70s) in very different ways. Etxegarai had the opportunity to 

study and move within the social circles of the liberal classes. In contrast, 

Peiro suffered the hardships of living in a family of few economic resources 

and had to start earning a salary at a relatively young age. The different 

experiences of Etxegarai and Peiro illustrate how their anti-fascist struggle 

first began through their participation in trade unions and then continued 

with their association with ETA. 

   It is therefore the legacy of the Spanish Civil War and specially the 

subsequent industrialisation of the country in the 1960s that shape ETA 

activists’ views of the Basque conflict. As historian Helen Graham points 

out, “the history of the twentieth-century Spanish culture is—as the civil 

war made particularly apparent—the history of a struggle between different 

ways of interpreting the world, and different ways of interpreting Spanish 

society in particular”.4 As we shall see in this chapter, considering not only 

the physical oppression against its opponents but also the collective 

representations that were forged in light of it, the cultural heritage of 

fascism has many different faces. In the last quarter of the twentieth century 

and the first decade of the twenty-first century, ETA activists went from 
																																																								
3 This nickname (as the rest of the nicknames within this thesis) is in italics. 
4 Helen Graham, “Introduction. Culture and Modernity. The Case of Spain,” in Helen 
Graham and Joe Labanyi (eds.), Spanish Cultural Studies: An Introduction: The Struggle 
for Modernity. New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, 6. 
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being protagonists in the history of Spain to being mere spectators. This is 

partly because their way of interpreting twenty-first century Spain had not 

evolved or changed with respect to the previous century. In other words, 

ETA activists, being trapped in a vicious circle of action-repression with the 

Spanish state, which totally absorbed them, were not consciously aware that 

the organisation was becoming anachronistic, by continuing to “inhabit” the 

already gone world of the previous century.   

 

 

Religion and the collective subconscious  

 

As mentioned in the general introduction, the methodology of oral life 

stories allows us to understand the subjective and emotional dimension of 

ETA activists. In this sense, the Spanish Civil War is revealed as the main 

reason for the existence of ETA during the democratic period and as the 

ideological root of the decision made by the activists interviewed in this 

study to join the armed struggle against the Spanish state. The civil war 

began in 1936 and ended in 1939 and was a contest between those who 

supported the rebel military led by General Francisco Franco and those who 

remained faithful to the Republican government that had been 

democratically elected in 1931. However, the evolution of the 

historiography of this civil war has taught us that, within this great conflict 

between loyalists and detractors of the Republican government, there were 

many other conflicts. For example, Catalan and Basque nationalism are by-

products of the Spanish Civil War. However, only a few studies of the 

Spanish Civil War have delved into this particular aspect with Raymond 

Carr being one of the first Hispanistas (scholars of Spanish language, 

history and culture) to investigate it. Carr characterized the rise of Basque 

nationalism revealing how, during the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, the Basque bourgeoisie had been responsible for developing the 

metallurgy and industry sector through financing from English banks. On 

the other hand, he contends that Catalan nationalism arose through the 
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actions of the Catalan middle class (small bourgeois) to build the Catalan 

identity (Catalanismo) from the development of their local culture. In other 

words, the Catalan middle class focused their attention on Catalan history 

and literature.5 Taking into account the importance of the two nationalistic 

movements in recent Spanish history, what is the relationship between the 

armed activity of ETA during the current democratic period (which started 

with the Spanish transition in the 1970s) and the formation of the Basque 

nationalist movement? 

 

   The proclamation of the Second Spanish Republic in 1931 by progressive 

and secular forces enabled the Spanish conservatives to mobilise the 

Spanish masses under a religious banner for the first time in history.6 This 

display of power, analysed by the historian Stanley G. Payne, is, in my 

opinion, key for understanding the complexity of the literature on Basque 

nationalism from this period onwards. In the Basque territories, during the 

first two years of liberal premier Manuel Azaña’s government, the PNV 

expanded its social mobilisation as the party emerged from its clandestine 

position.7 The historian Juan Pablo Fusi and the political scientist Daniel 

Conversi agree that the rise of the Spanish conservatives created an 

opportunity for the Basques to recover their “lost past”.8 In others words, the 

Basques were, at the beginning of the Republic, confident in their ability to 

construct an autonomous political regime and to recover their rights lost 

during the Carlist Wars of the nineteenth century. The representatives of the 

Basque villages voted by a margin of 89.5% to establish a Basque statute of 

autonomy for all Basque territories.9 This initiative included the territory of 

Navarra, heartland of the Basques, which, in the absence of a Spanish king, 

felt confident to demand their rights. A return to the Basque Golden Age, a 

																																																								
5 Raymond Carr and Juan Pablo Fusi, Spain: Dictatorship to Democracy. London: George 
Allen and Unwin, 1979, 10-11. 
6 Stanley G. Payne, Fascism in Spain. Madison: University Press of Wisconsin, 1999, 44. 
7 Juan Pablo Fusi, El País Vasco: Pluralismo y Nacionalidad. Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 
1984, 27. 
8 Quotation from Robert Stradling, “Introduction: democracy, nationalism and varieties of 
patriotism”, in Robert Stradling, Scott Newton and David Bates (eds.), Conflict and 
Coexistence. Nationalism and Democracy in Modern Europe. Essays in honour of Harry 
Hearder. Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 1997, 27. 
9 Daniel Conversi, The Basques, the Catalans and Spain, 123. 
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period defined by some authors as the time before the Basque people lost 

their autonomous rights during the Carlist Wars in the 1830s, became a 

leitmotiv of their national identity. This general dynamic of Republican era 

politics in 1930s shaped PNV with a future legacy based on “political 

pragmatism”. In other words, only “reading carefully” Spanish politics, 

Basque nationalists would be able in the short term to recover their political 

rights. 

 

   Although Basque nationalism, made from historicism, tried to hide the 

different historical interests of the social groups that inhabited the Basque 

territories, Catalan nationalists did not need to use this tool. The jurist and 

Spanish politician Jordi Solé Tura maintained that nostalgia for the Basque 

past did not involve the Basque working class, comprised mainly of 

immigrants, which saw modernity as the only path to improve their 

conditions. This division between the progressive interests of the working 

class and the new nationalist political representation differed strikingly from 

the Catalan situation. In Catalonia, the immigrant labour force faced a 

double challenge: to achieve political autonomy for the region and, at the 

same time, to improve labour conditions against the traditional oligarchy 

methods practiced by the Spanish elite. Indeed, in Catalonia there were 

forms of politics to create rapprochement between labour and nationalism in 

a way that did not really exist in the 1930s in the Basque Country. 

According to historians of Catalan nationalism Carme Molinero and Pere 

Ysas, the Catalan communist party PSUC represented the link between the 

proletarian movement and Catalan national identity; in contrast, the Basque 

nationalist movement, at that moment, lacked such a link. Neither the 

Basque bourgeoisie, who industrialised the Basque territories during the 

nineteenth century without Spanish ties by relying on British investors, nor 

the Catalan bourgeoisie, who had primarily traded with other Mediterranean 

countries over the last two centuries, saw any advantage in improving the 

welfare of the popular classes asserted by the new Republican authorities.  

 

   In this context, during the 1930s, and especially with the onset of the 

Republic in 1931, PNV began to mobilise broad sectors of Basque society. 
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As we saw before, Basque nationalism included a political project based on 

nostalgia for the lost Carlist fueros as well as criticism of a decaying 

Spanish Empire that had already lost almost all of its colonies.10 In addition, 

Basque Catholics, after the fall of King Alfonso XIII, started to identify 

with a nationalist Catholic project promoted by the PNV. Furthermore, in an 

attempt to overcome the decadence of the old empire, the new Spanish 

Republic led by Manuel Azaña became associated with the secular values of 

the French Revolution, putting into question the vision of the Catholic state. 

This religious scepticism did not please the PNV. However, as the historian 

John Sullivan points out, the PNV embraced the Republic/republican 

authorities as a means to give the Basque people their first statute of 

autonomy.11  

 

   Therefore, as discussed in the general introduction, the construction of 

national identities is not only related to rational political ideologies (i.e. 

socialism vs. liberalism) but also to the emotional character of human 

beings. Religion brought to the popular classes what modern life could not. 

 

Indeed, religion was at the core of the emotional battle taking place within 

the people of Spain in the 1930s. As the religious historian William A. 

Christian noticed in his analysis of the popular religious visions in the 

Basque town of Ezkioga, people from different social strata fantasized about 

the possible existence of something far away from their terrestrial world and 

the discovery of new divine realities.12 Prior to the 1960s, historians and 

sociologists did not recognise the importance that emotions played in 

Spanish history in the twentieth century. The desire of the masses around 

Spain (where other religious visions had previously inspired mass 

mobilisation) illustrates the absence of popular secular myths necessary to 

construct the modern Spanish nation. British correspondent Henry Buckley, 

																																																								
10 The fueros were local rights of certain regions such as the Basques had for several 
centuries, which were suppressed by the centralist policies of the Spanish liberal state in the 
nineteenth century.  
11 John Sullivan, ETA and Basque Nationalism. The Fight for Euskadi. London: Routledge, 
1988, 12. 
12 William A. Christian, Visionaries: The Spanish Republic and the Reign of Christ. Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1996, 23. 
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an eyewitness of these events and the Spanish Civil War, reflected upon the 

lack of political commitment by the Spanish liberal politicians to bring a 

coherent narrative to the masses thirsty for political initiatives in 1933. 

Describing a political speech of the liberal MP Manuel Azaña, Buckley 

wrote: “[Azaña] talked to these workers and peasants about international 

relations, about gold reserves, and monetary complications and all in an 

uninspiring, matter-of-fact-voice. (…) I think he was terrified of the crowd, 

afraid of what it might do if he warmed its passions”.13 This journalist’s 

work highlights, among other aspects, the necessity of looking at the 

emotions of average citizens to better understand history. The development 

of Basque nationalism over time tell us how the PNV was able (unlike the 

Spanish liberal Republican establishment) to connect the Basque masses 

with an emotional-ideological corpus which shaped (successfully) the 

Basque identity during the first half of the twentieth century.  

 

   The political convulsions of the Spanish Republic — economic world 

crisis of 1929, social inequalities, loss of hegemony of the Catholic Church, 

foreign powers that intervened according to their interests— were cited by 

historians as explanations for the outbreak of civil war in 1936. In the same 

year, the Republican government finally ceding its support to the PNV’s 

cause, granting the statute of autonomy to the Basque provinces of Álava, 

Vizcaya and Guipúzcoa as a single entity, thus forming the Basque Country 

but excluded Navarre. As the heartland of the Basque culture, this 

province/kingdom has been considered, within the Basque nationalist 

literature, the first institutional experiment of autonomy with respect to 

Spain. Nevertheless, Navarre chose to remain outside of the statute due to 

the reluctance of part of the Navarrese population. During the civil war, the 

Requetés, Navarra’s Carlist militias that had aligned with the pro-Franco 

side, carried out large massacres in the name of the Catholic religion with 

the excuse of stopping the expansion of Marxism.14 The Basque Radical 

Community which emerged during the democratic transition during the 
																																																								
13 Henry Buckley, “XX. Azaña has no answer”, in Life and Death of the Spanish Republic. 
A Witness to the Spanish Civil War. London: Tauris, 2013, 183-185 (184). 
14 Carlism was a political ideology that was born and developed in the nineteenth century. 
As opposed to liberalism, Carlism advocated traditional peasant life forms. 
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1970s never accepted this break between the Basque cultural community 

from Navarre and the Basque political institutions. Therefore, ETA 

symbolised during the last quarter of the twentieth century and the first 

decade of the twenty-first century the struggle of the Basques to recover the 

“Navarrese heartland”.  

    

   Passions did eventually emerge within the Republic, which, according to 

social psychologists, were related to the collective subconscious. These 

passions conveyed the doubts (and therefore the spontaneous strength) of 

the Spanish crowds at the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in 1936.15 Very 

few academic works attempting to elucidate the development of the Basque 

nationalist movement with regard to the popular subconscious have been 

written. However, in one of these works, the historian Antonio Elorza 

proposes that, by the end of the Republic, the PNV had already incorporated 

people that would inspire ETA in the future. In 1934, proletarian tendencies 

infiltrated the PNV when young members who had travelled to Northern 

Ireland brought back the idea that it was necessary to connect the struggle of 

the workers with that of the nation.16 However, these socialist ideas quickly 

disappeared within the PNV’s ideological framework, led at that time by the 

pragmatic Jose Antonio Aguirre. As we saw before, despite his personal 

aversion to any kind of Marxist principles, he supported the leftist Popular 

Front that was governing Spain at the outbreak of the civil war in exchange 

for its support of the Autonomous Statute law, which was passed by the 

Spanish courts in 1936. This fact is often overlooked in the Basque 

nationalist historiography, likely because it does not romanticize the Basque 

struggle against Spanish fascism. However, this exchange of support 

showed just how important the passing of the statute was to the Basque 

																																																								
15 Gustave Le Bon, The Crowd. A Study of the Popular Mind. Mineola: Dover Publications, 
2002.  
16 Antonio Elorza, Jose María Garmendia, Gurutz Jaúregui and Florencio Domínguez, La 
historia de ETA. Madrid: Colección Historia, 2000, 53. In order to understand the link 
between the IRA and the working class struggle, see Peter Hart, The IRA and its Enemies, 
Violence and Community in Cork 1916-1923. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998. 
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people. Basque Nationalists, in the words of the anthropologist Roland 

Vazquez, “unlike any other political force, represented a community”.17 

 

   The unity of the Basque nationalist community is explained by the 

historian Juan Pablo Fusi by the absence of large farming estates in the 

Basque territories. As such, issues related to the semi-slavery conditions of 

agricultural workers, which were prevalent in southern Spain, were not 

present within the Basque territories. Indeed, even the revolutionary 

movements of the Basque working class at the outbreak of the civil war in 

1936 failed to impact the unity of this community. 18  In addition, the 

religious moderation of the Basque nationalist parties (including the secular 

ANV party), which were able to come together in support of the statue of 

autonomy, also contributed to the cohesion of this community. However, 

Basque nationalism changed completely during the civil war with the Pact 

of Santoña of 1937, which outlined the surrender of Basque forces to 

Franco’s Italian allies. Although the Spanish Civil War officially ended in 

1939, the Basque nationalist community marked it emotionally in 1937. The 

occupation of the Basque territories by the Francoist army meant, as 

summarised by the anthropologist Marianne Heiberg, the breakdown of the 

Basque nation and the Basque community as a single entity.19 Henceforth, 

the nostalgia for autonomy that had served to unify the Basques fighting for 

a new statute was replaced by the symbol of the gudari (Basque soldier who 

fought in the civil war) and by new narratives of Basque nationalism related 

to political compromise. Although the PNV had negotiated a peaceful 

surrender, General Franco immediately ordered the imprisonment of all 

Basques who had been loyal to the Republic. According to figures estimated 
																																																								
17 Roland Vazquez, The PNV: The Social and Cultural Life of the Basque Nationalist Party. 
New Brunswick: PhD thesis, Rutgers University, 1998, 8. The secular threat felt by parts of 
the population during the 1930s is one of the best explanations to understand the lack of 
legitimation of the Republican regime by part of the Spanish population. The simplified 
version of a Republican economic elites supporting the military rebels is not anymore 
accepted as a “total explanation” to understand the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War. See 
Helen Graham. The Spanish Civil War. A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005.  
18 Juan Pablo Fusi, El País Vasco: Pluralismo y Nacionalidad. Madrid: Alianza Editorial, 
1984, 25. For a critique of Fusi’s statement, see Luis C. Núñez, Clases sociales en Euskadi. 
San Sebastian: Editorial Thertoa, 1977. 
19 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation. Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1989, 133. 
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by the historian Robert P. Clark, between 100,000 and 150,000 Basques 

went into exile in 1937.20 Although the Spanish Republican forces continued 

to fight, in the hopes that France or England would broker a peace, the 

surrender of the PNV and Basque forces did not weaken the heroic anti-

fascist narrative that was subsequently built. In contrast, this “escape 

through the back door” of the PNV did not detract an iota from the heroic 

anti-fascist narrative built during the following decades. The PNV portrayed 

itself as the political force within the Basque Country party that had morally 

defeated Spanish fascism.21 

  

   The Spanish Civil War became the European battleground par excellence. 

European influence and political ideologies (e.g. communism, fascism, 

liberalism) remained within the Spanish popular discourse. Nevertheless, in 

the following decades, the up to 150,000 Basques (including 30,000 

children) who went into exile in 1937 to escape Francoist troops would be 

(metaphorically) seen as victims of ethnic aggression for being Basques, 

akin to Jewish people during the Second World War.22 These are the 

clarifying words of the leader of the coup against the Republic, general 

Emilio Mola: “These abominable separatists do not have a homeland. 

Basque nationalism must be ruined, trampled underfoot, ripped out by its 

roots.” 23  From these words onwards, the literature shows that Basque 

nationalism was not considered as part of Spain’s history but rather 

something separate from it (here, the concept of nationalism is being applied 

in the context of stateless communities). Regardless, the post-civil war 

Spanish fascist identity that was pervasive throughout the country did not 

spread within the Basque territories, except among the always centralist 

inclined wealthy industrialists who were satisfied with the values of order 

and respect for privacy provided by the new regime. However, the territory 

of Navarre was no longer considered Basque by a significant proportion of 

																																																								
20 Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980. Madison: University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1984, 22. 
21 Miren Alcedo Moneo, Militar en ETA. Historias de vida y muerte. San Sebastian: 
Haranburu Editores, 1996, 42. 
22 Figures extracted from Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980, 21. 
23 Cameron Watson, Modern Basque History: Eighteenth Century to the Present. Reno: 
Centre for Basque Studies, 2003, 284.	
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its own population, rather taking on the Spanish identity that placed more 

value on private property, order and Catholicism due to a special deal from 

Franco. Basque Indeed, pro-Spanish Navarrese felt that, in signing the 

statute of autonomy, the Basque nationalists had sold themselves to the 

“Bolshevik demons”.  

 

   As we have seen before, the moral triumph of Basque nationalism had its 

semantic translation in the idealized figure of a gudari, a Basque anti-fascist 

soldier who fought against Franco in the Spanish Civil War. Based on a 

concept from the psychologist Carl Jung’s book The Collective 

Unconscious, this figure could be considered an archetype. According to 

Jung, an archetype is a pre-existent form “which can only become conscious 

secondarily and (…)  give definite form to certain psychic contents”.24 

Although the gudari served as an archetype, effectively shaping the mental 

representations projected by ETA activists during the second half of the 

twentieth century and beginning of the twenty-first century, this “moral 

superiority” of the Basques was clearly present prior to the civil war.25 At 

the beginning of the twentieth century, the Basque industrial and 

commercial sectors (small factory and workshop owners, businessmen and 

shopkeepers) moderated in their nationalist approaches, and formed an 

alliance with rural, agrarian-based Basques who saw their way of life 

threatened by a Spain in the process of modernisation. In this sense, as the 

anthropologist Marianne Heiberg points out, contrary to other European 

nationalisms, Basque political nationalism preceded cultural nationalism.26 

The figure of the gudari and its subsequent symbolic influence on ETA, 

therefore, comes from a political tradition in which the PNV needed to 

																																																								
24 Carl Jung, The collected works of C.G. Jung, vol. 9, part 1: Archetypes and the Collective 
Unconscious. Edited by Gerhard Adler & R. F.C. Hull. Translated by R. F. C. Hull. 2nd 
edition. Princeton: Princeton University Press/Bollingen, 1990, 43. 
25	Peiro (ETA activist and protagonist of the fifth chapter) stated during the interview: “We 
have only one nationality, the Basque, and Euskera (Basque language) is very important. 
We think in Euskera, in what belongs to us. Do you understand?” Extracted from Interview 
with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). Peiro’s motivation of 
explaining to a “Spanish foreigner” (the present thesis writer) his own view of the world 
through Euskera helps to understand how the “moral superiority” of the Basques preceded 
the 1930s Spanish civil war.  
26 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation, 75. 
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continue aligning itself with the Basque middle class whose political 

children would be the future activists of ETA. 

   The Basque provinces in which the PNV had major support were places 

where fewer extrajudicial killings were committed against those who 

supported the rebels.27 As a result, Basque nationalism was portrayed as 

antagonist to the “more passionate side” thought to represent the Spanish 

identity. This antagonism between the Basque and the Spanish identity was 

further shaped by the 1937 aerial bombing of civilians in the Basque town 

of Guernica. This event inspired Pablo Picasso’s famous painting Guernica, 

which immortalised the suffering of the Basque people at the hands of 

fascism. Nearly ten years after the end of the civil war, the Basque 

government in exile led by Jose Antonio Aguirre predicted a promising 

future in its fight against the dictatorship when the United States 

government under Truman decided to exclude Spain from the Marshall Plan 

of 1948. The Basque government in exile had complete faith that the United 

States would liberate the Basques from the clutches of fascism. This 

conviction was so strong that, at the beginning of the Cold War, Aguirre’s 

government became a spy for the FBI by passing reports on alleged Spanish 

Communists.28 However, Franco’s subsequent strategic alliance with the 

United States government under Eisenhower contributed, among other 

causes, to the gradual loss of initiative within the PNV in the fight against 

Franco, which set the stage for the emergence of ETA to take over in this 

struggle. 

 

   Considering the large-scale change from the birth of Basque nationalist as 

a mass movement during the 1930s and the emergence of the Basque 

Radical Community in the 1960s, the decades from the late 1940s into the 

1950s should be seen as a transitional period in the Basque Country. In 

these important post-World War II decades, Franco’s Spain experienced a 

strong economic crisis due to its isolation as a western dictatorial regime 

																																																								
27 This statistic is taken from: Stanley G. Payne, Basque Nationalism. Reno: University of 
Nevada Press, 1975, 181. Also in Juan Pablo Fusi, El Pais Vasco: Pluralismo y 
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28 Ludger Mees, Nationalism, Violence and Democracy. The Basque Clash of Identities. 
New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003, 22. 
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surrounded by liberal democracies. Unemployment in fact reached 10% in 

the Franco´s Spain of the 1940s and 1950s.29 In the Basque Country, taking 

into account the instability of employment, strikes did not take place very 

often and, in any case, they were violently repressed by the Francoist 

police.30 In part because of the repression exercised by the Francoist regime 

over Basque pro-independence unions like “Solidarity of Basque Workers” 

SOV (operating underground at that period), most European countries 

refused to cooperate with Spain during the 1940s and 1950s. 
 

   During the 1940s and 50s, the PNV faced the challenge of linking the 

urban (modern) and the rural (traditional) worlds around the Basque 

nationalist project. During the 1940s, a “rural exodus” began in the Basque 

Country, where rural Basques arrived at newly industrial areas. Native 

Basque-speaking peasants began to feel embarrassed by their Basque 

identity in an urban world where modernity was associated with the Spanish 

language. In addition, by the early 1950s a significant number of workers 

from the centre and northwest of Spain started arriving at these urban 

factories in the Basque Country. This new immigration arrived to new 

industrial centres like Mondragón, and found themselves at odds with a 

traditionally euskaldun culture.31 In other words, migrants from both Basque 

Country and other regions of Spain came to work in new urban factories and 

both felt alienated, the rural ones from a Spanish dominant urban culture, 

while the non-Basque from a Basque-centric workers party. Although the 

PNV tried to be the hegemonic force over the SOV and the rest of the new 

working class organisations that were emerging in the Basque Country 

during this period, by the early 1960s the workers affiliated to SOV refused 

to be “in the orbit” of PNV. 
   

    How can we best understand this transition from the perspective of the 

rural peasant, the urban worker, and the urban middle class 

constituencies? This example helps us understand how the transition period 
																																																								
29 Figure taken from Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People: Basques, Protests 
and Politics, 64. 
30 For example, in 1946, 6,000 Vizcayan workers were arrested for taking part in a strike. 
See Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People: Basques, Protests and Politics, 64.	
31 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation, 62. 
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from the late 1940s and 50s, before the emergence of the Basque Radical 

Community in the 1960s, could be summarised as the process of 

reproducing the class-consciousness progressively gained by the Basque 

proletariat. In other words, this transition became known as Izquierda 

Abertzale (Basque Radical Community) in the 1960s. This phenomenon was 

the product of the crisis of legitimation of PNV in order to assimilate the 

clash between modernity and traditional forms of life. The subsequent 

emergence of a Basque proletariat, which challenged the Francoist regime, 

was able to link their existential material conditions as class and the spirit of 

“Basque rebels” around the ETA activists. 

 

   As we have seen, in the years following the end of the Second World War, 

the Franco regime was economically isolated by the Western powers. This 

projected weakness by the regime was exploited by various labour 

organisations. In the Basque Country, a working-class culture was strong, 

having taken root during the industrialisation of the late nineteenth century. 

In 1947, more than 100,000 workers participated in strikes in the Basque 

Country. 32  Although in the 1940s, a Basque nationalist working class 

consciousness did not yet exist, the seed had already been planted when, in 

1941, the Francoist government issued a law banning the use of Catalan and 

Basque “dialects” as they were considered inferior to the Spanish 

language.33 Also after the war, Franco’s government imprisoned more than 

400 Basque monks and priests who sympathized with the Basque nationalist 

cause, thus causing the anti-fascist Basque identity to become popular even 

within the clergy.34 The ban of the Basque language, the imprisonment of 

Basque priests and the increase in worker activism were all unmistakable 

signs influencing the rise of the anti-fascist struggle in the Basque Country. 

 

   Nevertheless, as we commented with the emergence of the new Basque 

proletariat, the PNV did not politically channel this new popular movement 
																																																								
32 Jokin Apalategi, Los vascos, de la nación al estado. Bayonne: Elkar, 1979, 185. By the 
early 1930s, Basque socialist and communist organisations already had 30,000 and 9,000 
activists, respectively. 
33 Cameron Watson, Modern Basque History: Eighteen Century to the Present. 307. 
34 Cameron Watson, Modern Eighteen Century. Basque to the Present History, 310. 
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that was being born in the Basque Country among the working and middle 

classes. In 1953, the Spanish and Vatican states signed a concordat, which 

secured the Spanish dictator the moral support of Pope Pius XII. As a result, 

Franco regime started to become less isolated from the international 

community, further decreasing the political initiative of the PNV. In the 

early 1950s, in response to dissatisfaction with the PNV, a group of young 

people from the Basque liberal classes formed EKIN. These young people 

formed study groups on the history of the Basque Country, specifically 

studying the works of Catholic and Basque nationalist authors that had, until 

then, been largely ignored. The evolution of EKIN during the 1950s 

reflected the leadership crisis of the PNV and the new Basque industrial 

proletariat that was waiting for a political movement to represent them. 

 

   At the beginning we have discussed in this section how the Basque 

modern conflict has its roots in the Spanish Civil War. We have understood 

how the victory of the rebels in 1939 led by general Franco could be 

formulated as the origins of the modern Basque conflict. The ETA activists 

participating in my research brought up narratives in which the “long 

shadow” of Franco’s regime sociologically continues to penetrate into 

twenty-first century Spain. The historiography of the civil war mentions 

Basque exceptionalism (moderation within the Second Republic in a 

Spanish context of political polarization), focusing on the PNV, the 

hegemonic party of Basque nationalism. In an attempt to be politically 

transversal, this Christian social party embraced many roles, from being 

anti-fascist to being a United States collaborator during the Cold War. 

Nevertheless, as we have already mentioned, PNV was relegated to a 

secondary position in the Basque provinces in the aftermath of World War 

II. The following section discusses how the birth of ETA, and its subsequent 

ideological evolution during the 1960s, established a radical change in 

Basque nationalism as a social movement. However, this transformation of 

Basque nationalism has been hardly discussed within the historiography of 

the Basque conflict, except as a mere detail that does not require further 

explanation. Only a few studies have analysed this metamorphosis in terms 

of the social and cultural foundations of Basque nationalism in relation to 
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the emergence of ETA. Therefore, the following section discusses these 

studies and also attempts to explain why the bibliography on the Basque 

conflict has traditionally ignored this historical phase of Basque 

nationalism. 

 

The reinvention  

 

The main historiography of ETA has focused on the birth of the 

organisation within the legacy left by traditional Basque nationalism.35 The 

traditional academic approach to describe the history of ETA often begins, 

as mentioned in the general introduction, by noting how ETA integrated into 

its name the term Sabino Arana gave to the Basque territories —Euzkadi—. 

This approach continues by explaining the emergence of the Basque rebel 

group as a result of the failed strategy of PNV. Although PNV had expected 

the Francoist regime to fall under the pressure of the United States as the 

vanguard of the “free countries” (as opposed to those with communist and 

fascist regimes), it survived through the Second World War precisely 

because the United States saw it as an important ally in the fight against 

communism in a Cold War context. Therefore, in the existing 

historiography of ETA, its emergence has been mainly explained as the 

formation of a group disappointed by the nationalist strategy that adopted an 

anti-capitalist discourse implicit in the radical left-wing social movements 

of that period (1960s and 70s).36 Although the first ETA activists belonged 

																																																								
35 See Antonio Elorza, Jose María Garmendia, Gurutz Jaúregui and Florencio Domínguez, 
La historia de ETA; Maria del Mar Lazarra Micheltorena and Francisco Javier Capistegui 
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to a youth organisation of the Basque Nationalist Party (EGI), ETA’s 

evolution during the 1960s more closely resembled that of the left-wing 

anti-Francoist organisations from the Basque Country and other 

industrialised regions of Spain. In other words, the changes in Spanish 

society resulting from the “stabilisation plans” promoted by the Francoist 

regime (which amounted to a wave of industrialisation) enabled the 

emergence of a working-class movement that started to become conscious 

of its own position in the economic society, that is, it started to organise 

itself. As the anthropologist Sharryn Kasmir asserts, “in the mid-1960s, 

workers undertook the task of remaking themselves as Basque and as a 

proletariat. This process was simultaneous with the emergence of the radical 

Basque nationalist community”.37 

 

   To better focus on this Basque Radical Community, we have to examine 

their material reality. The philosopher Walter Benjamin stated that “to 

articulate the past historically does not mean to recognize it “the way it 

really was”. It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes up at a moment 

of danger”.38 In the Spanish context, this moment of danger, or conflict, can 

be identified during the late 1950s and early 60s, when workers” 

organisations initiated intense rebellions against the Franco regime. As 

Zirakzadeh states, “two-thirds of Spain’s integrated steel plants were located 

on the Basque coast, as were one-third of Spain’s shipyards, constructing 

trawlers as well as super tankers”.39 Furthermore, in many Basque churches, 

which were witnessing this uprising of the proletarian culture, workers 

could read the works of Karl Marx, which were, at that time, forbidden by 

the dictatorship. In the rest of Spain, former union organisations, such as 

UGT, were overwhelmed by the spontaneity of these rebellions. Others, like 
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CCOO, were born in the heat of these revolts in response to the workers, 

who were demanding more direct confrontation with the state.40  

We were workers. Since they (he is referring to the francoist establishment) 

did not teach us anything, we were not prepared for anything. We could not 

study. They immediately sent us to work. (…) At that period everything was 

very scary. We were in a constant “shock”. There was a lot of repression. The 

ikurriña (Basque flag) was forbidden and the Spanish flag imposed. 

Everything was like that. It was a war imposed and we did everything in order 

to survive. At age seventeen, I was already working and most of my friends 

started working at fourteen or fifteen years old.41 

 

   Over the following years and as a result of the increased organisation 

within the working class, ETA became more aware of the historical and 

current impact of industrialisation for the Basque region and other parts of 

Spain. As we could see from the words of Peiro, one of the protagonists of 

the last chapter, labour and Basque identity was shaped from the daily-life 

oppression exerted by the Francoist regime over the working-class families 

with low economic resources. By its third assembly in 1964, ETA declared 

itself a socialist organisation and held the stance that the only way to protect 

the Basque language (Euskera) was to achieve an independent state for the 

Basques.42 By vindicating the language (that is, its identity as Basque) and 

eliminating the racial purity of its political culture (adopting instead the 

term socialist), ETA started to challenge the classic narrative of Basque 

nationalism as exclusive to some racial pure Basques. From Peiro’s 

testimony we understand how the process whereby industrial workers began 

to identify themselves as Basque can only be analysed through their social 

reality. 

 

    During the 1960s ETA welcomed the immigrants from the south of 

Spain, (who represented the majority of the labour force during the second 

industrialisation process), to be part of the new Basque Radical Community 

(Izquierda Avertable). In the anthropologist Marianne Heiberg’s book The 
																																																								
40 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People: Basques, Protests and Politics, 79. 
41 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
42 Robert. P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980, 39. 
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Making of the Basque Nation, the author connects an old ethnic Basque 

nationalism with the existence of a “moral community”.43 According to 

Heiberg, this pattern of “inclusion and exclusion” defined the Basques 

according to moral criteria, asserted first by biological parameters and then 

by Marxist principles. However, Kasmir criticises some of Heiberg’s 

conclusions, contending that she misses the change of the new Basque 

identity shaped by ETA into a new multi-ethnic form, thus giving a new 

meaning to the concept of Basqueness itself.44 In my opinion, Kasmir’s 

critique represents a tremendous shift in the orientation of Basque studies, 

particularly as it challenges the long-standing conclusions of 

anthropologists, such as Heiberg, who pioneered studies of the Basque 

nationalist community. 

  

   This transformation of the Basque nationalist discourse, however, is often 

ignored or analysed in a superficial way by much of the literature about 

ETA and the Basque conflict.45 Heiberg justifies this lack of attention on the 

part of scholars by referring to the fact that both the Basque nationalism of 

the PNV and that of ETA were based on the existence of a moral 

community. However, ETA activists came from two different social strata. 

On the one hand, there were young people from EKIN with clear 

intellectual vocations. They came from wealthy industrial families with little 

Basque tradition; therefore, their mother tongue was Spanish. On the other 

hand, there were the former activists of the PNV. They were young people 

from small industrial towns who spoke Basque (Euskera) and had no 

particular interest in intellectual debates. Therefore, it is interesting that, 

despite having socially diverse activist recruits and an ideological evolution 

towards socialism, anthropologists like Heiberg still largely argue that 

ETA’s existence is based on the moral superiority of the Basque people 

																																																								
43 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation, 101. 
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Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class Life in a Basque Town, 105. 
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against French and Spanish invaders. Heiberg emphasises the importance of 

the cultural affiliation of ETA as Basque, similar to the PNV, and ignores 

the socialist ideological rhetoric and practices of the group. 

 

   Within the moral community proposed by Heiberg implicitly lies the 

concept of ethnicity. As sociologist Anthony D. Smith states, “religious 

communities are often closely related to ethnic identities. While the ‘world 

religions’ sought to overstep, and abolish, ethnic boundaries, most religious 

communities coincided with ethnic groups”.46 The same author makes it 

clear that an ethnic group is a type of a cultural collective identity. The 

cultural collective identity is not necessarily given by a series of uniform 

elements that are transmitted through generations, but rather the community 

acquires a sense of continuity over time through a series of shared 

memories.47 Therefore, Heiberg’s moral community, in its ethnic sense and 

thus cultural as defined by Smith, refers to Basque people struggling for 

survival, which constitutes the leitmotif of their political identity.48 Diego 

Muro, an academic disciple of Smith, concluded in his doctoral thesis on 

ETA that this armed organisation perpetuated itself in the use of violence 

due to its ethnic roots, which, in turn, were connected with the use of 

violence.49 My disagreement with authors such as Heiberg and Smith is that 

they, in my opinion, did not pay enough attention to the influence of 

material reality in order to emphasise the conditions of reproduction of what 

might superficially appear to be an unchanging ethnic or moral community. 

Therefore, my analytical approach to ETA attempts to rectify this by 

understanding the impact that the new material challenges faced by the 

Basque working class during the 1960s had on the organisation. 

  

   However, interdisciplinary approaches analysing several lines of evidence, 

including material reality, history and culture, should be used to better 
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understand the factors that influenced the historical evolution of the Basque 

Radical Community. As Anthony D. Smith states, “the task of an ethnic 

intelligentsia is to mobilise a formerly passive community into forming a 

nation around the new vernacular historical culture that it has 

rediscovered”.50 It is difficult to define the Francoist social group in charge 

of the Spanish transition, the so-called aperturistas, as an entirely “ethnic 

intelligentsia”; however, without doubt, this group represented the “ethnic 

Spaniard” in terms of blood, Catholicism and reminiscences of the old 

Empire. All members of this group had high positions within the Francoist 

government, thus represented the fascist values of the 1936 rebellion against 

the Republican government. Moreover, the mobilisation of a passive 

community into a nation was consolidated at the beginning in the 1960s, 

complementing the concept of “citizen” with “consumer” as explained by 

historians of cultural studies. 51  However, what is missing from earlier 

cultural history studies —perhaps due to being too close in time to the 

transition or too close in proximity with economic elites promoting the 

transition— is an analysis of how the “consumer society” served to establish 

the new liberal democratic regime of 1978, thus becoming part of the new 

Spanish identity. As the sociologist Emmanuel Rodríguez asserts, “the 

economic crisis is not the background of the transition, but rather the main 

problem of it”.52 From my perspective, and as explained within this thesis, 

the nationalism adopted by the Basque Radical Community during and after 

the transition represents a unique hegemonic counter project to this new 

Spanish identity.53 

																																																								
50 Anthony D. Smith, National Identity, 64. 
51 Many scholars consider the following book a “manual” of Spanish cultural studies: Helen 
Graham, “Introduction. Culture and Modernity. The Case of Spain,” in Helen Graham and 
Joe Labanyi (eds.), Spanish Cultural Studies; An Introduction; The Struggle for Modernity, 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1995, 6. A more recent study that also deals with the 
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Civil War. Making Memory and Remaking Spain since 1936. Cambridge: Cambridge 
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52 Emmanuel Rodríguez López, Por qué fracasó la democracia en España. La Transición y 
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of the Transition, 1960-78. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989. 
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   Indeed, the period in which ETA was born and accumulated its greatest 

social support, known as late-Francoism (1959-1977), requires that we pay 

attention to its historical specificity. Cyrus E. Zirakzadeh describes how 

ETA, during the 1960s and 70s, had a working-class culture that grew as an 

outcome of the “stabilisation plans” promoted by Franco’s government to 

consolidate industries in the Basque Country and Catalonia. Working-class 

neighbourhood associations were created to deal with the shortage of 

infrastructure due to the lack of planning by the Francoist authorities. The 

ability of these associations to almost spontaneously organise and protest to 

show social discontent greatly impacted some ETA members, who, as a 

result, were filled with optimism for organising an armed insurgency against 

the state. 54  In the suburbs of Basque cities, such as Bilbao or San 

Sebastian,55 the working class, including immigrants, soon became part of 

what is referred to as the Basque Radical Community. 

   This inclusion of new immigrant populations from different parts of Spain 

into the Basque Radical Community has not received much attention due to 

the fact that many analyses consider the emergence of this community and 

of ETA as merely more radical continuations of the PNV. Sociologist Luís 

C. Núñez Astrain, in his well-known study of “Social classes in Euzkadi” 

highlighted that, in 1970, 30% of the Basque Country population was 

immigrant.56 Of the immigrant population, the vast majority worked in the 

industrial sector, specifically as casual labourers, the lowest position in this 

type of industrial work. The living conditions of these immigrants were 

generally worse than those of native Basques. 57  However, there is a 

disjuncture between conventional political chronology and the chronology 

of economic and social experiences within the industrialised zones of the 

Basque Country. For most historians, the early 1970s were just the 

beginning of the end of the dictatorship. In other words, the majority of the 
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literature on the Basque conflict focused mainly on the political factors that 

led to the Spanish transition, and the transition itself, rather than on the 

historical context described above. 

 

   The years 1970 and 1974 represent two of the most labour contentious 

years when most strikes, labour disputes and protests occurred in the Basque 

Country.58 These years are also the most important in the history of ETA in 

terms of the expansion of its social base. In 1970, the Burgos trial was held 

in which sixteen ETA members were tried and sentenced to death for the 

murder of police officer Melitón Manzanas. However, due to pressure from 

the international community, these sentences were commuted to jail terms. 

This win not only represented ETA’s first big moral victory but also the first 

time the organisation was internationally recognised. Is it a coincidence that 

ETA’s moral triumph in 1970 coincided with one of the years of greatest 

labour conflict? In the documentary El proceso de Burgos (The Burgos 

Trial) by the director Imanol Uribe, one of the condemned ETA activist 

asserts that his political struggle concerned all workers of the Spanish 

state.59 A subjective analysis of the defiant attitude of the ETA activists in 

front of the Francoist judges reveals a link between personal courage and 

the social context in which the working classes were beginning to organise 

for the first time since the end of the civil war in 1939. However, this 

connection has not been made by social scientists in their analyses of the 

Burgos trial. On the contrary, the more conventional analyses of this trial 

have focused on the success of ETA’s “action-repression-action” strategy 

trying to explain how the act of killing Manzanas would lead to repression, 

which would lead to more actions and so on.60 Furthermore, the fact that 

ETA incorporated the working class into its narrative has never been a part 

of these trial analyses. Rather, ETA has been considered (by most scholars 

studying the group) as an irrational and terrorist actor as it continued to 

exercise the armed struggle once Franco died. Therefore, these analyses, 

rather than examining ETA’s original complex genealogy and its logical 
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grounds for continuing the armed struggle after Francoism, are presentist by 

trying to explain why ETA was always destined to become a terrorist 

organisation. 

 

   Thus, for many scholars, the Spanish transition and the success of the 

Spanish elites to transform the country into a liberal democratic regime (or 

at least the successful construction of this narrative) made ETA a “non-

sense” phenomenon during the post-Franco period. The journalist Patxo 

Unzueta, who views the violence of ETA in the same way as Muro, asserts 

that the emotional identification and support of the Basques following the 

first assassinations committed by ETA between 1968 and 1975 represent the 

origins of a “perverse” confusion between the ends and means of part of the 

Basque society that persisted into the next decade. 61  Unzueta, thus, 

highlights the impact of the emotions of the Basques who sympathised with 

ETA before and after the Spanish transition. Although Unzueta focuses on 

his moral opinion of what feelings would be “better” for society than others, 

a key concept present in his writings is his implicit assumption that once 

democracy started in Spain in 1975, ETA ceased to be an organisation that 

behaved according to rational principles (i.e. fighting against the oppression 

of the dictatorship) and started acting in the “irrational terrain of emotions”. 

 

   This thesis aims to explore this terrain by analysing the existence of ETA 

during the democratic period to provide new perspectives on topics that 

have been, thus far, largely untouched by scholars. Indeed, the 

historiography on ETA lacks detailed studies not only of the “unexpected 

emotions” of ETA supporters after 1975 but also, and more importantly, of 

the emotions of the ETA activists charged with continuing the armed 

struggle. 
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Representations of fascism in the daily lives of ETA activists 

 

In the book Galicia, a Sentimental Nation by author Helena Miguélez-

Carballeira criticises the instrumental way in which the “world of feelings” 

has been used by the Spanish elites in order to maintain a historical semi-

colonial relationship with the northern region of Galicia.62 Extending on 

Miguélez-Carballeira’s ideas about sentimental nations, my work explores 

the role of this type of perception in shaping both the Basque and the 

Spanish imagined communities. Yet, in my approach, the concept of 

“sentimental” does not imply particular subjugation of one nation over 

another but rather tries to explore the national feelings of individuals. ETA 

represented more than just a particular threat to the Spanish state following 

the official start of the new democratic regime with the promulgation of the 

constitution in 1978. Moreover, ETA is an essential part of the Spanish and 

Basque national imaginaries that were born from the Spanish transition. The 

configuration of “Spanishness” and “Basqueness” from 1978 was related to 

a kind of “European modernisation process” in which ETA became the 

“mischievous element” par excellence. The oral life stories of ETA activists 

represent the stories censured by the official narratives of both national 

imaginaries. As the oral historian Paul Thompson asserts, “every historical 

source derived from human is subjective, but only the oral source allows us 

to challenge that subjectivity: to unpick the layers of memory, dig back into 

its darknesses, hoping to reach the hidden truth”.63 Given the longevity of 

ETA, from its emergence during the dictatorship in 1959 to its definitive 

ceasefire in 2011, the life stories of these activists, particularly of those who 

experienced the transition from the dictatorship to democracy, illustrate the 

“unresolved past” related to the unhealed wounds of the civil war and the 

dictatorship. Helena Miguélez-Carballeira points out that the Galician 

identity has always been represented as sentimental, inactive and humble.64 

My purpose is to illustrate, through interviews of activists with “long 
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activism on their backs”, the feelings that have shaped the modern Spanish 

and Basque national identities. 

 

   For historians active in 1975, when Franco died and the Spanish transition 

began, the mere fact of researching what had happened during the civil war 

and the years of the dictatorship implied political activism by challenging 

the official version of recent history provided by the Franco regime.65 The 

historian Carolyn P. Boyd speaks of the need to interpret, through cultural 

history, the subjectivities of the men and women who lived through the civil 

war and the dictatorship. By doing so, we can analyse the distance in terms 

of collective memory that separates these Spaniards from those currently 

living in the twenty-first century. According to Boyd, the last decades of the 

twentieth century consisted of a cultural war fought by the different political 

administrations that were taking control in Spain. Although the Spanish 

Civil War can be characterised as a fratricidal conflict provoked by the 

emergence of political extremisms, during the transition, a so-called “pact of 

silence” existed between the conservative elites and the liberal classes.  

 

   However, in the 1980s and 90s, some within Spanish society began to 

demand more literary information on the recent past. Attempting to feed this 

new popular perception, the socialist president Felipe González decided to 

give historians access to historical archives. Nevertheless, in the late 1990s, 

the conservative administration of José María Aznar accused PSOE of 

wanting to distort recent Spanish history for political motivations. In 2004, 

PSOE returned to power under José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero and opened a 

Pandora’s box by promoting academic research of historical documents, 

which led to a so-called “historical memory”. However, the emergence of a 

large number of personal and collective memories, and the different 

narratives they created, made it difficult for Spanish society to reach some 

kind of a historical consensus about the very intense twentieth century. In 

what ways have this lack of consensus affected our understanding of the 

Basque conflict during the Spanish Civil War and the dictatorship? 
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   Perceptions and feelings do not belong to the rational world. In the 

approach taken in this thesis, the methodology of oral history escapes from 

the classical structure of academic research: the interviewees are not 

expected to provide rational conclusions about their acts but rather to simply 

tell their stories as they supposedly happened. Generally speaking, oral life 

stories have not been widely used by historians, and indeed, a history of 

ETA (from the beginning to the end of the armed conflict) based on the oral 

life stories of its activists do not exist. Although Basque anthropologists, 

well-known for using testimonies to describe the daily lives of ETA 

activists, have explored this academic format, anthropology, as a discipline, 

does not allow us to read the “whole” story but rather to focus on local 

cultural expressions.66 As mentioned previously, Carrie Hamilton pioneered 

the use of this format for studies of ETA in her dissertational work, which 

aimed to construct a history of the organisation from the oral life stories of 

the women of ETA, thus providing a gender perspective to its history. She 

maintains that the testimonies of ETA activists who have experienced 

violence (i.e. torture, long periods in prison, etc.) are “accorded special 

status because they are interpreted as giving direct access to truth, thereby 

challenging official documents and data”.67 Based on this, my portrait of 

Basque and Spanish modern national imaginaries starts with the intense 

lives of ETA activists as they have internalised violence as a form of living, 

a part of their daily lives.  

 

   This violence, as previously discussed, has its roots in the intense 

twentieth century. The historian Julian Casanova speaks of the “obscure 

second half of the twentieth century” with the threat of fascism throughout 

Europe, and yet Franco’s political survival of the Second World War still 

provokes more questions than answers in twenty-first century Spain. 

Casanova compares the legacy of Spanish fascism with German national-
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socialism, arguing that in both countries, during the 1980s and 90s, 

conservatives tried to preserve the nationalist legacy by trying to stop anti-

fascist memories that were resurfacing in both countries.68 The survival of a 

“sociological Francoism” and the impossibility of dissociating it from 

modern Spanish identity is an antagonism that allows Basque and Catalan 

identities to flourish. 69  By using the oral history method, the people 

participating in my research have been able to express their daily life 

experiences precisely with memories in which their political struggle comes 

from a cultural legacy of civil war and dictatorship. 

    

   Traditional analyses of political violence or terrorism have tended to be 

analysed from one direction, from the illegal armed organisation towards 

the state or civil society, and have tended to exclude the cultural aspects of 

such kinds of violence.70 During the interview process my work reflects how 

that almost all of the ETA activists interviewed had been tortured at the time 

of their arrests, with some enduring several days of torture. For ETA 

activists, this violence from the Spanish police forces had a clear component 

related to Spanish nationalism. In the words of the historians Bloxham and 

Gerwarth, “resisting violence was accepted when it was perceived to be 

patriotic and defensive in character, and intended primarily to serve the 

interests of the local community”.71 The telling of “stories” of torture within 

the Basque Radical Community maintained emotional cohesion within the 
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community, thus helping to legitimise the violence produced by ETA for 

decades following the transition to democracy. Nevertheless, during my 

interviews, the participants were reluctant or refused to talk about the 

violence they produced. Their unwillingness was likely based on concern 

for the possible legal consequences of their declarations, or maybe, from a 

moral perspective, it might have been easier to talk to me by playing the 

role of a victim (i.e. someone who has suffered torture) rather than a 

perpetrator. Thus, violence from the interviewees’ perspectives was also 

unidirectional, originating from the state towards them. 

 

   The oral historian Luisa Passerini, in her study of fascism in the popular 

memory of the working class in Turin, states that “essential for an 

understanding of history is not knowledge of the lives of obscure and 

ordinary individuals, but information about the ideas feeding into their 

everyday experience”. 72  The ETA activists who lived during Franco’s 

dictatorship have, in their memory, a fascist symbolism that has marked 

them for the rest of their lives. Fernando Etxegarai, a former ETA activist 

and protagonist of the next chapter, tells us about his days at school in the 

mid-1960s: 

I studied in a Jesuit religious college, which, however much they say Jesuits 

may be more incline towards the tendency of liberation theology, actually... 

they were great Franco supporters. I learned to sing the cara al sol... and all 

that, and of course all the official subjects. It was a school where the presence 

of the Basque language was zero. This was probably my first contact with 

politics.73 

Fascism is present empirically in the memory of Etxegarai. Because 

Etxegarai was forced to sing Cara al Sol (the Spanish fascist anthem) at 

school, he himself became a participant in a fascist experience rather than a 

mere spectator. In Etxegarai’s words, the fascism that was present in his 

daily life at school was his first contact with politics. The generation of 

Basques who grew up during the dictatorship, therefore, forged their 
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political identity by rejecting a series of symbols related to fascism, which 

was associated with the Spanish identity rejected by the Basques. 

 

   At this point, the relevant question is: How is it possible to make a 

rigorous historical analysis of political violence based on both directions 

(from the state and from ETA)? Although ETA activists are reluctant to talk 

about their violent actions, all of those that were interviewed in this thesis 

were convicted for their illegal actions; nevertheless, it would have been a 

mistake, as has been done in other academic works, to explore violence as a 

whole paradigm of research. Each ETA activist has his own personal and 

unique life story. However, at the same time, the Basque Country, with its 

particular history of “resistance to foreign invaders”, has the most 

politicised society of all the Spanish regions. In the Basque Country, 

specifically in the Weltanschauung of the Basque Radical Community, the 

“personal” is political. Determining where a “person” starts and where 

“politics” finish (or vice versa) is a very difficult task.  

   Pedro José Ibañez Ortega (Peiro), already mentioned in the introduction, 

is part of this Basque society where personal and political life are difficult to 

distinguish. Peiro also belongs to the same generation as Etxegarai; 

however, he experienced the dictatorship and its fascist culture in a very 

different way. Peiro came from a working-class family, and thus he did not 

have the opportunity to go to university. Instead, he was forced to go into 

the mili (obligatory military service). Peiro was arrested in 1987, the same 

year that the police arrested ETA activist Santiago Arróspide Sarasola (alias 

Santi Potros) with papers that incriminated a large number of activists 

(including Peiro). Peiro described Carabanchel jail in the following way: 

Imagine Carabanchel! It looked like a city to me. There was everything, 

crooks, homosexuals... After being tortured by the police, I entered 

Carabanchel in a state of total shambles, and I broke down during my first 

days in prison. Luckily, I soon found out there were some cool people there, 

people from Terra Lliure (the Catalan pro-independence organisation), and 
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even people from Brigate Rosse... and they took care of me until I recovered 

from all the tortures.74 

Several oral historians have pointed out the difference between interviewing 

a working-class and a middle-class person: in general, those from middle-

class families are better able to articulate ideas and talk about their lives.75 

However, with the expressions “there was everything” and “it looked like a 

city”, Peiro describes in his own way what it felt like entering jail, a giant 

hostile world. ETA, like the armed Catalan pro-independence group Terra 

Lliure and the armed Italian group Brigate Rosse, which were also active in 

the 1980s, represented in the last third of the twentieth century a political 

and cultural movement in which part of the working class felt that it was the 

last great barricade against the capitalist system.  

   In this context of political struggle, the Spanish nationalist identity, 

heritage of the “Regime of 1978”, developed in an opposite way. During the 

turbulent and intense political years of the transition, Spanish society was 

highly active in politics, participating nearly every day through social 

movements and political organisations. However, over the subsequent 

decades, the Spanish middle classes were consolidated as the main subject 

of the Spanish national imagery, and “politics” became an element related to 

the governmental institutions and politicians, with the exception of specific 

labour issues. ETA activists did not take for granted that being Basque 

meant that they had to work every day in the construction of that identity. 

During the democratic period, ETA was also convinced that Spanish 

nationalism could not offer them any sense of “believing” or “belonging”; 

rather, it represented an artificial identity, a product of the middle classes. 

 

   As commented earlier, it is plausible that the continuation of the fascist 

ideology from the first period of the Francoist dictatorship to the late 

Francoist period helped establish consumerism as part of the Spanish 

community imagery. If fascism has served as a symbolic universe for 

decades for all Spaniards, what traits can be found in the representations of 
																																																								
74 Interview with Pedro José Ibañez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
75 Pippa Virdee, “Remembering Partition: Women, Oral Histories and the Partition of 
1947”, Oral History Society, 41 (2017): 49-62 (56). 
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this fascism in ETA activists? As the oral historian Alessandro Portelli 

points out, a new narrative is born in an interview as that testimony has 

never been told in that way before.76 The Basque nationalism that was 

constituted as a mass movement during the civil war was recovered by ETA 

and adapted, so to speak, to modern times. The following account by 

Fernando Etxegarai expresses how intense ideological debates were 

occurring within ETA during the 1970s, with the focus on how to adapt 

Basque nationalism to these modern times. 

 
When there are massive arrests... arrest of activists, arrest of friends, detention 

of relatives... when there is a lot of waste, and people have to flee, and people 

cross over to the French Basque country... which at that time was a little quiet 

area. Those who can escape get there. Then of course, the people who stay 

here are absolutely helpless. But many people, uhh, for different reasons go to 

study at Lovaine or Paris, or go to study elsewhere... making contacts with 

left-wing parties that already existed in the French state. So, uhh, of course, 

on the one hand, the ideological foundations of Basque nationalism had 

disappeared. But on the other hand, these activists on the French border begun 

to be acquainted with ideologies foreign to the Basque tradition. Communist 

parties have the capacity to talk about how Marxism can be in... in Mars! For 

Basque nationalists (which had a basic nationalist sentiment), it is difficult to 

compete which such ideologies. When you say, of course, I’m pro-Chinese, 

because the movement of Mao Tse Tun have to answers to all kinds of 

problems...77 

 

From Etxegarai’s narration, one gets the sense that he perceives the new 

ideologies that had become “fashionable” in the late 1960s in Europe (e.g. 

Maoism and Trotskyism) had questioned the Basque struggle for 

independence. The struggle for national liberation, initiated by the Basque 

gudaris who fought against Spanish fascism in the civil war, was what ETA 

had to take back, and not deviate from it. 

 

																																																								
76 Reference extracted from Kirsi-Maria Hytonen, “Hardworking women: nostalgia and 
women’s memories of paid work in Finland in the1940s”, Oral History, 41, no. 2 (2013): 
87-99. 
77 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
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   As outlined in the methodology section above, several resources exist in 

which to corroborate the life stories of ETA activists, including the media 

(in order to explore armed actions by ETA members) and a broad catalogue 

of journals of political organisations with close ties to ETA, available in 

various Basque Country archives. These resources provided additional 

background of the social environment in which these activists grew up, 

which allowed me to better contextualise their life experiences. This thesis 

is ambitious in trying to illustrate how the history of the Basque Radical 

Community represents the well-known Karl Marx statement on modernity 

“all that is solid melts into air”.78 During the 1960s and 70s, ETA had 

developed a clear revolutionary Marxist ideology, yet by the early 2000s, its 

ideological principles had become ambiguous. This thesis explores how the 

ETA´s ideological transformation made it difficult for the organisation to 

define itself in the “modern” (1960s industrialisation) or “post-modern” era 

(1980s de-industrialisation). The anthropologist Clifford Geertz stated, in 

relation to this modern paradigm, how “we live immersed in meta-

commentary (what someone says about someone), our consciousness is 

shaped at least by how things supposedly look to others”.79 In this respect, 

my modest purpose is to give a “voice” to those who have lived through the 

“dark times” during the last years of the modern period and who, in the past, 

have had very few opportunities to tell their own story.  

			

			The consolidation of fascism in Spain that started with the triumph of the 

rebels led by Franco in 1939 has influenced and become part of the 

symbolic universe of ETA activists on several levels. On the one hand, ETA 

takes over the struggle that the PNV had fought during the Spanish Civil 

War as part of its own agenda. Nevertheless, the historical context in which 

ETA was born and developed—industrialisation and the emergence of a 

new proletariat—changed the strict national dichotomy of the Basques 

versus Spanish fascism and introduced the element of social class. The ETA 

activist Peiro mentions several times during the interview that “we have 
																																																								
78 Marshall Berman. All That Is Solid Melts Into Air. The Experience of Modernity. New 
York: Verso, 1983. 
79 Clifford Geertz, Local Knowledge: Further Essays In Interpretative Anthropology. New 
York: Basic Books, 1983, 9.	
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always fought for our own”; he is referring to the political subject that, 

during the Spanish transition, becomes known as the Pueblo Trabajador 

Vasco (Basque working people). Included within this political subject are 

working class people, like Peiro, who experienced how difficult the Franco 

regime made it for people of this social class to go to university. Despite his 

wealthy middle class origins, Etxegarai, who never experienced the material 

and cultural deprivation of Peiro, is also included within this political 

subject as he joined ETA precisely because of the large presence and 

influence of the labour movement at universities during the 1970s. 

Therefore, it was the working-class culture in its material (as Peiro lived it) 

and cultural (as Etxegarai lived it) expression, as opposed to the 

dictatorship, that allowed ETA to continue with the symbolic anti-fascist 

universe undertaken by the PNV in the 1930s. 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

    

   The modern Basque conflict has its origins in a Spanish civil war in which 

the PNV, in spite of being defeated like the rest of the political forces that 

supported the Republic, ended the war by symbolising a moral victory of 

the Basques against Spanish fascism. Once the war ended, the PNV, taking 

advantage of this social force in the Basque territories, tried to mobilise 

international pressure against the Francoist regime in order to put an end to 

the dictatorship. However, with the end of the Second World War and the 

beginning of the Cold War, the Franco regime had been granted support 

with its placement on the political axis of Western democracies fighting 

against communism. In this new international context, the PNV, having 

placed all its hopes on the support of the U.S, was left without a new 

strategy to fight against the Franco dictatorship. It was under these 

circumstances, together with a new wave of industrialisation carried out by 

the Franco regime and the technocrats of Opus Dei, that ETA was born. 
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   In the written literature on the Basque conflict, there is enough depth to 

reach a certain consensus about how the PNV spurred Basque nationalism 

as a mass movement. However, with regard to ETA and its historical 

evolution during the first ten years of its existence, there has been little 

analysis on the expansion of its social base. Despite the lack of these types 

of studies, understanding this expansion during the 1970s, particularly 

following the Burgos trial and the murder of Carrero Blanco, is one of the 

key pieces needed to fully analyse the end of the Franco dictatorship. Given 

the successes of the PNV in generating a Basque anti-fascist identity and of 

ETA in being the vanguard (together with the Spanish Communist Party) in 

the fight against the dictatorship, experts have tended to conclude that ETA 

had simply taken over the role previously played by the PNV. However, the 

PNV’s integration into the new political regime that emerged during the 

Spanish transition in the mid-1970s, which became the main antagonist of 

ETA, and the evolution of ETA’s social base have not been sufficiently 

explained within the literature. The proposed basis for ETA’s lasting 

existence following the end of the dictatorship has been based largely on the 

fact that it had retained enough social force to continue the use of political 

violence into the democratic period. However, in these types of analyses, 

the impact of the cultural transformation of Basque nationalism, as 

instigated by ETA, has not been explored enough.    

 

   In order to understand the influence that years of the dictatorship had on 

the collective imagination of ETA activists, we must examine their daily 

lives and personalities. By doing so, ETA activists, such as Argala, not only 

reveal emotions related to their experiences of living in the shadows and 

being pursued by the police but also demonstrate how the Basque national 

struggle and the workers’ struggle were inseparable, bring us closer to 

understanding this polyhedral universe of ETA activists. Peiro’s empathy 

with imprisoned activists from Terra Lliure and Brigate Rosse uncovers a 

international activism that was present, but seemingly extinguished, with the 

experience of the International Brigades of the Spanish Civil War (1936-

1939). This chapter ends with Etxegarai´s questioning of pure worker 

ideologies and his demand of a return to the Basque nationalist roots. In 
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other words, Etxegarai states that the struggle of the Basque people rests on 

their ability to resist domination by their Spanish and French neighbours. 

The legacy left by the political culture of fascism in the Basque conflict can 

be found in these life experiences and their representations that remain in 

the memory of the activists. 

 

   Chapter one has covered a long time period since 1936 (outbreak of the 

Spanish civil war) until the end of the twentieth century. The main 

difference between chapter one and the rest of the chapters is based in its 

methodology. Chapter one interrogates the historiography of the Basque 

conflict through some pieces of life stories of ETA activists. On the other 

hand, the next chapters use oral history methodology to portray the life 

stories of ETA activists.  

 

   If in chapter one we have explored the influence of fascism in the modern 

Basque conflict, in chapter two we will delve into the life of Fernando 

Etxegarai and his experiences during the dictatorship and the Spanish 

transition. The high expectations and subsequent disappointment of the 

Spanish political left after the death of Franco in 1975, and their frustration 

with the social and material reality of those years, is witnessed in 

Etxegarai’s disenchantment with the transition. His decision to join ETA at 

the end of the transition is seen in light of the Basque Radical Community 

that formed around ETA during the 1960s and 70s. The remnants of a 

fascist ideology and the inability of Spanish political elites to deal with their 

inheritance during the transitional process are keys to understanding the life 

of this ETA activist. 
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2. GOING AGAINST THE TIDE. THE LIFE STORY OF ETA 

ACTIVIST FERNANDO ETXEGARAI: A COUNTER NARRATIVE 

OF THE SPANISH TRANSITION 

 

“By definition transitions are times of contestation in historical 

narratives. Transitions thus present the potential for counter-

histories”. 

Rudi G. Teitel, “The Globalization of Modern 

Legal Thought, Production and Reception, 

1850-2000”.	

 

 

Introduction 

The writer Miguel de Unamuno coined the word intrahistoria to describe 

the millions of lives without history that quietly wake up every morning and 

go to work. They are not history because they do not form part of the 

recorded past. Thus, history consists of the waves that roll over 

intrahistoria, that is, over this deep sea of forgotten people that stretches 

from the past into the present1. Between 1976 and 1981, the Spanish police 

forces and right-wing paramilitary groups close to the state killed more than 

a hundred left-wing political activists.2 These people, however, do not 

figure in the “history of the Spanish transition”, that is the official narrative 

that understood the change of Spain from an authoritarian regime to a liberal 

democracy and shaped the Spanish imagined community for decades. This 

apparently successful narrative excluded those lives because they did not 

belong to the coherent tale with which the next generations of Spaniards 

should identify. 3  This exclusion affected mainly the Basque Radical 

Community that represented, since the end of the 1960s, the main anti-

fascist pole within Spain, most known through the organisation Euzkadi Ta 

																																																								
2 Miguel de Unamuno, En torno al casticismo. Madrid: Espasa Calpe, 1961, 27.  
3 Alfredo Grimaldos, La sombra de Franco en la Transición. Madrid: Obreron, 2004, 21. 
3 One of the most influential books in this narrative of the transition is Raymond Carr and 
Juan Pablo Fusi, Spain: Dictatorship to Democracy. London: George Allen and Unwin, 
1979. The authors’ subject is the harmful polarisation within Spanish society at the 
beginning of the transition, and how the expected moderation of Spanish society allowed 
for a “negotiated solution” to the process.  
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Askastasuna (Freedom for the Basque Country) or ETA.4 If there was a 

feeling that permeated all human spheres of the Spanish society during the 

years of the transition, it was fear. This fear made the Spanish Communist 

Party (PC) -after being legalised- change its strategy of mass popular 

mobilisation on the streets to a more traditional parliamentary strategy. As a 

result, this group went from having the ability to create social unrest as they 

had during the dictatorship to being, over a period of five years, a nominal 

opposition force within Spanish society.5 The impossibility of thinking —in 

the simplest meaning of the word— in the midst of the political and social 

turmoil of Spanish civil society during this transitional period led to the 

“non-existence” of doubts about the new country that was emerging.6 

   

   This chapter explores the evolution of ETA starting from the early 1960s, 

when the organisation modernised Basque nationalism by integrating the 

Basque workers’ movements into its structure. In the previous chapter, we 

explored how the historiography about ETA did not give too much 

importance to this change. In this chapter, we will see through the life story 

of an ETA activist the importance of the working-class movement for the 

evolution of ETA. This chapter ends in the early 1980s when ETA started 

constructing an alternative narrative of its own in reaction to being targeted 

as the main enemy of the foundational myth of the transition to democracy 

(the so called “Regime of 76”). In these twenty years, ETA illustrates the 

historical changes experienced within Spanish society, from being part of an 

undeveloped autarkic state through the early 1960s to belonging to a 

																																																								
4 An example of this gap between the Basque Country situation and the rest of Spain was 
the question of a Basque MP within the Spanish parliament in 1978 about the continuation 
of the repression by the police forces after Franco’s death. The other members of the 
Constitutional commission rejected his point, saying he was just “bringing back the 1930s”. 
See Michael Richards, After the civil war. Making Memory and Re-making Spain since 
1936, 270. 
5 The cultural and ideological changes within a short period of years as happened during the 
transition were discussed in the debate between Pablo Iglesias and Juan Andrade: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYpGWGodpgA 
6 There is an appropriate statement of Friedrich Engels in this respect: “Men make their 
own history, but they don”t know that they are making it”. The “collective amnesia” 
promulgated during the transition in order to avoid a “blood bath” benefited the senior 
management of political parties such as the Communist one, whose leaders took advantage 
of the “state of shock” in order to promote their own careers as part of the “new Spanish 
elites”. The Engels quotation was extracted from: Eric Hobsbawm, How to change the 
world. Reflections on Marx and Marxism. London: Yale University Press, 2011, 15. 
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“modern European economy” in the 1980s. This metamorphosis needs to be 

analysed in a broader European context of the second half of the twentieth 

century: as the social scientist Karl Polanyi asserted, “history was geared to 

social change; the fate of nations was linked to their role in an institutional 

transformation”.7 Thus, the evolution of ETA’s internal organisation sheds 

light on how economic liberalisation started by Franco’s dictatorship 

(unintentionally) opened new routes by which the civil society started 

challenging the political hegemony of the regime through participation in 

politics. This topic (the economic modernisation process carried out by the 

Francoist regime, which also brought its own demise) has been analysed by 

several historians of the Spanish twentieth century. 8  Nevertheless, the 

Basque Radical Community represented the antagonism with the Spanish 

national identity forged at the end of the dictatorship, more significant than 

any other regional identity of the rest of Spain. This cultural confrontation 

brought on by ETA forms part of every Spaniard’s narrative about the end 

of the Spanish dictatorship and the beginning of a liberal democracy.  

 

   The breakdown of the anti-Francoist identity shared between the Basques 

and the rest of the anti-fascist Spanish community became evident in the 

years immediately after the death of Franco in 1975 due to their different 

ideological positions on the complete rupture with the previous regime. 

Nevertheless, the fact that most of ETA activists shared political activism 

with Spanish political forces during the years prior to the death of the 

dictator gives us an idea of the roots of ETA within this Spanish anti-

francoist political tradition. In order to see the popular roots of ETA in this 

terrain, my intention is to explore some episodes of the life of the ETA 

																																																								
7 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation. The Political and Economic Origins of Time. 
New York: Beacon Press, 2001, 23. 
8 Sebastian Balfour, Dictatorship, Workers and City Labour in Great Barcelona since 1939 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989); Raymond Carr and Juan Pablo Fusi, Spain: Dictatorship 
to Democracy. London: George Allen and Unwin, 1979; Helen Graham, “Introduction. 
Culture and Modernity. The Case of Spain,” in Helen Graham and Joe Labanyi (eds.), 
Spanish Cultural Studies; An Introduction; The Struggle for Modernity. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1995; 6; Stanley G. Payne, Fascism in Spain. Madison: University Press 
of Wisconsin, 1999; Paul Preston, triumph of democracy in Spain. London and New York: 
Routledge, 1986; Adrian Shubert, A Social History of Modern Spain. London: Unwin 
Hyman, 1990. 
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activist Fernando Etxegarai. It is not possible to explore the whole history of 

ETA during the Spanish transition by focussing on a single life. 

Nevertheless, if the Spanish transition has any academic interest, it is 

mainly because of the rapid super-structural transformation of Spain in less 

than half a decade. The life of Etxegarai is crucial because he travelled in 

exactly the opposite direction of the orthodox or mainstream narrative of the 

transition that was mentioned earlier. Many ETA activists abandoned the 

armed struggle with the arrival of Spanish democracy; that is, they moved 

away from radical politics during the dictatorship towards an expected 

moderation—promoted mainly by the Spanish elites—, thus joining the 

“official narrative”. On the other hand, Fernando Etxegarai lived through 

the last years of the dictatorship and the whole transition period as a Basque 

activist who was always part of the Spanish political organisations that were 

opposed to the dictatorship. His decision to join ETA occurred at the end of 

the transition when, paradoxically, for left wing Spanish intellectuals, a 

“consensus” had been reached and political violence was considered 

nonsense. The armed actions of Etxegarai, who was charged with placing 

bombs in factories, caused him to be sentenced to twenty years in a Spanish 

jail in 1988. This chapter takes into account his life experience in order to 

explore the mental universe of the Etarras (the term for ETA activists in 

Spanish), integrating it in a holistic account of Basque experiences during 

the transition.  

 

   In this chapter, nationalism is not analysed as a rational coherent corpus in 

which a given set of abstract concepts determines the behaviour of any ETA 

activist. Instead, nationalism is analysed as it deals with individuals and 

their subconscious as a consequence of the material context in which these 

individuals lived. Each section concludes by considering the development of 

multiple collective imaginaries, emphasising the development of two 

particular identities, the Spanish and the Basque. Thus, the final conclusion 

allows the reader to understand the emergence of the modern Basque 

conflict in the aftermath of the Spanish transition through a clash between 

the two different national projects. In addition, the dialectical process seen 

between the Basque and the Spanish national hegemonic projects is shaped 
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by its own ideological warfare between both nationalisms. The battleground 

between ETA and the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV) is played in the same 

cultural arena as the one with the Spanish state, that is, between a 

revolutionary approach to transform reality and a more traditional vision of 

ordinary life. 

 

The renaissance of the Basque Radical Community 

Fernando Etxegarai experienced his first political incident in 1959 at the age 

of seven years old: the Spanish secret police had imprisoned his father as he 

attended a political meeting in Munich with other members of the Francoist 

opposition democratic forces.9 Following the detention of his father, who 

was an income tax officer and a member of the secular Basque party ANV 

(Basque Nationalist Action), Etxegarai, although only seven years old at the 

time, came to understand over the following years that despite economic 

plans to liberalise the economy, the middle classes would not be exempt 

from police repression under the Franco regime.10 In its founding year 

(1959), ETA published its first political manifesto “Libro Blanco” (White 

Book) in which they blamed the PNV for reducing Basque nationalism to 

merely promoting political freedom and Basque traditional dances. 11 

Blaming Franco for industrialising the Basque Country —with the purpose 

of attracting non-Basque immigrants to the Basque territories— early ETA 

demanded the PNV return to its original ethnic version.12 That is, to 

question the very idea of a “Spanish nation” rather than simply criticising 

Franco’s dictatorship. This radicalisation of ETA persisted over the 

following decade but in a different form, with new proletarian tendencies 

																																																								
9 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
10 Acción Nacionalista Vasca (ANV): Basque Nationalist Action, a political party formed 
during the period of the Second Republic (1931-1939). It was based on left Basque 
nationalist values opposed to the conservative Basque nationalism represented by the 
Basque Nationalist Party. It did not have a strong political influence in Basque politics, but, 
as we saw in the case of Etxegarai’s family, it opened a new political trend for future 
Basque generations.  
11  The Documentos Y displays the internal documents of ETA from its birth in 1959 until 
the beginning of the Spanish Transition in 1975. It is the core of the first part of the chapter. 
The “Libro Blanco” is among these documents: ETA. Documentos Y. Volumen 1.  Libro 
Blanco. San Sebastian: Editorial Lur, 1979, 122. 
12 ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 1. Libro Blanco”. San Sebastian: Editorial Lur, 1979, 
101. 
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that, due to the consolidation of the industrialisation process, influenced the 

organisation in the 1960s.13  

   Etxegarai, who was 62 years old at the time I interviewed him in 2014, 

looks to his past connecting traditional Basque nationalism related to the 

PNV with ETA’s revolutionary activism. 

 
My family is nationalist, well ehh... most of my grandparents belonged to the 

PNV. My great-grandfather was a founder of the Batzoki of Plencia... I mean, 

we are not people away from them but very close.14  

 

Nationalism survives through history as a community feeling such that 

different generations are able to share a common culture and to fight for its 

survival. Small stateless national communities like the Basque are usually 

even more instilled with this human instinct of survival. The Batzokis, 

headquarters of the PNV, were built at the beginning of the twentieth-

century as first attempts by the Basque nationalist community to become a 

political movement. Etxegarai’s explicit affirmation of being close to the 

PNV reflects, in his life and in the history of ETA, a perpetual confrontation 

between ETA activists who felt more attached to Basque traditional 

nationalist tendencies and those who wanted a total break with the legacy of 

the PNV. In other words, to understand the history of ETA, we cannot 

ignore the ideological (and indeed cultural) struggle between Basque 

revolutionary activism and Basque traditional nationalism.  

 

   In 1961, the Francoist regime introduced the first “stabilisation plan”, a 

capital accumulation process based on austerity policies for the working 

classes, thus initiating a new modern industrial society based on the strong 

submission of the labour force. During this year, ETA maintained a low 

profile with the hope of not breaking relations with the PNV. Despite the 

																																																								
13 The industrialisation process did not take place over a short period of time. While the 
“stabilisation plans” to industrialise the country begun in 1959, results from the census in 
1960 showed Spain as a predominantly agrarian country. This explains not only why ETA 
initially emerged demanding the rights of the native Basque peasants, but also how the 
social relationships within rural Spain were relevant for understanding Spanish politics 
during that period. For more information see Emmanuel Rodríguez López, Por qué fracasó 
la democracia en España. La transición y el regimen del 78, 68. 
14 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
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fact that (as we saw in the previous chapter) the PNV had sought to function 

as an interclass nationalist party since the downfall of the Second Republic 

in 1939, unifying all the anti-Francoist sentiments of the Basque territories, 

ETA started breaking up this hegemony during this period.15 In 1962, ETA 

supported one of the first actions carried out by the Spanish union 

Comisiones Obreras (CCOO) in its demand that 52 workers of a Basque 

factory be reinstated in their jobs.16 This “proletarian struggle” carried out 

by the organisation in response to the social actions that were taking place 

seemed an “alien identity” to the PNV, which was based on Christian-

Democratic principles and politically opposed to any kind of revolutionary 

action. A series of workers’ strikes started all over Spain during that year 

after trade union organisations demanded a share of the benefits of Spain’s 

economic growth. During this growing split with PNV, in 1962, ETA 

declared itself a “Basque Revolutionary Movement”.17  

 

   In 1964, ETA protested that steelworker’s salaries had not risen even 

though steel production had increased 238% the year before in the shipyards 

of Renosa, a town part in the northern Spanish province of Cantabria.18 

Nevertheless, the strong growth of the Spanish gross domestic product, 

which increased 7%, led Manuel Fraga, the minister of information and 

tourism, to celebrate the anniversary of the end of the Civil War with a 

commemoration called “XXV Years of Peace”. This commemoration tried 

to emphasise the fact that these impressive economic statistics were the 

outcome of decades of peace under Franco’s government, rather than an 

																																																								
15 In 1962, three of the founders of ETA, Alvarez Emparanza, Benito del Valle and Xabier 
Imaz, left ETA because of the Marxist ideas that were entering the organisation. They 
wrote a letter explaining how ETA wanted to be “popular” but, in their opinion, this was to 
mask a new internationalist/Marxists strategy for the organisation. Indeed, the attitude of 
these activists shows how important the hegemonic principles of the Basque Nationalist 
Party were at that moment among ETA activists. Title of the letter: “Why we left ETA. To 
the leadership of ETA. 1962. Alvarez Emparanza, Benito del Valle y Xabier Imaz”. 
Translated by the present thesis writer. Letter found in the Archivo Fundación Sabino 
Arana. 
16 Zutik was the first clandestine journal published by ETA in 1962. It is the most complete 
document to record the political motivations of ETA during the dictatorship period. For this 
specific case of struggle in this particular factory, the information was extracted from: 
ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 3. Zutik. Noviembre de 1963. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979.  
17 ETA Documentos Y. Volumen 1. Zutik. Diciembre-Enero 1961/1962. San Sebastian: Lur, 
1979.  
18 ETA. Documentos Y. Volumen 4. 1965. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979.  
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economic boom shared by most industrialised European countries. The 

“XXV Years of Peace” propaganda permeated the smallest Spanish villages 

and communities, thus expanding the popular myth of Franco’s Spain as a 

“non-conflictive modern nation”.19 The publication by ETA in 196420 of 

“The revolutionary war, The insurrection in Euskadi”, 21  confirmed the 

national liberation thesis promoted by the Basque radical theorist Federico 

Krutwig the year before, and from this moment on, ETA focused on the 

“Basque national working class” as the natural subject of legitimisation of 

the Basque Country, which represented, according to the organisation, 80% 

of the population of the region.22 

 

   In 1967, at fifteen years old, Fernando Etxegarai saw his brother and 

cousin detained by the Spanish police. They were charged with being part of 

one of the first ETA commando units, which blew up an office of the 

Spanish vertical unions (OSE) in the Basque town of Elgoibar.23 In the mid-

1960s, the Basque Country and Catalonia were the main regions in Spain 

most heavily impacted by these industrial social changes, as the decline of 

the fishing industry and family farming led to the emergence of politically 

abandoned suburbs and semi-rural areas. A new proletarian culture emerged 

through the neighbourhood associations around suburbs with high 

percentages of immigrants from the rest of Spain. These associations were 
																																																								
19 Julián Casanova, “Introducción: 40 años con Franco”, en 40 años con Franco, ed. Julián 
Casanova. Barcelona: Crítica, 2015), 7-14. P.12.  
20 My work aims to analyse the imaginary of ETA in national terms and thus its emotional 
ties with the Basque/Spanish community. In 1964, the year that ETA took on the ideology 
of the national liberation guerrillas of Vietnam and other groups mainly from Africa and 
Latin America, ETA made a very precise statement: “Our relations with anti-francoism are 
based on those terms: The anti-Francoist fights against Franco occurred so that there would 
not be any kind of Spanish oppression over Euskadi. We fight against the Spanish 
oppression in Euskadi so that there would not exist Franco.” Although ETA would be a 
reference of the armed struggle for a significant part of the Spanish anti Francoist 
movement until the death of Franco in 1975, the tensions within ETA about what their 
relationship should be with the rest of the Spanish social movements would continue 
throughout its history. For the quotation. see: ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 3, número 24, 
1964, 4. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979.  
21 ETA, Documentos Y. La guerra revolucionaria. La insurrección en Euskadi. Cuadernos 
internos. Volumen 3, número 20, 1964. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979.  
22 The tie between ETA and the proletarian movements is a constant in those years. 
However, in order to understand why ETA always tried to look for the “native” working 
class instead of having a broad Spanish perspective it is necessary to notice the Basque 
feeling of isolation. They appeared to exist in a “jail” between the power of the two nations 
Spain and France. See Zutik, número 44, Junio de 1964,.  
23 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014), 2. 
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made up of unemployed immigrants and semi-skilled workers concerned 

with specific problems in the neighbourhood. Later, more politically 

motivated white-collar workers, such as shopkeepers, joined these 

associations along with highly skilled factory workers who were 

traditionally concerned with regional political affairs. 24 Framed by the 

mental image of his brother in jail, Etxegarai’s childhood in Bilbao, the city 

with the most activists, occurred in an atmosphere in which the popular 

strata started taking on a national and working class consciousness for the 

first time.  

 

   Melitón Manzanas (the police chief of Guipúzcoa that was well-known for 

torturing Basque activists) was the first ETA victim punish in revenge for 

the killing of the charismatic ETA activists Txabi Etxebarrieta (aka Txikia) 

by the Spanish security forces. The repression of the Basque population by 

Francoist police forces following this act, including arbitrary detentions, 

torture and states of exception, served only to confirmed the new strategy of 

ETA, moving from a strategy of “uprising of the masses” to the more 

pragmatic option of “action-repression-action” by the activists. ETA 

explains in its internal publications how the same action ten years before 

could have isolated them within the Basque population through the fascist 

propaganda of the regime. 25  However, after taking the “revolutionary 

temperature” at the massive funeral of Txikia, ETA became committed to 

starting an armed struggle not only with the moral support of the Basque 

population but also with logistical aid with the people offering their own 

homes to hide activists. Fernando Etxegarai spent his adolescence studying 

in a Jesuit school in Bilbao. At the same time, his social context allowed 

him to contemplate how some in his neighbourhood were able to risk their 

own lives in order to help these young Basque radicals. At this point, a new 

stage of the Franco dictatorship had begun, not only in economic and social 

terms but also in that the regime lost its monopoly on violence in the Basque 

territories.  

																																																								
24 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious people. Basques, Protests and Politics, 86. 
25 ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 7. Zutik. 1969”. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979.  
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   This section has portrayed part of the social and political experience of the 

emerging Basque Radical Community (ETA`s social base) at the beginning 

of the 1960s. The industrialisation process that started in this decade 

changed habits and customs of millions of Spaniards. Peasants lived a shift 

in their live conditions abandoning a “static” agrarian society and becoming 

industrial workers within a “new urban world”. In the internal bulletin of 

Zutik of 1964, ETA, talking in the first person of the plural, stated that “we, 

the Basque workers, will not tolerate any more that left wing Spanish 

political parties and organisations (and even less, right wing political 

parties) exercise their imperialism over Euskadi with the excuse of 

defending the interest of the international proletariat”.26 In 1941, 52% of the 

people of working age in Spain were agrarian workers. In 1960 this figure 

decreased to 41,3%, whereas in 1964 only 34,6% of the Spaniards in 

working age were still part of the agrarian sector.27 In this same year (1964) 

38% of the strikes in Spain occurred in the Basque Country. 28  The 

emergence of the Basque Radical Community and the new Basque 

proletariat at the beginning of the 1960s grew side by side in perfect 

harmony.   

 

 

Late Francoism (1969-1975): Shaping the new modern Spanish imaginary 

The year 1969 signalled the beginning of the period known by historians as 

“Late Francoism”, which was marked by the regime’s problems of 

maintaining social order within a Spanish society that desired deep political 

and social changes, triggered by the economic modernisation process. This 

new period began with the declaration of a State of Emergency (between 

January and April 1969) as a result of widespread strikes and student 

protests. In this single year 1,953 people were arrested in the Basque 

Country, and of these, 510 were tortured.29 ETA activists documented the 

																																																								
26 Zutik, Junio de 1964, no 44. Translated by the present thesis writer.  
27 Figures extracted from: “Dossier. Los muertos de la transición española, 1975-1981”, 
Grupo Libertario de Pensamiento Crítico, 2018, 8. 
28 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, “Popular Politics in the Basque Region of Spain: A Study in 
Political Anthropology”. PhD thesis, Berkeley, University of California, 1985, 334. 
29 Robert P Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980. Madison: University of 
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torture methods that were used; one of the simplest was having to raise 

ones’ arms for long periods of time, sometimes up to fourteen hours.30 

Melitón Manzanas was one of the officers who regularly tortured ETA 

prisoners. It is for this reason that ETA targeted him as their first political 

assassination.  More than 400 ETA members were among the prisoners 

arrested in 1969, with most coming from the upper echelons of the 

organisation.31 This offensive by the Francoist security forces, in response 

to the killing of Manzanas, caused counterfactual political mobilisation 

against the Francoist regime within the Basque population. Nevertheless, 

the fact that ETA was close to disappearing as an organisation during this 

period caused some criticism from within the organisation with many 

questioning the main purpose of the use of violence. The organisation’s 

actions had, in a matter of months, gone from scrawling political graffiti on 

the walls to killing a member of the security forces. Its strategy of 

penetrating into social movements —by encouraging the immersion of its 

members into neighbourhood committees— enabled the easy identification 

of those activists by the police forces.  

 

   In 1969, Fernando Etxegarai was studying the first year of his law degree 

at the University of Madrid ICADE,32 a branch of the prestigious University 

of Deusto in Bilbao. It was, as he says, a “natural choice”: his secondary 

school teachers had told him that every middle-class man from the city who 

wants to have a prosperous career should have a law degree.33 Although he 

wanted to study in Bilbao, due to the political problems there, he decided to 

study in Madrid. During the year that he spent in the capital of Spain, 

Etxegarai came to understand the mentalities of the wealthy Spanish upper 

classes, the majority of whom were from families with privileged positions 

in the Franco regime. In 1969, the Spanish Parliament passed a bill that 

																																																																																																																																													
Wisconsin, 1984, 35. In order to analyse the social history of the Basque Country during 
the late Francoism, see: John Sullivan, ETA and Basque Nationalism: The Fight for 
Euskadi 1890-1986. 
30 This is just one type of torture practiced by the police forces against ETA activists. It is 
clearly not the most brutal but it is interesting to observe how easy it is to torture a person. 
ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 7. Zutik. 1969. San Sebastian: Editorial Lur, 1979. 
31 ETA, Documentos Y. Volumen 8. Zutik. 1969. San Sebastian: Editorial Lur, 1979.	
32 ICADE: Universidad Pontificia de Comillas. 
33 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
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made Prince Juan Carlos the future successor of General Franco. Juan 

Carlos, who spent much of his life personally close to Franco and learned 

the economic technocratic approach of his mentor Carrero Blanco, 

represented the continuity of an economic class that, in a hypothetical Spain 

without Franco, would continue inserting Spain into a free market economic 

community. In this context, ETA had realised the need to change its 

strategy, keeping under control its internal leftist wings, to move from 

creating hegemony over the Basque working class towards the creation of a 

“national front”.34 In other words, it had to look for an alliance with the 

lower and middle Basque bourgeoisie who felt that their interest differed 

from the Spanish (and Basque) upper classes, given the changes in the 

Spanish economic and political system, and who would have connections to 

the financial sectors of the Spanish capitalist system. As Cyrus Ernesto 

Zirakzadeh has pointed out, the relationship between Basque businessmen 

and the Basque labour movement lived a not very conflictive relation at the 

end of the 1960s. For instance, in 1969, when 52.3% of the Spanish strikes 

were in the Basque territories, most of the Basque business associations 

blamed the centralist policies of Madrid for the lack of welfare for the 

Basque working class.35 This peculiar relationship was maintained up until 

Franco’s death as a tacit agreement among the Basque nationalist forces 

about the validity of “rebellion” against the Spanish oppressor. 

 

   This alliance must be understood in a Spanish 1970s economic and 

cultural context. The “Fordist” economic system applied in post-World War 

II Europe, which was based on the strength of a national industry and the 

creation of a consumer society through improved salaries, was consolidated 

in Spain at the beginning of the 1970s. In 1971, salaries started to increase 

due to the pressure of the 1960s working-class movement, provoking, at the 

same time, the first symptoms of inflation within the Spanish economy. 

Also in that year, the liberal Cardinal Tarancón was named by the Vatican 
																																																								
34 The expression “national front” derives from the “popular fronts” or alliances between 
socialists and communists during the 1930s to fight against fascism. At that time, the 
expression “national front” did not have the semi-fascist connotations that it would later 
have with the foundation of the ultra-right wing French National Front in 1972.  See: ETA. 
Documentos Y. Volumen 8. Zutik. Número 94. San Sebastian: Lur, 1979. 
35 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People. Basques, Protests and Politics, 196. 
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as the leader of the Spanish Catholic Church. He was a well-known catholic 

figure for his critiques of Franco and human rights issues. The gap between 

aperturistas (members of the regime who favoured liberal reforms) and 

bunkers (those who did not want to forget the fascist spirit of the civil war 

victory) increased from 1971 to 1973 as a result of the visible weakness 

displayed by the regime’s attempts to preserve its political hegemony over 

society. Fernando Etxegarai and his fellow students noticed how old the 

dictator Franco looked when he appeared in public (in 1971, he was 79 

years old).36 The cultural atmosphere in the Basque Country and Catalonia 

gained momentum as the singers Mikel Laboa and Lluis Llach sang to 

crowded auditoriums their so-called “protest songs”, awakening the masses 

to the need for political change. During this period, Etxegarai made his first 

contacts with ETA. In this social environment, being Basque meant 

opposing the Franco regime, and joining ETA was a natural step to take.37 

 

   Furthermore, a Spanish “rural exodus” took place between 1960 and 1973 

during which nine million people started working in industry and service 

sectors.38 Two-thirds of Spain’s integrated steel plants and one-third of its 

shipyards, which built trawlers and super tankers, were located on the 

Basque coast.39 1973 proved to be an eventful year. The first international 

oil crisis began at the same time that the Spanish Catholic Church signed a 

manifesto demanding that the Franco government agree to the separation of 

church and state and political pluralism within public institutions. It was 

also during this year that 37% of all of Spain’s labour conflicts occurred in 

the Basque territories, and ETA executed its most famous action,40 the 

																																																								
36 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
37 The decade of the 1970s is probably the period where ETA obtained more social support. 
Sociologists like Diego Muro asserts that it is precisely this social support what made ETA 
to continue with the used of violence after the end of the Spanish transition. See Diego 
Muro, Ethnicity and Violence; The Case of Radical Basque Nationalism. Nevertheless this 
chapter tries to portray the social context in which Etxegarai get involved with ETA. Thus 
it is not my intention to elucidate the reasons why ETA continued using the armed struggle 
after the end of the transition.  
38 Emmanuel Rodríguez, Porqué fracasó la democracia en España. La Transición y el 
régimen del 78, 38. 
39 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People. Basque, Protests and Politics, 21. 
40 Sharryn Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragón. Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class 
Life in a Basque Town, 108. 
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assassination of Spanish Prime Minister Carrero Blanco.41 The militant who 

carried out the execution chose as his name Txikia, in memory of the ETA 

activist killed by the police. ETA realized that, after it won legitimacy with 

the Burgos trial, the Spanish police did not want to imprison their members 

but rather wanted to kill them.42 The activists involved in preparing the 

prime minister’s assassination spent several months in Madrid, and their 

testimonies showed evidence of knowing about the city’s social life, dealing 

with landlords to rent flats, talking with locals about the Basque conflict and 

interacting with the local labour movement to learn about the social 

struggles there.43 According to the assassin’s testimony, as he was pushing 

the button to blow up the car with Blanco inside, he could only think of 

“Josu”, a colleague who was riddled by bullets by the Spanish police some 

time before.44 This account underscores the thin line between “identity 

politics” and “personal matters”, which is an important aspect to consider 

while analysing ETA or any other insurgent group. 

  

   A 1972 sociological study of the political attitudes of over 1,000 people in 

Spain revealed that the vast majority of the survey respondents had a vague 

political culture, showing a lack of interest in politics.45 Luisa Passerini, in 

analysing fascism in the popular memory of the Italian working class, 

indicates the importance of dealing with the cultural experiences of the 

workers when trying to understand what represents the “dark side” of 

fascism, the ideological production made in the “magic realm” of daily 

life.46 In those years, Fernando Etxegarai had witnessed the consumerist 

culture that successfully created the imaginary of a non-conflictive nation 

during the dictatorship. As previous depicted, the anti-fascist social 
																																																								
41 The strength shown by ETA to carry out such an important execution was in a significant 
part due to the self-perception of the organisation as a vanguard of the Basques. The local 
bourgeoisie, connected with the Basque Nationalist Party, was, in the words of an ETA 
activist “trying to convert the Basque Country into a museum where the kids get dresses of 
Basques and dance and sing for the tourists”. See Zutik, 1973. 
42 Eva Forest, Operación Ogro. Cómo y porqué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco. Bilbao: 
Gara, 2013, 29. 
43 Forest, Operación Ogro. Cómo y porqué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco. 
44 Forest, Operación Ogro. Cómo y porqué ejecutamos a Carrero Blanco, 141. 
45  Interview extracted from: Ferrán Gallego, El mito de la transición. La crisis del 
franquismo y los orígenes de la democracia (1973-77). Barcelona: Crítica, 2008, 160. 
46 Luisa Passerini, Fascism in Popular Memory. The Cultural Experience of the Turin 
Working Class. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987, 65.  
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environment of the Basque Country during the 1970s forms part of ETA’s 

sphere of influence. During these years Etxegarai became a member of the 

Liga comunista revolucionaria or LKI (Communist Revolutionary League), 

representing the Trotskyist faction of ETA. 47 

So, ehhh, I had already made contact at that time with ETA but in a very 

indirect way. ETA, at that time, had the military front, but it also had the 

workers and the cultural front. So, I was part of this circuit... but not in a very 

concrete way, right? Ehh, because at that time, there had been people 

alongside of me who, some years later, ended up being inside the PSOE, or 

even members of the PP… many, many people.48 

During that period, especially after the Burgos trial in 1970 and the killing 

of Carrero Blanco in 1973, the police made widespread detentions, 

imprisoning not only ETA activists but also their relatives and friends, 

which prompted most of the organisation’s activists to flee to France.49 

From this massive repression and from the words of Etxegarai, we can 

understand how during the early 1970s being part of the Basque Radical 

Community implied an “anti-fascist pride”. Etxegarai is implicitly stating 

that there were many Spaniards who were proud of being in the “orbit of 

ETA” in the early 1970s, that later negated this past as they became 

accustomed to the benefits of a “western consumerist society”. In other 

words, from his memories, Etxegarai is depicting the early 1970s as the last 

time in the recent Spanish history that a significant number of Spaniards 

were ready to experience strong personal sacrifices in order to fight for what 

they saw as a form of social and political justice.  

 

   In a European context, this rebellion could be possible in terms of the 

isolation process lived by the Franco regime with the rest of European 

powers. Therefore, in comparison with the rest of Europe, this early 1970s 

Spain had its own peculiarities. Just a year after the assassination of Carrero 

Blanco, the Greece dictatorship, “the Colonels”, collapsed, making the 

Francoist regime the only formal European dictatorship alongside Portugal. 

																																																								
47 LKI: Liga Komunista Iraultzailea: Communist Revolutionary League.  
48 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
49 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
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Furthermore, in Italy, the Christian-Democratic Italian prime minister lost 

by a huge percentage in the 1974 elections, the same year that the French 

socialist François Mitterrand became president, putting the Spanish 

Francoist establishment in a weak international position. Carrero Blanco 

was the person who most favoured the integration of pro-free market Opus 

Dei technocrats into the government. Also in 1974, the Basque union 

Langile Abertzaleen Batzordeak or LAB (Nationalist Workers 

Commissions) 50 arose from the split of the Spanish union Comisiones 

Obreras (CCOO), which had always maintained close ties with the Spanish 

Communist Party.51 That year, there were 2,000 strikes in which 700,000 

workers participated, making it the most conflictive year during Franco’s 

dictatorship. LAB, escaping from the bureaucratic form of organisations, 

structured itself as a decision-making assembly.52 Thus, it was born as an 

attempt to represent a Basque working class that had progressively gained a 

national consciousness due to the popularity achieved by ETA with the 

Burgos trial and the execution of Carrero Blanco.53 

  

   The transformation of ETA from the beginning of the 1960s until the 

period of late Franco regime (1969-1975) coincided with the modernisation 

process of Spain. Many Basque families that lived through these changes, 

like Fernando Etxegarai’s, were committed to taking advantage of this 

modernisation process by promoting Basque culture. ETA functioned, from 

																																																								
50 Although the trade union CCOO has been always under the “rule” of the Spanish 
Communist Party, the Basque Country was the only sector of the union in the whole 
Spanish State that was not totally controlled by the party. The roots of a powerful working 
class movement with an aboriginal Basque national consciousness was quite unique in 
Spain. This is why the Basque union LAB was maintained during the Spanish transition 
and even nowadays receives high levels of social support. For more information about this 
cultural context, see: Roberto Herreros and Isidro López, El estado de las cosas de Kortatu. 
Lucha, fiesta y guerra sucia. Madrid: Lengua de Trapo, 2013, 63. 
51  LAB: Langile Abertzaleen Batzordeak: Comisiones de obreros abertzales: Patriotic 
Commissions Workers.  
52 The journal Herria 2000 Eliza was founded after Franco’s death in 1975 by members of 
the Basque clergy with a socialist ideology. The intention of the priests to research the 
history of the Basque working class provides interesting data for this thesis. See Herria 
2000 Eliza, 1968-1988. Veinte años de movimiento obrero, 1989, 22. 
53 The birth of LAB in 1974 took place with ETA assuming that the different oligarchies 
within Spain did not have particular regional identities. The interest of the different 
oligarchs was related with different financial groups across the country. In this context, 
LAB assumed the role of protecting the Basque labour force from this threat. See Zutik: 
ETA Ren Agiria, 1974.	
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the industrialisation process initiated in the 1960s until Franco’s death in 

1975, as an active organisation that connected with the hopes of a 

significant part of the Basque population to vindicate their own identity. In 

1975, without yet having constructed a cohesive social movement, ETA 

symbolised the main cultural threat to the idea of a “soft transformation” 

envisioned by the main reformist political families of the regime. In this 

context, the different progressive stages in the life of Fernando Etxegarai 

illuminate the psychological universe of a generation of Basques who 

arrived at the Spanish transition expecting to recognise themselves in the 

new Spanish national imaginary. Conversely, a new Basque social 

movement started emerging with ETA, with LAB representing the first of a 

series of social organisations with enough political strength to challenge the 

whole Spanish collective cultural identity. 

 

 

The social movement which rejected the aesthetics of the transition 

The changes at the Basque cultural grassroots level, as described above, 

were, in part, the cause and the consequence of the political dismantling of 

the Francoist regime. Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh analysed the influence of 

the neighbourhood committees in the popular Basque politics of the 1970s. 

As any industrial area in Spain, insofar as the rapid urbanisation of the 

1960s did not bring proper public services like schools or mass 

transportation, and despite the political militancy of some members of the 

associations, the political demands of these committees were more 

concerned with the lack of even minimal infrastructures for the 

neighbourhood, rather than with political ideological debates. The 

industrialised left bank of Bilbao had the most active committees due to 

high levels of immigration, and all political parties [Partido Comunista de 

Euskadi (PCE), Euskadiko Ezkerra (EE), Partido Nacionalista Vasco 

(PNV), Herri Alderdi Sozialista Iraultzailea (HASI)] were represented 

except the Spanish right wing, Alianza Popular (AP) and Unión de Centro 
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Democrático (UCD). 54  ETA members, always present within these 

committees, promoted new cultural life in the neighbourhoods moving away 

from popular folkloric Basque fiestas promoted by the PNV to more 

politicised celebrations; in other words, they avoided passive romanticism 

and pushed for the euskera Basque language to assume the millenarian 

motivations of the peasants who “not only spoke Basque but thought in 

Basque”. 55  As Sharryn Kasmir has claimed, this inclusion of the 

Basque/Spanish working class into the category of Basque nationalism 

brought the movement a multi-ethnic dimension.56  

 

    In 1975 some Basques from liberal professions, like writers and 

technicians from the administration created EHAS (Euskal Herriko Alderdi 

Sozialista – Basque Socialist Party).57 This political party focussed on the 

demands of the Basque Radical Community that Basques living in the 

southwest of France should also be represented. 58 This was the first Basque 

nationalist party that emerged with activists on both sides of the Pyrenees 

thus representing the seven Basque provinces known as Euskal Herria 

which covered both sides of the French-Spanish border. These founders 

were well known in the Basque territories for promoting the Basque 

language. The emergence of EHAS demonstrated that, in post-Franco Spain, 

the Basque nationalist movement began experimenting with reforms that 

differed from the classic ethnic/traditional approach of the PNV. In other 

words, in a democratic Spain, Basques no longer appealed to race or God in 

order to explain their political identity. Instead, in 1975 the Basque student 

movement became the core of the regeneration of a Basque nationalist 

movement. It promoted the institutionalisation of the Basque language, and 

it fought to achieve the right of self-determination for the people living in 

the Basque territories.  

																																																								
54 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People. Basques, Protests and Politics, 196. 
55 Sharryn Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragón. Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class 
Life in a Basque Town, 99. 
56 Sharryn Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragón. Cooperatives, Politics, and Working Class 
Life in a Basque Town, 105. 
57 EHAS: Euskal Herriko Alderdi Sozialista. Basque Socialist Party. 
58 ETA. Zutik. Agosto: 1975.  
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    Nevertheless, despite strong support for these abstract claims, the Basque 

popular classes still needed their own cohesive nationalist social movement 

according to their empirical living conditions. 59  Although economic 

modernisation had started in the 1960s, by the year of Franco’s death 

(1975), 39.6% of urban Basque homes still lacked indoor heating, and 

19.5% lacked hot and cold running water.60 EHAS leaders saw also how the 

immigrant labour force of the Basque territories still did not feel integrated 

in an emancipatory Basque national project.61  With a pragmatic approach, 

EHAS initiated a moderate socialist political programme, trying to attract 

the small Basque bourgeoisie and white collar (educated) workers from the 

middle social strata. This was part of the desdoblamiento strategy employed 

by the ETA military wing, that is, the need to separate the political party 

from the armed branch of the organisation, thus avoiding the repression of 

the political wing and complementing each other by assuming the same 

political objectives. 

   This political cohesion within the Basque Radical Community diverged 

with the unstable situation that occurred in neighbouring Portugal and the 

internal political situation in Spain. In 1976, Portugal severed ties with the 

Salazarist dictatorship, which was the peak of a crisis that had started years 

ago through anti-colonial agitation by indigenous movements in Angola and 

Mozambique. A faction of the Portuguese army, with the support of the 

main democratic social movements, gave a coup d’état and nationalised a 

series of large-scale enterprises, insurance companies and banks. Although 

the upper echelons of the old military regime escaped to Brazil, the 

Constitutional Law 8/75 gave the victims of oppression by the Salazar 

regime the legal right to denounce their perpetrators.62 Conversely, at the 

same time in Spain, Santiago Carrillo, the leader of the PC and the 

																																																								
59 The internal document from EHAS illustrates the political aspirations of the Basque 
radical community after the death of the dictator. The new political democratic liberties 
changed the political scenario whereby ETA, through a political party like EHAS, 
continues its struggle. See: EHAS, Asteroko, Euskal Herriko Alderdi Sozialista. Cuadernos 
1 and 2. 1975-1976. 
60 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People. Basques, Protests and Politics, 167. 
61 EHAS. Asteroko, Euskal Herriko Alderdi Sozialista. Cuadernos 1 and 2. 1975-1976. 
62  Paloma Aguilar, The Politics of Memory. Transitional Justice in Democratizing 
Societies. New York: Oxford University Press, 2001, 44- 82.  
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Plataforma Democrática (an organisation composed of several Spanish 

parties such as socialists, Christians-Democrats and communists, among 

others) advocated for a ruptura pactada, ceding to the pressure of the 

military and the oligarchy.  

During those years, 76-77, we were in constant doubt as to how far we could 

go in order to avoid a bloodbath and not be losers again. Of course, it is very 

easy to instil fear into anybody... Hell! the Basque Nationalist Party told us 

time and again that there was “sabre-rattling” in Madrid, which meant that the 

military were ready to take front stage.63 

 

Etxegarai’s refusal to “not be losers again” (referring to the civil war) traces 

a symbolic universe from the Basque Radical Community (and part of the 

Spanish far left) where the communist leader Santiago Carrillo, with his fear 

of the Spanish army, was “betraying” the republicans who lost the war in 

1939. Until 1976, Carrillo had insisted on a complete break with all 

remnants of the dictatorship. However, as many sectors of the old regime 

remained in positions of strength at the time of the transition, he rethought 

his strategy to better accommodate the actual political balance of forces. 

The Plataforma Democrática rejected the “Portuguese solution”, thus 

avoiding the Basque social movement that was emerging around ETA.64 

The Spanish transition developed the aesthetic of a cliff, creating a chasm 

between the initial recognition of the right of self-determination for the 

Basques at the beginning of 1976 and the denial of such a right by the same 

political parties by the end of that year.  

  

   The Basque social movements displayed their “muscle” in the general 

strike that occurred in the Basque city of Vitoria in 1976. The city had gone 

from having 70,000 inhabitants in 1960 to 170,000 in 1976.65 The mass 

recruitment of unskilled blue-collar workers for the assembly lines in a city 

																																																								
63	Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
64 Information extracted from the internal papers of KAS. This committee brings the most 
concise and clear data on how the Basque radical community was an exception within the 
Spanish transition in terms of rupture with the previous francoist regime. See: KAS. 
Reglamento interno de KAS. 1976.  
65 Emmanuel Rodríguez, Porqué fracasó la democracia en España. La Transición y el 
régimen del 78. Madrid: Traficantes de sueños, 2015, 28. 
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without an industrial tradition had produced a need for self-organisation 

among the workers. During the strike, more than a hundred workers were 

wounded, and five were killed by the police forces. After these events, more 

than a million workers participated in various protests around Spain in 

solidarity with the victims of Vitoria. With this “spontaneous strike”, ETA 

realised how the working class was becoming increasingly independent of 

the traditional Spanish left-wing parties.66 The workers participating in the 

strike in Vitoria considered the Spanish unions as mere “seat belts” of the 

bureaucratic political parties, since at that moment more were interested in 

making pacts with the elites of the dictatorship rather than in defending the 

rights of the workers.67 After graduating with a degree in law from the 

University of Deusto in Bilbao, Fernando Etxegarai went to work as a 

labour lawyer in Vitoria, spending five years there. He also participated in 

the protests as a member of the Spanish union UGT (Unión General de 

Trabajadores – Workers United). 68 For Etxegarai, the strikes in Vitoria 

represented another episode —subsequent to the Burgos trial— in which 

mass protests had challenged the hegemony of the Franco’s elites in charge 

of promoting the democratic transition.69  

 

   During the emergence of social mobilisations in 1977, Basque social 

organisations in favour of amnesty for political prisoners, the Gestoras Pro-

Amnistías, organised a series of demonstrations in the Basque territories 

which ended in five deaths and scores of wounded activists. 70  These 

																																																								
66 The “Political-Military” wing of ETA did not survive the Spanish transition probably 
because it lacked a political and military strategy. However, most scholars agree that the 
ideological evolution of ETA, and thus the ideological production of the organisation, was 
made mainly by this wing. Its internal journal Kemen offers the reader the possibility of 
understanding the main political discussion of that period. See: Kemen. ETA. Número 8. 
Apuntes de un debate sobre el futuro de la lucha armada. Julio de 1976. The “Political-
Military” wing had a deep internal debate about the use of the armed struggle in a Spanish 
liberal democracy. In the next edition of the Kemen, it was stated: “If the armed struggle is 
a substantial part of the revolutionary process, then who theorises about the use of the 
armed struggle? Who elaborates a strategy?” Translated by the present thesis author. See: 
Kemen. Formas de coordinación entre la lucha armada y la lucha política. Euskadi, 4 de 
Agosto de 1976.  
67 EHAS. Asteroko. 1976-1977.  
68 UGT: Unión general de trabajadores. “Workers united”. It is considered a union with 
very close ties with the Spanish Socialist Party (PSOE).  
69 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
70 Francisco Letamendia Belunze, Historia del nacionalismo vasco y de E.T.A. Volumen 2. 
San Sebastian: R&B Ediciones, 1994, 43. 
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political protests were also related to the living conditions of part of the 

Basque popular classes, which were still very deficient in some aspects. For 

instance, in 1977, classroom space in the Vizcaya province could hold only 

70% of the school-aged children.71 In June 1977, the Basque communist 

pro-independence party HASI72 was born coinciding with the change of the 

Spanish political parties opposed to the regime: these political parties 

reached a mid-way point in their ideological transformation into more 

moderate and modern European-style parties. HASI, integrating Basque left 

nationalist parties like EHAS, and, taking a step forward, emphasised in the 

confrontation with the bureaucratisation process carried out by the Spanish 

left-wing political parties and unions. In its internal papers, HASI also 

contemplated the leading role of ETA as a military vanguard, making it 

clear that the strategies of the two blocks, the military and the political, 

aimed to achieve the same objective of self-determination for the Basque 

territories.73 Furthermore, the first Basque left nationalist newspaper Egin 

was produced during this period. Its first copy was published with the 

financial support of about 24,000 financial contributions (or today’s 

equivalent of 24,000€), illustrating the motivation for political participation 

of the Basque civil society. This newspaper bore witness to the 

confrontations between Gestoras and the Spanish police forces.74 

 

   The strong social movement that ETA represented at the beginning of the 

Spanish democracy and the repression that the Basque Radical Community 

had received from the Spanish state were two faces of the same coin in 

debates about the use of violence within the Basque Radical Community. 

The general elections of June 15, 1977 arrived as Basques debated at length 

the use of political violence against the Spanish state and how ETA should 

																																																								
71 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious people. Basques, Protests and Politics, 169. 
72 HASI, or the Herri Alderdi Sozialista Iraultzailea, which translates to Revolutionary 
Socialist Popular Party. It is the party in which the “ETA military” condensed all its 
expectations. Its radicalism in ideological terms adopted the Marxist-Leninist ideology, and 
its more radical pro-independence aspirations made HASI significantly different from the 
former EHAS. To read more about the birth of this party, consult: Punto y hora de Euskal 
Herria. La droga en Euskadi. Entre la complicidad y la impunidad. Pamplona: June, 1987.  
73 HASI. Barnekoa. 18-40. 1977-1982. P20.  
74 Emmanuel Rodríguez, Porqué fracasó la democracia en España. La Transición y el 
régimen del 78. Madrid: Traficantes de sueños, 2015, 315.  
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behave in the new political scenario, taking for granted that state violence 

had strongly damaged the organisation and its social milieu through the 

prison system.75 At this time, there was a division within ETA, into two 

groups, ETA military (in favour of continuing with the armed struggle after 

the death of Franco) and the political-military (who had a different concept 

of violence with the arrival of democracy).  

 

   During 1977, ETA military killed twelve people, most from the military 

forces, to put pressure on the regime.76 The same year, eighteen Basque 

activists were killed, and the same number were tortured by security forces 

or paramilitary groups.77 The first democratic elections brought a new wave 

of ETA activists who joined the armed conflict to oppose the fact that the 

Spanish transition was moving in the opposite direction as the Portuguese 

experience and its results in terms of the accountability for human rights 

violations. 78  In this respect, to understand the incorporation of these 

activists, an academic analysis on culture must include an analysis of the 

material conditions of this cultural production. In Spain, the academic 

approach of “cultural politics of violence” assumes that the victories of the 

most important parties (UCD in Spain and PNV in Basque Country) in the 

general elections of 1977 symbolised a social consensus over the new 

regime.79 On the other hand, my research highlights ordinary cultural and 

																																																								
75 The popular perception of the Basques towards political violence is essential in this thesis 
in terms of highlighting the core of the Basque conflict. The fact that ETA is, with IRA, the 
oldest political violence group in Europe could only be explained because of the long self-
identification between a part of the Basque population and the violence practiced by ETA. 
The Journal Herria 2000 Eliza provided several articles that reflects these popular opinions. 
See: Herria 2000 Eliza, 1968-1988. Veinte años de movimiento obrero, 1989, 56.  
76 During the rest of the thesis, I will refer to ETA military simply as ETA, taking into 
account that ETA politico-military will cease to exist as an organisation. “COVITE: 
Colectivo de víctimas del terrorismo en el País Vasco”. http://www.covite.org/victimas-
2/#1975 
77 “Euskal Memoria Fundazioa”. http://db.euskalmemoria.com/hildakoak 
78 The strength of ETA during those years came from the effectiveness of its armed struggle 
and the weakness of the Basque Nationalist Party to provide a better political strategy for 
pressuring over the Spanish state. See Zutik: Agosto, 1977.  
79 The “cultural” argument of the use of violence –in terms of some societies or political 
groups with a predisposition to the use of violence– is used in a variety of works. See: 
Maria del Mar Lazarra Micheltorena y Francisco Javier Capistegui Gorasurreta, “Los 
intelectuales vascos ante la violencia terrorista”, in Jose Luìs Ledesma Vera, Javier Muñoz 
Soro and Javier Rodrigo (eds.), Culturas y políticas de la violencia. España siglo XX. 
Madrid: Siete Mares, 2005, 305-332 (309). But also for a more local Basque approach, this 
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daily life in which many expressions of violence were present. Therefore, 

June 1977 was just the beginning of decades of long confrontation among 

the different memories of ordinary citizens, with the Basque conflict as the 

most intense expression.80    

 

   This cultural warfare could be extrapolated to the creation of national 

identities. Michael Billig asserted that, in western society, nationalism is 

considered a problem of the “periphery”, and he calls the production of 

ideological nationalism in daily life as “banal nationalism” exercised by the 

establishments of modern nation-states.81 The general elections won in 1977 

by UCD, 82  led by Adolfo Suárez, demonstrated the ideological 

transformation of the first democratic president since the dictatorship: from 

being a member of the Spanish fascist party in 1975 to being declared a 

Christian-Democrat in 1976 and then winning the elections by assuming a 

social-democratic ideology in 1977.83 After the elections, erotic movies 

started being shown in cinemas provoking cultural shock given the religious 

background of the “national-Catholic” Francoist regime. Along with an 

apparent element of transgression, this introduced a collective fantasy of 

normality caused by a sense of rupture with the previous regime.84 At the 

same time and through social mobilisations galvanised by Gestoras, ETA 

carried on this process and won its third moral battle—after the Burgos trial 

																																																																																																																																													
“cultural perspective” is used by Diego Muro, Ethnicity and Violence. The Case of Radical 
Basque Nationalism. New York: Routledge, 2008. 
80 The elections of 1977 symbolised, for the “Political Military” wing of ETA, the moment 
to consider a new strategy in terms of the use of violence. On the contrary, the military 
wing did not pay too much attention to this new social context assuming that the armed 
struggle should persist. Nevertheless, there is a “false myth” within the historiography of 
the Basque conflict assuming that the “Political-militaries” wanted to abandon the armed 
struggle at the beginning of the transition. Hautsi (similar to Kemen) is another internal 
journal of the political-militaries. The volume number 1977 recollects these debates. See: 
Hautsi. ETA. 1977. Número 15.  
81 Michael Billig, Nacionalismo Banal. Madrid: Capitán Swing, 2007, 1-26. 
82 Unión del centro democrático, “Central Democratic Union”: It was a conglomeration of 
several parties with different ideological backgrounds including Christian-Democrats, 
conservatives, liberals and social-democrats.  
83 David Gilmour, “Capítulo 8: Suárez y la derrota de la derecha”, in La transformación de 
España. Barcelona: Plaza Janés, 1986, 145.  
84 The term collective phantasy in reference to the behaviour of the Spanish State is used by 
the philologist Luisa Elena Salgado in her research about the Spanish governments of Jose 
Luís Rodriguez Zapatero and Jose María Aznar. See: Elena Delgado. La nación singular. 
Fantasías de la normalidad democrática española (1996-2011). Madrid: Siglo XXI, 2014, 
21. 
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and the Carrero Blanco assassination—, with the amnesty promulgated by 

the Suarez government on October 17, 1977 that left the Spanish jails 

without a single Basque political prisoner not condemned for blood crimes. 

85 Although the prisoners were exiled under the terms of the amnesty, and, 

as ETA later discovered, this procedure served as “self-amnesty” to avoid 

future trials over Spanish military criminals, the imaginary of the Basques 

as part of the popular nation opposed to the “banal nationalistic” Spanish 

imaginary had definitely formed.86 

 

   Nevertheless, this consistency of a non-conflictive Spanish identity had to 

be in balance with good economic results for the government in order to 

project a solid image of the nation. The Spanish economy experienced 40% 

inflation in 1977 as a result of the labour social movement protests, for 

which Gestoras was in part responsible, and the Moncloa Pacts (agreements 

between the main political institutions about a series of economic reforms) 

was the response to this increasing power of the labour forces.87 Because of 

its communist tradition, the Spanish trade union CCOO was the most 

reluctant to accept a wage freeze for the workers in exchange for 

reformation of traditional conservative institutions, such as the judiciary or 

the military, by the Suarez government.88 This official pact between Spanish 

anti-fascist and formerly (by this time, not officially) pro-dictatorship forces 

opened a “Pandora’s box”, shaping, for the first time, the culture of the 

																																																								
85 It is important to point out that, at the moment of passing the amnesty law, neither ETA 
nor the Spanish left –at least the majority within these organisations and political parties– 
protested against the implementation of this amnesty. They knew the future consequences 
of these actions would make it more difficult to implement future restorative justice. From 
the interviews conducted and the internal ETA documents referred to in my thesis, we can 
assume at least the “non intention” of considering these consequences by the Basque 
radical community at that moment. One possible explanation is the necessity of these 
organisations (ETA and other anti-francoist social movements) to recover key former 
activists. 
86 Internal documents of EHAS shows the complexity of social acceptance by the Basque 
radical community. It was not a “full amnesty”: although the prisoners were released from 
prison, they were exiled. See: EHAS. Asteroko. 1976-1977.  
87 Isidro López, “Consensonomics: la ideología económica en la CT”, in Guillem Martínez 
(ed.), CT o la Cultura de la Transición. Crítica a 35 años de cultura española. Barcelona: 
Debols!llo, 2012, 79. 
88 Joseph W. Foweraker, “The role of Labor Organizations in the Transition to Democracy 
in Spain,” in Robert P. Clark and Michael H. Haltzel (eds.), Spain in the 1980s. The 
Democratic Transition and a New International Role. Cambridge, Mass: Ballinger, 1987, 
97-122 (111).  
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transition. The founding in 1976 of the liberal newspaper El País by Jesús 

de Polanco, a businessman with close ties with the ultra-catholic group 

Opus Dei, is the one of the most important elements of this cultural 

transition. During its first years of production, with the Francoist historian 

Ricardo de La Cierva serving as a leading opinion writer, the paper 

promoted the ideological process of transforming the Spanish community 

into a “modern European one”.89 

 

   During this period, the first groups of objetores de conciencia (persons 

against military conscription in Spain) emerged in the Basque Country 

under the name Bakearen Etxea (from Bilbao) and in Catalonia as Casa de 

Palau (from Barcelona). These objetores de conciencia were citizens from 

different parts of Spain who did not want to be part of the Spanish army 

because of the conscription of military service in Spain at the time.90 This 

counter-culture movement had the mission of breaking the “Spanish 

national consensus” that developed from the Moncloa Pacts of 1977. During 

this period, Fernando Etxegarai noticed for the first time the existence of a 

Spanish nationalist ideology within the left-wing political parties and 

unions.91 This negative perception of Spanish nationalism by Etxegarai in 

this specific moment illustrates the non-integration of the anti-Francoist 

Basque insurgents into the new Spanish national project.  

 

 

 

 

																																																								
89 There have been no attempts to perform a serious historical research of how during the 
transition, and mostly dating from the Moncloa Pacts in 1977, the Spanish Establishment –
from the point of view of granting minimal concessions to liberal democracy -, advanced as 
a “homogeneous block”. For more information about the lack of debate and political 
expression during this period, I recommend the following book: Gregorio Morán, El cura y 
los mandarines. Historia no oficial del bosque de los letrados (Madrid: Akal, 2015). The 
summary of this book concerning the role of El País in this process was extracted from the 
following interview: Carlos Prieto, “El Confidencial”, 06/12/2014. 
http://blogs.elconfidencial.com/cultura/animales-de-compania/2014-12-06/gregorio-moran-
y-los-origenes-Francoistas-de-el-pais_575470/ 
90 David Beorlegui Zarranz, “Los nuevos movimientos sociales en Euskal Herria: los 
movimientos ecologistas, pacifistas y antimilitaristas desde la transición hasta el cambio de 
siglo”, Estudios Vascos. Sancho el Sabio, no. 30 (2009): 161-185 
91 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014), 10. 
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Consolidating the transition in Spain. ETA taking the role of terrorist 

  

In 1978, around 45% of the working class in the Basque provinces were not 

indigenous. 92  That year, ETA reached its highest point as an armed 

organisation with 450-500 members.93 The integration of immigrants within 

the Basque nationalist community occurred during local town parties where 

pleasure and political compromise would form part of the same atmosphere. 

During the Bilbao annual festivities in 1978, ETA stated that Bilbainos 

should not stop celebrating because of the intense repression exercised at 

that moment by the Spanish state, but rather they should continue 

celebrating as a symbol of unity.94 The creation in 1978 of Herri Batasuna 

(Popular Unity) as a political coalition of several Basque pro-independence 

parties, including the Marxist HASI and the republican and secular ANV, 

became the new political expression of ETA. The participatory roots of this 

coalition, formed in neighbourhood associations, engaged with the local 

community’s problems during that period. ETA’s suspicions that the 

Spanish police were collaborating with drug dealers in order to anaesthetise 

political activism became part of this reality when, in 1978, only a very 

small number of people (thirty) were detained by the Spanish police in the 

Basque provinces for being drug dealers.95 The film El Pico, directed by 

																																																								
92  Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 1952-1980. Madison: Wisconsin 
University Press, 1984, 11.  
93 Florencio Domínguez Iribarren, ETA: estrategia organizativa y actuaciones (1978-1992), 
39. 
94 Zuzen: Euzkadi ta Askatasunaren Aldizkaria (ETA). 1981, 14, Zensakia. The exact date 
of the Bilbao local celebrations ETA refers to August, 1978. 
95 Punto y hora de Euskal Herria. “La droga en Euskadi. Entre la complicidad y la 
impunidad.” Del 2 al 16 de Julio, 1987, 8. There is also an interesting precedent –just a few 
years before- of the Basque case about the use of drugs by the State in order to “calm” the 
revolutionary popular forces. The history of “Black power” during the years 1967-1975 
shows how the black working class neighbourhoods of New York were in the middle of a 
drug war fighting to not be trapped by the use of heroin. The opportunity to join ETA or to 
become a member of the Black Panthers was an opportunity to avoid the “world of heroin”. 
The “historical alliance” between Spain and the U.S.A during the Francoist period 
remained including the use of tactics to combat such adversaries of the state. For more 
information about the U.S.A case, see the Swedish documentary: Goran Hugo Olsson, The 
Black Power. Mixtape 1967-1975. Sweden, Aquelarre, 2013. In reference of the ETA’s 
statement that the Spanish police were collaborating with drug dealers, see the internal 
bulletin of Jarrai (Basque radical youth organisation ideologically close to ETA): Jarrai. 
Droga. Ekintza. 1981. Número 2. For a broader debate, see: Justo Arriola, A los pies del 
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Eloy de la Iglesia in 198396 and named after a Spanish expression describing 

a shot of heroin, depicts the urban working-class neighbourhoods of Bilbao 

in the mid 1970s, where political activism in ETA helped to stave off the 

temptations of drugs. Herri Batasuna, the political expression of the armed 

struggle (ETA), vindicated the hegemony of the Basque counter-cultural 

movement.97 

 

   In this context of social mobilisation in the streets and the use of drugs in 

the form of counter-revolution, the Spanish Constitution was approved by 

the Spanish parliament at the end of 1978, one year after the outcome of the 

Moncloa Pacts. The country experienced a decline in economic inflation 

and an improvement in the balance of payments. Nevertheless, this 

economic progress did not affect the living conditions of the working class, 

and the union CCOO acknowledged its mistake of signing the pacts. The 

emergence of the left-wing Christian journal Herria Eliza 2000 in that year 

expressed the rebellion of the Basque Radical Community, channelling the 

Basque national consciousness towards an open debate on violence. 98 

During 1978, the Spanish legislature passed two anti-terrorist laws that 

made it legal for people suspected of terrorism to “be held without charges 

filed against them for more than seventy-two hours”.99 

 

   At the beginning of 1978, the first ETA prisoners were released from the 

Basque jails of Iruña, Basauri and Langraitz, due to the approval of the 

Amnesty Law in 1977. This law led to the release of sixteen Basque 

prisoners, but unlike other European countries where anti-fascist fighters 

were officially commemorated, the Basque population was not allowed to 

organise such celebrations. On December 27, during the Christmas season 

and just two days before the Spanish Constitution would officially take 
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96 Eloy de la Iglesia, El Pico, 1983. 
97 Another reference that sustains the implication of the Spanish police with the traffic of 
heroin is: Justo Arriola, A los pies del caballo. Narcotráfico, heroina y contrainsurgencia 
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98 Herria 2000 Eliza. “Spiralak”. 1978, Número 5.  
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effect, all remaining Basque prisoners were transferred to the jail of Soria, a 

good distance away from the Basque Country. 100  The fact that ETA 

increased the use of the armed struggle after each step taken by the Suarez 

government to move, under an official guise, towards national Spanish 

reconciliation, resulted in its isolation from Spanish society over the span of 

just a few months. The organisation went from having the popular sympathy 

of a significant part of the Spanish population for its contribution to the 

struggle against the dictatorship of Franco, to developing an 

incomprehension, and shortly thereafter an outright aversion towards the 

organisation. ETA prisoners in Soria were kept in solitary confinement for 

twenty-two hours a day, suffered constant, often violent, abuse from guards 

and had all of their conversations with their families recorded.101 On the 

other side, in December of 1978, ETA’s then most notorious activist José 

Miguel Beñarán Ordeñana (Argala), known for his intellectual and military 

skills, was killed by the right-wing paramilitary group Batallón Vasco 

Español. He became the second martyr, after Txabi Etxebarrieta in 1968, in 

the history of the organisation. However, with the death of Etxebarrieta, 

ETA achieved unity and maintained harmony among all the ideological 

groups within the organisation; with the death of Argala, ETA took a step 

forward and, in order to continue with the armed struggle, the organisation 

left aside previous political debates on the use of violence.102 

 

   Furthermore, the approval of the Basque Statute of Autonomy in 1979 

broke, for the first time in ETA’s narrative, the consensus of fighting against 

the Spanish fascist enemy established by nationalists at the beginning of the 

civil war in 1936. The Basque word Oyarzún refers to the first historical 

period for humans during which the wolf and the sheep were said to have 

walked amicably together, indicating that the first human beings were 

																																																								
100 In 1978 many ETA prisoners had been arrested after Franco’s death (1975). ETA killed 
29 people between 1976 and 1977. See: 
https://politica.elpais.com/politica/2015/10/29/actualidad/1446133240_406370.html 
101 This information is extracted from: Herria 2000 Heliza. “Hablan los capellanes de 
prisiones”. 1979. Número 6. The title of the article aptly illustrates the problem: “The 
priests from the prisons start talking” (Translated by the present thesis author). 
102 KAS. “Dossier, 2.” Diciembre, 1979.  
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happier than those of the present.103 During the 1970s the “western values” 

based on the “welfare state” started losing their prominence within the 

European society. In this sense, the concept of Oyarzún had “empirical 

sense” for the Basque Radical Community with the decrease in the life 

condition of the European working classes during this period. This Basque 

myth mirrors the resistance of ETA to a post-Fordist western economy 

during the 1970s in which the workers were no longer the main subjects of 

an industrial economy but rather the protagonists of long working days, thus 

breaking the old tacit agreement of an eight-hour working day and ignoring 

their importance in the national economy as part of the consumer society.104 

This social context meant that the consolidation of the social contract 

between the Spaniards with the Constitution of 1978 and the Basques with 

the Statue of Autonomy in 1979 marginalised ETA´s political role within 

Spanish politics. In 1979, precisely because ETA had represented a strong 

social movement for over a decade and because of the armed struggle 

carried out by the organisation (between 1978 and 1980, ETA killed the 

greatest number of people with 82 victims in each of those years),105 the 

second Spanish Government of Suarez made another attempt to negotiate 

with ETA.106 This time, the failure of the negotiations could be explained by 

the process of modernisation that was taking place in the Basque Country. 

By 1979, the PNV was, without doubt, the party of the Basque middle 

classes. They saw the Spanish transition and the Basque Statue of 

Autonomy, despite all their imperfections, as symbols of greater 

independence and economic progress for the Basques. The Suarez 

government contributed, in part, to this political control recovered by the 

PNV since the emergence of ETA’s social movement during the 1960s. By 

the time of the negotiations, ETA had assumed a secondary role in the 

Basque territories due to the strong presence of the PNV. The Suarez 
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government tried to negotiate the end of violence by ETA without 

addressing the core of ETA’s demands, the right of self-determination, 

proving the emerging fracture between the Spanish political establishment 

(including the PNV) and the Basque Radical Community.	

 

   The new democratic legitimacy won by the Spanish state through the 

process of the different political elections led the spontaneous and non-

bureaucratic movement of the neighbourhood committees to be integrated 

by the new political parties in 1980. In the Basque territories, the ETA 

faction of poli-milis practically disappeared as most of the activists were 

integrated into the political party Euskadiko Ezkerra, which was made up of 

officers and the highest skilled members of the neighbourhood 

committees.107 In 1980, Fernando Etxegarai, following the example of many 

of his generation who had lived an intense political life during the early 

years of the transition, passed the public exam to become a civil servant in 

Baracaldo, a town close to the city of Bilbao; but, his political commitment 

was stronger than ever:108  

So, for me, a fundamental element was the right of self-determination; this 

Spanish regime of 78 did not bring that. For us, for the Basques, the right of 

self-determination was essential in order to make a total break with the 

previous dictatorship. For the Basques, the right of self-determination was 

vital...109 

The irrelevance (in terms of political strength) of the political-military wing 

of ETA and its integration into the Spanish political system prompted the 

Basque Radical Community, led by the Koordinadora Abertzale Sozialista 

(KAS; Socialist Nationalist Coordinating Committee), to become leaders of 

the social struggle, and left the military wing of ETA as the only functioning 

branch of the organisation from this point onward. The testimony of 

Etxegarai portrays his conviction to break ties with the fascist regime born 

from the civil war in 1939, and his assumption that no other solution was 

																																																								
107 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, Popular Politics in the Basque Region of Spain: A Study in 
Political Anthropology 1”. PhD thesis, University of California, 1985, 98.  
108 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014). 
109	Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014).	
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possible according to his anti-fascist principles. At this moment, ETA and 

its political party Herri Batasuna monopolised the social protest against the 

modern capitalist Spanish state with the right of self-determination as the 

main political vector of protest. No other Spanish political organisation in 

the next decades would have as much significant force, in terms of social 

support, to challenge the “Regime of 78” and the potential to break its 

theoretical consensus. 

 

  At the end of the transition a deindustrialization process started –pushed by 

the European institutions- with the displacement of the main Basque heavy 

industry and mechanical production. During 1981, Fernando Etxegarai had 

a daughter.110 However, having left the Spanish union UGT because of the 

bureaucratization process carried out inside the organization and having 

witnessed the unemployment levels of the Basque population due to the new 

economic policies of the government, his political motivations did not 

decreased. Indeed, because ETA knew that its political legitimacy would 

rest on the new social movements that were emerging in the Basque society 

of the 1980s, the organisation focused the struggle on the Spanish security 

forces, drugs, and “Lemoniz”.111 The Lemoniz nuclear power plant gave rise 

to a strong social movement concerned with environmental issues and at the 

same time it represented the opportunity for ETA to be part of the new 

“European left”. At the beginning of 1981 ETA assassinated the engineer of 

the project, among others. Just a few weeks after of this killing, on the 23 

February 1981, the failed coup d’état by the colonel Antonio Tejero –

representing the extreme right wing tendencies inside the Spanish army 

against any democratic reform– consolidated the formation of the new 

Spanish imagined community with the symbolic rejection of military 

violence within democracy by the Spanish political forces led by the 

Spanish King Juan Carlos I. This same year ETA expressed through internal 

documents their belief that the “23 F” was organised by the Spanish king 
																																																								
110 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014), 11. 
111 The Lemoniz conflict is remembered not only because of the involvement of ETA, but 
also because of the activity of broader Basque social movements. Zuzen, is a less internal 
journal (than Zutabe) but in its documents the reader can discern an idea of what were the 
main political concerns of ETA at that period. In 1980 Lemoniz was the main concern of 
ETA. Zuzen: Euskadi ta Askatasunaren Aldizkaria (ETA). 1980, 3. Zembakia.  
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and the military, in order to stop the intense action of social movements 

around the country and use the “threat of fear” to consolidate the “Regime 

of 78”.112 This hypothesis, in contrast to the one below, was not mentioned 

by the Spanish media and academic spheres for more than thirty years.113 

Therefore since the “23F” the violence of ETA remained the only violence 

visible in the Spanish media. The 62 victims –more than a half in the 

Basque Country– in street demonstrations during the years of the transition 

(1972-1982) remained also ignored in the prominent academic debates of 

the time.114 

   In 1982, at the end of the Spanish transition, the nuclear power plant at 

Lemoniz closed not only because of the armed actions carried out by ETA 

but also due to strong popular mobilisation.115 Strong popular support for 

ETA was generated through the role played by the organization against this 

nuclear power plant. In that same year, the Spanish socialists won the 

national elections by a majority. These elections brought to power the first 

left-wing political party since the fall of the Spanish Republic in 1939. 

However, this fact did not modify the strategy of ETA, ignoring these 

changes within Spanish politics. 116  During 1982, Fernando Etxegarai 

became a member of an ETA commando unit. Etxegarai started to lead a 

double life: during the day, he worked as a civil servant, and, in the evening, 

																																																								
112 Zuzen. Eko Martxoa, 6, Zambakis. 
113 Only with the economic crisis of 2006 and the problems of Spain has faced in 
maintaining the welfare system, new narratives of the transition have emerged due to the 
partial rupture of the social contract. There is a recently published book by journalist Pilar 
Urbano, La gran desmemoria. Lo que Suárez olvidó y el rey prefiere no contar. Madrid: 
Planeta, 2014. There the author validates the hypothesis of the participation of the Spanish 
king in the coup d”état, presenting significant data collected with several interviews with 
important military generals who participated in that event. 
114  Paloma Aguilar, Justicia, política y memoria: Los legados del franquismo en la 
transición española. Madrid: Instituto Juan March, 2001, 11. 
115 The reasons for the closure of the Lemoniz nuclear plant can be found in the strong 
social pressure brought by the ecologist social movement. See David Beorlegui-Zarranz, 
“Los nuevos movimientos sociales en Euskal Herria: los movimientos ecologistas, 
pacifistas y antimilitaristas desde la transición hasta el cambio de siglo”, Sancho el Sabio, 
no. 30 (2009): 161-185. The sociologist Diego Muro, correctly states that: “Another issue 
in which Jarrai was very active was environmentalism, in particular the protest actions 
against the construction of the nuclear power station of Lemoniz (Biscay). (...) Both 
Lemoniz and Leizaran came to be remembered as great victories for the MLNV and for 
ETA”. Quotation from Diego Muro, Ethnicity and Violence. The Case of Radical Basque 
Nationalism. New York: Routledge, 2008, 133. 
116 Zuzen. Número 31. “Gogoan Zaitugu”. 1982. 
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he took part in the armed struggle by setting bombs in large factories or 

carrying out other kinds of armed actions planned by the organisation.117 

 

   For obvious reasons, Etxegarai did not have much time to take care of his 

family. Nevertheless, he did have a daughter in 1982 and took on the role of 

being a father. The arrival of the Spanish socialists to power signalled the 

end of the Spanish transition, that is, the symbolical end of the confrontation 

between Spaniards. However, this was not the case for a significant portion 

of the Basque population. The fact that an upper-middle class Basque with a 

university education and a permanent job in the administration decided to 

take up arms at that moment illustrates the different realities, and thus the 

different narratives, of the Spanish transition in the distinctive regions of 

Spain. During this period, Basque Radical Rock groups such as Kortatu 

began representing a new Basque cultural pattern, denouncing the 

invisibility of state violence and demanding the recovery of a Basque daily 

life identity but, this time, influenced by the transgressive quality of British 

punk. At the beginning of the 1980s, Basque activists such as Etxegarai 

were living in this effervescence of social movements that considered the 

transition unfinished. In other words, social protests, the armed struggle and 

normal day-to-day life were all part of a shared reality within a Basque 

society in which the real conflict, the conflict in the streets, was just starting 

to emerge. 

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has explored the role of ETA during the Spanish transition by 

considering the background leading to the formation of the Basque Radical 

Community in the early 1960s with the economic modernisation process 

initiated by the Francoist government. In the previous chapter, we examined 

the consequences of the civil war in the modern Basque conflict whereas, in 

this chapter, we have analysed the Spanish transition as an ETA activist as 

his skin felt it. The life story of Fernando Extegarai, influenced by his 

																																																								
117 Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014), 11.	
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brother’s activist actions in the early days of ETA and by his parents’ 

membership in the first left Basque Nationalist Party, the ANV, during the 

Second Spanish Republic, represents the Basque cultural struggle against 

the Spanish nationalist identity that dominated the country through most of 

the twentieth century. The modern identity of the Basque community was 

shaped by the second wave of industrialisation that took place in the Basque 

territories during the 1960s. The existing ETA-military wing, which 

survived the Spanish transition, should not be understood simply as a fanatic 

organisation predisposed to the use of violence —as the main academic 

trend has maintained— but rather as a by-product of the second 

industrialisation wave. The radicalisation of the Basque unions and political 

parties and organisations followed the effective armed tactics exercised by 

ETA during the final years of the dictatorship. As a result of the confluence 

of industrialisation and political radicalisation, Etxegarai grew up in a 

political culture motivated by anti-francoism up until the death of the 

dictator in 1975. The essential difference between his experience and that of 

other anti-Francoist activists from other Spanish regions as they moved into 

the period of transition lies in the unique attraction that the violence of ETA 

exerted to challenge prominent figures within the Francoist regime. 

 

   This communion between violence and social protest reached its highest 

peak in the Basque territories when the Spanish transition officially started 

following the death of the dictator in 1975. The Francoist establishment 

directing the super structural (ideological) transition were the so-called 

aperturistas, who were in favour of continuing free market economic 

policies and endorsing limited social rights. In this context, the Basque 

Radical Community emerged with a specifically Basque anti-francoist 

identity, incorporating new left-wing political trends, such as the 

autonomous organisation of labour unions and the formation of non-

bureaucratic committees. Therefore, if, during the Spanish transition, 

university students were the main force which integrated into the anti-

francoist political parties, namely the Spanish Communist Party, then the 

Basque radical left brought their enthusiasm for revolution to organisations 

linked to the daily life of citizens, such as the aforementioned labour unions 
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and assembly committees. On the other hand, the Spanish Communist Party, 

already legalised and having lost the charm of underground opposition, had 

accepted the new political rules of the new Spanish democratic regime, 

ceasing to be a threat to the interests of the Francoist establishment in 

charge of ensuring the transition.  

 

   The twin radicalisation of the Basque social movement that was born at 

the end of the 1960s in the shadow of ETA and the subsequent political 

moderation of the Spanish anti-francoist forces during the Spanish 

transitional process define Fernando Etxegarai’s life story. What 

particularly characterised the Basque Country as something distinct during 

the transitional period, was the split of the Basque nationalist community. 

The PNV tacitly supported the Spanish reform process with the acceptance 

of the Basque Autonomous Statute in 1978 and the Basque Radical 

Community rejected it. Etxegarai represents a generation of Basques who 

were motivated by more than some specific political objectives (i.e. the end 

of the dictatorship). Indeed, what they lived through in those years —

especially the strong police repression that came in two different forms, a 

public one during demonstrations and a more intimate one of torture within 

the Spanish prisons— convinced them that they were only at the beginning 

of their struggle. Furthermore, this reality was perceived by the Basque 

Radical Community as part of a new and much darker international 

economic period that stretched back to the oil crisis of 1973. This was the 

beginning of the end of the “thirty glorious” years post-1945, which had 

brought economic prosperity to large parts of the European continent thus 

consolidating the life styles of the middle classes. This macro-economic 

change was that coincided with the beginning of Spanish democracy. The 

democracy emerged as part of this new economic context in which the 

financial sectors started displacing indigenous industries, causing high 

levels of unemployment which would strike the Basque Country very hard. 

The deteriorating living and expectations of worker constituencies was part 

of the social context and mental universe of Fernando Etxegarai who, at the 

beginning of the 1980s, found in ETA the only force fully committed to 

fighting against this state of affairs. 
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3. THE ILLEGAL INSTRUMENTS USED BY THE SPANISH STATE 

IN ORDER TO DEFEAT ETA. THE LIFE STORY OF THE ETA 

ACTIVIST AND GAL VICTIM JOSU AMANTES 

 

“Testimony constitutes the fundamental transitional structure 

between memory and history”. 

Paul Ricoeur, Memory, History, Forgetting. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

This thesis is largely based on the analysis of the oral life stories of ETA 

activists to provide their perspectives of the Basque conflict. Given the lack 

of counter-narratives about the Spanish transition, my aim of the previous 

chapter was to present different narratives describing this period through the 

life story of Fernando Etxegarai. This present chapter now focuses on the 

life story of ETA activist Josu Amantes, particularly in terms of the period 

immediately following the Spanish transition, the so-called “tumultuous 

1980s”, and specifically, the acts of terrorism carried out by the Spanish 

paramilitary group GAL (Grupo Antiterroristas de Liberación or 

Antiterrorist Liberation Group in English). The purpose of this illegal 

organisation, though sponsored by high-ranking (the government of Felipe 

González), was to put pressure on the French government to refuse asylum 

to Basque refugees, thus weakening ETA due to activist expulsions from 

France.  

 

   The life story of ETA activist Josu Amantes provides the basis for this 

chapter due to his physical experiences with the GAL. This period of 

Amantes’s life was marked by attacks upon him and his friends perpetrated 

by the GAL. These attacks reveal the armed struggle in which many Basque 

activists were involved in during these years. Amantes not only represents a 

“proud victim” of GAL but also a “hidden perpetrator” who refuses to talk 

about the armed actions carried out by ETA in response to the GAL.  
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The first section of this chapter provides a background of Amantes before 

his involvement with ETA. Amantes, who is eight years younger than the 

protagonist of the previous chapter, Fernando Etxegarai, followed in the 

footsteps of his comrade. However, there is one significant difference 

between these men: Etxegarai was a young political activist during the 

Spanish transition, whereas Amantes was just an adolescent. This fact, apart 

from their personal differences, makes their oral life stories completely 

different in terms of the methodological approaches established in the two 

chapters. In other words, if the life story of Etxegarai helps us to understand 

the different historical dimensions and to construct an alternative narrative 

(from the official) of the transition, the life story of Amantes helps to 

convey the physical pain experienced by ETA activists at the hands of the 

GAL. The previous chapter provides a narrative of Etxegarai’s life story in 

order to explain the Spanish transition. This chapter combines 

anthropological approaches to analyse the community of ETA activists that 

suffered first-hand attacks by the GAL through an analysis of Amantes and 

his comrades and to attempt to undercover hidden psychological elements of 

Amantes’s story.  

  

   The second section of this chapter focuses on the experiences of Amantes 

from a psychological perspective. Interestingly, despite the trauma of the 

events, ETA activists often feel relatively comfortable talking about the 

GAL; therefore, my goal was to go beyond this “comfort area”. Amantes 

made an effort to give an account of his own personal experiences; 

however, he could not or simply did not want to cross the limits of the 

ETA’s hegemonic discourse. The moral barrier of this discourse (the fact 

that ETA caused physical damage to many citizens) could not be breached 

by Amantes in 2015 (year of the interview), a time at which ETA activists 

still could not talk about this damage. This contradiction –of how a GAL 

victim could provide an original, intense and honest testimony about that 

experience yet not “escape” from the ETA’s ideological framework– makes 

up the core of this section.  
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The end of the transition and Amantes’s path into ETA 

Josu Amantes was born in 1960 to a middle-class Catholic family from 

Bilbao. The Burgos Trial, in which sixteen ETA members were tried for 

murder (largely considered a “political trial” by most of the international 

community), happened when he was only ten years old. 

About the Burgos Trial…I remember some demonstrations in Bilbao. There 

was a state of emergency, and we were not allowed to leave home. There 

were many blows (from the police). I remember the cuadrilla (group of 

friends in the Basque language) were walking through an empty street. In the 

street, there were wall posters written in Spanish (very strange) “long live 

ETA”. But this period was very opaque for me, in the sense that I was very 

young. There was strong repression, and we were not allowed to leave home. 

There were troubles every time you did not take into account what was really 

happening.1  

Amantes, who grew up on the non-industrialised (lack of factories) right 

bank of Bilbao, despite his young age, became unconsciously influenced by 

the Basque conflict right when ETA started to be the main opponent of the 

dictatorship. It was a period when the Basque rebel group increased their 

supporters from a Basque nationalist milieu and immigrant members of 

various workers’ organisations.2 Indeed, it was the beginning of what was 

later called the Basque Radical Community. 

 

   Although the ETA activist Fernando Etxegarai (see previous chapter) was 

old enough to witness the formation of this Basque Radical Community, 

Amantes (who is eight years younger than Etxegarai) started, in his own 

words, “being conscious of what was happening” during a period when 

being Basque was no longer a question of religion or blood but rather was 

connected with political activism against Franco’s regime.3 For instance, 

although Etxegarai, who was a member of UGT and had no affiliation with 

the Basque Radical Community, initially became a political activist at a 

time when being a “young Basque rebel” did not necessarily mean being a 
																																																								
1 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015).  
2 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation, 108. 
3 Sharryn Kasmir, The Myth of Mondragon. Cooperatives, Politics and Working Class Life 
in a Basque Town, 104. 
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part of the, at the time, small Basque Radical Community. Nevertheless, 

Amantes did not have much choice. During the 1970s, being Basque and 

against the dictatorship meant being a part of a political and cultural 

environment made up of unions, neighbourhood associations and other 

groups that, sooner or later, would enter into the sphere of ETA’s political 

influence.4 This generational gap between Etxegarai and Amantes (despite 

only having an age difference of eight years) probably contributed to the 

new portrait of an ETA activist. The cultural–political hegemony exercised 

by the Basque Radical Community during the 1970s provoked the arrival of 

new activists that were, on the one hand, more committed to the “cause” 

but, on the other hand, had a less political perspective than previous activists 

who participated in the intense debates with non-Basque political 

organisations about how to fight against the dictatorship. 

  

   However, Josu Amantes was old enough (fifteen years old) to witness one 

of the most important political events of the Spanish twentieth century, the 

death of dictator Franco in 1975. In the two years that followed, influenced 

by the demonstrations in the Basque Country in favour of amnesty for 

Basque political prisoners, Amantes became a political activist. 

I started being conscious of what was happening when I was sixteen years 

old. I had a friend who usually went to Iparralde (Basque-French territory) 

and he returned with Ikurriñas (Basque flags) and key rings with Ikurriñas.  

(…) I remember these years in Bilbao, being kids still, we were at 

demonstrations where the national police shot with firearms. I do not 

understand how they did not kill any of us. They killed people in Donosti and 

other places… 

(...) I remember that in this period, during the demonstrations in favour of 

amnesty, you just let yourself be carried by all the popular effervescence that 

																																																								
4 This “co-optation” of ETA over the social movements has been interpreted by scholars in 
different ways. However, they generally agree that, over the long term, these social 
movements became “invisible” or overshadowed due to the high visibility of the armed 
actions of ETA. For a perspectiveo on ETA’s ideology, see: Luigi Bruni, ETA: Historia 
política de una lucha armada. Tafalla: Txalaparta, 1993 and Iker Casanova, ETA, 1958-
2008: Medio siglo de historia, Tafalla: Txalaparta, 2007. For a more critical (but not 
completely “anti-terrorist”) perspective, see Robert P. Clark, The Basque Insurgents: ETA, 
1952-1980 and also Roberto Herreros and Isidro López, Kortatu. Lucha, Fiesta y Guerra 
Sucia. Madrid: Lengua de Trapo, 2014. 
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was on the street. But in that period, we already knew what our demands 

were, maybe in their basic forms. We were young people, and we did not have 

the preparation of the young people of nowadays. They did not live through 

the dictatorship or in theA 1980s when we suffered a strong repression, but 

they are more focused and they are more prepared than us. In my period, 

youth political movements, like Jarrai, which gave young people training 

formation, did not exist.5 

It is relevant to state at this point that in the oral history methodology used 

in this thesis, the interviewer (the author of this thesis) needed to encourage 

the interviewee (Amantes) so that he would feel comfortable telling his 

story. My main objective consisted in trying to make the interviewee the 

main character by avoiding asking too many questions. In other words, my 

intention was to make the narrator feel that he was the real storyteller, which 

is the main purpose of the oral life story format. In this sense, Amantes had 

the balance of power in his favour.6 The fact that I was born some years 

after the Spanish transition also made me more “vulnerable” to perceive in 

real time (i.e. during the interview) the atmosphere of this concrete period. 

His reactions of seeing the first Basque flags and witnessing police 

repression during demonstrations enlighten us to the importance of symbols 

during intense political periods like the Spanish transition, at a time when 

people are looking for answers within the chaos surrounding them. Finally, 

the way Amantes remembers his youth political activism and how he sees 

today’s Basque rebel youth suggests, from his tone, he is implicitly talking 

about a war. That is, Basque rebels always should be ready for war, and of 

course they need training.  

 

   Amantes, as previously mentioned, did not grow up in a working-class 

neighbourhood of Bilbao, in contrast with Fernando Etxegarai, who became 

“a rebel” through his participation with Spanish working class organisations 

rather than Basque separatist groups. Amantes’s father was a draughtsman 

who worked in a small studio, making plans for flats, and thus, he was not 

																																																								
5 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
6 There are many debates within the discipline of oral history about how the interviewer 
should have a balance in terms of when it is proper, or not, to let the narrator express 
himself. For a discussion about this topic, see Jeff Todd Titon, “The Life Story”, The 
Journal of American Folklore, 93, no.369 (1980): 276-92, p.283.  
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absorbed in the political atmosphere that was part of the big factory strikes 

during that period. I questioned Amantes about this during the interview and 

he confirmed that the proletarian culture had not reached him: at the 

beginning of his “political life consciousness”, he lacked the socialist 

emotional connection typical of other ETA activists of the period. It is this 

unusual non-socialist emotional connection (in comparison with other ETA 

activists of that period) that Amantes (despite later developing it) lacked at 

the beginning of his “political life consciousness”. Most of the activists of 

his generation who joined ETA during the 1970s and 80s came from 

working class cultural movements.7 As the anthropologist Marianne Heiberg 

expresses: “To a significant degree Basque advocacy of socialism, a secular 

just order, is a substitute for the pre-war Basque advocacy of Catholicism, a 

divinely just order, as a symbol of the superiority of the Basque social and 

moral world”. 8  Given that Amantes’s mother was, in his words, a 

“practising believer”, and that he often went to mass with her, he grew up 

rejecting religion as a form of imposition by his parents.9 He lived his 

adolescence and the first part of the Spanish transition not believing in any 

Catholic God or having any socialist emotional tendencies. Indeed, the 

Basque flag Ikurriña had enough representation for him to feel attached to a 

movement that not only fought against Franco but also the Spanish state 

following the dictator’s death. 

 

   Nevertheless, being a young person with political motivations in the 

Basque Country during the late 1970s, sooner or later, implied being 

committed to a Basque pro-independence and socialist organisation. 

Amantes left school at the age of sixteen to work in his father’s studio but 

did not feel dedicated to this job. Perhaps his lack of motivation with the 

academic world, and in general with the labour world, influenced Amantes 

to become a member of the Basque pro-independence and Marxist-Leninist 

party HASI in the late 1970s.  

																																																								
7 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh, A Rebellious People: Basques,Protests and Politics. 
8 Marianne Heiberg, The Making of the Basque Nation, 119. 
9 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
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In this period, I wanted to do many things. Some people from HASI 

contacted me. They were friends, and they knew that I had spent most of 

my free time in the streets. Nevertheless, at that moment, I was in a 

“transitional period” and was just starting to be part of the movement 

(Amantes is referring implicitly to ETA). My intention, eehh… (he does 

not know how to say it) was to make a stronger commitment. So, in some 

way, I made the two things compatible.10 

Based on the internal documents of HASI, it is possible to see how the 

organisation understood that ETA was, at this time, the leading Basque left 

political organisation. Therefore, HASI’s strategy was not to compete with 

ETA to be the vanguard but rather to complement it by a “close ideological 

and political relation (not structural) between the two vanguard 

organisations”.11 In other words, HASI served as a “transmission band” for 

young Basque activists, such as Amantes, who wanted to be in ETA. 

However, from my point of view, it is more important to recognize 

Amantes’s reality in its holistic form rather than what his ideological 

motivations were or what was the political strategy of HASI at that time. In 

other words, and using the formula of the anthropologist Luisa Passerini, it 

implies to “reconstruct the whole area of reality, (…) analysing accurately 

the relation between the ‘symbolic’ and the real”.12 By analysing in spatial 

time Amantes being “on the streets” and his statement of doing “many 

different things” from the testimony above, we understand the 

Weltanschauung (worldview) of a young Basque person living during the 

turbulent years of the transition who was just trying to figure out what he 

could do with his life, or, from a more philosophic perspective, who was 

trying to understand his own existential meaning.  

 

   Amantes’s transition from being a kid with some political concerns to 

becoming a political activist is framed within the Spanish context of the 

consolidation of the political transition in which the political establishment 

achieved a period of economic stability and a strengthening of a new 

																																																								
10 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
11 HASI, “Barnekoa”, 18-40, (1977-1982), 20. 
12 Luisa Passerini, Fascism in Popular Memory. The Cultural Experience of the Turin 
Working Class. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009, 4.  
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national imaginary.13 The interests of the main economic groups (such as 

financial organisations and big enterprises) worked in harmony with the 

main political organisations, such as parties and unions. This resulted in the 

consolidation of the middle class as the hegemonic group within Spanish 

politics for the next few decades, as opposed to the cultural predominance 

of the working class, which had been the protagonist of social mobilisations 

during the 1960s and 70s. The consolidation of the Spanish Socialist Party 

as the leading party of the middle classes and the rejection of the 

revolutionary rhetoric by the Spanish Communist Party in order to be part of 

this “transitional consensus” did not allow for other options to deal with the 

political conflict within the society. Autonomous political movements, such 

as neighbourhood associations or libertarian groups, which had high profiles 

at the beginning of the transition for demanding public services and 

participating in factory strikes, started losing influence during the 

consolidation of the transition, particularly between 1978 and 1982, just as 

the Spanish Socialist Party was about to win the national elections. By 1982, 

these autonomous movements had much less presence in Spanish social and 

political life.14 In this context of an economic crisis and the loss of cultural 

dominance of the working class, trade unions broke up and its members lost 

influence. In the Basque Country, however, in part because of the skills of 

ETA to mobilise the masses against the “Regime of 1978”, the 

revolutionary political rhetoric still had political representation. In 1979, 

two Basque political parties from the radical nationalist left, Herri Batasuna 

and Euzkadiko Ezkerra, accumulated a combined 280,000 votes, the same 

number received by the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV), which won the 

																																																								
13 There are many books that discuss the Spanish transition. In fact, this topic is one of the 
most popular in Spanish politics today. Many agree that the most important book about the 
Spanish transition among hispanistas is the one of Raymond Carr and Juan Pablo Fusi, 
Spain: Dictatorship to Democracy. In my opinion, although this book is useful for 
understanding the institutional transformation that Spain experienced during the transition, 
it does not allow one to comprehend sufficiently the social movements that took place 
during these years. Precisely because of the existence of ETA, the Basque Country 
experienced a very different transition than the rest of Spain with higher degrees of social 
mobilisation and indeed higher levels of political violence. See Francisco Letamendia 
Belunze, Historia del nacionalismo vasco y ETA. Volumen II, Historia de la transición 
(1976-2002). 
14  Francisco Quintana, Asalto a la fábrica. Luchas autonomías y reestructuración 
capitalista 1960-1990. Barcelona: Alikornio Ediciones, 2002, 62.  
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elections with 25% of the electorate.15 Amantes’s political party HASI 

(which was part of the political coalition Herri Batasuna by this time) not 

only represented the most important political movement against the newly 

emerging political “Regime of 1978” in Spain but also, for the first time in 

the modern history of the Basque Country, a cultural and political challenge 

to the historical party of the Basques, the Basque Nationalist Party (PNV). 

 

   Nevertheless, it was not enough for Amantes to be part of the Basque 

radical political movement. During my experience with activists of 

insurgent groups, the most tense moment of the interview occurred when I 

asked the circumstances of how they joined the armed organisation. This 

moment seems far more intense with ETA activists because we are talking 

about an organisation that is still classified as a terrorist organisation by 

Spanish and European Union laws. However, based on my experience 

during previous interviews with other activists, I had decided to be more 

explicit with Amantes.  

Amantes: I joined the organisation (referring to ETA) in 1979.  

Buckley: Look… when I conducted other interviews and we arrived at this 

point… I did not want to appear intrusive and I always passed by the topic of 

entering ETA on tiptoe. Nevertheless, I realize the importance of the personal 

profile. I would like to know, with your own words, why you left HASI. 

Other activists always talked to me about political causes, but in the end, the 

armed struggle was something very personal. So, why did you leave HASI at 

that time? 

Amantes: I did not leave HASI because of any kind of political disagreement. 

I left HASI because I was facing a dilemma. You can be in the political 

struggle or in the armed struggle but not in both. Indeed they (HASI) had put 

me in this situation.  

Buckley: And why did you choose the armed struggle? 

																																																								
15 Roberto Herreros and Isidro López, El estado de las cosas. Kortatu. Lucha, Fiesta y 
Guerra sucia. Madrid: Lengua de Trapo, 2013, 11. 
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Amantes: I do not know. Maybe because I had felt that something inside me 

started to grow. Maybe because I thought it was the fastest way to achieve the 

political objectives of the Basque people.16  

Two other factors, in addition to my prior experience with other interviews, 

motivated my “braveness” to directly ask Amantes why he decided to join 

ETA. The first one is the cultural environment in which I did my studies of 

Political Science. In the faculty of Political Science in Madrid, critical 

thinking and political activism converged together, and political violence 

was, of course, discussed among the young and excited students that we 

were at the time. Due to this academic experience, and even before I started 

this thesis on the oral life stories of ETA activists, I sympathised on some 

level with the “ETA struggle” in terms of its anti-fascist and anti-capitalist 

discourse. Nevertheless, this kind of empathy invoked strong personal 

contradictions, considering that I am a Spanish citizen without any cultural 

or emotional ties with Basque nationalism. The oral life historian Carrie 

Hamilton asserts that “understanding oral history, may depend at times upon 

the interviewer’s emotional discomfort and her willingness to abandon, 

albeit temporarily, the security of her political position”.17 The fact that, at 

some point during my interview with Amantes, I felt compelled to apologize 

for asking about his commitment to the armed struggle underlines how 

uncomfortable I was with myself at that moment. 

 

   During our interview, similar to the other interviews I conducted, there 

was an implicit pact between Amantes and me, in which I would not press 

him to talk too much about what “he had done” in terms of the armed 

struggle, taking into account that the Spanish media, over the last few 

decades, had already made an “official narrative” of the Basque conflict 

based on these violent acts. My boldness in asking this question not only 

opened a “new window” for my experience with oral life interviews but also 

broke a barrier between Amantes and me, making it explicit that I would not 

continue following the politically correct language that supposedly should 

																																																								
16 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
17 Carrie Hamilton, “On Being a Good Interviewer: Empathy, Ethics and the Politics of 
Oral History”, Oral History, 36, no. 2 (2008): 35-43. 
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prevail.18 What conclusion can we extract from this situation? If history as a 

discipline does not put too much attention on the convention of the 

“interviewing author”, oral history, on the contrary, is focused on the 

subjectivity of both the narrator and the interviewer. In this case, the tacit 

agreement between Amantes and me, to not talk about the violence that he 

had carried out against others, acted as a barrier between us, representing an 

emotional gap between us. Perhaps he was not ready to accept that we could 

share similar approaches about a particular insurgence against a state. 

Secondly, the generational gap between Amantes and me led him to talk to 

me in a condescending way, possibly assuming that he has had more 

(intense) experiences than me, and therefore, I was not a relevant person to 

talk to about complicated issues like political violence. Breaking through 

these two important restrictions led to the formation of emotional ties 

between a younger-generation Spaniard who had never experienced any 

political violence and an older Basque who would normally distrust non-

Basque Spaniards who did not share similar life experiences.  

 

   To answer the question of why Amantes joined ETA, it is necessary, from 

my point of view, to compare his life with that of Fernando Etxegarai, the 

protagonist of the previous chapter. It seems that Josu Amantes, at least in 

the first period of his life, lacked the same clarity (in terms his political 

actions) as Fernando Etxegarai. It is interesting that both men joined ETA 

over the same two year period, near the end of the transition. Both answered 

that independence and socialism were their motivations to join the armed 

struggle. Both also had children during their activism within ETA. Amantes 

had a daughter at the age of 21 years and like Etxegarai, he became an 

activist when he had a child. Finally, both expressed this “moment of having 

children” with a dismissive tone. This did not mean that it was not a 

relevant episode in their lives but rather it was not relevant to tell me this 

information. In the case of Amantes, he “literally forgot” to mention this 
																																																								
18 As stated, these “politically correct rules” are not explicit. A manual of how a Spanish 
historian from Madrid should conduct an interview with an ETA activist obviously does not 
exist. However, these unwritten rules are key for the evolution of this thesis, reflecting on 
my own evolution interviewing ETA activists. As highlighted in the rest of the chapter, the 
relationship between the interviewee and me is an essential part of the conclusion of this 
chapter, and it also represents a big portion of the general conclusions of this thesis. 
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event in his chronologic story despite my insistence that I wanted his story 

“step by step”. Nevertheless, sometimes as scholars, we need a “systemic 

analysis” to be satisfied with our work. Maybe for some people, having 

children “just happens” as a normal part of life and does not necessarily 

contribute to the motivations in other parts of a person’s life, maybe “it just 

happens”. In any case, it is difficult to fully measure the rational motivations 

of someone who joined the armed struggle. The expression of Amantes 

“something inside me started to grow” tells us that his decision to join ETA 

was a non-rational one.19 Rather, it was an “interior call”, similar to the 

feelings experienced by many about faith and religion or, in a more basic 

comparison, by those who chose to become vegetarian after realizing that 

eating meat is, somehow, wrong. 

 

 

Travelling to the Basque–French border. Encounter with GAL 

In 1983, at 23 years old and with a two-year-old daughter, Amantes left his 

family in Bilbao and fled to Bayonne (south of France). The Spanish police 

had detained a friend of his, and he knew that someone had mentioned his 

name to the police. Although a political activist normally becomes part of 

an armed struggle in a spontaneous and meandering process, this moment of 

Amantes life represents a particularly drastic break. The act of abandoning 

his family (wife and daughter) makes this emotional step of Amantes highly 

valuable in understanding his commitment to the armed struggle. Indeed, 

the Basque conflict during the 1980s, with all its forms of violence, is 

difficult to understand without comprehending the “politics of memory” of 

persons such as Josu Amantes. It is perhaps why, within this discipline, 

“oral history offers a validation of memory as more true and more reliable 

than other records: these people know what it was like, because they werer 

there.” 20  The idea that people “know what it was like” is a strong 

component of my research. Despite my attempt to get Amantes to relate 

																																																								
19 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
20 Katharine Hodgkin and Susannah Radstone “Introduction. Contested Pasts,” in Katharine 
Hodgkin Susannah Radstone (eds.), The Politics of Memory. London: Routledge, 2003, 1-
23 (4.). 
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how hard it must have been for him to leave his home and family, he 

categorically answered that long before the detention of his friend, “you 

(talking about himself in the second person) had chosen where you wanted 

to be.”21 This detached behaviour (typical of other ETA activists), in my 

opinion, does not indicate distortion of the past, but rather, it proves the 

emotional distance between the “civil” and “normal” life, and the 

implications of activism in an insurgent armed organisation. Amantes 

assumed, as in other parts of the interview, that I would not be able to 

understand his emotions during that moment. Thus, he did not try to explain 

in detail why his commitment to the political struggle was more important 

than anything else. His lack of explanation is understandable, from my point 

of view, given the wide gap that existed, in all senses, between his life and 

mine.  

 

   Amantes arrival in France at the beginning of the 1980s marked a time 

when the French government of Mitterrand was “giving papers” to many 

Basque refugees. He started living in a house with other Basque refugees, 

sharing economic expenses and having a “communal life” with his 

comrades. Amantes spent most of his day having political debates and also 

started to learn Euskera (the Basque language). Nevertheless, in the middle 

of this friendly environment, the Spanish paramilitary group GAL killed one 

of his flatmates.  

Amantes: First semester of 1985. In the year 1985, I was studying 

Euskera. We were in a caserio (typical Basque farm building) in Mauleon 

(a town in southern France). There they (GAL) killed a comrade.  

Buckley: In front of you? 

Amantes: In front of me. It shows how things were at that moment… We 

knew that the GAL was there. One day the Gendarmeria (French police) 

came to our house and told us they had found a car with bullet holes in 

the roof. They were worried that had detected “certain people” who 

wanted to “do something” against the refugees of that area. Afterwards, 

we started night patrols. We were aware that during these patrols these 

people (he is referring to GAL activists) could be armed and attack us… 

																																																								
21 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
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but we took that risk, because we could not allow anyone to plant a bomb 

in our house. They would blow up our caserio. I remember one night in 

which I was on guard with a comrade and early in the morning, I went to 

bed. But then Eugenio Salazar (we call him the tiger) called me saying 

“Ey Josu, wake up, come with me to drink a coffee at Mauro’s. I 

responded “No, sorry, I was up patrolling during the night”. Then, 

Eugenio prepared a sandwich and went outside of the caserio. When he 

was eating the sandwich, he was hit by a bullet. They blew out his chest.22  

Although the primary objective of GAL was to put pressure on the French 

government to make ETA activists feel unsafe in France, the GAL went 

beyond that objective and exerted their own violence. What Amantes lived 

through during the early 1980s was just the beginning. Between 1983 and 

1987, this paramilitary squad killed 26 Basque activists. Amantes’s 

testimony tells us that he felt his life was under constant threat in France. 

This threat was compounded by the fact that GAL activists, as the 

anthropologist Begoña Aretxaga asserted, did not act in a rational way in 

order to simply stop the terrorist actions of ETA.23 Rather, GAL activists 

acted with a “mimetic desire”, using unscrupulous forms of violence (like 

the use of drugs) and targeting people without connections to ETA, thus 

assuming that ETA’s terrorism could only be defeated with even more 

unscrupulous terrorist measures. It was in this atmosphere that Amantes 

came close to death, and it was a matter of luck that he did not go outside 

the caserio to eat a sandwich and be killed by a sniper. His friend was dead, 

and he had witnessed, for the first time, the phantasmagorical and terrorist 

version of the Spanish state.  

 

   The unscrupulous war and destiny intersected once again in Amantes life 

as he narrowly avoided death when another friend was murdered.   

Amantes: I had a friend whose name was Katu (Oñaiguerra). I had an 

intense friendship with that kid. When I had just arrived, he helped me a 

lot. He was a very nice “dude”. He was from Azcoitia (a Basque town). 

He told me “When they (GAL) come for me, they can shoot me, but I will 

																																																								
22 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
23 Begoña Aretxaga, “Playing terrorist: Ghastly plots and the ghostly state”, Journal of 
Spanish Cultural Studies 1, (2010): 43-58.  
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respond”. He had a 16/35 gun. He worked in a bar. Sometimes he had the 

gun under the bar. I had a meeting with him. One morning, I went to the 

bar, and I saw his boss, a young man. I asked for Katu. He said Katu was 

not there, but that he was coming soon. So, I went to buy tobacco at a 

shop only five minutes from the bar. When I came back to the bar, I saw 

Katu lying on the floor. They had killed him. That impressed me. I 

thought: either I am jinxed, or I am very lucky. That incident impressed 

me a lot because I was one of the first persons who arrived. I embraced 

Katu, and I remember that they had shot him many times in his head. That 

impressed me a lot.  

Buckley: Why did you embrace him? 

Amantes: I do not know… I just found him, and I just felt I wanted to 

cover him with a blanket to help him… But he was already dead.  

Buckley: I see.  

Amantes: Then we moved him. We saw that there was a gun under him 

that he had used, and there were bullet casings. They had shot him, but he 

also shot at them. There was blood on the floor, but afterwards the police 

said that it probably was from one of the perpetrators.24  

As the more detailed studies of GAL have shown, the GAL phenomenon 

was not just about having an unscrupulous response to the terrorist actions 

perpetrated by ETA, but rather, it had its roots in the new democratic regime 

that was still heavily tied to factions previously loyal to the dictatorship. 

This “forgotten pact” made by the reformist Francoist wing and the 

democratic forces (see Chapter 2) had introduced an authoritarian culture in 

the new Spanish democratic regime. The 1981 law called “Law for the 

defence of the Constitution” defined terrorism as “embracing any attack on 

the integrity of the Spanish nation but also as any effort to secure 

independence of any part of its territory, even if non violent”.25 It is 

necessary to look at the political circumstances giving rise to this repressive 

atmosphere but also to the “insights” that Amantes experienced in this 

period. Sarah Ahmed, expert in the “cultural politics of emotion”, expressed 
																																																								
24 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
25Omar-Guillermo Encarnación, “Democracy and Dirty Wars in Spain”, Human Rights 
Quarterly, 29, no.4 (2007): 950-72 (76). For a more complete journalist study on the GAL, 
see Paddy Woodworth, Dirty War, Clean Hands. ETA, the GAL, and the Spanish 
Democracy. 
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precisely how, academically speaking, focusing on emotions had been 

traditionally considered as a weak approach in comparison to the positivist 

and rational analytical framework.26 In the case of Amantes, the moment he 

saw the body of his friend bleeding on the floor, he had to ask himself if 

destiny, as a real and ordinary component of his life, was “playing cards” 

with him. Finally, the impotence of Amantes in holding the body of his 

friend and protecting it although he was dead, shows how “primary 

instincts” played a key role in long political and violent conflicts, such as 

those in Northern Ireland or the Basque Country.27 In the case of the GAL, 

their image as a dehumanized killing machine comprised of state civil 

servants and hit men intensified these primary instincts and contribute to the 

understanding of the continuity of ETA’s armed actions during this period. 

  

   Nevertheless, in my interviews with ETA activists, including Amantes, 

discussions of armed actions committed by ETA were never on the table. 

However, as the Amantes interview was one of my last, I did not want to 

just pass over this important part of Amantes life. Immediately after he told 

me the story about his friend Katu, I took the chance to ask him if that death 

made him more committed to the armed struggle, and, moreover, if that 

made him continue with the armed struggle. When I asked Amantes to not 

only tell me about the armed actions of GAL, having killed dozens of ETA 

activists, but also his own armed actions, he responded with a categorical 

sentence: “It is not the same when you kick someone in the balls, as when 

someone kicks you. In some way, you realize the historical dimension.”28 In 

the narrative of ETA activists, and of the Basque Radical Community, the 

																																																								
26 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion. Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press, 
2004, 11. 
27 In other words, normally social scientists have used rational analysis to study long term 
political conflicts such as the Basque, Irish, or Colombian conflicts. For example, they try 
to see “all the actors of the conflict” and analyse their motivations. Nevertheless, apart from 
having their own strategies, these actors lived their daily lives as any other human being, 
feeling a series of emotions that often brings them to unexpected situations. Indeed, the 
“primary instincts” referred to in the text tell us something about who these people really 
are and not just their specific motivations and strategies to achieve a concrete political 
objective.  
28 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
29 Malika Rahal, “Fused Together and Torn Apart. Stories and Violence in Contemporary 
Algeria”, History and Memory, 24, no.1 (2012): 118-51.  
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armed actions of the organisation are seen as part of the struggle for 

independence. Only after the definitive ceaseeffrancfire declared by ETA in 

2011 have there been some isolated attempts from the organisation to talk 

about specific armed actions that they carried out. Indeed, the ETA narrative 

contributes to the glorification of a nation like the Basque Country by telling 

only part of the story, as also seen in other narratives directing the nation 

building process of any state.  

 

   The National Liberation Front of Algeria, an inspiration for ETA activists 

during the 1960s, won a revolutionary struggle for independence against its 

colonising power France. This victory in 1962 marked a major transition for 

Algerians and resulted in a one-dimensional, linear narrative of the war of 

independence that continues to this day. It also indicated the “end of 

history”, in terms of historical research: future generations of Algerians will 

only have a modern national identity based on this one-sided narrative of the 

war, without the possibility of knowing or understanding any counter-

narrative.29 Apart from the fear (in terms of legal persecution by the Spanish 

state) of activists like Josu Amantes, to talk about their experience in armed 

actions, it seems that these life events did not form part of the “collective 

project” of the Basque Radical Community. Although a few stories or 

memories of ETA from the Basque Radical Community were related after 

the ceasefire in 2011, knowing the life stories of ETA activists were not 

seen to serve any political purpose unless it could discredit the Spanish 

state, such as revealing torture testimonies that named specific civil 

servants. Although likely interesting from a historical perspective, stories 

recounting an ETA activist’s armed experiences did not bring political 

credit to the Basque Radical Community.  

 

   In a TV interview in 2016, a current well known leader of the Basque 

Radical Community, Arnaldo Otegui, insisted throughout the interview that 

this social movement should focus on the future rather than to “dwell in its 
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own past”.30 Indeed, the “historical dimension” referred to by Amantes to 

describe the oppression of the Spanish state over the Basque population has 

a strong component of continuing with the “hegemonic cultural struggle” by 

telling “the people” (in this case, me) a one-dimensional perspective of the 

conflict. One of the academic debates among oral historians is how to or 

whether it is possible to separate a subject’s subjectivity from official 

narratives. Has the official narrative of ETA totally obliterated Josu 

Amantes as a subject? For example, was Amantes’s refusal to discuss his 

armed experiences or his doubts about inflicting physical pain on others due 

to his own personal convictions? The anthropologist James L. Peacock 

expresses how it would be a mistake to reduce any analysis of oral life 

stories as a categorical by-product of the subject’s subjectivity (a 

psychological approach). However, if we reduce the subject to a mere 

product of a bigger narrative, we risk losing the richness of this subjectivity 

in favour of a dogmatic cultural approach.31 Peacock proposes, instead, a 

holistic approach in which, among other elements, the constant “negotiation 

process” between the narrator and the interlocutor would also play a role.32 

Following this line of argument, Amantes and his emotional experience 

with GAL do not reveal something about the true nature of ETA, but rather 

they allow us to comprehend the Spanish state’s attempt to construct a 

“spotless” democratic narrative for the Basque people.   

  

   In the previous chapter, I related the oral life story of Fernando Etxegarai 

in order to create a “big counter narrative”. In doing so, and without 

knowing it at the time, I introduced myself into the oral life story of 

Etxegarai and played a role by creating a “collective subject” which 

represented the Spaniards who disagree with the official narrative and 

needed another one. In this chapter, however, I do not appear in a 

subconscious form, but rather deal with the subjectivity and social context 

of Amantes directly. However, the dilemma is how do I place Amantes’s 
																																																								
30  See the web link: http://www.lasexta.com/programas/salvados/avances/jordi-evole-
entrevista-arnaldo-otegi-salvados-esto-vamos-pillar-todos-
lados_20160413572375b74beb28d446ffd5fe.html 
31 James L. Peacock and Dorothy C. Holland, “The Narrated Self: Life Stories in Process”, 
Ethos, 21, no.4 (1993): 367-83 (363). 
32 Peacock, “The Narrated Self: Life Stories in Process”, 364.  
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narrative with respect to ETA’s, when historical leaders of the Basque 

Radical Community, like Otegui, also avoid talking about the violence 

provoked by ETA. Amantes’s life story, particularly his experience as a 

victim of a Spanish paramilitary group of the 1980s, is, from my point of 

view, very intense and deserves to “be told as it is”. However, if I did not 

dive into this part of his story, I would miss the subjectivity of Amantes in 

trying to reduce his personality as a GAL victim. GAL represented to ETA 

the most plausible argument that the Spanish state, going against its own 

rules, supported the killing of people in order to defeat ETA. According to 

this reality, it is difficult to separate the emotions of Amantes as a victim of 

GAL since he himself was a perpetrator of violence.  

    

   The period of time covered by this chapter ends precisely when Amantes 

suffered the most intense episode of his life, that is, when he was a victim of 

the GAL. Based on the internal documents of ETA’s youth movement group 

Jarrai from 1985, the Basque Radical Community was worried about two 

main issues: first, the de-industrialisation process that was taking place in 

the Basque Country promoted by the Spanish socialist government, and 

second, the increasing number of drug addicts (primarily of heroin), 

particularly of those who became addicted after losing their jobs as a 

consequence of de-industrialisation.33 Amantes and the other refugees that 

had fled to France were living in two separate dimensions. On the one hand, 

they were a group of people with similar cultural political profiles (Basque 

leftists and pro-independence) that lived together and shared their concerns 

about their homeland. On the other, they were no longer in physical contact 

with the day-to-day problems of the Basques, such as the two mentioned 

above (de-industrialisation and drug addiction). Interestingly, Amantes’s 

reality and sufferings, and those of his comrades, differed immensely with 

those in the rest of Spain, which in 1985 was just one year away from 

entering into the European Economic Community. Many in the Spanish 

middle class were anticipating and preparing for a promising future of 

welfare and commodities within the European community.  

																																																								
33 Ekintza, “Zenebakia. Jarrai” (11), 1983.  
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   One day in 1985, while Amantes and other Basque activists were 

celebrating a party on the French border in favour of the refugees, 

something happened:  

We said “let’s go have a drink and celebrate they have the papers 

(meaning asylum papers from the French government)”. When we arrived 

at the bar, I went towards the toilets. When I was getting close to the 

toilets, I saw a person coming towards us. He was carrying a rifle. When 

he was very close to me, I shouted to my comrades “watch out!!”, and I 

pushed him. When he saw us, he opened fire. The first shot hit me in the 

middle of my chest. I fell down, and my comrades started running. One 

who was running was hit by a bullet in his shoulder. We were the two 

wounded. I was very seriously wounded. He shot me in the middle of my 

ribs. Some grapeshot entered into my lung. This main vein (he showed 

me as he was talking) was broken… and I was close to dying. Some 

comrades arrived. I saw their faces and thought “Damn…”. I called my 

“girl” and my daughter to tell them “I love you”, and I also told them 

some cheesy things. I told them “I think I”m going to die”. Afterwards, 

they carried me to the hospital in Bayonne (Basque city), and I barely 

survived. From Bayonne, they took me by helicopter to Bordeaux (French 

city).34  

As the reader might observe, the discipline of anthropology is an essential 

part of this chapter. However, the anthropological approach used in this 

chapter is not based only on identity, or other traditional forms of this 

discipline, to portray the cultural atmosphere of Amantes. Rather, newer 

approaches that focus on the “anthropology of experience” in which 

“individual meanings, emotive forces, and bodily practices are central” were 

used.35 The most impressive part of this episode of Amantes (at least the 

part that impressed me most during the interview) was not the “action 

moment” but rather what came next. His concerns about the idea of dying, 

and how during the interview, he was so explicit and thoughtful (for 

example, “telling them some cheesy things”) in his description, partly 

express, in a philosophical form, a very basic element of human nature. In 

other words, given that the life stories of so-called insurgents or terrorists 

																																																								
34 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
35 Neil L. Whitehead, “Rethinking anthropology of violence”, Anthropology Today, 20, 
no.5 (2004): 2. 
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(depending on how you want to describe them) are full of political 

connotations in the middle of an “ideological battle”, which are used to win 

the “support of the masses”, it is difficult to find episodes or moments in 

which they truly describe their feelings without any political connotations. It 

is in this process of “telling the story”, where oral history enables us to 

understand the human face of the activist. In the case of Amantes, we 

observe how being close to death did not make him think of the Basque 

nation or its future independence. The homeland warrior disappeared, and a 

father who was afraid of not seeing his family again appeared.  

 

   By this point of the chapter, I hope the reader can understand the 

difficulties of relating the multiple facets in the life story of a “terrorist”. 

Often because the connotations of being involved in an armed struggle 

(intense faith in victory or unwavering ideological principles, among others) 

are prominent in their life stories, it can leave little space to describe other 

sides of their personality. It is precisely the portrait of Amantes as a victim 

that enabled him to tell me, in detail, his encounters with the GAL. Until 

1987, Amantes lived in France as an official refugee. However, during this 

time he continued to be an ETA activist. The period that ETA activists spent 

outside of the Spanish law being observed by the Spanish secret police 

(known as clandestinidad), should be the most interesting part of Amantes 

story, considering how all insurgent armed groups are usually vague in their 

accounts of this period. Nevertheless, it occupied only a few paragraphs of 

my interview transcripts. Although Amantes spent four years in 

clandestinidad and being a liberado (ETA activist working full time for the 

organisation), I could not obtain any valuable information from his 

descriptions. The reason for this lies in how he felt comfortable talking 

about the GAL actions against him and his comrades but uncomfortable 

talking about the armed actions that he carried out himself. Indeed, during 

the interview, I noted three distinct phases in the life of Amantes with 

respect to ETA. The first phase was as a teenager when he started being 

immersed within the cultural atmosphere of the Basque Radical 

Community. The second phase encompassed the time after his first contact 

with ETA when he lived in France with other ETA activists. The third phase 
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was when he was detained by the Spanish police in 1992 and spent several 

years in jail. However, this four-year gap in clandestinidad, when, in theory, 

he was more committed than ever to the armed struggle and likely carried 

out several armed actions, represents, to me, a “non-phase” of his life, in 

terms of the transcript. Taking into account that I know little about that 

period apart from difficulties with his family, it is perhaps this “empty 

narrative” (Amantes was unwilling to make it a story) of his life that reveals 

how the GAL, as a representative of Spanish state terrorism, had severely 

impacted victims (at least those who were real ETA activists like Amantes), 

resulting in their having a “one-dimensional” side of the conflict. Is this 

problem (the reductionist one dimensional concept) one of the reasons that 

perpetuates long-term conflicts like the Basque? Probably yes. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The first section of this chapter addressed a basic question that most studies 

of insurgent groups have explored: what causes a person with a seemingly 

normal life to join an armed struggle? Many terrorism studies focus on 

finding external factors outside of the insurgent to understand how such 

“brainwashing” could take place. In other words, in a liberal democracy in 

which all citizens can practice their civil rights, why would someone start 

killing people for political reasons? There is “something wrong” with this, 

and thus, we need to study and prove it as an anomaly. This formula may 

seem too basic in the eyes of the reader and the goal of an academic work is 

to explore the complexity of such phenomenon. However, paradoxically, it 

is exactly this formula that has been used in studies of insurgent/terrorist 

groups over the last decades. Nevertheless, taking into account that 

“brainwashing” is not a useful approach to any case study, it is important to 

analyse external factors to see the big picture. Nevertheless, the worst 

approach of studies on terrorism is precisely those which look for 

“individual psychopathology” and refuse to consider the broader socio-

political context. In order to apply the “anthropology of experience” and be 

able to analyse the subjectivities of the activists, it is necessary to find a 
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balance between the analysis of the material and structural conditions of the 

activist’s life and the experience of the activist in its more physical sense.36  

 

   It is relevant in the case of Amantes, as with the other main characters of 

this thesis, to be “open-minded” in order to comprehend their motivations to 

join ETA. However, this kind of comprehension is not my primary aim as 

an historian. My purpose is to take what their testimonies allowed me to see 

and then incorporate that into a bigger and broader synthesising historical 

analysis. Indeed, this “open-minded” perspective should not be interpreted 

as trying to sympathise with his political cause or “being friendly” with him. 

Rather, it aims to explore all angles of the life of the interviewee: the 

cultural, the political and the psychological. My research of Amantes shows 

that, unlike other ETA activists of his generation, his affiliation with ETA 

did not start because of a deep socialist conviction but rather with a pure 

Basque nationalistic feeling. In order to examine this difference in the first 

section, I compared the life of Amantes with that of the protagonist of the 

previous chapter, Fernando Etxegarai. The similarities between them mainly 

concerned how they entered ETA at a similar age, and how they both had 

children during their first years of activism. Nevertheless, there was a major 

difference between them, which I did not comprehend at the time of the 

interviews. However, fortunately, after reading both of their transcripts, I 

was able to identify and understand this difference. Etxegarai, who is older 

than Amantes, had lived during an important historical period, the Spanish 

transition, which gave him a deep intellectual background and the ability to 

see things with “perspective”. In this sense, Etxegarai’s reflections during 

the interview gave me the opportunity to see different narratives of the 

Basque Radical Community while allowing me to construct my own 

counter-narrative based on his life story and to explore the emotional world 

of Etxegarai to understand, for the first time, the many dimensions (or 

facets) of the feelings of ETA activists. Conversely, my interview with 

Amantes followed more of a basic “daily life experience” narrative. I 

																																																								
36 Using this approach, see Jeffrey Sluka, A Death Squad. The Anthropology of Terror. 
Philadelphia: Pennsylvania Press, 2009. 
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learned through my interview with Amantes that not all Basque life stories 

should intrinsically provide counter narratives in order to challenge 

mainstream ones. As a result, focusing on a more psychological perspective 

helped me concentrate on Amantes as an individual and to use the oral 

history methodology to analyse his life experiences as an ETA activist. 

  

   The second part of this chapter focused on one of the most oppressive 

periods for the Basque Radical Community in terms of the Spanish state 

organising its own terrorist response. The existence of GAL, and its violent 

acts, represents a proof that, after Franco’s dictatorship which ended in 

1975, the Spanish state continued secretly exerting state terrorism. 

Furthermore, apart from the GAL, the Spanish state could not be considered 

a fully democratic state due to the survival of the Francoist judicial, 

economic and political apparatus after the Spanish transition (analysed in 

the previous chapter) and the fact that the Francoist establishment totalled 

(through the army) the whole transitional process. The state’s role in 

sponsoring terrorism gave rise and legitimacy to ETA amongst part of the 

Basque population. The testimony of Amantes is very explicit in terms of 

the violence that he and his comrades experienced. The physical 

descriptions of the pain he suffered and his emotional retelling of seeing his 

comrades dying, allowed me to understand how he lived through these 

intense moments. Beyond serving as a personal narrative, his life experience 

as a GAL victim also serves as an essential part of ETA’s narrative, and 

likewise, ETA’s narrative is reflected through Amantes’s personal narrative. 

 

   It is what Amantes chose not to share that perhaps reveals elements 

outside of ETA’s official narrative which highlights a history of oppression 

of the Basque people, with ETA being the vanguard forced against this 

oppression, thus not appearing as perpetrators of any violence. During the 

Spanish civil war (1936-1939), the Basque soldiers who fought against 

Franco, called Gudaris, represented the resistance against Spanish fascism, 

and this was preserved in the popular imagination and folklore of Basques 

in the following decades. Therefore, it was not a problem to “take up arms” 

and engage in the armed struggle against the dictatorship. Nevertheless, at 
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the beginning of the 1980s, despite the Spanish state sponsorship of 

terrorism (it was vox populi among the Basques), the offensive violence 

practiced by ETA (against the Spanish army and police as representatives of 

the government) did not have the same connotations with the public as they 

did in the 1930s. In the 1980s, armed actions against Spanish civil servants 

were seen from by considerable part of the Basque society as mere acts of 

terrorism. Amantes insinuated several times during the interview that, 

despite his participation in some armed actions, he felt it was not the same 

when they caused physical harm to representatives of the government than 

when he suffered the police or the paramilitary violence. In this way, he 

seems to justify his silence about the violence and the role he played in 

armed actions by implying that it did not mean something dreadful for him. 

On the contrary, his violent encounters with the GAL, and those of his 

comrades, represented the most intense and difficult episodes in his life and, 

as a result, were also the moments he felt most committed to the Basque 

cause. 

  

   Despite all the justifications and perhaps noble feelings of armed 

insurgent groups born “in the heat of oppression”, the fact that the 

insurgents were exposed to violence and armed conflict changed them 

forever. Amantes’s denial of having changed due to the violence he 

committed on other human beings is likely the result of multiple causes, but 

principally, it represents the difficulties of dealing with his own life 

experience without “surpassing the limits” of ETA’s narrative. Once the 

GAL entered the scene, ETA started targeting ordinary citizens (they had 

done so prior to the GAL but not as a general pattern) including journalists 

and writers, and not just military and police members. Apart from the 

analysis of ETA’s strategy made by experts on terrorism, the threat they 

posed to almost any person of the social strata made ETA appear, in the 

eyes of most of the Basques and Spaniards, as a terrorist organisation. As I 

will discuss in the next chapter, the victims of the organisation will never 

again be part of the central ideological discourse like they were during the 

1960s and 1970s with the famous killing of President Carrero Blanco. In 

this way, ETA stopped being an organisation that only targeted high ranking 
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officials from the Spanish army and started being a bona fide terrorist 

organisation. The Basque Radical Community, as Amantes asserted, was 

embracing a self-sacrificing mind by continuing the struggle of the past 

without considering the changes in the present scenario. That is, the 

thousands of Basque prisoners and ETA activists who had given their lives 

to fight against the Spanish state were at the core of the Basque struggle. 

Indeed, it is not until the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s 

that the first Basque civil society organisations started protesting against the 

violence of ETA. If Amantes’s narrative about his experience with the GAL 

provided a powerful motive to continue the armed struggle, the narrative of 

Gorka García Sertucha, protagonist of the next chapter, took place in an 

environment hostile to ETA even amongst its own people. 
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4. THE END OF THE EUROPEAN REVOLUTIONARY GROUPS. 

THE LIFE STORY OF GORKA GARCÍA SERTUCHA, WHO TRIED 

TO ASSASSINATE THE SPANISH KING 

 
“There are absolutely no moral phenomena, only a moral 

interpretation of the phenomena”. 

Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil. 

Prelude to a Philosophy of the Future. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

Well-known international events become attached to our collective memory, 

and thus when someone asks us about them, we automatically remember 

where we were at that moment, or when we first heard the news and in 

whose company. These events are often associated with violence in which a 

famous person was murdered, or a massacre took place. For instance, 

generations old enough to remember can recall what they were doing on 

November 22, 1963 when President John F. Kennedy was murdered. 

Similarly, the terrorist attacks on the twin towers in New York City on 

September 11, 2001 has proven to be an event to remember for my 

generation (the so-called millennial) and was probably the first major event 

that started shaping our collective memory as a generation.  

 

   The life story of Gorka García Sertucha, and particularly one episode that 

took place in 1995, is connected with episodes influential in my life, in 

terms of memory. In that year, I was just ten years old, but I still remember 

that day. I was lying on the sofa with my mother sitting next to me, and we 

were watching the news on the TV. The news was reporting on the 

attempted assassination of the Spanish king by an ETA terrorist with a 

sniper rifle. For a kid of my age, this information had more the format of a 

movie than the everyday kind of news that was usually on TV. This chapter 

deals with many emotional elements, and one of the most important is, 

obviously, my own personal experience in the form of memory.  
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   The first section of the chapter follows the same structure as previous 

ones, explaining why and how Sertucha first became part of the Basque 

Radical Community and then a member of ETA. Sertucha, a witness to the 

repression by the GAL (Spanish paramilitary group) but also to the 

formation of Basque civil peace organisations that intensely opposed ETA, 

first became an ETA activist in the 1990s, at a time when the last few active 

European insurgent groups no longer relied on the sympathy of the masses. 

However, this decaying atmosphere in terms of “making the revolution”, did 

not have any effect on Sertucha’s commitment to the armed struggle. 

Indeed, the first section of this chapter focuses primarily on depicting his 

commitment to ETA and the fact that he does not conceal it (in contrast to 

other interviewees). As a result, he is willing to talk about certain issues that 

the others would not.  

 

   The fact that Sertucha was ready to be relatively open with me in his 

detailing of a concrete armed action made me, for the first time during my 

research, accept the character of an ETA activist according to his own 

narrative. In other words, Sertucha, well known within the Basque Radical 

Community and relatively well known in Spain for his participation in the 

attempted assassination of King Juan Carlos I of Spain, wanted to appear in 

front of me displaying that concrete identity. Thus, I did not want to 

challenge it. Although an oral historian should dig into the personality of the 

interviewee to uncover new narratives, in this case and from my point of 

view, Sertucha revealed enough to me to understand his insights of the 

armed struggle. It is therefore Sertucha’s open attitude with me that made it 

possible to explore a concrete armed action, which is the focus of the second 

section of this chapter.  

 

   Talking in basic terms of taking a human life, did Sertucha have any 

remorse in trying to kill the king of Spain? The response, as we will see, is 

categorically no. The explanation for his lack of remorse is not what we 

would think, that he is a ruthless terrorist with no feelings who was only 

obeying orders to kill the king. On the contrary, as the focus of the second 
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section of the chapter, I first attempt to convey and then understand the 

apparent contradiction between being prepared to kill a human being while 

also exploring the humanist reasons behind such a violent act. ETA has 

always been composed of ordinary working- and middle-class citizens, 

people not naturally ready to kill. Therefore, the case of Sertucha allows 

researchers to analyse the peculiarities of such a phenomenon. This chapter 

will conclude by exploring, for the first time in this thesis, the lines of 

argument that we can extract (and those we cannot) from radical politics, in 

this case, from an ETA activist, in order to contribute to progressive 

politics.  

 

 

Making the GAL his leitmotiv 

 

Gorka García Sertucha, the second of four brothers of a working-class 

family from Guecho (a Basque town close to Bilbao), grew up without 

having a clear political reference within his family. His father worked for a 

company that sold electrical materials, and his mother was a housewife. 

Despite being traditional Basque Nationalist Party voters, they were not 

very politically active. Sertucha clearly states that, perhaps because of the 

lack of political debates at home and like the protagonist of the previous 

chapter, Josu Amantes, he started living politics “in the street”.1 When 

Sertucha was sixteen years old, he started a course at a vocational institute 

specialising in trade skills, such as plumbing and electrical work. In 1984, 

the GAL killed Santiago Brouard, arguably the most important political 

leader in the history of the Basque Radical Community. Brouard, a 

paediatrician with an excellent reputation in his native Bilbao, was loved by 

many Basques and was highly respected by his political adversaries. There 

is common agreement that, in the 1980s, with the high occurrences of 

political violence in the Basque Country, committed mainly by ETA and the 

GAL, Brouard represented one of the last hopes to achieve peace. He 

believed in a non-violent negotiation process for the resolution of the 

																																																								
1 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
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Basque conflict and, at the same time, he was close to the grassroots of the 

Basque Radical Community and familiar with its demands.2  Thus, his 

killing was viewed by part of the Basque Radical Community as the end to 

any possibly peaceful resolution, fortifying the idea that an armed struggle 

was the only way to defend against the aggressions of the Spanish state. In 

this atmosphere, Sertucha and other teenagers felt the on-going impact of 

the Spanish transition upon the Basque Country. In Sertucha’s words, this 

year nurtured within him a “concern related with the armed struggle and 

how to dig deeply into this feeling”.3 

 

   This last quotation from Sertucha emphasizes his straightforward 

demeanour during the interview. Most of the ETA activists interviewed for 

this study were not even able to say the word “ETA” and, moreover, were 

very resistant to talking about their commitment to the armed struggle. In 

contrast, Sertucha quickly glossed over his pre-activist years and seemed 

eager to share the information I sought. The interview with Sertucha took 

place in a herriko taberna, a bar traditionally associated with the Basque 

Radical Community. During the interview, young people curious about 

what questions I was going to ask Sertucha often surrounded us. It was not a 

coincidence that Sertucha was holding a book about the Italian insurgent 

group Red Brigades before the interview started. This book features 

interviews with the well-known leader Mario Moretti and is considered a 

classic insider’s view of armed insurgent groups.4 I was fairly certain it 

would guide a significant portion of my research. Although Serturcha had 

become part of the Basque Radical Community at the age of sixteen, when 

he also left school, it would be another four years before he would begin 

acting upon the theories that captured his attention at that age. 

 

																																																								
2 For more information about Brouard, see Gregorio Morán, Los españoles que dejaron de 
serlo: Cómo y por qué Euskadi se ha convetido en la gran herida de España. Barcelona: 
Planeta, 2003, and Paddy Woodworth, Dirty War, Clean Hands: ETA, the GAL and 
Spanish Democracy. Yale: Nota Bene, 2002.	
3 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
4 Mario Moretti, Brigadas Rojas. Entrevista de Carla Mosca y Rossana Rossanda. Madrid: 
Akal, 2008. 
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   In 1989, when he was twenty-one years old, Sertucha became a member 

of ETA. The GAL had stopped its actions, and a new Basque peace social 

movement, Gesto por la Paz, had begun.5 Gesto conducted silent protests 

for fifteen minutes in places where people were victims of political 

violence. In the late 1980s, the Basque Radical Community had organised 

most of the Basque street demonstrations. However, Gesto challenged this 

hegemony for the first time in decades. In 1988, Gesto became an influential 

peace organisation within the Basque society, particularly after the signing 

of the Ajuria Enea Pact. This agreement was formed by all political parties 

of the Basque Country, except Herri Batasuna (politically close to ETA), 

avowing total rejection of ETA’s violence. As a result, Gesto rose in 

popularity by having the political and economic support of Basque 

institutions and political leaders. 6  It was, therefore, within a polarised 

Basque civil society —with Gesto promoting, for the first time since the 

Spanish civil war, a social movement opposed to the Basque Radical 

Community— that Sertucha became an ETA activist.  

 

   The dissolution of the revolutionary struggle was not just a Spanish issue. 

From the late 1980s through the early 1990s, Europe experienced a period 

of reduced insurgent activity as a consequence of the fall of the Iron 

Curtain. In Italy, the Red Brigades ceased their armed struggle in 1987. 

Subsequently, the activity of the Italian mafia decreased. After decades of 

intense violence, the new peaceful atmosphere permitted the Italian society 

to debate about possible pardons for incarcerated members of the Red 

Brigades.7 It is, paradoxically, in this context in which European insurgent 

groups lost mass support for their armed struggles that Sertucha decided to 

join the insurgency.8 

																																																								
5 J. María Funes, “Social Responses to Political Violence in the Basque Country: Peace 
Movements and Their Audience”, Journal of Conflict Resolution, 42, no.4 (1998): 493-510. 
6 Anton Egoitz Gago, “The Impact of Peace Movements on a Society immersed in Conflict. 
An Analysis of the Framing Processes of the Basque Peace Movement”. PhD thesis, 
University of Bradford, 2011.  
7Max Henninger. “The Postponed Revolution: Reading Italian Insurrectionary Leftism as 
Generational Conflict”. Italica, 83, no.3 (2006): 629-648 (638). 
8 This loss of mass support by European insurgent groups could be explained, at least in 
part, from the total triumph of neo-liberalism in terms of imposing its social hegemony over 
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From the very first moment that I started being in touch with political and 

social movements, I had a very clear idea that I wanted to join the 

organisation (referring to ETA). Sometimes the organisation takes the 

initiative to co-opt a person… in my case, I decided to directly contact the 

organisation because, for many years, I had been curious about entering 

it.9  

Despite the unfavourable context of the late 1980s, ETA secured a powerful 

position within the Basque society due to a historical event that took place 

in 1989: the negotiations (officially referred to as a “conversation”) between 

the organisation and the Spanish socialist government in Algiers (Algeria). 

Although a common agreement was never reached, it established ETA as a 

legitimate opponent of the state. The Algiers conversation officially 

transformed the Basque conflict into a long term, political confrontation 

with historical dimensions that could not be resolved by simple military 

intervention. The cultural magazine Punto y Hora de Euskal Herria 

acknowledged the validity of the Basque conflict and ETA’s critical role 

within the movement. It featured intellectual debates about the Algiers 

conversation, calling the event a “transcendental moment”. 10  This 

transcendence, prompted by the Basque Radical Community, helped to 

catalyse a perpetual peace concomitant with the Spanish state’s recognition 

of the historical rights of the Basque people.   

 

   Although he did not give these reasons for influencing his decision to join 

ETA, it was within this paradoxical context, in which the IRA and ETA 

remained the last European armed insurgent groups despite diminishing in 

popular legitimacy, that Sertucha decided to enter the organisation. In his 

oral testimony, Sertucha referred to entering ETA from the very first 

moment, without any sign of doubt or contradiction. During the interview in 

																																																																																																																																													
these masses. Therefore, according to serious historical analysis, antisystemic violence 
refers to “popular protest movements against states participating in the world capitalist 
economy, which began in embryo with the Spanish conquest of the Americas in the late 
fifteenth century.” Quotation taken from Donald Bloxham and Robert Gerwarth, “Europe 
in the world: systems and cultures of violence”, in Donald Bloxham and Robert Gerwart 
(eds.), Political Violence in Twentieth-Century Europe. New York, Cambridge University 
Press, 2011, 11-40 (25). 
9 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
10 Punto y Hora de Euskal Herria. “Violencia, negociación y paz en Euskal Herria”, 1989. 
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the herriko taberna (Basque bar traditionally associated with the Basque 

Radical Community), the young people (mostly teenagers) looked at and 

talked to Sertucha with admiration. Given his enthusiasm and charismatic 

nature, Sertucha never gave the impression of being arrogant. Rather, he 

represented to me a person fully satisfied with himself by having been able 

to live important moments in the political struggle within the Basque 

Radical Community. Sertucha is, perhaps, a relic of the last generation of 

Basques to witness the paramilitary and terrorist actions of the GAL and the 

subsequent negotiations in Algiers and to affiliate with ETA at that crucial 

moment. Conversely, later generations had reservations about joining the 

organisation. According to Sertucha, “entering ETA meant being mature 

and politically compromising enough to know that one was likely to end up 

being killed or in prison.”11 Having radical principles such as being able to 

risk one’s life at all costs, is what causes most armed insurgent groups to 

ultimately disband, particularly given their reluctance to potentially lose the 

relative commodities available in European society. In an informal 

conversation with an ETA activist, he explained his frustration on this 

matter, complaining that current generations were unwilling to “give 

everything to the cause”. I responded to him by arguing that, since 2011 and 

the definitive cease-fire declared by ETA, we all need to congratulate 

ourselves for the subsequent decline in state-sponsored violence. Clearly, 

this argument was lost on him as an ETA activist. His blank expression 

upon hearing my statement in favour of peace served as a reminder of the 

Basque Radical Community tag of “violence as the last but necessary 

option”, that was lauded by all the generations of ETA activists after the 

Spanish transition.  

 

   Sertucha began by being part of a legal commando, Basque jargon for 

ordinary citizens who had jobs, cared for their families and were not on 

police black lists but collaborated with ETA in their free time. ETA 

members committed full time to the organisation who were often hunted by 

the police were called liberados. However, after Sertucha heard that an ETA 

																																																								
11 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
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activist friend of his, a liberado, had been wounded and detained by police 

following a gun fight, he decided to leave the Basque Country to begin 

living as a liberado in clandestinidad (outside of the law). This moment of 

escaping to live in clandestinidad was similar to the situation of Josu 

Amantes (see Chapter 3) who escaped from Bilbao after an ETA activist 

close to him was also detained by the police. Like others before them, 

Amantes and Sertucha emigrated to France. However, we can see how, from 

the following testimony of Sertucha, a clear difference exists between the 

two activists” narratives. 

 
I would divide my life as an ETA activist into several phases: one would 

be my activism in a legal commando, another would be what I did during 

the time that I changed to living in clandestinidad, then my life in 

clandestinidad in southern France, and finally my period in prison. My 

most intense experience was the change to clandestinidad. (…) My 

entrance into prison was not very hard for me because I knew this was 

going to come. From the moment that you start living in clandestinidad, 

you know this day will come. Nevertheless, the step from being a legal 

commando to being in clandestinidad was very difficult for me. (…) It 

was hard because I had to leave my family and also because I didn”t 

know if they would understand my political activism. The human aspect 

of leaving your family… damn it… was hard to take! Suddenly, my 

family realised that their son was an ETA activist. (….) It was a radical 

change of life. I was twenty-one years old, living a normal life, going to 

parties with my friends, staying close to my family…and suddenly I went 

into clandestinidad with all that goes along with it. 12  

 

Although Amantes was discreet in discussing his life in clandestinidad, 

Sertucha was, conversely, emotionally open about this topic. Amantes 

intensely experienced the actions of the GAL, which resulted in some 

friends being killed and his own near-fatal wounding. Eight years younger 

than Amantes, Sertucha was inspired by this earlier generation of activists 

who sacrificed their lives confronting the GAL and who represented hope 

against Spanish state terrorism. The activists of Sertucha’s generation grew 

up convinced of the revolutionary struggle against the Spanish state’s fascist 

																																																								
12 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
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tradition to the extent that they did not fear or question the inevitability of 

their prison sentence. Unlike Amantes, Sertucha feared his clandestinidad 

exile in France and the dramatic shift it represented in his daily life. 

   

    Life in clandestinidad forms part of the mythology of every insurgent 

group and ETA is no exception. One of the most famous songs within 

radical left-wing circles in the Basque Country and the rest of Spain is 

called “No Ceasefire” (claiming to use violence until political objectives are 

achieved) from the group Barricada (barricade in English). The song is 

associated with ETA, and during the chorus, many enthusiastic ETA 

sympathizers make gun symbols with their raised hands. The most well-

known lyrics are “my best years of my life were in clandestinidad” or “you 

are scared, your life depends on it, but someone should pull the trigger…”.  

The song is deceptive because it does not directly refer to the Basque 

conflict. Therefore, a listener could reasonably apply the lyrics to any 

conflict within any nation. The encrypted nature of the message likely gives 

the song mass appeal across various radical, leftist social groups. While I 

was studying in the Faculty of Political Sciences in Madrid, “No Ceasefire” 

was undoubtedly the most popular song among radical political activists. 

Although most of us were not Basques or ETA sympathizers, we used this 

song to express our own dissonance with the capitalist cultural hegemony in 

the form of consumerism. These ETA activists represented to us those who 

left their twenty-first century, middle-class life style comfort in order to start 

living in clandestinidad.  

 

   Sertucha lived in clandestinidad for four years, from age twenty-one to 

twenty-five. I was intrigued by the concept of dual identities and how he 

struggled to reconcile his activist self with his personal self. Sertucha, 

however, seemed reluctant to characterise his identities exactly as such. 

  
Buckley: How was your daily life in clandestinidad? How was your daily 

life in France...? 

Sertucha: The life in clandestinidad was very hard for us. Due to 

conflicts with other armed groups from other countries, we spent long 
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periods of time in which we barely left our house. I think that I matured 

as a person during my life in clandestinidad. On a human level, you live 

in very difficult circumstances, such as spending years without any 

knowledge of your family’s welfare. 

 

Buckley: During these four years, was it dangerous to remain 

unconnected with what was happening within the Basque society? 

 

Sertucha: Yes, every day you would disconnect from what was 

happening there. You are not physically there, so you cannot see all the 

changes that are happening. 

 

Buckley: I wonder what would have happened if you had been in the 

Basque Country during those years. Would you have continued with the 

armed struggle in the same way? 

 

Sertucha: In those years there were many debates within ETA about the 

use of violence. But the information we received was not the same as 

what we would have received if we had been physically present there.  

 

(…) 

Buckley: Tell me about the doubts that you had during your period in 

clandestinidad… 

Sertucha: You have doubts with yourself because you should do many 

things that are very hard and which nobody likes to do. No one enjoys 

doing certain things (referring to the use of violence by ETA activists).  

Buckley: During interviews, I usually do not bring up these kinds of 

things… I am not looking to feed the readers with juicy titbits… But, 

during these four years of isolation, after participating in armed actions, 

can you tell me what happened in your life? 

 

Sertucha: As I told you before, life in clandestinidad is very 

monotonous. In your daily life, nothing happens because you are locked 

up in a house. You work for the organisation, and it is a very monotonous 

life. 
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Buckley: In that sense, is it possible that “the person” disappears into “the 

activist”? 

Sertucha: You lose ties with your family and with everything… 

Buckley: These ties you lose... does this not make you lose your personal 

identity? 

 

Sertucha: No. You are an activist, but you continue having your identity. 

Maybe you do not have contact with your family or with the rest of your 

environment, but all of this continues being inside you. Everything that is 

Euskalherria (seven Basque provinces in both sides of Spanish and 

French borders where people speak the Basque language), everything that 

brought you to life in clandestinidad still remains within you. You do not 

lose all your ties with all of that, you continue being…  

There seems to be a lack of academic theory on how a life of armed struggle 

shapes individual identity. Theorists of identities have usually concentrated 

on how the modern state permeates the identity of individuals and 

communities.13 Sertucha tell us about his struggles with “doing some things 

during his activism that no person would like to do”. He also talks about 

being isolated, but at the same time, being inspired and gaining maturity, 

precisely because of this experience. Sertucha ended up challenging my 

hypothesis that the political identity takes over his personal identity, arguing 

that his reason for being is deeply connected with his childhood and 

homeland. It is, in some sense, this quasi-romantic description of the armed 

struggle as “fighting for what you are” that captures the essence of the 

“freedom fighter”. This controversial term (akin to terrorism) has generated 

curiosity among young scholars, many of whom sympathised with the idea 

of freedom fighting, while also wondering how people like Sertucha could 

sacrifice everything for the cause. The Basque motto Gora Gu Ta Gutarrak 

(long life to us and ours), which is very popular within the Basque Radical 

Community, depicts this sense of allegiance. The feelings of belonging 

partially explain how, in a relative wealthy region of Spain like the Basque 

																																																								
13  Faruk Birtek, “From affiliation to affinity: citizenship in the transition from empire to 
the nation-state” in Seyla Benhabib, Ian Shapiro and Danilo Petranovich (eds.), Identities, 
Affiliations and Allegiances. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007, 17-45. 
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Country, an armed insurgent group like ETA could exist for more than fifty 

years. 

 

   This section has described Sertucha’s first steps as a political activist. The 

influence of GAL actions made him not only believe in ETA’s message 

(independence and socialism for the Basque Country) but also join the 

struggle. The protagonist of the previous chapter, Josu Amantes, 

experienced direct physical violence (by the GAL) but Sertucha, due to his 

young age, was just a spectator at the time. This difference, and the 

emergence of the first Basque peace social movement Gesto por la paz, 

created a social context in which Sertucha witnessed a shift in perception 

regarding ETA: for the first time in history, many Basques began to view 

these freedom fighters as merely a group of terrorists. Nevertheless, the 

negotiations in Algeria between ETA and the Spanish government helped 

the organisation maintain a sense of legitimacy within the popular Basque 

consciousness. In this scenario, the commitment of Sertucha to the armed 

struggle is the most crucial of all of the oral life stories included in this 

thesis. It is Sertucha’s ability to explain this commitment and, in contrast to 

other interviewees, to speak openly about his fears as an activist, that give a 

“human face” to the lore of the activist experience. This opportunity to 

explore the in-depth experience of an ETA activist during the 1990s created 

a new opportunity to discuss, for the first time in this thesis, an actual armed 

action. Notably, journalistic analyses of ETA over the last few decades have 

mainly described the terrorist actions of the organisation; thus, it has been 

almost impossible to depict the insights of an ETA activist regarding a 

particular armed action. The first major reason to account for the lack of 

analyses from the perspective of an ETA activist stems from the possible 

legal consequences that could occur following their testimony. Second, and 

most importantly, the Spanish media was largely not interested in 

understanding the armed struggle from an activist’s point of view, 

particularly given the negative stereotypes associated with the terrorist 

organisations, which were both initiated and perpetuated by the media. 

Likewise, the ordinary Spaniard was satisfied with the one-sided reporting 

by the media regarding terrorism issues, further reinforcing these 
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stereotypes. In the next section, we will move beyond these stereotypes to 

discuss a concrete armed action made by Sertucha.  

 

Killing the king? 

 

Violence is a phenomenon that most astonishes people closest to it. In this 

sense, the person who suffers violence normally receives more attention 

from society than the person perpetrating it. The Act of Killing, a 

documentary directed by Joshua Oppenheimer, analyses the mass killings 

that occurred between 1965 and 1966 under Indonesian dictator Suharto 

who promoted the assassination of half a million suspected communists held 

captive under a cold war pretext. 14 From the academic perspective of 

conflict resolution, The Act of Killing goes beyond the classic approach of 

analysing conflict from the victim’s perspective; rather, the main characters 

under analysis are the perpetrators. A spectator watching the documentary 

suffers an immediate shock as the perpetrators talk calmly and with no 

regret regarding their crimes. These instances that tell of apparently normal 

daily life occurrences astonishes the audience as many people would rather 

consider people who kill so easily or indifferently as having mental 

disorders. It is precisely the lack of anomaly of these perpetrators and the 

apparent normality in their way of talking that makes this documentary 

relevant to this section. Hannah Arendt, in her well known analysis of the 

Nazi Adolf Eichmann stated that “the trouble with Eichmann was precisely 

that so many were like him, and that the many were neither perverted nor 

sadistic, that they were, and still are, terribly and terrifyingly normal”.15 In 

other words, accepting that the phenomenon of political violence has its 

roots in daily life makes it even more complicated to understand. 

 

   Therefore, analysing violence without contemplating the perpetrator in 

moral terms is a very difficult task. In 1995, the GEO (Spanish Special 

Forces) detained Gorka García Sertucha, and he spent the following twenty 
																																																								
14 Joshua Oppenheimer. The Act of Killing. UK | Denmark | Norway: Final Cut for Real 
DK, 2012. 
15 Hannah Arendt, Eichmann in Jerusalem. A Report on the Banality of Evil. New York: 
Penguin Classics, 2006. 
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years in prison. My research of the Basque conflict did not initially include 

Sertucha, and therefore (as unfortunately happened with other narrators part 

of this research) I did not have much background information about him and 

his role in ETA prior to our interview. However, it is my impression that my 

lack of background information made for a better interview with Sertucha as 

it allowed for a more spontaneous connection between him and myself. This 

connection reached its peak when Sertucha very calmly told me that he was 

incarcerated for being a member of an ETA commando and for his 

attempted assassination of King Juan Carlos I of Spain with a sniper rifle in 

the island of Mallorca. My first reaction when he told me this was to explain 

to him my personal feelings for the king within Spanish radical left political 

circles and how the idea of murdering him always played a morbid role in 

our conversations.16  Nonetheless, Sertucha’s immediate reaction to my 

attempt to empathise with him, was softened explaining how this big 

qualitative step was taken as a collective decision from ETA. This 

explanation did not help to easily conceal the personal emotions of 

Sertucha. On the other hand, his attempt to kill the king made him a 

celebrity within the Basque Radical Community, and therefore, at that 

moment during the interview, he played the role, more than ever, of the 

ETA activist who had a tremendous responsibility in his hands.  

 

  Three ETA members were part of the commando who tried to assassinate 

the Spanish King Juan Carlos I in Palma de Mallorca in 1995. Juan José 

Rego Vidal, a “historic” ETA member who had already been detained in 

1979 for “conspiring” against the king. With him was his son, Iñaki. Finally, 

Sertucha, a young ETA activist 27 years old, was the sniper in charge of 

shooting the king. Juan José Rego Vidal asserted that the king was targeted 

twice by Sertucha, but the commando decided to wait because the “exit 

																																																								
16 It is important to understand within the “European political left tradition” that the French 
Revolution and the assassination of the king symbolises the basic ideological corpus from 
which the rest of the left political ideologies (anarchism, communism…) were born. To 
understand the Second Spanish Republic and the Spanish Civil war, we can look at the 
example of the liberal president Manuel Azaña who viewed the French Revolution, and the 
values that it spread around the Europe, as a necessary step for the modernisation of Spain.  
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plan” was not clear yet.17 This statement created controversy among the 

Spanish general public and the entire Spanish political establishment (the 

Spanish socialist government at that time and the conservative party in the 

opposition) asserted that this information was false and that the king was not 

in danger “at any moment” during those days in Mallorca.18 In a broader 

sense, if ETA had achieved international recognition in 1973 with the 

assassination of Prime Minister Carrero Blanco, this failed attempt of killing 

the King Juan Carlos I portrayed a weaker ETA which had lost the 

perfection in planning it once had.  

 

   In this decline of the “status” of the organisation, during the interview 

with Sertucha held in 2015, my purpose was to try to show the human face 

of Sertucha behind this well-known portrait of the person who tried to 

assassinate the Spanish king. The approach of Hannah Arendt in 

contemplating violence as part of daily life stems from her analysis of the 

human condition as “nothing more than to think what we are doing”.19 In 

my attempt to make Sertucha think about himself and to comprehend, as a 

human being, what it meant to attempt to kill another person (in this case 

the Spanish king), he responded by making this social analysis:  

Yes, you are right. It is hard to think of ourselves as Westerners educated 

in peace values to do such things… I think that the “ETA phenomenon” is 

very curious in that sense. It is strange that in Europe, an insurgent group 

like ETA which has practised the armed struggle during more than fifty 

years and where youths were ready to do these kind things that you are 

saying, to shoot someone, to end up in prison…20 

Sertucha’s anthropological reflection takes on one of the most common 

simplifications usually made by experts on terrorism. Terrorists are so 

ideologically brainwashed that they cannot think beyond the ideological 

corpus of the organisation. One of the main differences between the 

																																																								
17 Interview published a year later after the assassination attempt. Tiempo Magazine: 
http://especiales.tiempodehoy.com/30aniversario/el-etarra-que-pudo-asesinar-al-rey/ 
18  This controversy was explained by the Spanish news paper El Pais: 
https://elpais.com/diario/1995/08/20/espana/808869610_850215.html 
19 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition. 2nd revised edition. London: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998, 5. 
20 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
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documentary The Act of Killing and Sertucha’s testimony is precisely this 

act of thinking as the core of the human condition. A common characteristic 

in most of the Indonesian perpetrators was their nonchalance, or their 

inability to think about what they had done. In my opinion, this is not 

related with cultural differences, but rather the fact that these were people 

obeying orders, despite their violent nature, from high echelon civil 

servants. Furthermore, unlike the Indonesian perpetrators, the Basque case 

involves several generations partaking in an armed struggle, not to satisfy 

individual interests in monetary terms, or for advancement within the 

administration. On the contrary and as Sertucha implied, ETA members 

were not culturally or psychologically prepared to kill.  

   At this point, if we look at the psychological profile of Sertucha, we can 

see why he thought he was prepared to kill the king of Spain in Mallorca. In 

my opinion, this case could be compared, at least in psychoanalytic terms, 

with the well-known killing by the French Marxist intellectual Luis 

Althusser of his wife in 1980. Although Althusser did not strangle his wife 

for political reasons, both Althusser and Sertucha held deep revolutionary 

convictions. Nevertheless, the outcome of each of these actions was very 

different. The judges exonerated Althusser, arguing that he acted during a 

“hallucinatory episode complicated by melancholic depression”. 21 

Furthermore, during his detention, he received privileges due to his high 

academic position. He was able to avoid a formal interrogation and was 

interned directly into psychiatric care, thus also avoiding prison. In 

Sertucha’s case, while being detained, he was first beaten for several 

minutes by members of the special forces until a well-known Spanish judge, 

Baltasar Garzón entered the room and asked Sertucha if he was ok. These 

members of the Spanish special forces (GEO) had managed to hit him all 

over his body without leaving marks. What are the implications of these 

events in terms of extracting specific analytical points? The difference 

between being an intellectual rebel and an armed member of an insurgent 

group (sometimes being classified as “human waste” from the media) is 

																																																								
21  Elisabeth Roudinesco, Philosophy in Dark Turbulent Times. Canguilem, Sartre, 
Foucault, Althusser, Deleuze, Derrida. New York: Columbia University Press, 2008, 101.  
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based on material reality. In the case of Althusser, the legal system 

responded to his crime by trying to give the perception that they were 

helping him and he was not the enemy.  

 

   According to Sertucha, he experienced intense physical pain when he 

arrived at the police station. He spent five days in solitary confinement, 

which is legal according to the Spanish anti-terrorism law, where he was 

constantly tortured. I had suggested that perhaps, given the media attention 

he received as one of the ETA activists who had tried to kill the king, he 

was not as severely tortured as others who had lower profiles. Sertucha 

contested my naive suggestion with these words:  

The journalists won”t go to ask you anything. You are incommunicado 

and afterwards, you arrive at the Audiencia Nacional (Spanish Tribunal) 

in front of a judge who orders that you should go to prison.22 

It is paradoxical that two self-proclaimed Marxist revolutionaries, like 

Sertucha and Althusser, had two radically different responses from the 

public and the state authorities. As mentioned above, the acts and victims 

involved in each case are very different. However, the Spanish media still 

blindly obeyed the legal system by portraying Sertucha as a mere pariah. 

Thus, they did not report about him as a person, only about the violent act 

he was about to commit. Moreover, in the case of Althusser, some French 

conservative scholars helped by the media, created a narrative in which the 

philosopher, a self-confessed admirer of the Cuban and the Chinese Cultural 

Revolutions, killed his wife as a “natural step” in radical communist 

behaviour as “violence was inherent” in every aspect of life.23 On the 

contrary, no public political or social debate was started with Sertucha’s 

assassination attempt of the Spanish king. Perhaps Sertucha’s torture with 

impunity for five days, which included asphyxiation with a bag, visually 

and physically expressed how the Spanish political “Regime of 78” did not 

require the public narratives of ETA prisoners. 

 
																																																								
22 Interview with Gorka García Sertucha (Bilbao: 16/06/2015). 
23  Elisabeth Roudinesco, Philosophy in Dark Turbulent Times. Canguilem, Sartre, 
Foucault, Althusser, Deleuze, Derrida. New York: Columbia University Press, 2008, 103. 
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   Another common element exists between the political theory promulgated 

by Althusser and the one followed by most guerrilla activists arising from 

Cold War socialist revolutions, including ETA. This element is the constant 

denial, or the simple ignorance of the place of subjectivity in history. In 

other words, this orthodox Marxist approach places a human being as the 

outcome of his material and social reality, in which the subject has no 

autonomy outside of this structure; therefore, all relevant decisions made by 

men throughout the history of humanity were taken to satisfy their material 

interest. The Russian heterodox Marxist revolutionary Vladimir Ilich 

Ulianov (Lenin) introduced the concept of human willpower in the Marxist 

tradition. Despite this, the tradition was always conditioned by the 

importance of having a working-class consciousness (or, in other words, 

being aware of your material conditions). Sertucha’s rhetoric, as mentioned 

previously, shows that the Basque Conflict should be understood in terms of 

a Basque Radical Community that was ready to join the armed struggle, 

even though their region (i.e. the Basque Country) had relatively good 

economic standards in contrast with other European regions. Although these 

conditions may be puzzling in basic sociological terms, Sertucha´s 

statement does not take into account the role of personal subjectivity in the 

history of the conflict. From my point of view, this constant denial of 

subjectivity or, more simply, the rejection of the importance of emotions in 

personal decision-making by activists of insurgent groups (ETA, FARC, 

IRA among others) makes them suppress their vulnerable personal insights 

in order to adopt the role of a freedom fighter. Supporting this idea, after I 

told Sertucha my personal feelings about King Juan Carlos I during the 

interview, he responded by talking about what the assassination, if 

successful, could have represented for the Basque people. It demonstrates 

how ETA activists can deny the importance of their own feelings in their 

explanations of political violence.  

 

   How can an oral historian analyse these emotions, which are constantly 

denied by the insurgent partaking in the armed struggle, to extract a broader 

conclusion in the making of history? The father of modern sociology Emile 

Durkheim highlighted the importance of understanding the relationship 
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between the individual and the social system. “The social system provides 

the individual with collective representations, that is, with a conceptual 

framework of action.”24 By 1995, the same year that Sertucha was detained 

by the Spanish police, a new social peace movement, Elkarri, was born in 

the Basque Country. This movement, exploring a different narrative from 

the Basque social peace movement Gesto por la paz (analysed briefly at the 

beginning of the chapter), did not exclusively focus on demanding a 

definitive ceasefire from ETA. Elkarri insisted that to achieve peace in the 

Basque Country, the conflict needed a political resolution. Gesto begun at 

the end of the 1980s during the time that ETA was provoking the fear and 

hatred of much of Spanish society by setting off car bombs outside the 

Basque Country for the first time, targeting civilians such as politicians and 

journalists. By the end of the 1990s, the collective representation of the 

conflict within the Basque Country had changed. ETA had lost several 

Basque supporters due to the cruelty of its armed actions, including lengthy 

kidnappings of high profile people and much media attention.25 During this 

period, the Audiencia Nacional (Spanish Law Court) also started the judicial 

persecution of several Basque social movements.26 This judicial chase, led 

by Judge Baltasar Garzón, affected all kinds of social movements, some 

without any proven political or social ties to ETA.27 The “Estella pact” 

signed in 1998 by all Basque nationalist parties aimed at a political 

resolution for the Basque conflict as confirming the thesis promoted by 

Elkarri. The social and political Basque nationalist organisations 

counterattacked the Spanish judicial offensive not only on legal grounds but 

also to give a historical dimension to the “Basque problem”. 

 

																																																								
24 Emile Durkheim, Sociology and Philosophy. New York: Routledge, 2010, XVII.  
25 The most well-known kidnapping was of Ortega Lara. He was, at that time, a civil 
servant working in prisons and was known for his physical mistreatment of ETA prisoners. 
He was kidnapped in 1996 and liberated in 1997, after spending 532 days in a room 
measuring 2.5 metres wide and 3 metres long.  
26 The word “persecution” is used taking into account the final disclosure of the process, in 
which it was proven that most of these organisations did not have real ties with ETA. For 
more information, see http://www.rebelion.org/noticia.php?id=24150.  
27 For more information, see Philippe Eùgene Duhart, “Todo es ETA: The radical Basque 
separatist movement as a construct in Spanish Law”, Perspectives on Europe 45:2 (2015), 
58-63. 
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   The internal documents of Elkarri reveal the organisation’s difficulties in 

dealing with the issue of peace in the Basque conflict. Elkarri members, 

most with some level of involvement in the Basque Radical Community, 

tried to distance themselves ideologically from ETA, attempting to make a 

transversal discourse useful to all Basque citizens.28  

 

   The effort of Elkarri to bring peace to the Basque Country from a Basque 

nationalist perspective but separating itself from ETA’s social sphere should 

be understood under the context of the expansion of Spanish nationalism. 

The decade spanning 1995-2005 encompassed what was known as the 

“Spanish miracle” within European political circles. With an annual 4% 

increase in gross domestic product (GDP) and the creation of seven million 

jobs, the new government of Jose María Aznar, who took office in 1996, 

redefined the Spanish economy, making it less reliant on industry by 

bolstering tourism and the building industry. This government put the 

cornerstone of the economy in the hands of the powerful Spanish and 

European financial sectors and their speculation.29 If the Spanish transition 

succeeded in giving the Spanish masses a modern European identity, the 

“Spanish miracle” of Jose Maria Aznar consolidated this identity through 

the Spanish banks and the spectacular credit granted to citizens who brought 

about an era of splendour for consumerism. Thus, this consolidation of a 

modern European Spain also affected Basque nationalist political forces like 

Elkarri, which, facing the bolstering of the Spanish national identity by 

Prime Minister Aznar, wanted to reclaim the Basque civil society to 

construct new social ties beyond ETA and the exuberant Spanish consumer 

society. 

 

																																																								
28 In this respect, it is quite significant that in 1992, in one of Elkarri’s first internal 
documents, it is explicitly stated that “Elkarri” “should not be identified with the Basque 
Radical Community” as part of the bureaucratic structure of the new organisation. See 
Elkarri, “Movimiento social por el diálogo y el acuerdo en Euskal Herria”. San Sebastian, 
1992. 
29 Isidro López and Emmanuel Rodríguez, Financiarización, territorio y sociedad de 
propietarios en la Honda expansarriva del capitalism hispano (1959-2010). Madrid: 
Traficantes de sueños, 2010.  
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   Despite Elkarri efforts to diminish, through non-violent initiatives, the 

influence of Spanish identity, ETA and its rejection of the neo-liberal mode, 

still believed in the armed struggle as the more viable option to change the 

system. In 1993, the organisation kidnapped the Basque industrialist Julio 

Iglesias Zamora due to his rejection of paying the “revolutionary tax”, 

demanded by the organisation.30 The “revolutionary tax” was a method of 

extortion practiced by ETA in which the organisation demanded the 

Basques “oligarchies” to contribute financially to the “cause “until the 

Basques would achieve the right of self-determination. Why did the Basque 

Radical Community support the imposition of a “revolutionary tax” for 

business enterprises? In 1976 ETA military criticised ETA politico-military 

for kidnapping a Basque businessman in whose factory did not exist any 

labour conflict. 31  In other words, for most of the Basque Radical 

Community, kidnaping a Basque businessman for pure monetary reasons 

was “outside of the ethics” of the struggle for independence. On the one 

hand, ETA (at the time of ETA´s split in the 1970s) needed the economic 

founding in order to survive as an armed insurgent group. On the other 

hand, the organisation needed to select “clear objectives” in order to avoid 

confusion in the construction of a “Robin Hood” narrative.32 The liberation 

of Julio Iglesias Zamora, after 116 days of being kidnapped, had a “happy 

ending” in contrast with other Basque businessmen who were murdered 

because of not paying the amount of the rescue. During the days that 

Iglesias Zamora was kidnaped, the Basque peace organisation Gesto por la 

paz invented a famous a blue insignia which many Basques carried claiming 

for the release of the Basque businessman. Unlike the 1970s, when the 

Basque Radical Community could have an internal debate about the “ethical 

implications” of kidnaping a Basque businessman, during the 1990s the 

demands of peace from the Basque civil society were beyond any 

ideological debate that took place inside this radical community.  

																																																								
30 Pedro Ibarra Güell and Xabier Irujo Amet (eds.), Basque Political Systems. Reno: Center 
for Basque Studies, 2011, 98. 
31 Gaizka Fernández Soldevilla, “A mano armada. Los inicios de la extorsión y la violencia 
de ETA contra el sector empresarial (1958-1977)”, Sancho el sabio 39, (2016): 133-156 
(152). 
32 Gaizka Fernández Soldevilla, “A mano armada. Los inicios de la extorsión y la violencia 
de ETA contra el sector empresarial (1958-1977)”. 
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   In 1993, the same year of the kidnaping of Iglesias Zamora, top-ranking 

ETA leaders were captured during an operation led by the Spanish police in 

the French town of Bidart. Violence (in the form of burning containers or 

cash machines) by groups related to the Basque Radical Community, like 

Jarrai, also increased in the streets of the Basque Country during these 

years. Based on the internal document Zutabe written at the end of the 

1990s, ETA refused the idea of abandoning the armed struggle taking into 

account that would mean “giving up” to the pressures received both from 

the Spanish and Basque governments.33 The “Bidart operation” in France 

did not extinguish ETA but rather made the organisation close ranks 

supporting youth organisations like Jarrai. Jarrai´s display of strength in 

the streets (kale borroka) concealed the logistical weakness of ETA at that 

time. 

 

   In the 1990s, Spain saw the end of a generation of Basque insurgents, like 

Sertucha, who truly believed in the use of the armed struggle to create a 

revolution. By this time, young Basques were involved with different peace 

movements. Their rejection of violence was not motivated by morality but 

rather was utilitarian. More importantly, these Basque peace activists 

rejected the idea that political violence has a one-dimensional explanation 

(from the State to the Basque Radical Community or vice versa).34 With 

respect to Sertucha, the end of the Cold War in 1989 generated a favourable 

context for western governments to create a judicial system to repress 

activists of the IRA and ETA, the last two active European guerrilla groups, 

by permitting undercover torture and isolation in prison through seemingly 

legal means.  

 

   In my opinion, there are two trends that can be extracted from Sertucha’s 

attempted assassination of Spain’s King Juan Carlos I. The first gives us an 

historical perspective of the role and image of the king held by part of the 

Spanish society. Rather than just describing the attempted assassination of 
																																																								
33 Zutabe, número 83, Marzo 1999. 
34 Egoitz Gago Anton, “The Impact of Peace Movements on a Society Immersed in 
Conflict: An analysis of the framing processes of the Basque peace movement”. PhD thesis, 
University of Bradford, 2011, 268. 
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the king of a liberal democracy as a barbaric act, it is necessary to 

contemplate the traditional hostility by the Basque nationalism movement 

against the Spanish monarchy. One common theme seen amongst Basque 

youth (which I verified in my field trips to the Basque Country) is their total 

lack of respect for the Spanish security forces, given the historical record of 

torture of Basques during both the dictatorship and the democratic period. 

Thus, King Juan Carlos I, as the head of the Spanish armed forces, was 

never well received by the Basque people. A more complicated and 

controversial question is whether Sertucha was given wide and popular 

legitimacy from the Basques to assassinate the Spanish king. To answer this 

question in a simplistic form (yes/ no plus a direct argument) would be a 

mistake in my opinion. This thesis has tried to demonstrate at length that 

political violence in its insurgent form cannot be comprehended in 

simplistic terms of assuming popular legitimation in mathematical terms. In 

the case of the Basque Country, the motivations for a young Basque to take 

up arms were primarily derived from a social atmosphere that saw the 

armed struggle as the final (and thus desperate) means to achieve political 

objectives. Thus, at some point, the masses, by way of demonstrations and 

strikes, gave ETA activists reasons to continue with the armed struggle. The 

key for understanding how a group like ETA survived so many decades is to 

look at the interplay between the emotions of the masses and those of a 

young Basque who decided to join the armed struggle.  

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

The structure of this chapter could be compared with that of a thriller. If the 

concept of violence attracts the attention of the general public, political 

violence usually has even more morbid connotations. In the case of a 

“freedom fighter”, it implies a person who strives for radical social change 

by participating in an armed struggle, but who is generally perceived by the 

general public as a simple terrorist. This chapter is by far the most morbid 
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one of the whole thesis not only because a “perpetrator” explains his 

motivations to kill, but also because the intended victim was (at that time) 

the head of the Spanish state, King Juan Carlos I. The structure of this 

chapter requires the reader to be intrigued about what would happen when 

the lives of the Spanish king and the ETA activist Sertucha intersect.  

   This (difficult to avoid) thriller in its storytelling form makes the first 

section of the chapter as a “preliminary” of the second. We first need to 

know who Sertucha is in order to arrive at the “action moment”. In this 

sense, we understand the first steps of Sertucha as a political activist were 

taken during a period (the 1990s) in which an insurgent armed struggle 

stops making sense for most citizens of western countries. This “non-sense” 

is precisely the core of the first section. Sertucha explains how the GAL 

actions emotionally affected him, influencing his decision to join the armed 

struggle. He describes the life of an ETA activist as having clear phases, 

similar to how a biologist might divide human life into distinct stages of 

childhood, adolescence, adulthood and old age/death. In the case of the life 

stages of an ETA activist (or one from any other armed insurgent group), 

the first stage consists of having a normal life yet also collaborating with 

ETA (referred to as “legal” in ETA jargon). The second one encompasses 

the period in which the activist dedicates himself full time to the 

organisation mainly in hiding (liberado) and thus living in clandestinidad in 

France. Finally, the third stage consists of two options, prison or death. 

Sertucha’s assumption that these are the only two options at this stage can 

be discussed in terms of the now well-studied concept of bio politics. In 

fact, Sertucha tells us that, from the very moment he entered ETA, it was 

clear to him that the lifeline of the activist had no deviations. In other words, 

his destiny (like all human beings if we talk about death) was written the 

moment he chose to contact ETA. 

  

   However, the personal narrative of Sertucha has to be challenged or 

contrasted at some point. If this chapter has tried to point to what the 

Marxist philosopher Georg Lukács calls, the “concrete unity of the whole”, 

then we need to ask the following question: is it possible to comprehend 
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Sertucha’s attempted assassination of the Spanish king by following his life 

story (dialectics as transformation) and analysing his personal emotions?35 

The oral historian Carrie Hamilton, who assumes that scholars also have 

political ideologies and that objectivity should never be demanded in 

exchange for “non-politicized” behaviour in academia, has asked to what 

extent “the importance of emotions and daily life could be productive and 

potentially positive for radical politics.”36 

 

   Following this line of argument, a gap of knowledge appears within the 

academic works based on ETA. On the one side, as is discussed in most of 

these works which tend to continue the official narrative of the Spanish 

transition as described in the second chapter of this thesis, ETA is 

contemplated as a terrorist group that had some legitimate demands during 

the dictatorship but had no reason to exist after the arrival of democracy. On 

the other side, as discussed in a far smaller proportion of the academic 

works on ETA, which tend to be authored by those ideologically close to the 

Basque Radical Community, the total narrative of ETA, serving as a 

challenge to the official discourse, is expressed as the mere outcome of the 

historical oppression of the Basque people by the Spanish state. However, in 

my opinion, another possible trend to discuss a phenomenon like ETA 

exists. Carrie Hamilton, in the same line of argument mentioned above, 

concluded that “these issues are especially urgent for academics who are 

committed to progressive politics, but who may be tempted to mourn what 

has been lost rather than explore the positive legacies of past activisms.”37 

In my personal opinion, the latter group of scholars who had the intention of 

trying to understand ETA from the inside, did not try to analyse a 

phenomenon like ETA from different angles. 

  

																																																								
35 Georg Lukács, History and Class Consciousness. Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 
1968, 6. 
36 Carrie Hamilton, “Activist Memories: The Politics of Trauma and the Pleasures of 
Politics”, in Richard Crownshaw, Jane Kilby and Antony Rowland (eds.), The Future of 
Memory. New York and Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2010, 75.  
37 Carrie Hamilton, “Activist Memories: The Politics of Trauma and the Pleasures of 
Politics”, 276. 
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   Therefore, this chapter concludes by trying to extract positive lessons 

from the intense life story of Sertucha as an ETA activist. Based on 

philosopher Walter Benjamin´s heterodox interpretation of Marxism, we 

have learned that its theories are not scientific ones capable of explaining 

the true relationship between labour and capital, but rather provide an 

understanding of this dialectical relationship in more subjective terms. 

Benjamin, through Marx, expressed how “commodity production 

engendered an inverted world in which “things”, qua commodities, 

functioned as the prime movers; men and women were, conversely, 

degraded to personifications of economic categories.” 38  As discussed, 

Sertucha’s attempted assassination of the Spanish king in the mid-1990s 

coincided with the “golden age” of western neo-liberalism. This golden age, 

which started in 1991 with the collapse of the Soviet Union and ended (at 

least in its uncontested social hegemony) in 2008 with the onset of the 

international economic crisis known as the “Great Recession”, presented the 

most radical expression in terms of converting men and women into simple 

economic categories. The fact that, during this period, in a relatively 

wealthy European region like the Basque Country, young political activists 

like Sertucha were willing to risk their lives to transform society is a 

positive element if we assume the task of contributing to progressive 

politics. However, envisioning his failed attempt to kill the king as a 

contribution to this is more difficult. If Sertucha had been successful, it 

would have likely made the king a martyr thus providing the “official” 

narrative of the Spanish transition with a powerful armour even more 

difficult to penetrate. 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
38 Richard Wolin, The Frankfurt School Revisited and Other Essays on Politics and Society 
New York and London: Routledge, 2006, 35.  
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5. WHAT DO WE DO WITH THE PRISONERS? THE LIFE 

STORIES OF PEDRO JOSÉ IBÁÑEZ, IÑAKI GONZALO, JUAN 

MANUEL PIRIZ, ANITZ ESKISABEL TO SHED LIGHT ON THE 

COLLECTIVE MEMORY OF ETA PRISONERS 
 

“The person of whom we are speaking and the agent on whom 

the action depends have a history, are their own history”. 

Paul Ricoeur, Oneself as Another. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

   The previous chapters discussing the life stories of ETA activists 

primarily focused on how and why they joined the organisation. In this 

chapter, the life stories focus on how their prison experiences as ETA 

activists formed indispensable parts of their identities. Furthermore, 

according to bio political theory, devices of control and power that operate 

on human beings cannot be analysed without understanding their lives. 

Therefore, this chapter also discusses and reflects upon the coercive devices 

on which Spain’s prison system is based.   

 

   The first part of this chapter focuses on the life of ETA activist Pedro José 

Ibáñez (aka Peiro), as a case study of the types of torture and harsh realities 

experienced by ETA prisoners. Specifically, this chapter relates Peiro’s life 

in prison from the exceptional perspective of being Basque and having 

collaborated with an armed insurgent group. In order to understand the 

emotional community of Basque prisoners, a term used to analyse these life 

stories, it is, therefore, necessary to focus on how the protagonists of this 

chapter talk about themselves in light of their prison experiences. As a 

device of control, the Spanish prison system decided to separate Basque 

political prisoners from each other to limit their contact, with Peiro’s 

generation being the first to be dispersed across Spain. Peiro’s life story 

teaches us how, in this emotional community, the Spanish prison system 

wanted to deny prisoners their “political condition”, which only made them 
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more determined to assert themselves, being unable to separate the political 

from the personal. 

 

   The second part of this chapter continues the analysis of the emotional 

community of Basque political prisoners by focusing on Iñaki Gonzalo (aka 

Kitxu) and Juan Manuel Pìriz, two ETA activists of very different 

backgrounds and characters. These men were from different social classes. 

Kitxu had the opportunity to go to university, while Piriz did not. Piriz’s 

quest to redeem himself from a dark past within ETA is his main reason for 

telling his story. On the other hand, Kitxu uses an ambiguous tone during 

the interview in which, despite claiming to have learned a lot in prison, 

shows some resentment for having served almost twenty years without 

having committed blood crimes. These different narratives, however, do not 

change the fact that both Piriz and Kitxu suffered isolation and torture 

during their long incarceration. Using their narratives, this chapter attempts 

to convey how the emotional community of Basque prisoners, in their 

different individual experiences, had a common feeling of having suffered 

physical and emotional pain. 

 

   The third and final section of this chapter looks at a possible critique of 

the concept of an emotional community of Basque political prisoners 

through gender theory. Anitz Eskisabel’s experience in prison as a woman 

and ETA activist offers a new perspective to discuss this emotional 

community by not only analysing Anitz’s opinions about her experience in 

prison, as with the other three narrators, but also in how she tells her story.39 

The fact that Anitz has elements in her narrative that are radically different 

from those of her male companions, such as her humbleness in not 

considering her story as relevant, warrants further research on the role of 

women in the emotional community of Basque political prisoners. It also 

poses potential questions for future studies of gender and political violence 

to better understand the influence of the “macho” culture in conflicts as 

prolonged as the Basque one. 
																																																								
39 During the interview process I called this activist “Anitz”. During the interview process I 
used surnames and nicknames to name the rest of the activist part of this study.  
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Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro). The quiet man who experienced violence 

in his term in prison 

 

   Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega, best known as Peiro in the Basque town of 

Beasaín, his birthplace and neighbourhood, entered prison in 1987 when he 

was 35 years old. Peiro came from a working-class family and immediately 

started working at the age of seventeen, after leaving school. At the age of 

21, he was forced into compulsory military service (la mili), an experience 

that did not produce, in his own words, “anything positive”.40 Afterwards, 

he travelled all over Spain working with cranes in construction sites. During 

the 1970s and the Spanish transition, Peiro decided to join the Basque LAB 

union and the Gestoras Pro-Amnistia, which were part of the Basque 

Radical Community. During the 1980s, an economic crisis hit Spain causing 

Peiro to emigrate to Mexico, where he lived for five years. While there, 

Peiro met ETA activists who had left Spain because of the GAL. In 1985, 

he returned to Spain, working in various jobs, and two years later, he joined 

ETA, having been, in his own terms, “co-opted” by the organisation.4142 

When I asked Peiro whether, at the time of co-optation he had doubts about 

joining ETA, he replied that he did not because he always felt very 

borroka.43 Peiro’s humble origin, his experiences during the intense Spanish 

transition between 1975 and 1982, and his time in Mexico meeting ETA 

activists, all influenced his radical political convictions, which ultimately 

led to his subsequent imprisonment, as happens to many insurgents of 

armed organisations such as ETA. 

   

   Given that the majority of ETA activists (or any other armed insurgent 

organisation) ended up in prison, there is an emotional bond that unites 

																																																								
40 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
41 Co-optation was the main way in which ETA recruited new activists. The organisation 
monitored the more politically and more committed young people who showed dedication 
and commitment in organisations politically close to ETA such as the LAB union or the 
Jarrai youth organisation. 
42 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
43 The Basque word borrka comes from the term kale borroka, which means street fighting 
and refers to the youth movement part of the Basque Radical Community that practiced 
street violence. Therefore, the expression to be very borrka implies practiSing and/or 
agreeing with politically driven street violence in the Basque Country. 
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them. The concept of emotional communities refers specifically to how it is 

possible to analyse and link groups of people for what they feel first as an 

individual and second as a collective.44 Many of the imprisoned ETA 

activists experienced torture at the time of detention; therefore, many of the 

emotions they described of this experience are similar. Peiro reveals his 

experience of this in the following excerpt: 

 
Well, they did everything to me. The bag is a normal thing. They put it 

on, they take it off... you”re there all night. They also used electrodes, and 

then in Madrid, they put me in a bathtub where I was immersed to 

simulate asphyxia. In the bathtub, there was a feeling of drowning... They 

put you in it and you cannot do anything… They take you, they put you 

in... they leave you… you understand? I spent four days in the dungeons. 

They place electrodes on your balls… And I was there four days, and 

from there, I passed on to the judge, and from there to Carabanchel. My 

first jail was in Carabanchel.45 

 

Peiro uses the question “you understand?” in the form of a postscript 

throughout the interview. He especially uses it when relating very intense 

moments in his life, such as being tortured. This pain, in the form of torture, 

experienced by many ETA prisoners, brings them together in an emotional 

community. During the interview, when Peiro was telling me that he had 

travelled all over Spain working on cranes, I asked him if he had felt any 

kind of emotional bond in terms of a community with the workers in the 

different parts the country. He replied that “we think in Basque, in our 

language, in what is ours”. 46  Possibly, within the Basque Radical 

Community, in its emotional sense, torture in prison is also part of that 

“we”. However, in Spain, as an imagined community, torture is no longer 

part of the imaginary. The anti-Franco opposition, which was part of the 

transition process that began after Franco’s death and the initiation of the 

1978 democratic constitution, began to gradually erase the torture —

experienced by many of these anti-Franco activists during the dictatorship— 

																																																								
44  Carrie Hamilton, “Moving Feelings: Nationalism, Feminism and the Emotions of 
Politics”, Oral History, 38, no. 2 (2010): 85-94.	
45 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
46 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
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from the collective imaginary as part of the oblivion pact. In Peiro’s 

question “do you understand? He was simply separating the “we” (Basques) 

from the “you” (Spaniards). 

 

   However, the torture experienced by activists during initial detainment 

was not the only common element characterizing their identity as a Basque 

Radical Community. Life inside prison represented penance, possibly in the 

most Catholic sense of the term. The protagonist of the previous chapter, 

Gorka García Sertucha, spoke of his time in prison as another phase of his 

political activism. Therefore, for this activist (and possibly collectively for 

Basque political prisoners), going to prison did not represent the horror that 

an average citizen might perceive it to be but rather as one more phase in 

life. It is significant that the “horror” of prison, as the total deprivation of 

freedom, does not translate into an interest in how people live in prison. As 

some critics of the penitentiary system point out, a type of cultural 

anaesthesia is present when discussing jails. The average citizen sees 

prisoners as the “other”; thus, prisons represent abstract places in which 

repression of the individual (physical or psychological) appears 

camouflaged.47 

 

   After his arrest, Peiro was first assigned to Carabanchel prison in Madrid. 

In Peiro’s words “It was a fucking prison, with homosexuals and such...”.48 

Peiro uses coarse language and the word homosexual to describe bad 

features of life in jail. Sometimes in even more explicit ways, for example, 

he uses the words homosexuals, gypsies and smugglers all in the same 

sentence. This anecdote made me laugh a bit during the interview, and days 

after, I felt some embarrassment as I transcribed this part of his testimony. 

Referring to her work with convicts, criminologist Lorna A. Rhodes 

expressed that “every attempt I ever made to distance myself from the 

subject, to criticize it, even to question its very right to exist, has only gotten 

																																																								
47  Lorna A. Rhodes, “Toward an Anthropology of Prisons”. Annual Review of 
Anthropology, 30 (2001): 65-83 (68). 
48 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
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me more involved in its inner life”.49 Likewise, I did not expect my amused 

reaction to Peiro’s comments. ETA activists often identify themselves with 

a socialist ideology (including Peiro who repeatedly mentioned the term 

during the interview) and often have more respect for traditionally 

oppressed groups, such as homosexuals. ETA activists classify prisoners 

that do not come from a political conflict as “social prisoners”. When I 

asked activists what their relationship was with these other prisoners, they 

almost always responded with words of solidarity towards them. Peiro, 

raised in the small Basque town of Beasáin with 13,000 inhabitants, did not 

receive a high quality education, which was not easily accessible to 

working-class families under the Francoist political system. Peiro’s 

language, which is not politically correct, is completely different from that 

of Fernando Etxegarai, the protagonist of chapter two, who came from an 

upper middle class family and was able to go to university. As a college 

student, I could relate more intensely with Etxegarai. However, Peiro’s 

homophobic comments did not emotionally distance him from me: on the 

contrary, I felt a tenderness towards him, thus making an emotionally 

closed-off activist appear more approachable.  

 

   During 1987, Peiro was transferred to two other jails in central Spain. The 

first was Herrera de la Mancha and the other Alcalá Meco. What Peiro 

calls “the struggle” then began: 

 
Where we started the fight, the borroka, was when they took us to 

Herrera de La Mancha and Alcalá Meco. Because there, we had 

established a “commune” of ETA members. So when Jarrai (ETAS´s 

youth) was fighting in the streets, we were fighting in the Spanish prisons. 

In prison we were also rioting, we were also doing hunger strikes. Those 

were very hard years. Once we also started a riot in Herrera de La 

Mancha because they had beaten a few of us in prison and we organised a 

“mutiny”… What I want to say is that at that time, prison was very hard. 

From 87 to 91 it was very hard. Because during that time there was a lot 

of mobilisation, including those for us inside prison too.50 

																																																								
49 Lorna A. Rhodes, “Toward an Anthropology of Prisons”, 70. 
50 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
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In 1987, ETA committed the bloodiest bombing in its history when it placed 

a bomb in a Hipercor supermarket, killing 21 people and injuring 45. ETA 

stated that it had warned the authorities about the bomb but they disregarded 

this warning and failed to remove it. However, these statements were of 

little use to satisfy public opinion. In addition, the GAL was officially 

disbanded that year, so all-social scrutiny fell on ETA and its violent 

actions. Peiro uses the expression “ETA commune” in an organic sense. As 

is seen throughout this chapter, the more socially and politically isolated 

ETA became, the more intense prisoners” repression in jail became. The TV 

images of the Hipercor attack, which showed dozens of bloody people 

writhing among the rubble, is a point of reference, representing a clear 

before and after in the life of the ETA prisoners. Both the political and 

judicial powers of the Spanish state directed all their efforts towards 

weakening ETA’s fight within the prisons, causing it to lose one more front 

in the struggle. 

 

   In these power struggles, a state uses the penitentiary system to 

psychologically disable an individual or social group. Michel Foucault 

changed the paradigm of prison studies with his book Discipline and Punish 

in which he analyses the history of the prison system. Foucault clarifies that, 

over time, “punishment will tend to become the most hidden part of the 

penal process. (…) This leaves the domain of more or less everyday 

perception and enters that of abstract consciousness”.51 Foucault explains 

the transition from hanging and torturing prisoners in public during the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries to the use of prisons as punishment 

during the twentieth century. In 1989, the Spanish government led by Felipe 

González specifically dispersed ETA prisoners to different prisons across 

Spain to avoid having an ETA commune, as described by Peiro.52 He was 

sent to the prison in Alcazar de San Juan, located in the Spanish province of 

Castilla La Mancha. During his time there, he was in isolation, spending 23 

																																																								
51 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. New York: Vintage 
Books, 1979, 9. 
52 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lascano: 08/06/2015). 
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hours inside of his cell with only one hour in the jail courtyard. Peiro 

defined those years as “total war”: to get any basic rights, he had to “start a 

brawl with the officials”.53 During this time, Basque prisoners began to 

organise groups that demanded the end of dispersion and isolation. In 

documents obtained from TAT (Group Against Torture), prisoners 

recounted their experience at the time of arrest and reported the 

psychological and/or physical torture inflicted by the police.54 By the late 

1990s, ETA was clearly losing social legitimacy and began disintegrating, 

while the Spanish state increased its efforts across multiple spheres to more 

harshly punish ETA members. 

 

   Given the social isolation that ETA began to experience in the 1990s, I 

wondered if the prisoners could feel this change in atmosphere from prison, 

and more importantly, if this made them reflect on ETA’s ability to continue 

as a political project. 
 

The thing is that we have received a lot of punishment. So, by having so 

much repression, what ETA did, as far as we were concerned, has always 

been sacred. We were beaten inside the jail. We were at war, then, of 

course, what ETA does... to us is sacred... do you understand?55 

 

All seven of the activists interviewed gave the same answer when I asked 

them about this issue. They basically responded with ETA’s official 

argument: as long as the Basque people do not have the right to self-

determination, the armed struggle still made sense. I refused to think that the 

similarity of their reflections were due to a political ideology that did not 

allow followers to think for themselves. Peiro’s response helped me 

understand that the physical and psychological pain experienced by 

prisoners (who, despite their incarceration, remained active in the 

organisation) made them empathize even more with their comrades outside 

the jail. 

 

																																																								
53 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
54 Torturaren Aurkako Taldea, “Informe anual, 1994”. Iturriblide 26. 
55 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
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   One lesson I drew from Peiro’s experience in prison is that when he and 

other ETA activists used the word war to define their relationship with the 

Spanish State, in essence, they were right. This war was an ideological 

struggle, but not in classic political theory terms, but rather in terms of 

winning a “moral battle” for the Basques. In an article about Northern 

Ireland prisons, the authors analysed the conflict there through the looking-

glass of the prison system. They described the criminalization approach “as 

a redefinition of political violence as simple criminal activity. It is an 

attempt to remove any legitimacy from the terrorists. (…) Every symbol of 

difference between terrorists and ordinary criminals, any notion of the 

political character of some inmates, has to be removed from the system."56 

Peiro´s views of the Spanish State´s “dispersion policies” are described in 

the following passage: 

 
The dispersion was meant to fuck us on all sides. We were sent all over 

Spain so that we could not grow stronger. (...) They had to break us 

somehow, because of course, we were very well organised. So then, 

“dispersion” was meant to break us up. (...) They put us with people who 

did not speak Euskera, thus putting us with social prisoners... For 

instance, putting us in a cell with three others: such as a gypsy, a 

homosexual, and a drug addict using heroin... That was done, you 

understand? They tried to fuck us. That was the “dispersion”.57 

 

The main objective of a state with an insurgent group operating within its 

borders is, as Peiro indicated, to break the activists psychologically. In this 

sense, by eliminating the political element from a person’s incarceration, the 

state was trying to disconnect individuals from the group and from the 

community they belonged. 

 

   Peiro served four years in prison, a short length of time compared to most 

of the people interviewed in this thesis. He was accused of collaborating 

with ETA; however, unlike most of the other interviewees, he was not 

convicted of being a member of the organisation. This section began by 
																																																								
56 Brian Gormally, Kieran McEvoy and David Wall, “Criminal Justice in a Divided 
Society: Northern Ireland Prisons”, Crime and Justice, 17 (1993): 51-135 (56). 
57 Interview with Pedro José Ibáñez Ortega (Peiro) (Lazcano: 08/06/2015). 
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using the concept of “emotional communities” as a tool to understand ETA 

prisoners. Peiro’s narrative connects his physical confrontation with the 

prison guards with his identity as an ETA activist. During the interview, as 

reflected in the commentaries shown in this section, I witnessed Peiro’s 

character directly. The fact that he did not hide his emotional link with 

ETA, and the understanding that this bond became stronger due to his 

experience in jail, leads to a clear conclusion. Based on Peiro’s experience, 

it appears that the Spanish prison system, in its attempt to break ETA 

prisoners, caused a suffering that only deepened their emotional connection 

with the organisation. As detailed in the next two sections, the prison 

community was ETA’s last bastion of popular support in the twenty-first 

century. The Heideggerian concept of Dasein, understood as “being in the 

world”, helps to illustrate how Basque political prisoners and their main 

organisations were practically the only instruments ETA could use during 

its last years as an active armed organisation.58 The next section presents the 

disparate life stories of the Basque prisoners Piriz and Kitxu to show how 

this Basque emotional community exists in the form of the physical and 

psychological pain experienced by activists rather than due to shared 

backgrounds.  

 

 

Juan Manuel Piriz Lopez and Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu). Two 

personalities but one destiny 

 

Juan Manuel Píriz López and Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu) are of the same 

generation, born in 1961 and 1964 respectively. Píriz was raised in a 

working-class family and studied to become a tradesman. Kitxu came from 

an upper middle-class family and studied journalism. Before joining ETA, 

Píriz worked as an electrician, whereas Kitxu worked at several newspapers 

and radio stations. Not only do these men have contrasting backgrounds, 

they also have opposing characters. My personal experience with Kitxu was 

very good. He was open and kind, and during the interview, I noticed great 
																																																								
58 Martin Heidegger, Basic Questions of Philosophy. Selected “Problems” of “Logic”. 
Bloomington and Indianopolis: Indiana University Press, 1994. 
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humility in him. My interview with Píriz, on the other hand, was the most 

difficult one conducted during my fieldwork in the Basque Country. The 

character that Píriz conveyed to me was that of a person who had had a 

more difficult life than Kitxu. In contrast, with Kitxu, I had the feeling that 

he had nothing important to hide during the interview. In fact, he told me 

that he had not been convicted of blood crimes, or in other words, that he 

had not killed anyone. In contrast, after my interview with Píriz, I felt that I 

had missed something and this concerned me. Unfortunately, prior to Píriz’s 

interview, I had not thoroughly investigated his profile. After the interview, 

I returned to the house I was staying in Plencia, a town near Bilbao, and 

began searching the online newspapers for more information. I learned that 

Píriz had been convicted of settling the accounts of ETA itself. Namely, he 

had killed another activist of the organisation, someone who had disobeyed 

a direct order of the commander. This information sent chills down my 

body. Kitxu had emphasised to me that he had no blood on his hands; in 

contrast, Piriz never mentioned the reason why he had been arrested by the 

police. In the 1980s, although ETA activists did not speak openly about 

their armed actions, they had no reason to be ashamed of what they had 

done during the armed struggle. In the twenty-first century, however, the 

situation is no longer the same. 

 

   The direct and, to some degree, arrogant character of Piriz was a 

consequence of being a man who had been “ready for everything”. In 1982, 

at the age of twenty, Piriz was arrested for the first time. 
 

Piriz: We were tortured the first five days.   

 

Buckley: Maybe it’s hard for you to talk about this. But what did they do 

to you? Torture you with a bag or a little of everything? 

 

Piriz: I was taken to... I do not mind talking about this (he laughs), I do 

not have any problems with that, huh. I was taken from Fuenterrabía to 

Bilbao, being constantly beaten on the way. They were giving me blows 

with a shoe on the head, with the heel of a shoe... so that when I managed 

to walk, six or seven days later, I saw my head look like Frankenstein. 
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And afterwards, well, eeehh, a couple of times, they put electrodes on me, 

tzzzzzzizzz, but not much eh, it was only a couple of moments.59 

 

Piriz, who was detained for being an ETA activist and, more specifically, 

for sabotaging large Spanish companies, such as Iberdrola, talks about the 

torture period with self-confidence. He was even surprised that I asked him 

if talking about this subject bothers him. The other activists who 

participated in this study were emotionally upset when they spoke about 

being tortured. His laughter and his comment that “I have no problem with 

that, huh” were even provocative and may be interpreted as an attempt by 

Piriz to not show any kind of weakness in front of me. There are also some 

surrealistic details that can be gathered from his testimony of torture. The 

hitting of Piriz on the head with the heel of a shoe reveals how violence and, 

in particular, torture can take almost literary forms. The stories describing 

the initial arrest and torture of an ETA activist appear to have 

phantasmagorical elements, thus blurring the line between reality and 

fiction. 

 

   This phantasmagorical reality is also reflected in Kitxu’s story of his 

detention in 1994 when he was thirty years old. 

 
The Ertzaintza stopped me. The Ertzaintza tortured but not like the Civil 

Guard. I remember when I... because I was arrested by plainclothes and 

when I was taken to the police station and I saw under the blanket that the 

pants were blue I said “thank God”! Because what scared you was that it 

could be the Civil Guard. How did the Ertzaintza torture you? Drugs. My 

three colleagues were drugged. Not me, because I did not drink water. I 

did not drink water because I knew they would put the drug in there. It 

was more like threats and such. For example, when I was arrested, they 

cracked my head open... When I went before the judge, I still had an open 

wound. On the right side, I had all the dried blood out there.60 

 

The intensity of the torture inflicted on ETA prisoners by governmental 

authorities may astonish the average citizen. Even for those more familiar 

																																																								
59 Interview Juan Manuel Piriz López (Bilbao: 24/07/2014). 
60 Interview with Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu) (Bilbao: 25/07/2014). 
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with political violence, the use of drugs on detainees by the police is 

surprising. The final part describing Kitxu’s appearance before the judge 

with dried blood on his head brings us even closer to a Kafkaesque world.61 

The connection between the police and judicial worlds is indispensable for 

understanding the reality that begins for ETA activists once arrested. In this 

case, the bureaucratic machine of which Kafka spoke in his writings is 

linked with the world of drug transgressions. If torture immerses the victim 

into the deepest horrors of reality, this is not enough. One must then drug 

the victim for a certain amount of time so that his personal hell rises to new 

heights. 

 

   After being in the Carabanchel prison for a month, Kitxu was sent to 

Navalcarnero prison, where he experienced hell. This prison had been 

created during the Spanish government of Felipe González with the 

objective of experimenting with ETA prisoners to see to what extent they 

could endure the pain. Kitxu began the story saying “look, it’s been twenty 

years, and I still do not want to remember it”.62 The hunger strikes were the 

main resource that ETA activists had to claim their rights. 
   

Buckley: Did you go on hunger strikes? 

 

Kitxu: A lot. There we were all day on a hunger strike because we could 

not live in such conditions, eh? And in the end, after a year and a half, we 

managed to closed the prison down. Literally, we closed it, huh? It closed. 

An investigation was opened, we began to discover everything that had 

happened, but, of course, we left there very affected by all this. I 

remember from there they took me to Ocaña, and my mind was like I did 

not want to remember. Then I started with the memories, from time to 

time at night I came with memories of Navalcarnero which kept me 

awake all night, and it’s been many years since. And today, I still have 

those bad memories. When we were in Navalcarnero, we could not 

receive visits from the doctor because they were forbidden...63 

 

																																																								
61 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction”, in Hannah 
Arendt (ed.), Illuminations. Essays and Reflections. New York: Schocken Books, 1969. 
62 Interview with Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu) (Bilbao: 25/07/2014). 
63 Interview with Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu) (Bilbao: 25/07/2014). 
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Raquel Gutiérrez, a Mexican sociologist and former activist of an armed 

insurgent group stated, when asked about her experience in jail, that “what 

you have is time. I”ve never been back in prison for so long. It’s ugly to be 

in jail, and you want to get out. But at the same time, paradoxically, there 

are moments that you can turn into something very fertile”.64 Despite the 

terrible conditions and emotional scars Kitxu endured, he had time to write 

during his stay in Navalcarnero. In his book “Carta a un fantasma” (Spanish 

for “Letter to a Ghost”) published three years after first entering prison, he 

writes, mixing narrative with poetry, about his personal experiences as an 

ETA activist both within and outside of prison.65 Although the trauma that 

Kitxu suffered in jail has plagued him ever since, it has also allowed him to 

create something as beautiful as poetry. Current studies looking at the 

relationship between trauma and memories of activists of armed groups are 

giving new meaning to the phenomenon of political violence.66 In this case, 

Kitxu’s severe experience in Navalcarnero could have made him a spiteful 

human being, with a desire for revenge. However, of all the activists I 

interviewed, he was the only one to effectively recognize ETA’s past 

mistakes and actually pointed them out during the interview. The politics of 

memory teaches us how Kitxu’s painful experience in Navalcarnero, 

inflicted at the hands of the Spanish state prison system, did not awaken the 

monster we all carry inside, but rather it caused him to cling to life, 

choosing to see its most beautiful parts. 

 

   Píriz was released from prison in 1983 and, in 1984, was arrested again 

for participating in armed actions, being released in October 2013. In 1984, 

Píriz also allegedly murdered Mikel Solaún, a former member of ETA, 

while he, his wife and two daughters were in a coffee shop as an act of 

revenge (Solaún had left ETA but prior to leaving had disobeyed a direct 

order from leaders within the organisation). At the time of the interview, I 
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did not know anything about the armed activities of Píriz. In any case, 

referring to the reasons for his detention, he told me “I will not tell you any 

of that”.67 The most intense moment of the interview was just after Píriz 

related his detention. 

 
Piriz: Let’s go to February 84. We are in a flat we, aaaaand, and it 

occurred... The GEOS (Spanish special forces) entered causing bloodshed 

as they fired. Aaaand one of us was dead …  

Buckley: And then they arrested you there again? 

 

Piriz: Yes, they arrested us again. The boy from Santurce was seriously 

injured. Well, very serious, we all were on the verge of death.   

 

Buckley: One shot?   

 

         Piriz: No, I was shot twelve (times).   

 

Buckley: Twelve shots! 

 

Piriz: Yes, and my friend received nineteen bullets. 

 

Buckley: But how is it possible to survive with twelve... 

 

Piriz: Yes, I got hit here with two... (pointing to his chest and abdomen). 

They went through me, and they hit me in the lungs. And then all the 

other shots were in the legs. That shot pierced my pancreas... (pointing to 

the wounds).68 

 

The entire interview with Píriz, and by extension his life, is both 

extraordinary and confusing. Oral life stories have such complexity that it is 

sometimes difficult to separate what really happened, or the reality, with the 

interviewee’s story of what happened. This difficult task does not consist of 

separating facts from fiction, but rather of the ability of the oral historian to 

merge an interviewee’s subjectivity with the facts. In this case, Píriz refused 

to mention why the police arrested him in 1984, choosing instead to 
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describe in detail what he endured at the time of his arrest. The “superman” 

who survived being shot twelve times diminished when it came to owning 

up to his own past. 

 

   Both Kitxu and Píriz wish to put their experiences of jail behind them. 

They each served a twenty-year prison term. The difference is that Kitxu, 

unlike Píriz, was not convicted of any blood crimes. Kitxu, referring to this 

subject, commented that “a non ETA convict had dismembered his daughter 

and his son and had buried them in the garden, and yet in seven years had 

been released”.69 This feeling of innocence is probably the deepest one 

Kitxu felt during his two decades in jail. Although he speaks of jail in a 

positive way as a life lesson and took advantage of that time, managing to 

finish three university degrees, Kitxu gave me the impression that he 

experienced something that he did not completely deserve. 

 

   I interviewed both Kitxu and Píriz only a few months after their release 

from jail. Given the short amount of time that had elapsed since their 

release, both were still trying to emotionally reconcile their past lives in 

prison with their present lives on the outside. A past that, as Faulkner wrote, 

“is never dead, is not even past”, which was particularly true in their case 

due to the long prison sentences and recent releases.70 As mentioned above, 

the main difference between the two men was that Kitxu, although not 

bitterly resentful, felt an injustice had been committed against him. Píriz, on 

the other hand, was more tormented by what people would remember of 

him rather than what happened to him, as evidenced in the following 

statement. 

 
Look, if I have agreed to this, I will tell you why it is; I know that if we 

do not tell our story, others will.71 

 

In my opinion, although Píriz’s statement has a lot of truth and can be 

extrapolated to all of the activists who participated in this study, in his case, 
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70 William Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun. London: Vintage, 2015. 
71 Interview with Juan Manuel Píriz López (Bilbao: 24/07/2014). 
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it seems to be an attempt to “atone for his sins”. Taking into account the 

different emotional states of these two men (as a consequence of having 

very different pasts), can one speak of an emotional community in relation 

to Basque political prisoners, as referred to in the first section of this 

chapter? 

 

   The answer to this question serves as a conclusion to this section. The life 

stories of Piriz and Kitxu show us how the character and the emotions of a 

person are welded, determined by, among other things, where, how and in 

what kind of family they were raised and educated. My emotional 

involvement with the participants interviewed for this thesis was always 

positive. This, logically, also conditioned how I confronted my object of 

study (ETA). This organisation, attributed with committing over 800 

assassinations, is clearly highly stigmatized in Spain. However, as I 

mentioned earlier in the thesis, I went to the Basque Country with an open 

mind because I come from a liberal family, and I studied in what is 

considered to be a very liberal university. I did not have any expectations of 

my interviews. In fact, I did not even know if I was going to be able to 

interview them because, in my imagination, they represented someone 

inaccessible. I mention all of this to contextualise my experience with Píriz, 

which I would not call bad. However, I did not enjoy it as much as the other 

six interviews, which were very good. Hence, at the time of analysing the 

Basque prisoners as an emotional community I had to take into account my 

own emotions about the participants, who are, after all, an intrinsic part of 

this thesis. In this sense, despite Píriz being an exception in my own 

experience, it was evident to me that the shared circumstance of being in 

prison is what maintained the emotional connection with the organisation, 

thus forming an emotional community. 

 

   When I interviewed Kitxu shortly after his release from prison, he was 

very emotionally involved in the Basque Radical Community. A year later, I 

returned to the Basque Country for my second phase of field work and 

learned that Kitxu was setting up a company that dealt with complaints by 

airline passengers who had lost their baggage. I remember this fact surprised 
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me. It might have been my own prejudices about what I imagined an ETA 

activist might do once out of jail. However, it seemed strange to me that 

Kitxu, who had travelled to El Salvador (after his period in prison) and 

interviewed guerrilla fighters who had been active during the 1980s, worked 

in the airline baggage business. It may be a simple case of how a person 

seeks to make a living, or maybe in the time since his release (not only from 

prison but also from repression and isolation) Kitxu had emotionally 

distanced himself from other prisoners and from ETA. To conclude the 

analysis of the emotional community of Basque political prisoners, the last 

section of this chapter presents the life experience of a woman. In social 

constructs of gender, women are typically thought to be more emotional 

beings than men, at least in how they relate experiences or stories. With this 

in mind, I further develop the concept of emotional community among 

Basque political prisoners from a female perspective. This last section will 

give us some clues to further develop the concept of emotional community 

among Basque political prisoners. 

 

 

Anitz Eskisabel: The sensitive woman, the humble activist 

 

   Anitz Eskisabel represents something special in this thesis for two major 

reasons. First, she is the youngest (born in 1977) participant in this study. 

This allows us to examine ETA in the twenty-first century through her 

detention and experience in prison. Second, she is the only woman 

participant, thus incorporating the aspect of gender, to the discussion of 

ETA and its emotional community. The anthropologist Begoña Aretxaga 

explains how “the nationalist prisoners are children of the people, and in the 

campaigns of protest organized around them, the return home, presoak 

etxera, is the slogan par excellence to mean the release of prisoners, and 

even more, the return of these to Euskadi”.72 My experience with Anitz 

suggested that she exemplifies being one of these “children of the people”. I 

interviewed Anitz in her hometown of Lazcano (south of Guipuzcoa 
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province), where the Basque Radical Community has a strong presence. All 

I knew of her was that she had been in jail but had not served a long 

sentence. I was not sure if she had really been involved in ETA, or if she 

had simply collaborated with the organisation. The fact that Anitz had been 

a Basque prisoner was evident in her “aura” and presence. We had coffee in 

a place where there were several photos of ETA prisoners, something 

common in the Basque Country. At the Herriko Taberna (name for this kind 

of bars in the Basque Country), the employees knew who she was and 

treated her with respect. After the coffee, we strolled to a park on the top of 

a hill. However, we could hardly speak because Anitz constantly stopped to 

talk to the people who greeted her. She may be a woman who simply likes 

to acknowledge the inhabitants of the village she was raised. However, I am 

inclined to think, in reference to Aretxaga, that Anitz is, by her condition as 

an ex-prisoner, a very popular person in her town, a factor that will be a key 

element throughout the interview. 

 

   Anitz comes from a middle-class family and studied law, taking most 

courses in Euskera. Throughout the interview, she talks in a way that seems 

to downplay her importance within the Basque Radical Community. When I 

asked her when she was politicized, she looked at me with surprise, as if she 

did not quite understand what that term meant. 

 
I believe that I did not come into the ikastola (schools taught in Basque 

language) to become a political person... I have lived politics in my daily 

life in one way or another... One of the first memories I have is when I 

was little, shortly before my father passed away, when Mikel Zabalza was 

arrested, and his family denounced his disappearance, and I asked my 

father every day: “Has he showed up today? Has he showed up today?”… 

until he “showed up” dead in the river.73 

 

The story of Mikel Zabalza was one of the cases that marked Basque society 

in the 1980s. Arrested by the Civil Guard on November 26, 1985, he was 

held incomunicado (in isolation) as a result of the anti-terrorist law. 
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According to the official version of the police, Zabalza tried to escape by 

throwing himself into the Bidasoa River while indicating to the police the 

location of a stack of arms. However, the people arrested with him 

suspected that he died while being tortured by the police. Although 

Zabalza’s body was found twenty days after his arrest, the circumstances of 

his death remain unknown. These kind of stories, which Anitz and many 

other Basque citizens lived through and/or grew up listening to, help us 

understand Anitz’s tone of not giving too much importance to oneself. At 

the end of the interview, I asked Anitz why she was surprised by the word 

“politicized”. She told me that she preferred the expression “to live 

politics”, as her life, partly through stories like Zabalza’s, had always been 

political. Anitz is not very interested in telling me about her family or her 

time at university where she was part of the Basque Radical Community. It 

is not out of shame or a lack of trust in me. Unlike Juan Manuel Piriz, who 

wanted to tell his own history to the world, Anitz does not consider herself 

worthy of having her story told. 

 

   In my opinion, the combined roles of gender and of national ideology 

likely contribute to Anitz’s being at odds with the term politicize and for her 

feeling that her life story is not very relevant to my study. The oral historian 

Carrie Hamilton has observed that “by interpreting radical nationalism 

primarily as a political movement, many studies of ETA have been based on 

a problematic separation of “private” and “public” spheres, a separation 

paralleled by distinct gender roles. Nationalism itself, however, as a 

movement grounded in community and united by family ties, defies a 

simplistic division into “public” and “private””. 74  For Anitz, politics, 

nationalism and, to some extent, ETA have been a part of her day-to-day 

life since she was a little girl; thus, her politicisation was more than a 

process, it was a condition of her own existence as a human being. In this 

sense, the Basque nationalist community, from the Gudaris, Basque soldiers 

who fought against fascism during the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939) to 

ETA activists, has been visible mainly through the men who “gave their 
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lives” for the Basque people. Therefore, women, like Anitz, regardless of 

how much they risk their lives for the same cause, continue to be part of this 

patriarchal standard. 

 

   Based on the internal documents of TAT (Torturaren Aurkako Taldea/ 

Coordinator for the prevention and denounce of torture), the organisation 

supporting Basque political prisoners, testimonies of torture were collected 

in an aseptic way; that is, the person simply reported the facts. This format 

allows the reports to be presented in a serious (formal) manner, eliminating 

the emotional element of torture. However, in the findings of various TAT 

reports, there were analyses of the kinds of emotions a tortured person 

might feel. Referring to the importance of a tortured person telling his or her 

story of the torture, it was stated that “the testimony has a therapeutic value 

towards the person tortured. This function is unknown to most of the 

population. The objectives are to help the victim to understand that torture 

presents situations of impossible choice and to allow the tortured to 

recognise that all responsibility and guilt of the trauma must be placed on 

the torturer. This frees the victim from feelings of guilt”.75 

 

   In 2005, Anitz was detained by the police in what the interior minister of 

the socialist government Alfredo Perez Rubalcaba called “preventive raids”. 

There was some tension during the interview when I ask Anitz why she was 

arrested exactly. This did not surprise me: it was a pattern repeated with the 

other narrators. However, what I did not expect was that after Anitz told me 

that the trip from the Basque Country to Madrid with the police was horrible 

because of the torture, and I asked her to describe her experience, she 

became silent, with a lost look. In a broken voice, all she said was that it 

was “very hard” and that she could not continue with the story, at least with 

regard to the torture. Anitz carries such an emotional burden that she did not 

want (or have the desire) to share her story and experience the supposed 

liberalisation process. I do not think Anitz feels guilty for what she 

experienced with the police. I think her pain is so great that, unlike male 
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ETA activists, who needed to externalise their pain, Anitz internalises it. 

 

   Between 2005 and 2010, Anitz entered and left prison multiple times. She 

was first held in pre-trial detention (pending trial) for two years. In 2007, 

she was released from pre-trial detention, and for two years she lived, 

according to her, a “normal life”. In 2009, the trial, which she described as a 

farce, was held, and she was sentenced to six years in prison, of which she 

served four, which she began to serve in 2010. Anitz lives in a twenty-first 

century socio-political context in which ETA practices what scholars most 

critical and opposed to the organisation have described (rightly) as terror. 

As Hannah Arendt explained “neither violence nor power is a natural 

phenomenon, that is, a manifestation of the life process.” 76 It is for this 

reason that Fernando Aramburu’s best-selling novel Homeland, published in 

2016, succeeds precisely because it describes this terror that ETA instilled 

in the daily life of the Basque people.77 Being a policeman or political 

councillor of non Basque nationalist party in the Basque Country was 

considered, in the last quarter of the twentieth century and early years of the 

twenty-first century, a heroic profession, specifically because of ETA’s 

constant threats and acts of murder. 

 

   I began to consider this socio-political context while Anitz was recounting 

her comings and goings in prison. I tried to find out why Anitz remained so 

committed to the political struggle at a time when ETA was at its most 

politically and socially isolated moment of its history. Anitz gave the 

following answer: 

  
I believe in the project, yes. Well, to see it through to the end is what has 

touched me. I was born here; I think it’s viable.78 

 

In the previous paragraph, I had proposed that Anitz’s life was largely 

shaped by her socio-political environment. This is only partially true as it 

oversimplifies her reality during those years. Anitz’s experience with the 
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Spanish legal and police system was so intense that it, as she said, “touched 

her life” and continues to influence her daily life. Sometimes it seems that 

Basque nationalism and the Basque Radical Community are “touched by 

fate”. The life stories of ETA activists are narrated in a tone that implies that 

they themselves believe that no other life was possible. It is important to 

understand that the experiences and testimonies of activists do not always 

correspond with the socio-political context of the time. In this sense, the 

terror that ETA imposed on the Basque population in the form of blackmail, 

threats and assassinations in the twenty-first century was not completely 

overlooked by Anitz; as an intelligent and educated person, she knew that 

this was an important part of the reality of her country. However, and 

importantly for this last chapter of the thesis, her condition as a Basque 

political prisoner conferred a distinct social (for others) and emotional (for 

herself) status. 

   

   Throughout this last section, the gender of Anitz as a woman has been 

very present. My interview of Anitz, in the form of an oral life story, was 

the shortest of all the interviews, lasting only forty minutes. When the 

interview was over, I was upset. On the one hand, I felt that Anitz, because 

of her reserved attitude, had not told me much, and I even doubted that this 

material would be useful for this thesis. On the other hand, it was this lack 

of content that left me pensive. If the oral history methodology is also based 

on the interviewer’s attention to what the narrator does not say, then in the 

case of Anitz, this principle becomes very important. Judith Butler, an 

expert on gender theory, stated that “rather than a stable signifier that 

commands the assent of those whom it purports to describe and represent, 

women, even in the plural, has become a troublesome term, a site of contest, 

a cause for anxiety”.79 In this case, and from my perspective, Anitz’s gender 

made her feel comfortable in relation to me, and she empathised with me 

before and after the interview, taking a more defensive attitude as soon as I 

started recording our conversation. In the tone that Anitz uses to tell of her 

experience in prison, the subject (Anitz) struggles “not to be this person”, 
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and the refuge that is created “as a woman”, makes gender, as Butler 

pointed out, a conflictive framework of analysis in this chapter. 

 

   To briefly conclude this section, I discuss Anitz’s educational experience 

in prison between 2010 and 2014. Anitz stated she went to prison “much 

more mature than before”.80 Although, according to internal documents of 

the Senideak prison organisation, the Spanish prison system did not make it 

easy for Basque political prisoners to study, Anitz left jail having almost 

finished a degree in Art History. Anitz, like the other participants of this 

study, as well as the majority of Basque political prisoners, took advantage 

of their time to intellectually stimulate themselves. This dismantles another 

myth forged in the Spanish mass media, which had generally described ETA 

activists as uncultivated people. During the final years of the armed activity, 

while these prisoners were working to better educate themselves, ETA and 

the Basque Radical Community had significantly changed their strategies 

for dealing with the Basque conflict. 

 

  During the 1970s and 80s, the Basque Radical Community worked by 

collective action, in which its different unions, political parties or 

organisations of prisoners carried out numerous actions in order to initiate 

political change. In contrast, in the late 1990s and during the first decade of 

the twenty-first century, their strategy was to focus on conflict resolution, 

copying the Northern Ireland model. 81  In 2011, at the international 

conference of Ayete, prominent members of the international community, 

including Kofi Anan and Gerry Adams, called for the cessation of hostilities 

by all actors involved in the Basque conflict.82 Three days later, ETA 

declared a definitive ceasefire, setting the scene for the Basque Radical 

Community to work towards resolving the conflict via political means. 

 

   The move from armed struggle to peaceful conflict resolution greatly 
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affected the emotional community formed by Basque political prisoners, 

including ETA activists. The intensity of their lives and experiences as 

participants of the armed struggle make them distinctive within the greater 

Basque society, which may lead to increased emotional isolation due to 

differing ideologies. In turn, precisely because of that intense life, they run 

the risk of remaining emotionally isolated in what represents for them that 

armed struggle. Anitz’s narrative consists of two parts: her life and the 

political conflict. On the one hand, the political conflict diminishes the 

importance of her experiences; on the other hand, Anitz reduces the conflict 

to a single dimension as, in her words, “those who seek their resolution, and 

those who do not”. 83  These two parts, however, cannot be analysed 

separately. In the twenty-first century, ETA and the Basque Radical 

Community know that they cannot impose their political agenda on the rest 

of Basque society. Not even their main human capital, the prisoners, elicits 

enough support within the Basque society to bring together social 

majorities. Hence, it is within this context that the story of Anitz, as a 

humble woman given little to prominence, is intertwined with the story of 

ETA’s decline. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

A common destiny for ETA activists was prison. The deprivation endured 

during imprisonment provides an emotional link for these activists. This 

chapter began with the life story of Peiro, a working class and, at times, 

politically incorrect man determined to fight injustice. Peiro’s story 

illustrates the typical experience during confinement that included torture at 

the moment of detainment and later, when he was already convicted, 

physical altercations with prison officials. Peiro understood the policy of 

penitentiary dispersion by the Spanish government in its objective of 

breaking the social organisation of Basque political prisoners. Furthermore, 

by trying to psychologically and physically break an ETA activist through 

																																																								
83 Interview with Anitz Eskisabel (Lazcano: 03/06/2015). 
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torture and dispersion, the Spanish prison system was attempting to separate 

the activist from his “political being”. However, the resulting emotional 

connection that Peiro speaks of, not only with other prisoners but also with 

the ETA organisation itself, forms the Gordian knot of this section. 

Existentialism, in its most Heideggerian form of becoming aware of “being 

in the world”, is possibly the central element of the emotional community of 

Basque political prisoners. 

 

   If what unites the emotional community of prisoners is the similarity of 

emotions derived from their prison experiences, then understanding the 

different ways in which those emotions arose helps us to better understand 

this community. In the second section of this chapter, we analysed the 

stories of two very different ETA activists, Kitxu and Piriz, to show how 

they belong to this emotional community. Both experienced torture by the 

police at the time of their arrest, in bizarre scenes more typical of those 

found in movies. This apparent disconnection with the real world, in the 

form of extreme physical and psychological pain, was felt differently by 

each man. The torture and the two decades that Kitxu was in prison made 

him a reflective human being, taking his experience of isolation as a 

learning process. The fact that Piriz, unlike Kitxu, was condemned for blood 

crimes (murder) and under exceptional circumstances (connected with an 

internal ETA affair) showed his constant aim of self-justification, as 

observed in his testimonies and narrative. However, despite their different 

motivations, namely Kitxu’s lack of desire for revenge and Piriz’s fear of 

the “ghost” of his past, both men, and Peiro, all belong to the same 

emotional community. Therefore, it is the shared prison experience, in its 

most existentialist sense, aside from the prisoner’s individual conclusions, 

that defines the emotional community of Basque political prisoners. 

Additionally, the stories of Piriz and Kitxu show the difficulty of putting 

these experiences in prison in the past, contributing to the endurance of this 

emotional community of prisoners over time. 

 

   The third section of this chapter discussed Anitz, the only female 

participant of this study, thus introducing the dimension of gender into 
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narratives about prison, an analysis of the last stage of ETA as an armed 

organisation. In Chapter 2, we observed how ETA, during the 1960s and 

70s (during the last years of the dictatorship), integrated the proletariat into 

the Basque nationalist discourse. However, the feminist theory that ETA 

used in its discourses over the following two decades, as oral historian 

Carrie Hamilton analysed in her doctoral thesis, did not correspond with its 

own practices. Some women within the organisation ended up suffering a 

machismo similar to any woman integrated into any other Spanish social 

structure in the last quarter of the twentieth century. In this sense, there is an 

element that differentiates Anitz from the male narrators. Anitz has a 

narrative in which her person disappears. If the personalities of the 

individual male activists tended to disappear within the “figure of the 

activist”, Anitz’s personality was not even visible, reflecting the historical 

difficulty of women to have equal visibility with men. In the case of Anitz, 

her invisibility takes the form of humility. However, Anitz’s desire to not be 

a protagonist in the Basque conflict, and the fact that she is a “daughter” of 

the people due to her condition as a Basque political prisoner, makes her an 

outsider, at least in her testimony, to the terror that ETA inflicted on the 

Basque population during the twenty-first century. During the Spanish 

transition, ETA was able to manage the demands of a great variety of social 

movements. In contrast, the ETA of the twenty-first century was socially 

isolated using a defensive strategy. Therefore, the narrative of Anitz, based 

entirely on ETA’s ideological principles (i.e. legitimation of the use of the 

armed struggle to achieve self-determination) is, to a large extent, 

disconnected with the reality of twenty-first century Basque society, in 

which most Basques no longer support the armed struggle to achieve 

ideological or political aims. In this sense, her gender identity expressed in 

her unwillingness to be a protagonist makes Anitz even more immersed in 

her own cultural micro-cosmos. In other words, in her own cultural micro-

cosmos, which makes her more out of touch with society, regardless of her 

status as a woman or as a Basque political prisoner. 

 

   The four protagonists of this chapter have been analysed not only for what 

emotions they might have had in common but also for how they expressed 
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these emotions during the interview. This is probably the difference 

between social and oral history. In the latter, subjectivity, and more 

specifically the emotions that are “buried” within the narrator, becomes the 

cornerstone of analysis. 84  In this chapter, we observed the striking 

differences in narrative style and motivation with Anitz’s narrative. 

Compared with all of the other participants of this study, Anitz spoke with a 

radically different tone than that of her male comrades. If, in the emotional 

community of Basque political prisoners, gender makes women more 

humble, effectively “disappearing” in the mass, then what makes male 

Basque political prisoners motivated to tell their story? Their motivations 

may, in part, be related with their desire, first, to make their own history 

and, second, to tell their own history, particularly given ETA’s long history 

of existence and of armed struggle in Europe where political conflict has 

primarily been settled by peaceful means since the end of World War II 

(with the important exception of the 1990s Balkan wars).   

    

   The Basque prisoner’s emotional community has been shaped by the pain 

endured through years of isolation and by the brutal torture methods 

employed by the Spanish administration in order to determine to what level 

a human being can resist such pain. This emotional community shares a 

rational analysis in identifying the Spanish state as the oppressor that 

inflicted enormous amounts of pain on them. They also share an emotional 

substratum in the form of experiencing this daily pain around the same time 

(having similar timelines) and with similar elements (torture, isolation, 

humiliation, among others). Nevertheless, this common rational analysis 

and emotional substratum, to some extent, hides the individual emotional 

universe of each Basque prisoner. As seen in other chapters, insightful 

points can also be extracted from the analysis of what an interviewee does 

not directly say during the interview. This was also true with the interviews 

of the Basque prisoners in this chapter. We observed how the tone of each 

Basque prisoner, when recounting their prison experiences, was radically 

																																																								
84 This approach was also previously taken to analyse the life stories of ETA activists. See: 
Carrie Hamilton, “Moving feelings: Nationalism, Feminism and the Emotions of Politics”, 
Oral History, 38, no. 2 (2010): 85-94. 
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different. What does this tell us about the different ways they tell their 

stories and, therefore, convey their feelings about their experiences in 

prison? These stories depict how, despite having been part of a community 

that experienced intense and long periods of oppression, each person also 

lived their own personal struggle. In other words, Basque political prisoners, 

one of the most influential parts of the Basque Radical Community, were 

part of the ideological struggle of ETA not only as a collective but also for 

their specific individual reasons for existence as human beings.  

 

   In the historiography of the Basque conflict, the only relevant oral history 

work that refers to ETA activists was that of Carrie Hamilton’s doctoral 

thesis, in which she analysed the life stories of ETA women activists, 

focusing on the life of the organisation from the 1970s to the 90s. Hamilton, 

apart from analysing the gender roles exercised by the female activists 

within the organisation, would open the door for future works of oral history 

in which social scientists no longer had to approach our object of study only 

from the perspective of the discipline of conflict resolution. If Basque 

anthropologists had previously managed to break this utilitarian view of the 

conflict with their local and cultural analyses, then Hamilton’s thesis 

manages to make ETA activists and their subjectivities as the main object of 

study, making it the first contribution to include such narratives in the 

historiography of the conflict. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

   This doctoral thesis seeks to explain the lengthy Basque armed conflict 

through the life stories of seven former ETA activists. Due to the armed 

conflict’s long duration, which began with the birth of ETA in 1959 and 

ended with the definitive cessation of armed activity in 2011, there is much 

bibliographical research that analyses the armed conflict; however, ETA, as 

a phenomenon analysed through the “studies in terrorism” perspective, takes 

into account only the threat ETA posed to the Spanish state. Through this 

institutional approach, political scientists and sociologists have analysed 

ETA in the context of the Spanish political system and Spanish society, and 

the changes it experienced in these more than fifty years. The historiography 

on ETA focused on the Basque nationalist community, explained how the 

organisation was based on the legacy left by the Basque Nationalist Party 

(PNV), after its struggle against Spanish fascism during the civil war and 

the first two decades of the Franco dictatorship. With few exceptions, this 

historiography did not analyse the emergence of the Basque Radical 

Community during the time of ETA. For their part, Basque anthropologists 

have sought to understand ETA from Basque culture and its traditions. 

However, political scientists and sociologists have still failed to analyse the 

Basque nationalist community, and historians have only analysed this 

community up until the transition of the 1970s, and anthropologists have 

focused solely on a local perspective. How then has this thesis attempted a 

more holistic assessment, to explain ETA from its lengthy armed conflict? 

 

    Before assessing the ETA activists” life stories, the first chapter has 

reviewed the written historiography on the Spanish civil war and the 

consensus found amongst historians that concludes that the emergence of 

ETA is due to the cultural inheritance left by the PNV, represented best in 

the figure of the gudari (the Basque soldier who fought against Spanish 

fascism during the civil war). However, historians, sociologists and political 

scientists oversimplified their analysis by limiting their explanations of 

ETA’s evolution between the dictatorship to the democratic period, 

reducing their conclusions to this cultural legacy of Basque nationalism 
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forged during the civil war. The present thesis builds on the work of Cyrus 

Ernesto Zirakzadeh, who traced ETA’s evolution from dictatorship to 

democracy, analysing the material conditions in which the Basque 

proletariat lived.1 Zirakzadeh’s work is an exception, given that most of the 

literature on the Basque conflict tends to explain ETA from its most well-

known events (the murder of the police chief Melitón Manzanas in 1968, 

the Burgos Trial of 1970 in which several ETA activists were sentenced to 

death, the murder of President Carrero Blanco in 1972, etc.), forgetting the 

foundation and evolution of its social base. From Zirakzadeh and the 

anthropologist Sharryn Kasmir, we learn how ETA transformed the concept 

of Basque national identity from the PNV’s racial cultural legacy to allow 

the integration of migrants and the use of the Basque language around the 

concept of the Pueblo Trabajador Vasco. The first chapter has explained 

how ETA activists” life stories and all their micro cultural cosmos are 

essential to move beyond the analyses that ignored the historical 

composition of the Basque Radical Community. 

 

   In the present research, the second chapter makes a counter-narrative 

through the life story of the ETA activist Fernando Etxegarai which 

challenges the hegemonic account of the Basque conflict as is found in the 

existing historiography of ETA, which has not offered new perspectives and 

has ignored the experiences of ETA activists during the years of the 

transition (1975-1982). Rather, in this historiography, an ETA activist is 

explained as an irrational political actor who did not understand the positive 

changes that Basque society experienced during the Spanish transformation 

from a dictatorship to a democratic system. Etxegarai, who became part of 

ETA in 1982 when the transition was formally ending, tells a story that 

illustrates a political transition in which hundreds were killed due to violent 

political acts, which goes against the grain of the hegemonic tale of a 

harmonious transition. The integration of a well-educated person from a 

well-to-do Basque family —that did not sympathise with ETA´s discourse 

for most of the transition era— into the armed organisation demonstrates 
																																																								
1 Cyrus Ernesto Zirakzadeh. A Rebellious People. Basques, Protests and Politics. Reno and 
Las Vegas: University of Nevada Press, 1991, 79. 
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how the transition may have not been so “exemplary” for some of the 

Basque society. Due to the lack of serious studies that analyse the social 

movements during the politically-tense Spanish transition, the documentary 

Después de… Segunda parte: Atado y bien atado2 forms the core of this 

chapter. The documentary gathers testimonies from various Spanish 

citizens, reflecting the sentiments of several social groups that participated 

in the different political mobilisations that occurred during the transition. 

This documentary, in addition to Etxegarai’s life story and other primary 

sources such as Zutabe, ETA’s internal bulletin created in the 1970s, shows 

a complex political transition in which its elites —whether conservatives or 

communists— distrusted the social movements. Etxegarai, as part of the 

Francoist political opposition, epitomises the frustrations that those like him 

experienced in their daily lives, as he shares his mental universe and 

disenchantment with a process that theoretically promised to break with the 

previous dictatorial regime in favour of democracy but that, instead, ended 

up becoming a transition pact with the Francoist elites. 

 

   This disenchantment continues into the post-transition Spanish context 

and in the story of the ETA activist Josu Amantes and his encounters with 

the GAL paramilitary group. Amantes witnesses the death of his comrades 

at the hands of the GAL and is nearly killed in action by the same group. 

The GAL, a product of the state security forces that emerged in the 1980s as 

a by-product of an unfinished transition, causes Amantes to physically 

experience the same disenchantment that Etxegarai had felt only a decade 

before. As Sara Ahmed’s book The Cultural Politics of Emotion helps 

demonstrate, ETA’s history is inseparable from the emotions experienced 

by the different generations of ETA activists. 3  

 

   In chapter three, Amantes’s life story as a GAL victim is analysed through 

the lens of anthropology, a discipline that is more linked to physical 

experiences; however, this type of analysis was not highly useful in the case 
																																																								
2 Cecilia Bartolomé and José J. Bartolomé. Después de….Segunda parte: Atado y bien 
atado. Spain: Producciones Cinematográficas Ales S.A., 1981. 
3 Sara Ahmed, The Cultural Politics of Emotion. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 
2004. 
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of Amantes as a soldier of an armed organisation.	ETA ex-activists do not 

tell stories of their involvement in armed actions due to fear of the potential 

legal consequences. This converges with an ETA narrative from the 1980s 

in which the GAL represented empirical proof of the repressive methods. In 

other words, Amantes’s life story represents a portrait of an ETA activist 

who, in the 1980s, did not need to justify his armed actions to society, given 

that the Spanish state did not act accordingly to its supposed democracy. 

 

   Oral history allows for the analysis of subjectivities through the emotions 

of ETA activists; however, the analysis of emotions is not the only approach 

to analyse these subjectivities. Chapter four presents Gorka García 

Sertucha’s life story from the 1990s, a time when a part of Basque society, 

through various peace organisations, began expressing massive rejection of 

ETA. In this context, Sertucha’s attempt to assassinate the Spanish King 

Juan Carlos I, does not reveal any determined emotional process; rather, it 

portrays the moral contradictions that an ETA activist experienced while 

contemplating killing another human being.  

 

   Sertucha expresses his subjectivity by linking his personal doubts with the 

armed struggle to the existence of an insurgent organisation, like ETA, 

which still contained people willing to be imprisoned for their ideological 

principles during the 1990s, as contextualised in the book Financiarización, 

territorio y sociedad de propietarios en la onda larga del capitalismo 

hispano (1959-2010) by Isidro López and Emmanuel Rodríguez. In the 

1990s, Spanish society lived through what was known in Europe as the 

“Spanish miracle”—a time when there was high GDP growth due to the 

speculation of the financial sectors that caused the dismantling of the 

productive sector.4 In this historical context, in which workers suffered a 

drastic loss of power over their living conditions, how does Sertucha see his 

assassination attempt of King Juan Carlos I, who is a historical 

representation of the interests of Spanish oligarchies? Through Sertucha’s 

																																																								
4  Isidro López and Emmanuel Rodríguez, Financiarización, territorio y sociedad de 
propietarios en la onda larga del capitalism hispano (1959-2010). Madrid: Traficantes de 
sueños, 2010. 
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life story, the participation in the armed struggle in the 1990s is explored 

during a time when one could be isolated from society simply for 

articulating any anti-system discourse. His attempted assassination of the 

king does not spark moral debate or justifications of these actions; rather, it 

serves as a reminder for why an organisation like ETA, and its armed 

struggle, existed for more than fifty years. 

 

   The fifth and last chapter, through oral history, attempts to give a voice to 

ETA prisoners as these people have been largely ignored by scholars and 

experts in the historiography of the Basque conflict. With the premise that a 

prison is a system of power, and referencing Michel Foucault’s book 

Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, explains that prisoners” 

lives and prison experiences form an emotional community. In his book, 

Foucault describes how prison reflects the systems of power that different 

western societies have lived throughout their history.5 The stories of the four 

ETA activists who tell about their time in prison illustrates a Spanish state 

that wanted to weaken them psychologically at the end of the twentieth 

century and in the first decade of the twenty-first century. The emotional 

community of ETA prisoners was strong in that they all understood politics 

as a way of life. 

  

   The last story of the fifth chapter tells of Anitz Eskisabel and her prison 

experience during the first decade of the twenty-first century. Her story 

demonstrates how the emotional community of Basque political prisoners 

made it difficult for their members to have a broad vision of reality in 

reference to the Basque conflict. In other words, the intense experience of 

the isolated, physically and psychologically repressed prisoners caused them 

to form a one-dimensional perspective of the conflict. In contemplating the 

Basque conflict, Anitz assumes that the Basque Radical Community are the 

only ones capable of finding a solution to the conflict. This is a result of the 

Spanish state’s attempt, and failure, to break the emotional bonds. Anitz’s 

femininity, expressed in her humble unwillingness to tell her story, is part of 
																																																								
5 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison. New York: Vintage 
Books, 1979. 
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a twenty-first century social context in which the Basque prisoners 

represented ETA’s last social base. In the twentieth century, political 

concepts such as gender equality and class struggles were prominent in 

ETA’s discourse; yet, in the twenty-first century, these are pushed to the 

background as the organisation and the Basque Radical Community end the 

armed struggle in isolation, immersed in a process that caused them to 

constantly defend themselves from the state and to look inward in an 

endogamous way.  

 

   ETA activists gradually lost their gender and social class identities during 

the twenty-first century. Instead, the Basque Radical Community identity 

was limited to the amnesty demands for the ETA prisoners. The oral 

historian Carrie Hamilton, in her work on ETA women’s life stories, sought 

to analyse how their subjectivities were constructed during the Spanish 

transition years.6 Hamilton came to the conclusion that the world of radical 

Basque nationalism —due to the “duties” that nationalism imposes as a 

unifying movement or because of the continuous violent struggle against the 

Spanish state— never allowed the women activists to develop their own 

political struggle. 

 

   With the timeline perspective of the whole conflict; how does this 

research contribute to the long Basque armed conflict as reflected through 

the different ETA activist life stories that represent different stages of the 

conflict? As discussed in the introduction, the evolution of oral history —

from the first relevant works that emerged after World War II to the latest 

research conducted in the twenty-first century— has shifted the focus from 

the narrator to the historian. In other words, at the beginning of history as an 

academic discipline in the nineteen-century, historians, in the absence of 

primary sources (there were available only official records), collected their 

analyses as eyewitnesses to events. In the twenty-first century, the oral 

historian’s emotions experienced with their object of study have returned to 

the foreground. Oral historians, such as Alessandro Portelli and Luisa 
																																																								
6 Carrie Hamilton, “The Gender Politics of ETA and Radical Basque Nationalism 1959-
1982”. PhD thesis, Royal Holloway, University of London, 1999. 
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Passerini, who, at the end of the twentieth century dared to question the 

possibility of objectivity between the narrator and the interviewer, and 

celebrated the subjectivities created as a consequence of that relationship, 

have facilitated this change. 

 

   In this context, my research has not attempted to reflect the desires and 

frustrations of a certain group through life stories, as Hamilton does with the 

ETA women. My research has constantly tried to understand how the 

interaction during the interview process between the ETA activists and 

myself have produced subjectivities. In this thesis, the Basque conflict is 

represented in how ETA activists have told me their life experiences, as 

activists attempting to make sense of the events for both themselves and me. 

In these terms, if oral history consists of analysing how individuals connect 

their past with their present, as well as their individual experiences within 

their social context, in my research, this temporal line ends in the present 

twenty-first century.7 What are the consequences of using oral history with 

ETA activists who talk about their past and conversely contemplate a 

present in which ETA has declared a permanent ceasefire? 

 

   This dichotomy shows that it is possible to use oral history to analyse 

ETA activists” subjectivities without categorising them entirely as cultural 

products of their social context. In other words, in spite of the fact that we 

have to take into account how these activists have formulated their 

memories and how they have been influenced by their social context, is it 

not more honest to analyse the interviewee’s emotions in the spontaneous 

way he/she shows them? The oral historian Alistair Thompson asks “can 

individual memories challenge dominant narratives such as, for example, 

those of the nation state?”8 Thompson asks this question regarding the 

tension that can exist between individual and collective memory, and shows 

how individual testimonies can put the collective unity of analysis that 

																																																								
7 Alistair Thompson, “Marking the Most of Memories: The Empirical and Subjective Value 
of Oral History”, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 9 (1999): 291-301 (293). 
8 Anna Green, “Individual Remembering and “Collective Memory”: Theoretical 
Presuppositions and Contemporary Debates”, Oral History Society, 32, no. 2 (2004): 35-44 
(39). 
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cultural theorists seek at risk. The life story of the ETA activist Fernando 

Etxegarai is a counter-narrative to the hegemonic account of the Spanish 

transition (1975-1982) for more reasons than simply providing factual data 

about the transition from a different account than the one considered being 

official. Giving importance to the entire political and cultural context that 

surrounded Etxegarai during those transition years, the core of the counter-

narrative is based on the portrayal of Etxegarai’s personal disappointment 

with the transition. This counter-narrative, therefore, respects Etxegarai’s 

words and sees his story not as a total by-product of its social circumstances 

but as an understanding of how his conscious self decides to challenge 

certain power structures. 

 

   In conclusion, understanding oral history from emotions and the conscious 

self, or from psychoanalysis and the more “culturalist” approaches, this 

research on the modern Basque conflict and its armed history, focused on 

the emotions of ETA activists, intends to be a beginning for future analysis.9 

In other words, many counter-narratives exist in ETA activists that have yet 

to be interviewed. The end of the armed conflict allows for the temporary 

limit to a historical process, deepening narratives from the intense life 

stories that these insurgents lived. From this culminating historical process 

—the armed struggle ETA produced and the violence the Basque Radical 

Community endured from the Spanish state— a new one is started in which 

the Basque society faces individual and collective memories regarding the 

different forms of violence experienced in the past. 

																																																								
9 For a broader debate on  the “cultural approaches”, see Alon Confino, “Collective 
Memory and Cultural History: Problems of Method”, The American Historical Review, 
102, no. 5 (1997): 1386-403. 
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EPILOGUE: CONNECTING LIFE STORIES OF ETA ACTIVISTS 

WITH TRANSITIONAL JUSTICE IN THE BASQUE CONFLICT 

 
“We should imagine that when nobody expresses remorse, there 

ought to be at least one person who stands up for his actions and 

says: “Yes, actually we did do it, for this and that reason, I still 

think the same was today. We lost. Whether we won or lost does 

not affect the cause itself””. 

Hannah Arendt: Hannah Arendt: The Last 

Interview and Other Conversations. 

 

 

Nowadays, transitional justice is an important part of any academic program 

that deals with human rights and conflict resolution. Transitional justice is 

also a part of the vocabulary of non-governmental organisations (NGO) that 

work in countries that have had military dictatorships. What mechanisms 

can a modern state adopt to respond to the massive human rights violations 

committed by a dictatorial regime on its population? “Mechanisms” often 

refer to legal measures; therefore, transitional justice is a sub-discipline of 

law. Despite this, political scientists are the ones who have written the most 

about transitional justice due to the field’s theoretical and universalistic 

capacity.1 

 

   The will to establish a universal transitional justice was consolidated with 

the Nuremberg trials in which the Allied forces of the Second World War 

prosecuted Nazis for their war crimes. Confidence exclusively in the rule of 

law as a tool for modernising a country became obsolete with the new 

mechanisms of transitional justice implemented with the “Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission” that was established in South Africa in 1995. 

Although the most prominent Nazi war criminals were sentenced to death at 

the Nuremberg trials, those most responsible for the apartheid regime in 

South Africa, those who discriminated against black people for more than 
																																																								
1 Samuel P. Huntington is one of the most influential political scientists within the 
discipline of transitional justice. His most well-known work in reference to transitional 
justice is: Samuel P. Huntington, The Third Wave: Democratization in the late Twentieth 
Century. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991. 
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half a century, were freed in exchange for telling the truth. In other words, if 

the international community wanted to send a message of punishment after 

the Second World War, by the 1990s, it was a message of reconciliation, as 

seen in South Africa, and this became the new paradigm for transitional 

justice in the following decades. 

 

   What is the significance of this paradigm shift in which experts on 

transitional justice stopped using tangible concepts of law such as 

“punishment” and began using highly abstract concepts such as 

“reconciliation”? For one, this transition has involved moving from a 

realistic view of society in which these experts strove to prevent such 

atrocities from happening again to an idealistic view in which we imagine 

that the victims of serious abuses can forgive their perpetrators.2 From a 

more systemic analysis, Rudi G. Teitel discusses how the “South African 

model” based on forgiveness changed the paradigm of transitional justice 

from the public to the private sphere, focusing on the relationship between 

the victim and the perpetrator. As transitional justice approaches conflict 

irrespective of time, Teitel concludes that there is always an attempt to 

“look ahead” in this discipline. As a result, historians feel uneasy with their 

role in the transitional justice field.  

  

   The historian Jorge Marco is more optimistic than Teitel regarding the 

role of historians within transitional justice. He assumes that historians in 

the twenty-first century work constantly with the construction of narratives 

to look at the past. This approach is useful by showing how these narratives 

are constructed to justify or condemn certain types of political violence.3 In 

other words, if transitional justice in the twenty-first century is no longer 

solely based on a legalist perspective, then historians can help unravel the 

social and psychological process of blame sharing. 

 
																																																								
2 Rudi G. Teitel, “The Globalization of Modern Legal Thought, Production and Reception, 
1850-2000”, European Law Research Centre Spring Conference. Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard Law School, 2002, 74. 
3 Jorge Marco, “Justicia Transicional en América Latina”, in Jaime Valim Mansan, Jaime 
Yaffé and Helder Gordim da Silveira (eds.), Transições à Democracia: Europa e America 
Latina no Século XX. Porto Alegre: Edipucrs, 2017, 22. 
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   Building on Marco’s thesis, this epilogue tries to take a step forward by 

proposing that historians, particularly oral historians, should participate in 

transitional justice as they can bring unknown benefits to this discipline. 

Oral history emphasises the subjectivity of a narrator who is telling his or 

her life story, as is shown in this thesis. The interaction between a narrator 

and the interviewer becomes a narrative in itself and when this happens 

spontaneously, the historian may not initially have a clear idea of what is his 

main objective. In this sense, the historical narrative that emerges is, in part, 

the result of the spontaneity that arose between interviewer and narrator. 

How do all of these elements contribute to transitional justice? 

  

   If we agree that the South African apartheid and the subsequent process of 

granting amnesties to the perpetrators in exchange for telling the truth 

supposed a change in how to approach transitional justice, then it is no less 

true that this process has often been idealised in academia. For example, 

various experts in transitional justice have contributed to the creation of an 

hegemonic narrative about the South African process in which the only 

relevant element was the fact that apartheid victims had been able to forgive 

their perpetrators. The South African artist William Kentridge, relating his 

experiences in that society during an interview in 2017, maintains that most 

whites did not want apartheid to end. Considering the fears and desires of 

South African society, it was clear to Kentridge that the will of most whites 

to maintain the privileges they held during apartheid meant that the majority 

of the black population continued to be poor decades after this racist system 

ended.4 

 

   Regardless of his political opinions, Kentridge attempts to understand the 

South African transitional process with an emotional approach. If the aim of 

transitional justice theorists is to extract broader conclusions from conflict 

resolution processes such as those that occurred in Nuremberg or South 

Africa, then oral history, through personal insights such as those of 

Kentridge, can help us better understand these processes. How do life 
																																																								
4  The entire Kentridge interview is available online from the Spanish newspaper El Pais: 
https://elpais.com/elpais/2017/12/26/eps/1514287197_612651.html. 
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stories of ETA activists help us understand the Basque armed conflict and 

its transition towards peace? 

   

   Following ETA’s permanent ceasefire in 2011, in a process that lasted 

more than five decades, meetings between ETA victims and their 

perpetrators started to be held at various prisons in the Basque Country. 

Unlike the South African transitional process, the perpetrators would not 

receive any penitentiary benefit from these encounters. In addition, those 

given the opportunity to participate in such meetings were required to have 

first distanced themselves from ETA’s prisoner main organisation (EPPK, 

Euskal Preso Politikoen Kolektiboa, Collective of Basque Political 

Prisoners) as evidence of repentance for being part of the organisation.5 

 

   If, in the twenty-first century, reconciliation and transitional justice are 

“two faces of the same coin”, then it is difficult to reconcile Basque society 

only through encounters between former ETA activists and their victims. 

The following words of ETA activist Fernando Etxegarai, protagonist of the 

second chapter, introduce us to his emotions about the process of 

reconciliation currently occurring within Basque society. 

 
The first step we need is the recognition of all the victims. Indeed, at the 

moment, only some of the victims have spoken, and most of their 

perpetrators have paid their prison sentences. But then, there is another 

group, those of us who know the repression from the state, the 

illegalities... All I”m saying is that the first thing is mutual recognition. 

(...) The first thing they should tell you is that you have existed. What 

happened in the last thirty years? Who has practised violence? This is 

what still needs to be discussed.6  

   Historians interested in transitional justice would be doing a great 

disservice if they ignore the emotional substratum of armed insurgents and 

focus exclusively on the wounded or dead ETA victims. Therefore, 

historians need to also analyse the emotions of ETA activists like Etxegarai 

to understand what happened during the Basque armed conflict over the last 
																																																								
5 See Esther Pascual Rodríguez (ed.), Los ojos del otro. Encuentros restaurativos entre 
víctimas y ex miembros de ETA. Madrid: Sal Terrae, 2013. 
6	Interview with Fernando Etxegarai (Bilbao: 17/07/2014).	
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decades. When Etxegarai talks about mutual recognition and the right to 

exist, he is also referring to the desire of non-repentant ETA activists to be 

able to continue on with their lives. In other words, if, as we have seen in 

the last chapter, the majority of these activists spent time in prisons where 

they endured physical and psychological torture by the state with the aim of 

“erasing” their political identity as activists, then in this new peace process, 

they fight to not be forgotten. 

 

   ETA activist Josu Amantes, protagonist of the third chapter, believes he 

needs to look at himself within the current peace process but also to “look 

back” like Etxegarai: 

  
My daughter is already older. Now I have a grandchild. And you say, damn it, 

I want to spend the rest of my life with them. You also realise that you are no 

longer essential within the movement (he is referring to the Basque Radical 

Community). (...) Still, I know that people appreciate you. They come to you 

and they ask you... and they speak to you with respect. (...) I have always 

believed that we should not stop looking back to know where we came from.7 

 

Beyond repentance, ETA activist’s like Amantes, since the ceasefire 

established in 2011, have been concerned with oblivion, that is, with the 

idea of being forgotten as what they once were. For Amantes, the will of 

ETA activists to not be forgotten is stimulated by the warm feeling of 

affection received daily from his family and from the Basque Radical 

Community. ETA activists, living in a world of memories and affections, 

seem to be antagonistic to the basic principles of transitional justice.8 The 

fact that transitional justice is based upon a theoretical “future reconciliation 

of a society in conflict, makes it difficult for insurgents of any armed 

organisation to easily live through this process. By analysing the interaction 

between Etxegarai and Amantes’s acts of looking at the past from the 

present and their experiences of family life and the warmth and respect of 

																																																								
7 Interview with Josu Amantes (Bilbao: 24/06/2015). 
8 For more information about the relationship between affections and subjectivities see: 
Felicity Callard and Constantina Papaulias, “Affect and Embodiment”, in Susannah 
Radstone and Bill Schwarz (eds.), Histories, Theories, Debates, New York: Fordham 
University Press, 2010, 235-246. 
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their comrades, we can begin to answer Claude Lévi Strauss” question: 

“Where does mythology end and where does history start?”9 Speaking in the 

opposite direction of Strauss, in this current decade (2010s), the Basque 

Radical Community, which emerged with ETA in the 1960s, is coming to 

an end as a historical process. Now the myth begins. 

 

   The mythology that is beginning to be built for the future consists of a 

series of contradictions within the Basque Radical Community. On the one 

hand, it represents the thousands of Basque activists who were imprisoned, 

tortured or killed over the last fifty years, fighting, on their own terms, for a 

socialist and independent Basque Country. From this emotional truth, the 

more than 800 victims of ETA also demand, like their perpetrators, to not 

fall into oblivion during any reconciliation process in which Basque society 

starts to “look forward”. Knowing the historical impact of these deaths, at 

the beginning of 2018, the Basque political prisoner’s organisation stated 

their “total willingness to assume their responsibility and to recognize the 

victims” suffering they have created”.10 This declaration breaks with an 

anti-fascist collective memory in which ETA and its armed actions were 

represented in the Basque Radical Community strictly as a struggle against 

fascism. 

   In an attempt to not recognise ETA as a legitimate political actor, the 

Spanish conservative government of Mariano Rajoy did not officially open 

a transitional justice process in the Basque Country. In this context, the 

collective of Basque political prisoners has had to “accept the blame” little 

by little in order to obtain penitentiary benefits. If an ETA activist asks for 

forgiveness from his victim, does this entail regretting his/her political 

activism? Transitional justice processes have generally taken place in 

countries where the entire population has been the victim of abuses at the 

hands of a military dictatorship. In cases of insurgent violence, like in the 

Basque conflict, the struggle to maintain a cohesive collective memory is 
																																																								
9	This quotation is extracted from Fuyuki Kurasawa, The Ethnological Imagination. A 
Cross-Cultural Critique of Modernity. London: University of Minnesota Press, 2004, 127. 
10  Quotation taken from the Basque pro-independence digital newspaper Naiz. 
https://www.naiz.eus/es/actualidad/noticia/20180108/eppk-muestra-su-total-disponibilidad-
para-ser-un-agente-a-activo-en-la-construccion-de-la-convivencia 
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even more intense. ETA activists who committed crimes were not civil 

servants following orders from a military government to torture or 

assassinate political activists. Rather, these ETA activists, coming from 

social movements, decided to join the armed struggle and, in some cases, to 

murder people. Perpetrators from military dictatorships are easier to 

depersonalise as in many cases he or she is viewed simply as a civil servant 

following orders. In contrast, social movements like the Basque Radical 

Community form the core of the armed actions perpetrated by insurgent 

groups like ETA. Therefore, when an armed insurgent organisation is 

deemed the main culprit in a conflict, the process of transitional justice 

includes trying to bring each narrative (life story) to the surface to 

collectively represent the past struggle. 

 

   In the attempt to express oneself during a transition process towards 

peace, the past and present can become intertwined, as observed in the 

following excerpt: 

 
Buckley: So, let’s finish the interview... If you look back, do you feel any 

kind of regret for your political activity? What do you feel about this whole 

process that has brought you here? Do you look at it with pride? 

Kitxu: Let’s see, these are words that are always used for a thesis: pride, 

repentance, etc. If I consider my past, I would be considering my own life. 

Then, when I made the decision (he is referring to entering ETA) when I was 

17, nobody told me “come here” and brainwashed me. I went in knowing 

what I was doing; it was my biggest personal decision. I”m not stupid. I 

analysed the pros and cons, and I knew what I was getting into it. I considered 

that my contribution, however humble, could help the Basque people finally 

achieve self-determination.11  

Kitxu, ETA activist and protagonist of chapter five, refers to “his own life” 

both in terms of the past and the present. Apart from my attempts to theorise 

about his life, Kitxu shows me that, despite living an intense life as an ETA 

activist, he does not need to question himself at the end of his activism as to 

what happened. We, as outsiders, are trying to explain to how so-called 

normal people, from a normal family, with a normal life etc. ended up being 
																																																								
11 Interview with Iñaki Gonzalo Casal (Kitxu) (Bilbao: 25/07/2014). 
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part of ETA. In the case of Kitxu (who was never convicted of blood 

crimes), the past meets the present without apparent conflict. Unlike other 

ETA activists, he does not feel his story is being lost. On the contrary, Kitxu 

seems to accept that ETA would not a very relevant political actor within 

Basque society in the future. 

 

   Relief was the main emotion that spread through the Basque population 

when ETA declared a permanent ceasefire in 2011. Even the ETA activists 

more in favour of continuing with the armed struggle “until the end” (e.g. 

the right to self-determination) knew that the majority of Basque society had 

stopped supporting them a long time ago. In a scene from one of the best 

films to represent the suffering of ETA victims, a policeman from the 

Ertzainza (Basque Autonomous Regional Police) gives a class to several 

people who have been threatened by ETA on how to protect themselves in 

their day-to-day lives. The policeman is explaining how it is best to not have 

routines outside of their homes (not having breakfast in the same bar, not 

walking the dog in the same place every day) when a woman from the 

audience raises her hand and asks: 

 
— “What do we do in order to go shopping? The shopping has to be done, 

and there is only one market...” 

The policeman answers: 

— “You have a maid, don”t you?” 

The woman replies: 

-—“Well, no sir. I am a cleaner and also a council woman in my town”.12 
 

With this scene, the director wants to convey how, particularly during the 

1990s and early 2000s, ETA could threaten any person of any social class. 

The current relief felt by much of the Basque population is largely due to 

the terror experienced in the past and the change towards peace in the 

present. 

 

																																																								
12 Manuel Gutiérrez Aragón, Todos estamos invitados. Madrid: Alta Films, 2008. For a 
broader debate about ETA and films, see: Ibón Izurieta, “Performative Identities and the 
Representation of ETA in Basque Film and Novel”, Romance Studies, 26 (2008): 87-98. 
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   Is peace compatible with memory? Considering that memory implies 

dealing with the past and transitional justice suggests looking at the future to 

secure peace, these terms seem opposed to one another. Life within the 

Basque Radical Community, including those involved in the armed 

insurgency, revolves around a memory that is connected with their beliefs in 

the present. 

 
Buckley: In fact, you cannot look back because you”re living your political 

activism right now, right? 

 

Anitz: Yes, that’s the way it is. It is the law of life. I believe that while we are 

alive... I mean, some things will not happen and other things will happen...13 

 

The “things” that Anitz is referring to are prison and torture, among others.  

For Anitz, her life and those of the rest of ETA activists do not represent 

something extraordinary: they were simply doing what they had to do. 

However, from a social point of view, the peace process in the Basque 

context is focussed precisely on the extraordinary in terms of the different 

forms of violence that took place over the last few decades. Just as Anitz 

and other ETA activists do not want to forget the thousands of Basque 

activists tortured and/or killed during the dictatorship and the democratic 

transition, neither do the victims of ETA. Studies on memory and justice 

indicate how, for the process of reconciliation to take its course, it is 

necessary to let the different collectives remember their own victims.14 

 

   To conclude, approaching the different lives of ETA activists with the 

tools of oral history shows how, during the process of transition towards 

peace, we have to let each collective reconcile within itself. That is, with 

long running armed conflicts like the Basque one, each group (the Basque 

Radical Community and the victims of ETA) must be able to tell their story 

in the way they want to tell it. An example of this from another armed 

conflict may be seen through a letter sent from the historical leader of the 

																																																								
13 Interview with Anitz Eskisabel (Lazcano: 03/06/2015). 
14	James W. Booth, “The Unforgotten: Memories of Justice”, The American Political 
Science Review 95, no. 4 (Dec. 2001): 777-91 (788). 
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Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC) Rodrigo Londoño (alias 

Timochenko) to Pope Franciscus during his visit to Bogotá in January 2016. 

The personal tone of his letter surprised the public, particularly given the 

great expectations of the Colombian transitional justice process currently in 

progress. The guerrilla leader, who declares himself an admirer of Pope 

Franciscus, tells him that “we were never inspired by any other desire than 

to achieve justice for those that are excluded and persecuted in our country 

and to remedy the inequality and dispossession suffered by the abandoned. 

We dream that you and your father will understand us”.15 The understanding 

that Timochenko is asking from the Pope, and indirectly from his father 

(God), may be interpreted as Timochenko’s attempt to tell his story in the 

way that he wants to tell it. The Basque and the Colombian conflict, in 

which thousands more were killed and tortured, are similar in that, due to an 

emerging process of transition, the different political actors are seeking their 

own historical accountability. In other words, in the context of transitional 

justice, the use of oral history approaches allows the different sides of the 

conflict to first be accountable to themselves as an indispensable step of any 

reconciliation process.  

																																																								
15 Quotation taken from an article in the Colombian newspaper El Espectador from 
Tuesday, 16th January 2016 and translated by the present author. Web link: 
https://www.elespectador.com/noticias/nacional/perdon-por-cualquier-lagrima-que-
hayamos-ocasionado-rodrigo-londono-papa-francisco-articulo-712164 
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GLOSSARY 

 

abertzale Basque nationalist or patriot; since 1970s usually refers to 

supporters of ETA and the radical nationalist movement 

 

abertzale left (“izquierda abertzale”) term commonly used to designate 

radical nationalist camp 

 

Ajuria Enea Pact held in 1988 between all the Basque non-nationalist 

political forces against ETA.  

 

baserri(ak) (caserío in Spanish) traditional Basque family farmstead  

 

batzoki Basque cultural centres set up by PNV in 1920s, and today social 

gathering place for party supporters 

 

Carlism Catholic traditionalist movement with stronghold in Basque 

country and especially Navarre in the nineteenth century, promoting the 

maintenance of political/socialsystem based on fueros 

 

clandestinidad period of time when ETA activists are wanted by the police 

and they have a hidden daily life 

 

CC.AA. (Comandos Autónomos) armed organisation loosely connected to 

ETA formed in 1977 

 

COVITE (Colectivo de víctimas del terrorismo en el País Vasco – 
Collective of victims of terrorism in the Basque Country) organisation that 
supports ETA’s victims 
 

cuadrilla gang of friends from the same town or neighbourhood 

 

EE (Euskadiko Ezkerra - Basque Left) electoral coalition formed during 

1977 Spanish elections which distanced itself from ETA-military 
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EGI (Eusko Gaztedi del Interior - Basque Youth of the Interior)youth 

section of the PNV, increasingly took over the party’s active resistance to 

Franco during the 1950s 

 

EHAS (Euskal Herriko Alderdi Sozialista – Basque Socialist Party) created 

in 1975 with members in both Spanish and French border areas 

ideologically close to ETA 

 

Elkarri Basque peace movement which emerged in 1992 advocating a 

political resolution of the Basque conflict. In 2006, trying to distance itself 

from the Basque Radical Community, it changed its name to Lokarri  

 

Ekin clandestine study group founded by young middle-class students from 

nationalist families in 1952; after merging briefly with EGI, Ekin split with 

the PNV in 1959 to found ETA 

 

ertzaina Basque police 

 

ETA (Euskadi ta Askatasuna - Basque Homeland and Freedom) Basque 

armed insurgent group founded in 1959 

 

ETA-m (ETA-militar) militarist wing of ETA formed in 1974 

 

ETA-pm (ETA-politico-militar) wing of ETA formed in 1974 with aim of 

combining armed struggle with more conventional political activism; 

disbanded in 1982 

 

etarra member of ETA 

 

Euskadi the Basque Country 

 

Euskadiko Ezkerra (The Left of Euzkadi) founded in 1977; politically close 

to ETA’s more communist wing (as opposed to the more nationalist)  
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euskaldun Basque-speaker 

 

euskera the Basque language 

 

Euskal Herria the Basque Country including the Basque French territories 

and the Spanish province of Navarra 

 

fueros historical laws and privileges of Basque provinces and Navarre, 

revoked after the last Carlist war in 1876 

 

Gestoras pro-amnistla radical nationalist amnesty and prisoners” rights 

organisation founded in 1976 

 

Gesto por la Paz First Basque peace organisation which emerged in 1986 

radically opposed to ETA. It was dissolved in 2012  

 

Gora Gu Ta Gutarrak long life to us and ours; popular refrain within the 

Basque Radical Community 

 

GRAPO (Grupo Revolucionario Anti-fascista Primero de Octubre - First of 

October Anti-fascist Group) Spanish far-left armed organisation founded in 

1975 

 

gudari Basque soldier who fought against Spanish fascism during the civil 

war (1936-1939) 

 

HASI (Popular Revolutionary Socialist Party) founded in 1977; radical 

nationalist and socialist party part of HB and KAS  

 

HB (Herri Batasuna - Popular Unity) radical nationalist partyclose to 

ETAm founded in 1978 

herri people/country/nation 
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herriko taberna Basque bar traditionally associated with the Basque 

Radical Community 

 

ikastola school where children taught in euskera 

 

ikurriña the Basque flag 

 

International Conference of Ayete held in San Sebastían, 17-10-2011. It is 

considered the beginning of the current Basque peace process.  

 

Iparralde the French Basque country 

 

Jarrai Basque radical youth organisation ideologically close to ETA 

 

KAS (Koordinadora Abertzale Sozialista – Socialist Nationalist 

Coordinating Committee) radical nationalist political coalition founded in 

1975; close to HB and ETA 

 

kale borroka (lucha en la calle – street fighting) referred to “terrorism of 

low intensity” practised by youth from the Basque Radical Community  

 

LCR/LKI (Liga Comunista Revolucionaria – Revolutionary Communist 

League) Spanish wing of the Trotskyist LCR (IV International), merged 

with ETA Vl in 1973; LKI in Basque 

 

liberado/a paid full-time member of ETA 

 

Plataforma Democrática (Democratic platform) Organisation formed in 

1975 by different Spanish political parties and unions opposed to the 

Francoist dictatorship with the objective of making Spain a liberal 

democratic country 

 

PCE (Partido Comunista de España) Spanish Communist Party 
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PNV (Partido Nacionalista Vasco – Basque Nationalist Party) conservative 

Catholic middle-class party founded by Sabino Arana in 1895; the majority 

voice of Basque nationalism throughout the twentieth century 

 

PSOE (Partido Socialista Obrero Español) Spanish Socialist Party 

 

PTV (Pueblo Trabajador Vasco – Basque Working People) expression 

adopted at the second half of ETA’s Fifth Assembly in 1966 in an attempt to 

combine the notions of class and national struggle 

 

requetés Carlist militia 

 

UCD (Unión del Centro Democrático – Central Democratic Union) funded 

in 1977 as a conglomeration of several parties with different ideological 

backgrounds like Christian-Democrats, conservatives, liberals, and social-

democrats. Generally considered in Spain to be the main architect of the 

democratic transition.  

 

UGT (Union General de Trabajadores – General Union of Workers) 

Socialist trade union 
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